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Mer the moment of the observer's birth no observation can be undertaken in all 
innocence. We always know something aiready, and this knowledge is intimately 
involved in what we come to h o w  next, whether by observation or in any other 
WaY* 

(Kaplan 1964A32-133) 

It is soaked and heavy, and it nops about, and tumbles down on you, and chgs  
aromd your head and rnakes you mad The rain is pouring steadily d o m  a l l  the 
time. It is difEcult enough too fix a tent in dry weather; in wet, the task kcomes 
herculean. Mead of heiphg you, it seems to you that the o h  man is shply 
playing the fool. Just as you get your side beairtifiiily fixed, he gives it a hoist h m  
his end, and spoils it aii. 

"Here! What are you up to?" you call out. 
"What are you up to?" he retorts. "Leggo, d t  you?" 
"Don? pull it; you've got it alI wrong, you stupid as!" you show 
"No, 1 havent," he yells back; "Let go your side!" 
"1 teil you you've got it aü wrong!" you roar, wishing that you couid get at him; 

and you give yoin ropes a lug that pulls a l l  hk pegs out. 
"Ah, the baUy idiot!" you hear him mutter to himseif; and then cornes a savage 

haul, and away goes your side. You lay dom the mallet and start to go round and 
teil him what you think about the whole business, and, at the same the, he star& 
round in the same direction to come and explain his views to you. and you follow 
each other round and round, swearing at one another, until the tent tumbles down in 
a heap, and leaves you looking at each other across its ruins, then you both 
indignantly exclaim, in the same break 

"There you are! What did 1 tell you?" 
(Jerome IWO [1 8891 : 19-20) 



This work d e s d e s  an ethuoarchaeologicai study of Chachi laad-use in tropid, 

northwestem, coastal Ecuadot. The research was done to help prehistoric i n w o n  of 

the area. 

The research was a microecologïcal study of nine Chachi families. It examineci land 

tenue, sertiement and field locations, cultivars, gdening techniques, gathering, hunting 

and fishing, and the horticulturai scheduie. It documents how the families organized their 

land-use activities and manipulated their enviroments, and Iooks at the economic, 

politid, social and ideologid VariabIes that af5ected their land-use decisions. The 

information was collected by participant observation, producing daily activity scheddes, 

mapping fields and house-garda, and inte~ewing infonnants. 

hteresting puits that arose fkom the research that have implications for 

archaeologicai interpretation in the area mclude the homogeneity of soil chernical feailty 

in both the fluvial and interfluvial areas, the use of both flwial and interfluvial areas for 

field locations, the lack of correlation between houses and fieid locations, the reliance on 

both riparia. and terrestrial protein sources, and the use of secondary houses. It is 

suggesed that secondary houses are not built to provide shelter while Chachi worked 

distant fields but that the fields existed to provide food for the Chachi while they were at 

the secondary houses. 

Ethnoarchaeologicai information of this kind provides general ipformation that is 

wful in pmducing hypothetical models of prehistoric cultures and their environmental 

interaction that can be tested agaiast the archaeological record- 
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GLOSSARY 

This dissertation contains local Spanish and Cha'paiaachÏ words for which I do not 

know the Engiish equivalent, Throughout the text I have used undetiining to indicate 

Spanish words, and undedining and parentheses to indicate Cha'paiaachi wonis. 

s&.m small tributaries 

foothills of the Andes, mdti-storied tropical forest 

monté mcultivated areas 

u food in Cha'palaachi 

tl;incho secondary houses located d o m  esteros and ody occupied for two or 
three months of the year 

a large wooden machine for squeuing the juice out of sugarae  



INTRODUCTION 

The ethnoarchaeo1ogicaI field worlr desaÏbed in this dissertation was undertaken 

to provide modem land-use Iliformation that could be used in the interpretation of 

archaeological remains fomd in the Santiago-Cayapas riva basin, of tropical 

northwestern Ecuador (Figures 1.1, 1 2 1  -3). It is part of a iarger, ongoing project 

exploring the prehistory of the area, which is directeci by Dr. Wamn DeBoer of the 

City University of New York 

Humid, tropical rain forest is a CiiffIcuit environment in which to do 

archaeologïcai field work; the Iush vegetation obscum prehistoric sites, the 

preservation of organic remains is rare, and logistics are diBculî. ArchaeoIogical sites 

in the Santiago-Cayapas area are usuaIly shaiiow deposits of pottery sherds. There is 

littie archaeological evidence to provide cIues to the subsistence actîvities of 

prehistonc inhabitants. However, the over 65,000 pottery sberds coliected @eBoer 

l996:27), and the aimost ubiquitous discovery of sherds wherever mhaeoiogists 

looked, suggests that the area was extensively popdated in the past. Ceramic seriation 

analyses coupied with radiocarbon dates outiïne a conthuous occupation of the area 

fkom the Late Formative (approximately 800 BC.) untii the present day (DeBoer 

1996:65). 

nie Chachis, an uidigenous nation, live in the area today. Although they have 

been in contact with Western culture fbm at least the tum of the centiay, they still iive 

outside the main Stream of a cash economy. They do some cash cropping, but 

basicaily &tain themselves practicing domestic horticuiture, collecting wiid plants, 

and hmting and fishing for animal protein. My ethnoarchaeological study of Chachi 

land-use was done to gather infomation that would allow me to describe in detail the 

human ecological parameters of the local Chachi population, focusing on their 

1 



Figure 1.1 Northwestem South America 



1 Figure 1.2 Ecoador 



Figure 1.3 Chachi Centres 



5 
subsisteme system and to d e f k  the mge and diversity of land-use possibilities for 

the ana. The field work was completed between Oaober 1990 and May 1992 in the 

communities of Guaduai, Majua and Loma Linda Figure! 1.4). 

My field work demonstrates probIems inhmnt in applying Western concepts of 

land-use to a non-Western society with diffkrent concepts of envirollplentai 

manipulation. These problems were when I tned in my notes to desmi  

new concepts the Chachis tried to teach me, and for which there are no English 

classificatory labels. My field work provides a record of nine Chachi households' 

variability in land use. The detail with which Chacb plan th& landscape, resuits in 

unique, highly individual plant and animal environmentS. Their msnipulative 

decisions reflect the environmental knowkdge, social conte* and individual 

creativeness of the people using the land Decisions that on the d a c e  appear to be 

entirely economic in nature are actuajly decided upon for a variety of cornplex, 

interacting, social, econornic, ideological, and idiosyncratic rasons. This is 

demonstratecl by the flexi'bilty with which the Chachis manjpulate their environment 

Chapter 1 of the dissertation deals with my theoreticai and methodo1ogical 

approaches to the study. Chapter 2 provides background information on the 

environment and history of the area 1 a h  look b d y  at where the Chachi may have 

corne fiom and at their relatiomhip with the Ano-Ecuadorians who live dong side 

them. Chapter 3 is a description of the mils and plant species used by the Cbachis. 

Chapter 4 dimisses hunting and fishing p y  and techniques. Chapter 5 examines land 

use, land ownership, work scheduling, and seasoaal i~ examines Chachi resource 

management; and explores the fiinctionality of Chachi Eatifhos (secondaxy houses). 

Chapter 6 ammmïzs the nrst five Chapters and explores how tbis i a f o d o n  can be 

used to enrich archaeologicai interpretation in the area 
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Figure 1.4 TheSmtirgo-Cayapas Basin 



This new movement of the 1960's needs to be absorbed into standard thought and 
work: at the present moment it is, especially for non-American wodcers, 
bedevilled by jargon and by people who, apparently rmable to speak and wrÎte in 
clear English, use such phrases as "the logico-deductivecvoolutionary systems 
paradigm". 

(Dauiell978:372) 

APPROACHES TO THE FIELD WORK 

The theoretical and methodologid approaches one takes to archaeological 

fieldwork and its evennial interpretation are mted within the history of the discipline. 

To explain my focus and methodology, in the following sections 1 discuss my 

research in the context of human ecologicd and South Americafl tropical forest 

midies, and the reasons for my methodology. In the final chapter section 1 describe 

my living conditions in the field to provide the reader with a clearer pi- of the 

environment in which the research took place, and allow them insight into the biases 

that effected the data collection. 

Background 

Throughout archaeology's development as a discipliney the connection between 

environment and culture has been dealt with in an increasingly sophisticated manner. 

Beginning as a simple correlation between huma. behavior and the natural d g ,  

today's human ecology encompasses intetdiscipliiiary tecbniquesand concepts, 

sophisticated field analyses, and a continuously evolvhg fhmework of theory which 

7 



8 
one can use to interpet the data. htririg the fast cencentury, the importance of 

environmental factors in the consideration of culawl development has swung h m  the 

extrerne of not king  considered a fmor at all, to one of king consÏdered the pPmary 

cause. Reality sits somewhere baween the two, and an approach's usefbhess in 

archaeologicai explanaiîon is related to the research prob1em being discussed. 

Marston Bates suggested in 1953, that it would be more usefid to "..-regard ecology as 

a pervasive point of view rather than as a special subject matter" (1 953 :7O 1). This 

attitude is xiterated by Watson, LeBlanc, and Redman who describe ecology as at best 

a perspective, a way of looking at the world that may be useful in answering questions 

(1971:107) and Eilen, who writes, 

Ecology as lumÿin ecology camiot ever be an autonomous discipline, except in the 
iimïted sense of an understanding of the dynamïcs of human populations in their 
ecological context..Ecology is best represented as a problernatic - a discursive 
practice - ratber than a discipIine. It k g s  into focus the articulation of several 
fields of knowledge, skills and disciplines (Ellen 1982:279). 

As such its useflllness is not restricted ta the prevailing paradigm of interpretation in 

the discipline. Ecological studies exist in post-processuai expianation as well as in 

processual expianation, the focus of interest is dtered, but the underlying perspective 

remains the same. 

Beginning in the late 19th century with the creation of the anthmpogeographical 

school of thought in Europe, epitomized in the work of the Gemian geographer and 

ethnologist Friedrich Ratzel and his d e n t s  (Daniel l978:24î; Eilen l982:2), the idea 

that human behavior is intluenced by environment became embedded in human 

ecological studies. Since then the argument has besn not about whether or not 

environment influences human cultue, but to what degree. 
. . *  . Early publications such as Eilsworth Huntington's CI- C m  

(1 924) directly correlated environment with specific "levels of ciyilizationf'. Later 



9 
works by F m  Boas and his students in North America, dom-pIayed the d e  of 

environment in shaping culture. Boas wrote of his research wÏth the Central Eskimo, 

If in later Wntings 1 did not stress geograpiiicai conditions the rriwn must be 
sought in an exaggerated belief in the importance of geograpbical deteLminatlts 
with which 1 started on my expedition in 1883-84 and the thomugh 
disillusionment in regard to their signiflnce as creative elements in cultural We. 
I shall always continue to consider them as relevant in limiting and rnodirying 
existing cultures, but it so happened that in my lata field work this question has 
never corne to the fore as patticularly enlightcniag (1940:306). 

Eariy environrnentaiists such as Hmtington envisioned a method01ogy whereby 

identifiable, general laws of behavior and cultural development for all cdhües could 

be described and classified, and maintainecl a belief that the human pm was 

"laiowable". Members of the Boasian school of thought proclaimed that "...the 

interactions of culture and envÏronment becorne exceedingly complex when followed 

out And this complexity makes generalizaton unprofitable, on the whole" (Kroeber 

193 9:2O5). 

These shifts in thought regarding the envkonme~~t's role in altering human 

culture continue today and are conelated with the kinds of research questions that 

anthropologists and archaeologists are asking of their data. Rocessual ArchaeoIogy 

(also known as The New Archaeology), spear-headed by Lewis Binford in the 1 9601s, 

was materialistic, evolutionary and positivist in attitude (ûrlove 1980:238; Trigger 

l989:DO). Although processuai atchaeology advocaîed examining ail aspects of 

cultural systems, in reality most of the research concentrated on, "...subsistence 

patterns, trade and to a lesser degree social ~rganization~~ Cfngger 1989:327). The 

emphasis on regional studies pushed archaeologists to th& in terms of adaptation in 

general rather than adaptation in individual historicai con- There was linle 

discussion of variation in human behavior, as most of human variation was relegated 

to unsnidyable background noise. Individuals became unimportant and passive in 

archaeological explanation. Change was linked to change in the extanal environment 



10 
(Binford 1972: iO6). Processual at~:haeologists emphasized the identification of 

relatiomhips between technology and the environment as primary Pamaryfactors in the 

determination of cultures and human behavior. P m c e s d  arcbaeology was itutially 

driven by the belinthat an objective, scientific, exphution of the past was 

obtainabk, a trend that was minored in other Social Sciences (Trigger l989:3 13). 

The focus on the intemction of human groups and their enviroments led to the 

incorporation in archaeology of concepts and techniques bonowed k m  the biologid 

sciences. This trend is seen early in both anthropological (see Bates 1953) and 

archaeological writings. Terminology and conceptual toois such as "ecological niche", 

"ecosystem" and G e n d  Systems Theory fiowed into intrrpretation. As early as 

1950, a h  the introduction of radiocarbon daîing, Frederick Barth wrote, 

The paleontologist studies stnictural adaptations of gmups through time to 
changing ecologic niches and is able to make a synthetic pictine of organic 
evolution. Similady, in archaeology one has a conthuous record of culnnal 
change. By regarding this change as a process of adaptation to a specEc ecologic 
niche, the patterns of change should make as much sense to the archaeologist as 
do structural changes to the paleontologist (lWO:33 8). 

General Systems nieory was originally a set of concepts used to deheate laws 

governing the behavior of complicated entities such as thennosbts and biological 

organisms (Trigger 1989:303). A system was defined as "A whole which firnctions as 

a whole by vimie of the interdependence of its parts" (Rapport 1968:xvii). The 

ecosystern approach involved anaiyzing human behavior and environmental variab1es 

as p& of a single system ( E h  1982:75). 

The processual approach to anthn,pological and arcbaeoIopical research fded to 

produce law-iike statements that reflected the complexity of culnrral relationships and 

cultural development Tngger lays the fautt at New Archaeologists' pmrasive use of 

the ecological approach, and their assumption that all  aspects of 4 cultural system 

would be infîuenced to the same degree by the "...nature of their adaptation to the 
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ecosysted' (1989:329). Petet Roe has d d y  discussed this point in South 

..-that the most detailed d e s  of cultural geographets (not anthn,poloBistg or 
archaeologists), like Bergman (1980), dernonstrate that the really important 
domain for the Westem miad, subsistene, occupies ahut an hour and a half of 
one's total day in the lowlands,,.h otber words, all that makes Amerindian 
society pleasurable to those who inhabit it, ail those things that give himnony and 
styiistic mity (not to mention d i d d c  cultural redundancy) to them are usuaily 
ignored in site reports that h t e  on the one percent of cuitme that the 
archaeologist has developed the methodological and wnceptual tools to tackie 
(1 994: 184-1 85). 

Processual aichaeology was mechanistic in its treatment of p~histonc people. 

Individuality, d v i t y  and historic diversity wtxe ignored in the search for cuIW 

traits or subsystems that could be isolated, ~uantifïed, and explained, It ignored the 

evidence that had accrued in anthropological studies that most human behavior was 

governed by intangible ideology (see Dunneil1982). Its emphask on the regional and 

macroscologicai (Sanders, Parsons and Santley 1979; Sanders and Price 1968) did not 

aUow it to see the local detail and variability of culture. 

Ironically, it was the need to more closely associate archaeological materials 

with processual explanation, a direct remit of the New AK:haeologyls methodology, 

that paved the way to post-processual archaeological concerns. The inci.ease in 

scientifidy coiiected and proce~sed archaeological data collected by the processuai 

archaeologists exacerbated the need for the discipline to have a scientific, non- 

inductive method of archaeological expianation The need to scientindy link 

excavateci, patterns of material remains with the past human behavior that created 

them, became critical. For Binford the problem was in trying to detamine past, 

dynamic, behavioral sequences from a modern, static, archaeoiogid record, which 

contained no direct information at dl. The contemporary atchaeQlogica1 record is a 

result of both cultural and natural transfomations that have affected it at the initial 
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tirne of deposition and thtoughouî the tirne of its accumulation (see Schiffer 1987). 

His point was that the archaeological record and any obsemation of it is contempomy, 

and fkom this information a diachtonic interpntation of prehistoric human behavior 

through tune is atîempted (1983a). 

To ded theoretidy with tois problem Bidord pioneered what he d e d  

"middle-range" riesearc4 a tam he bormwed frcm Socioiogy (Raab and Goodyear 

1984:258), asnrming a Mifonaitarianism of past and present site formation processes. 

It, 

... consists of actualistic studies designed to control for the relations between the 
dynamic pmperties ofthe pas& about which [archaeo10gists] they seek knowledge, 
and the static material properties common to past and presentIt (Trïgger 
l989:362). 

'ïhey are called actualistic SRidies because they study together both static and dynamic 

cultural processes in the present time h e .  It is distinguished fiom a g e n d  theory 

of human behavior, in that it is concemed only with infkrrhg behavior h m  material 

remains (Trigger 1989: 386-387; T~ingham 1978). Middle-range research has 

commonly involved sîudying the "expaimental" manufacture and use of 

archaeologicai artifacts, and the behavior of modem groups of people and their impact 

on the matexid world with which they intetact, tenned "ethnoarchaeology" Cfngger 

1989:363). My research with the Chachi is an example of the latter. 

Ethnographie data has long been used in archaeologicai interpretation, and this is 

especiaily tme in the Arnericas where then is ofien culnial continuity between the 

past and ethoographic present (Tooker and Sturtevant 1982:*, Trigger 1982:3). 

Processual ethnoarchaeologists emphasized the scientific collection of data, and 

insisted that any hypotheses generated by ethnographic cornparisons be rigorously 

tested against the archaeologicai &ta (Binford 1983b). 

Gould divides the usage of ethnoarchaeological data into three classes: first 

there is the level, in which ethnographic information is used to obtain more 
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archaeological infoxmation, ag. in the location of archaeologicai sites; seconci, at the 

. C 

level of the identïiïcation and exphnation of muSual arcifacts 

is faciltated; and third, and most importantly, at the IeveL of 

what is known about modexn peoples is used to produce hypothetical models of past 

cultures that can be tested against the archaeologicai record (1 97 1 : 1 75). Because of 

the lack of cuinnal wntinuity between the Chachis and the prehistoric inhabitants of 

the Santiago-Cayapas basin, my fieldwork is most useful at the level of general 

interpretaîion. 

Most processual ethnoarchaeologid research has been used to generate 

hypotheses on the matenal aspects of culture such as subsistence and tedmology, as 

these are most easily tested against the archaeological data. It was an empirical 

approach designed to discover the totality of  variables that detennine human behavior 

in partïcular situations and to posit general principles that wil l  show how these 

variab1es consistently interact (Gould 1978:lO). The faim of processual 

ethnoarchaeology to deiineate any, but a few very general universal "laws of human 

behaviorf" and its detailed co1lection of the ideological and cultural stnictures affecting 

archaeological artifact patterning, gave niel to the pmponents of ideological 

methodoIogies of cultural explanation and the popularhtïon of post-processual 

archaeology . 
Middle-range research of both the experimental and ethnoarchaeological 

varieties has been successful in describing the constrabts that environment places on 

human culture, but not in what it origiaally set out to do, which was to describe and 

quanti@ the processes by which human behavior is recordecl in the a~~hsieological 

record. Instead, it has sexved to detail the complex interaction of fkctors that leads to 

the production of material culture, thereby demonmating the ineffectiveness of txying 

to interpret the archaeologicai record without taking into accotmt the idbological 

realms of culture. The inmeashg number of such middle-range re-sea~ch studies have 

made the processual explanations appear mechanistic and simplistic. They 
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demonstrated that th= was no direct comection betweai the physical worid and the 

production of material cuIture, everything was mediated h u g h  mental culture fizst 

Some of the focuses of the post-pmessud mbaeology that have emerged are a 

recognition of the importance of symboiic meaning in material cuiture, the importance 

of individuals as active participants in culture, and the recognition that meaning itseIf 

is subjective depending upon the context of  an individual within the culture, and 

ultimately of the reseafcher studying the cultrne, as weU. These were all aspects 

contained within the prwiously existing "6ingen d e s  of structural, symbolic and 

Marxist anthropology- 

Symbolic archaeoIogy retirmed to the forehnt of interpretation with the 

publication of Hdder's ethnoarchaeological fieldwork, explorhg the use of 

m b o i i m i  within modem, traditional cultures in Kenya, Zambia and the Sudan 

(1 982a; 1982b). His work and that of other post-processualists have elucidated the 

pro blerns associatecl with conceiving of a culturef s enviromental-technologid 

relationships as being the base upon which the rest of the culture is based, and at a 

baser level the flltility of examining any cuitural object in isolation h m  alI  the 

relationships that helped shape its form and fimctÏo~ This point of view weakens 

many of the assumptions commonly used in processual expIanations, eespeciaiiy with 

regard to economic or technological arguments- 

The debate between pmessuaiist and pst-pmcessuaiist archaealogists is really 

a différence in their perception of the goals of arcbaeoiogy. The prowsualist is 

interested in the generalities of culture, and the pst-processualist is interested in the 

specifïcs of culture, Hoddeis pst-processualist comment regarding Binfordfs 1984 

discussion of Ayawara AuSfralian aborigine behaviorai variation demonstrates this, 

"Binford is more interested in making sorne g e n d  contncbution to an abstrcia 

theoreticai debate about which 'isrn' is correct tban he is in understanding the particdar 

event in ai l  its &mess and complexity" (1986A73). Binford is @te- in what 
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Ayawara behavior tells us about cultures within a worfd context. Hodda is in- 

in what the Ayawani behavior tek us about the Ayawsra cuitme itseK 

Middle-range rrsearch was an atiempt at identifyïng sociocuiturai mguianties 

(Trigger 1989:394). Interes&ingly, we have leamt a lot about the range of diversity that 

exïsts in cultural f o ~ o n s ,  by the lack ofsuccess of this research. Almost di the 

regularities that have been identifie& documented and explainecl, by middle-range 

research, are limitations that the enviromnent places upon a dture's economy or 

social organhtioa 

The pst-processual emphasis on symboiism, stnicntral ideologies, and criticai 

theory is an out-growth of processual archaeology, especiaüy early 

ethnoarchaeologicd studies, and represents a rem to the social sciences and 

humanities fkom hard science. Post-processual archaeologists could not attempt thek 

detailed, ideological explanations, withouî the hctionalist, positivist, detailed 

quantitative data made available h m  processuaily based d e s .  By far the most 

successfùl pst-processual studies are those in which the direct historical approach has 

been w b  It is only with the great scientîfïc detail and close examination of living 

cultures that data became available with which to develop a theory of social practice 

for understanding the relations between belief, structure, behavior and the material 

patterning they ultimately mate  (see Hodder 1982% 1982b). 

So where does this leave human ecological stuclies and the role of environment 

in archaeological expldon? At one extreme, processuai archaeologists have 

described environment as a prime mover for culture change, and a description of 

physicai human ecology as one of the p r b r y  goals ofarchamlogical research and 

interpretation. At the other extreme, pst-processualisfs, see enviromnent as little 

more than a backdrop to Me, and human ecology as a mechanistic attempt at material 

reductionism, oversimplifying and overstating materialist concems. Along with most 

mundane archaeological d e s  my research takes a stand between these two 

extremes. 
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The point was made eariier that h c t i o d i s m  has to play a part in any 

discussion of a culture's evolutionaty interaction with its environment; people have to 

survive in order to repduce (see O'Brien and H o h d  1992). If cuitural traits are 

disadvantageous to human survival, then they will be selecteci agalist Cultural traits 

are constrained by the biology of h m  individuais whose need is to reproduce. If 

evolutionary processes are considerd a part of cultural dewelopment, which 1 take 

them to be, then at some point in human evolution, Iurtural selection produced culture 

by conferring a reproductive advantage to its bearers. Mithen argues that, "As a result 

we have today, and have had throughout prehistory, psychological propensities to 

th& and act in certain ways rather than others" (1989:484). There is a strong 

tendency toward confomiity in thought and action among very diverse human 

societies with very Merent institutions and beiiefs. Naniral selection has constrained 

human thought and action, that the way in whicb people behave can be understood by 

understanding the constraints placed on the human mind by its long evolutionary 

heritage. 

An histonc approach to culture shaped by both internai and extemal constraints 

(Trigger 1 989~3 94-3 953, has re-emerged in pst-processual archaeology. It views 

environment as an extemal limitation in contrast to i n t d  ones such as, human 

physiology. Instead of arguing that the environment is responsible for culturai change, 

they argue that it constrained cultural change. It is akin to the "possibilism'' of the 

historical particdarists but with the difference that it takes a diachronie view of 

culture and culntral change. This is a r d t  of its emergence h m  processual studies, 

where cultural change was ernphasbd 

To Trigges, the explanatory power of human ecology in archaeological 

interpretation loses its defïnitiveness as the amount of data avdable for interpretation 

increases, as it does when the direct historical approach is used or written texts are 

available. Trigger also suggests that environmental constxaints axe most clearly 

recognized withia the techwlogical and economic reaims? materialistic, fûnctionai 
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and basic level of human organidon (Mgger 1989394) and thrit great pcissibilities 

exïst...", especially at the level of social organization and religious beIiefk, for other 

fators, nich as culturai traditions d cuinnal infi- of extemal origih, to play a 

major d e  in shaping cuitiiral patternsn (1989395)- Ho-, the prospects for 

determining much h m  very old prehistoric sites remaïns grim. 

Throughout t h e ,  as the philosophical orientation of archaeoIogicai 

interpretaîion swings baween an emphasis on the general and the specinc, it 

accumulates more theoreticai tools with which to deai with archaecdogicai data, 

building upon the theoretical base and the problems enwuntered with it, that came 

before. Elien sums this up wcli when he writes, 

The problem for the antbropologist is ofken not to discover whether a variable 
constrains Ipost-processualist] or determines [ProceSSualiSt], but to assess the 
degree and character of its fiexiiility. And the extent to which a variable 
consaains or determines is itselfdependent on the culturai configuration resulting 
nom those historidy prior environmental relations through whicb it is mediated 
(1982:s 1). 

Human ecology is a perspective apart k m  the progres of archaeological 

interpretation, but the way it is used and fitîed into archaeological inteqxetation 

reflects the prevailing philosophical outlook at the time, and like the progression of 

archaeologicai interpretation, the sophistication of its methodological positions 

increase as well. 

My nsearch with the Chachi was done at a tirne when pst-pfOceSSual con- 

dominated archadopical publications if not archaeologicai fieldwork My theoretical 

orientation at the time was that social aspects of culture would play an important, if 

not dominiurt, role in patternhg much of the land-use behavior 1 was recording. I felt 

that the characterization of South American tropical forest cultural behavior king 

severly IUnited by their environment was inaccurate. As such, my research was small- 

scaie, examining the land-use behavior of ùidividual hmiIies anddocumenting the 
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variation among them as well as broad g e n d  patîems of behavior. 1 I d  land 

owners why they did what they did. In my discussions of the data 1 wLIected 1 

emphasked individuai variation among the Cbachi fLsimilies and the flexiiility that 

they mmSest in their bebavior. 

W~thin the larger context of ethnoarchaeoiogical research my interprrtation of 

the research WBS to prOvide mfonnation that muid be used to produce prehistoric 

modeis of prehistoric land-use behavior. Given the lack ofculturai continuity between 

the prehistoric populations in the area and the Chachi, no other form of interpretation 

is possible, given tiiat 1 do not conceive of e n . m e n t  as being directly responsiiie 

for pdcular land-use behavior. 

Withùi the South American lowlands archaeologid interpretation bas been 

strongly tied to ethnograpbic work because of the lack of informative archaeological 

materiais, and the existence of living descendants of the prehistoric cultures (Lathrap 

196th; Roe 1994:183-184). 

'Ihere are two major orientations witbin South American tropical forest research 

publications which mirrot the previous1y discussed processual and pst-procesnial 

concepts. These can be descrikd as those publications that descr i i  the tropical 

environment as "limiting" cultural development, and those haî desmi cultures as 

"manipdathg" the tropical envirorment Like the emergence of pst-processual 

interpretation h m  the quantitative detail of processual research and its search for 

natural laws, the concept of manïpulating the envitonment has developed h m  the vast 

amount of quantitative data coiiected by researchem exploriag the limits oftropical 

environments. It owes its existence to the quantitative "proofk" that there are fiictors 

other than economic necessity that govern the behaviar of tropical forest peoples 

within their environment. Papers, tend to fall into one category O the other depending 

upon the research topic being expiored. 
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The moa usual first reference @en fm denning the Iimiting nature of the South 

Amencan tropical forest environment, is Julian Steward's impressive and highiy 

influentid, edited work, -of (19394946). In it, 

while not denying a role to historic process, he deliberaîeIy empbasized the 

characteristics of culture that he felt were mon affected by environment, and hence 

outliwd an approach that was inteqmted by later scholars to be a means of examining 

the "limits" that a tropical enWoment has for cultural developwnt Steward wrote 

of his ciassification of South Ameria, 

... a strong historiai tradition d e d  certain sociopoiitid institutions and 
probably several technologies throughout a considerable portion of South 
America, but the acceptance and patterning of such Mtutions was always 
contingent upon local potentialities. The potentialities were a fimction of the local 
ecology, that is, the interaction of environment, exploitative devices, and 
socioeconomic habits. In each case7 the exigencies of making a living in a given 
environment with a specific set of devices and methods for obtaining, transporthg 
and preparing food and other essential gwds set to the dispenal or 
grouping of the people and to the composition ofseltiements, and it strongly 
innuencd many of their modes of behavior (1963 [1948]:674). (Emphasis is 
mine) 

More specindy, Steward described Tropical Forest culture as "compamtively 

d o m "  and having "fairly adquate subsisterice" based upon slash-and-bum 

agricuitiire, fishing, gathering and hunting (1963 [1948]:69&699). He described their 

settlements as semi-permanent, with "soi1 exhaustionl~odically tequiring that they 

move thek fields (1 963 [l948]:699). 

Steward's synthesis was based upon a methodology of analysis that examizled a 

culture's interaction with its physical enviro~ment In his seauch for cultural 

regularities he emphasized environment and down-played historic process and cultural 

variation, and set the stage for South Amencan anthropolo$ical and archaeo1ogical 

tropical forest research. Since Steward's original deSCTipti011~, thit research has taken 

several directions, produchg distinct results. The scale of nsearîh and the orientation 
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of the scholars has resulted in M i t  and ofien contradictory conclusions conceming 

the role of environment in tropical forest cultural development. 

The early work of Betty Meggers (1954,1955,1957), an archaeologist b m  the 

Smithsonian Institute, porttayed the tropical forest environment of the Amaron Basin 

as a d o d y  poor environment incapable o f  supporting the development of any form 

of cultural complexity- Her later wodr, influenced by the publication of more 

empirid tropid forest research, basically maintainecl this position, but in a modined 

form. In in a Counterfeit P m  (1 Wl), she plotted 

modern traditional societies against different Amamnian enviro~llllents, primarily 

fluvial and interfluviai areas, w i t h  the Amamnian environment to support an 

hypothesis that the degree of human cuittuai compiexity in the Amamnian area was 

restricted in the past by these environmentS. According to Meggers the limited 

resources of the interfiuvial areas restricted people to highly mobile Me-styles with 

Me sociopolitical complexity. More complex cultures entered Amazonia dong the 

major river systems to settle in the river vdeys where larger populations with greater 

sociopolitical complexity, she implies, couid be maintained by the richer alluvial soils 

and greater availability of river protein (1971:122,138-139, 149). 

In contrast to the work of Meggm, the ethnologist Robert Cameiro's mail s d e  

research, documenthg the resource procurement strategies of the Kuikuni of Brazil 

(I957), produced empirical data suggesting that m a .  of the assumptions that she had 

made about the limitations of the tropical forest environment, and in particula. its poor 

soils, were unsupportable. His data suggested that the Kuikuru, a mobile, interfluvial 

group, were living weii below the population densities possible for the ana given the 

amount of food they couid grow on the local soils they had access to. This called into 

question the assumption that the low populations of interfluvial areas were a redt  of 

an inability of concentrations of people to grow enough food to feed thexmeIves due to 

soil poverty. His work suggested that alternative limiting factors were affécting 

cuiturai development within the tropical forest 
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In contrast to the grand daeaninist scheme ofMeggers and Canieiro's small- 

scale ecologicai study, the work of Donald Lothrap heralded tbe approach to 

understanding South American tropical forest prebistory that is used today. He was 

inspired by the work of Cari Sauer, who believed that agriculture began in a tropical 

environment, in particular Southeast Asia (1969 11952 ] 24)). Lathrap recognhed that 

the importance of Sauer's work lay in his descriptions and c-ons of tropical 

forest fama and flora in cornparison with temperate areas of the world, and its 

implications for how human groups could survive and thrive in such an environment, 

Lathrap combined ecologid, archaeoIogkI and linguistic evidence to off' a 

mechanimi and historical scenario of how Amamnia came to be occupied 

prehistoridy (1 970). 

This e d y  work by Lathrap emphanzed the importance of the Amazonian flood- 

plains and suggested that the earliest inhabitants in îhe area would have had a riparian 

orientation (1 968b, 1970) (see Raymoad 1988 for a summary of Lathrapts model). 

Since this early work other researchers have corne to reaiïze the importance of 

understanding the ecological diversity present in the Amamnian area and using it in 

conjunction with other lines of evidence to more accurately produce models of 

prehisîoric settlement and subsistence. 

The positivist, processuai philosophy reflected in South American lowlaud 

research, resulted in important works detailing the great variability of the tropical 

environment and the local complexity of human-envionmental relationsbips. Much 

of this work centred mund examining particular variables withia the tropical 

environment that rnight influence or Lùnit cultural development. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the f r s t  variables to be examined was the effect of 

chernical soii f w t y  on the development of tropical cultures (Meggers 1954,1955, 

1957, 1971). There is no easy correlation between mils and either the plants grown in 

them or the societies Living upon them (Cameiro 1957; Monm 1993 ~26). Exp1anations 

based upon soil Iimitations have grown in sophistication and increased soi1 research 



has produced a betkr understanding of the complexity and vatiabiIity of ld soi1 

atîribuîes (Sinchez 198 1, Sanchez and Bu01 1975). SoiI as the primary Limitiag fiictor, 

is stül used for explamiion by some researchers today (see Roosevelt 1980), but more 

fkquentiy it forms part of an explanation involving a consteiiation of interacting 

environmental variables (Mom 1983). 

Soi1 feaility is relative to the cultivars king gram Ifa cultivar is selected that 

has minimal chernid nutrient requllements, such as manioc, then a much greater 

percentage of the tropical forest environment can be collsidered f d e .  

In 1957 Carneiro suggested that weed incursions ont0 cleared land might be the 

factor that caused tropical peoples to abandon thek fields, rather than a loss of soi1 

chemicai fertijity. It now appears that the two variable are inexorably bound together. 

Weeds grow more rapidiy in chemically ncher soils, whereas their virility is limited by 

chemically poor mils (Sinchez Bandy, Villachka, and Nicholaides 1982). There may 

even be an advantage to planting in chemically poorer soils, ifweed incursion is 

hampered. 

A characteristic of many publications on general Amazonian human ecology is 

the division of Amamnia, and its cultures, into flwiai and interfluvial environments 

and cultures Gathrap 1968a, 1970; Meggers 1971; Monm 1983,1993 24-3 1; 

Roosevelt 1980). Great signincance has given to the f& that the fluvial soils, f i c h  

are regulariy inundated, are richer in plant nutrients and allow plants with higher 

nutrient requîrements, such as com, to be grown in then Today it is realwd that this 

division does not fUy desaibe the variation and complexïty present in the Amazonian 

environment (Deneva. 1976:208), but it does, none-the-less, serve to describe an 

environmental boundary, that continues to be recognized by tropical lowland 

researchers (Moran 1993 :26). 

Another variable that was looked at early, was the availability of animal protein 

to tropical forest groups. Steward and Faron (1 959) suggested that the low 

productivity of the environmen& iacluding its fama, might be important in limiting 
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popdation densities, and thaefore affect culturai development (1959:60,62,376377, 

3 8 1,426). ûther mearchers discussed the protein factor (Lathrap 1968a; Meggers 

1971 :26-27), but, it was Daniel Ciross' attempt to test this idea quantitatively that 

stimulated continuhg detailed qmtitative research. Gros cornpared the protein 

consumption of eight different neotmpical societies and suggested tbat these 

populations were consuming adequaîe amouats ofprotein, but with littie surplus, and 

that if their populations were to increase there would be a shortage (1975). He 

suggested that culturai mechsuiisms were used to &ct population growth and keep 

populations dispersed over the landscape. In his later work, Gros has modined his 

protein mode1 to include multifkctorial causes for settlement, and to include energy 

expenditure as an important fmor influencing people's use of particular protein 

resources (1982). This work is associated with recent research results h m  hunting 

efficiency studies, comparing different hunting implemmts, and cornlahg huuting 

and time expendinires (see Hames 1979; W and Hawkes 1983; Stocks 1983; Werner, 

Flowers, Ritter and Gross 1979; Yost and Keiley 1983). 

Gross' work has spawned a plethora of studies that test his ideas and increased 

the detail with which dietary concems are examinai in cultural ecologicai studies (see 

Aspelin I979:325; Beckerman 1979; Chagnon and Hames 1979; L b t  1977; Siskind 

1973). Perhaps the most extensive critique of Gross' early work was done by Stephen 

Beckemian (1979) who argues tbat maay traditional Amamnian peoples do not make 

full use of ail the protein sources available to tbem, and, reiteraîkg Lathrap and 

Denevan, there is historical evidence to suggest that pre-Columbian Amazonian 

populations were larger than they are today. Similar to Cameiro's argument against 

soil as a "limiting" factor, Beckermaa's critique is that since populations could be 

larger, and unused protein sources are available, protein can not be considered a 

" Iimiting" factor. 

As part of the protein debate, optimal foraging theory has ben applied to the 

hunting strategies of tropical forest peoples (Beckerman 1983; Hames 1980; k e s  
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and Vickers 1982). The theory produces linear models that predict what species a 

hunter will select in given a partidar area and d u a t e  theh hunthg efficiency. 

Typically these studies ignore the fact that most tropical forest peoples in South 

America are horticuitiirists, not foragexs, and that as a &t of this, part of the 

environment being studied has been cuiturally altered, making the biologïcai analogy 

suspect. Aiso it ignores that part of the subsistence system that is horticulhrrai, and 

does not take into account the fact that there are strong connections betweni the fields 

and their attraction to prey mimais. It also ignores the active role of human individu& 

in the creating and maintaining of their environments, pphycal and ideological as well 

as their awareness of the m. 
Other factors have also been examinai in the search for tropical environmental 

influences in culturai development Napoleon Chagnon in his work with the 

Yanomamo of Venezuela, maintains that population densities are kept iow by village 

fissioning as a result of social and politicai conflicts (1968; Chapon and Harnes 

1979). He suggests the fissionhg occurs at the maximum size of gmup that a local 

enviromnent can support without causing permanent degradation or a drop in the 

standard health of the population. The social explanations given for the village 

fissioning indude social and politicai conflicts. 

A naniral progression k m  research involved in determining constraints to 

cultural development in the tropical forest, was the view that horticdturalists could be 

used as models for the transition phase between htmter-gatherers and agrïculturaIists 

(see Cooke and Pipemo 1993:25). Limiting factor research has to assume that cultures 

are constantly adapting tc, their environment, and that natural environmental factors 

are constantly pressriring cultures to change. It is a unilinear approach that assumes 

cultural evolution towards cornplexity, and as such wouid see horticultraal groups as 

part way between hunter-gathefer~ and agriculturalists. 

As early as 1968 Lathrap (1 968a) pointed out the iuapproprjateness of using 

South Amencan horticulturai (tropical polycropping and wild plant collecting) groups 
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as analogies for what incipient @cultutajists might have been iike. Guddemi 

(1992:3 1 1) has suggested that the organkational evidence h m  hortidtural groups 

suggests that theg way of life is closer to a hunter-gatherer way of Me than an 

agricdhiral one, and that "..howledge of p h t  propagation does not necessarily lead 

to sedentism and its associateci social transformaîionsn (lW23 12). South American 

horticulturai groups do not store hawested food but live on wbat they have coilected 

that day, they ofien move thek settiements and fields rrgularly, and th& populations 

live in dispersed or small nucleated settiements. 

Ethaographic tropical forest -ch has provided insights into the workings of 

the tmpicaI forest environment, and in isoiating and examinhg the effects of 

individual variables on cuiniral deveiopment However, they shouid not be reganled 

as mono-causal or universal factors in restricting or limiting cultural development in a 

tropical forest enviromnent There are Muences other than the enviro~lrnent that 

affect cultural change. 

With the arriva1 of pst-processual kterpretation in Anthropology and 

Archaeology, a change in orientation can be seen in the writings of some researchers 

who place less emphasis on the quantitative, iim.itaii011~ of the environment when 

discussing cultural development There have always ban luminary thinkers such as 

Donald Lathrap who was a pioneer in tropical forest archaeological rr~eatch, and a 

practitioner of ethnoarchaeology before the @y had ken so named, Concemed with 

historic process as weli as the singular nature of the tropical forest environment, his 

publications (1968% 1970) presented a sopbisticated blend of historic and 

environmental evidence to explain the distribution and configurations of peoples Iiving 

in Amazonia today. Much of his wodr anticipated the directions reseatch is taking 

today. An insightfixl paper by Stephen Beckerman describes the distribution of plant 

staples throughout the Amazon basin, demonstratmg the complexity of the variables 

that govem the subsistence practices of Amamnain gmups (1993). 'Ihis papez is 

interesting in that it emphasizes the individuai decision m h .  
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The longevity and stabiüty of the horticuituml adaptation is  evidenced by the 

aiteration of large tracts of forest areas that are today recognued as anthropogenic. 

Previously over-Iooked resotuces, especiaüy in the i nduYia l  mnes, are behg 

recognîzed as potential if not utiked sources of food and indwtzhl resources. Wild 

and undomesticated cultivated plants, tree M t s  and nuts, and insects have ail been 

recenîly recorded (Beckerman 1979; Ramos-Elorduy 1993). Knowledge about the 

complexity of the envirolltnent coupled with the complexity of indigenous people's 

knowledge and use of this environment is correctiag earlier views of the daenninisüc 

existence of indigenous mups in the fonst (Moran 1983:129). This wmplexity of 

interaction and the t h e  depth necessary to have developed it suggest a long term 

adaptation to the tropical environment, not a short temi stop dong a continuum 

between a hunter-gatherer existence and an agricdtural one. There is no suggestion 

that Western style agricultm was the dtimate outcome of South American tropical 

forest horticulture. Detaiied ecological research is dernonstrating the sophistication of 

homculture's interaction with the physical environment, and the need to view it as a 

dinina adaptation in its own right (Balée 1989; Goociland and Irwin 1975; Guddemi 

19923 13; Posey 1985). 

In the most ment research, even the natural environment itseif, which has so 

ofien been labeled the "constantn variable in human ecological shidies, bas becorne 

suspect. Detailed studies of traditiord peoples' land-use ctearly demonstrates that the 

environment itseIf cm be a human amfact (Alcorn 1984; Bal& 1989; Cameiro 1983; 

Graham and Pendergast 1992; Hecht and Posey 1989; Posey 1985,1993; Smith 1980). 

It is now realhd that much of the tropical forest that is used by South American 

indigenous peoples ïs not a "pristine", "unaltered", "naturaln environment, Early 

researchers had cWïculty recognking this (Balée 1989; Posey 1885,1993), and so an 

meal characterization of the tropical environment grew up, which had indigenous 

groups clearing fields in climax rain-forest to plant their fields, apd under-qresenting 

the important role secondary vegetation and the harvest of old fields have in their 



horticulhnal economies. What is also king recognized are the various cuitural factors 

that have resuited in the widespread alteration of this environment ova the milleimia, 

such as the Kayapo's wide dispersal of thev cuitivated plants (see Posey 1993:66). 

Another assumption that has occuned commoniy in the Iiterature is that the 

mobility of many Amazonian groups is p d y  an adaptation to environmentai 

limitations (Moran l983:ll8). Moran states, "Despite the apparent discrediting of 
. - environmentai determiniSm in this century, eqIanatiom of humadhabitat interactions, 

in the min forest suggest that the environment is responsi%le for particular fomis 

of human behavior or social organhtionl' (1983: 118). Related to this is the 

assumption that interfluvial areas cannot support sedentary setîlement (see Roosevelt 

1980, 1989; Smith 1980). An important factor in understanding the configuration of 

modem tropical forest groups today, and one tbat has direct beaUing upon their use as 

analogies of prehistoric populations, is their recent history. As Lathrap used historical 

linguistic evidence to explain the wide-scale distribution of the Amazoaian groups 

today, so can recent historical evidence help explain their individuai dgurations. 

It has great implications for the use of ethnographie rnaterials, econornic or otherwise, 

for archaeological interpretation. 

Evidence suggests the indigenous populations were greater before the arrivai of 

the Spanish and that groups were decimated by Westgn Unesses long before there 

was any a d  contact (Aichon 1991:19-29; Beckerman 1979; Denevan 1976; Dobyns 

1966; Hames and Vickers 1983: 15; Hemming 1978; Lathrap 1968a; Roe 1994:198- 

199). The disnipting effécts of disease on indigenous groups have been documented 

by Posey (199354) for the Kayapo of Brazil, who changed their resource procurement 

strategies and settiement patterns after Western contact 

Since this time, missionizing, new technologies, and contact with W m  

economies, has taken its toll. As Peter Roe poignandy expresses it, "A can be shown 

that the "tnbes" which exkt today are just the smasheci, repuped, ofien pacified 

remnants of much larger complex groups that once existe&.." (1994:198). It is very 
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likely that in rnany cases cultutal complaàty was d3Eerent than Ït appears today (see 

Alcorn 198 1; Balée 1989; IMne 1989; Posey 1993:63) With what we now r e a k  

happened historicaily to tropical forest pups,  it appea~~ inappiopriate to suggest tbat 

the cultural variation that exists today npresents the mie range of diversity that existed 

in pre-Columbian thes, either in the fluvial or interfluvial areas. It wouid not be 

appropriate to suggest that because there are no sedentary intedluvial groups in 

existence today, there were none in the pst, when the population was larger and the 

societies had not been ravaged by disease and contact with foreign cultures. 

Given the more recent orientation of tropical forest research publications to 

regard people as manipulating theîr environments, rather than king manipuiated by 

them, it is worth remernbering that this point ofview grew out of the exhaustive work 

done by mearchers *g to demonstrate environmental limitations and stress. The 

basic problem with purely economic and "limiting fitctor'' expIanations is that there is 

no place for culture, the decisions that individuai, creative human beings d e ,  social 

pressures, and historic processes. Perhaps one of the best exampies of a processual 

"stretch" is Ross' modeling of game taboos (1978). Refushg to admit any ideologid, 

individual, symbolic, or historicd feasoning into to his fimctionai explanation, he 

creates a paradox in reasoning, in which dtimately he has to gnmt people a desire to 

protect the sumival of a species. His argument is that in an environment where himian 

population is low, there is no shortage of game and there are no hunting taboos. In 

areas of pater population density large game becomes depleted and more diffIcult 

and cody to obtain. An animal species is made taboo to prevent its extinction, and 

the human popdation switches to hunting d e r  game, which is more abundant and 

reproduces faster. Unfortunateiy, Ross can not pmduce evidence of a human group 

that has lifted its taboo once the endangered species has increased in numbers again, 

and he does not expiai. the desire on the part of human population to preserve a 

species. This last point begs the search for historic, ideoiogicai or symboiic reasons. 
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Strîctiy econornic rnodeis in the South American tropical forest can always be 

proved to not work in many situations, because human beïngs do not act in accordance 

to strict economic des. Each "limiting nictor" hypothesis is always weakened by 

exceptions to the de, which are always found These approaches p e r f i y  illustrate 

the point that Bruce Tngger made suggesting that most ethnoarchaeologi& middle- 

range research, produces descriptions ofthe constcaints on hinium cultural 

development, but does not corne close to explainhg it. The use of ethnographie 

information to provide analogies for prehistoric occupatio~~~ has led, in South 

Arnerican tropical forest archaeoIogica1 studies, to a very economicaiiy focwed mass 

of research. Much of this has been concemed with adaptation. An important draw- 

back of this focus is that since it is dealing with a modern gmup a a particuiar point in 

t h e ,  the studies are generally synchronie, and this bias becornes even more 

pronounced when the information is used to develop models of prehistoric adaptations. 

This synchronicity results in a Spencerian mode1 of adaptation, one m which there is 

no explanation for how change in adaptation occurs. Remarkably, D o d d  Lathrap 

reaiized, long before the arriva1 of post-processualism and Hoddds hi~torical 

c o n t e d s m ,  the importance of historkal and linguistic analyses to explaining 

change and understauding the cultual development of prehistoric peoples in the 

m o n  basin (1968% 1970). 

A final point in aoy description of the South American tropical forest 

envimunent is that, as Westemm, we must try and see the tropical forest outside the 

biases of our own culturai requirements. The tragic faim of Western agricultud 

methodoiogies and technologies in the tropical forest is a gwd example of how 

marginal this environment is to our idwlogical conception of environment, and what 

our agxicdniral technological requirements. The Chachis, however, deal very 

successfully with the tropical forest environment, conceptualipng and d p d a t i n g  it 

very Merently h m  temperate agriculturalists. It may be fm more productive to 

envision the Chachis living in a highly productive, rich environment, rather than an 
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impoverished one. In our descriptions of tropical forest life we shouid imbue tropical 

societies with the £&dom to induige in creative, ideologically based behaviors, 

dettered by the constraints of a haish environxnent Lathrap bas made the point that 

the relative fertility of the soii in the tropical forest really depends upon the iând of 

crop you want to grow (1970:37), this point couid be made of culture. 

South American archaeological interpretation has been sûongly tied to 

ethnographie work because of the lack of informative archaeological mataials, and the 

existence of Living descendants of these prehistoric cultures (see Roe 1994: 183-1 84). 

These studies have had as their focus the lirnits of the economic strategies practiced. 

In the manner of "scientïfic" positivist analyses they sought to isolate particular 

variables which could then be examined in detail, in relation to other variables affects 

upon them. This emphasis has corne about because of the scant amount of 

archaeological materiai available for analysis, and the obvious importance of 

economic information that can be obtahed fiom these studies. What is not necessarily 

lost by these studies, but is certainly overshadowed by them, are the sociological and 

ideological forces acting within prehistoric cultures, and the individual decision- 

makers that initially begh the f o d o n  of the archaeological record 

Optimal foraging studies and other quantitative subsistence analyses done on 

modem indigenous groups have been popularly w d  by South American 

archaeologists seeking to understand the complex relaîionship between tropical forest 

cultures and  the^ environment (see Beckerman 1983; Behrens 1981; Gross 1972, 

1982; Hawkes and û'Comell198 1; Hawkes, Hill and O'CormeU 1982; Hill and 

Hawkes 1983; Stocks 1983; Wmterhalder and Smith 1981 as examples). A common 

approach has been to describe cultural adaptation as a fomi of "efficiency in the 

exploitation of resources" (Balée 1989:2). Efficiency can be denaed in many ways but 
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underlying al l  these studies is the hypothesis that tropical fonst peopies try and 

optimize their "yieidleffort ratios" in their subsistence behavior @dée 19895). 

One method of characterizhg subsistence strategies is detemllning whether they 

are "tixne-minhnkd (efficiency depresses time docation) or "energy-maxhnhm" 

(efficiency in-s time ailocation) (see EIames and Vickers 1983 : 17; Schoener 

1 971). Subsisteme behavior is examinai quantitativeiy to see if foraging decreases 

with efficiency (tirne-mhhhhg) or incrrases with efficiency (energy m g ) .  

The results help characterize the importance Wcular resources play in determining 
. . 

cultural behavior. Time-mhhkhg suggests that an individual ody forages until 

their subsistence requirements are met and then they do something else. The more 

efficient the fo-g the less time îhey spend doing i t  

A lot of usefbi quantitative information has corne out of these studies, howevery 

there are problems with the method As Mithen has pointed out, researchers often 

look at gmup behavior rather than individuai, people are seen as passive actors in the 

sceoarios (1 99O:6), and behavior is examineci statidy without any attempt to explain 

how the state was arrived at or would be maintained with environmentd change 

(1990:S). These methods often completely ignore the histonc or social issws so 

important in ail societies. 

Theie are microecological studies, however, (see Becke~man 1983; Cameiro 

1957; Hill and Hawkes 1983; Johnson 1983 as examples) done at a d e r  scale, 

which deal with many of these theoretical problems. 

Microecology seeks to understand the immediate probiems individuals face in 
exploiting the environment As a remit, conûiiutors attempt to specify carefully 
the local environment and historicai context in their presentation of detailed 
quantitative data on time allocation, resource yields, retums to labor, and 
coasumption. In taking this direction, researchers are forced to consider 
individuals, possible alternatives, goals, and the factors that influence subsistence 
decisions (Hames and Vickers '1983:21). 
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My own research was done at this d e r  d e  and so dealt primarily wiui individual 

decision makers and took into account the historical and social expIanations for 

choices of subsistence behavior. As Mithen states, "Culairal behavior derives h m  

capacities for learning, decision-making and problem solving. As biological 

endowments these reside in the individuai. Conseqymtiy, exphutions for cultural 

behavior requise reference to decision making by individuals" (1 9903256). 

Apart h m  cursory mentions and short colornhil descri&ons of vints (see 

Basurco 1894; Wolf 1879; Stevenson 1825). the fist systematic description of Chachi 

culture was made by Samuel A. Banett duMg his 1908 - 1909 stay on the fiver 

Cayapas (Barrett 1925). Later works inc1ude Milton Altschuler"~ doctoral research on 

Chachi legal behavior (1964), reseamh and publications supported by The Summer 

Institute of Linguistics (see Aîïapa 1989; Lindskoog and Lindskoog 1964), and more 

recently some rnonographs published by Ecuadorian scholars (see Bmiga 1987; 

Carrasco 1988; Illanes 1984; Medina 1992; VittadeUo 1988). Botanid work done in 

the area includes the United Nation's Food and Agriculture ûrganhtion 1964 - 1969 

shidy o f  trees in northwestern Ecuador (FA0 1970), and the first extensive 

ethnobotanical study done with the Chachis as a collaboration between the Botanid 

Institute at the University of Aarhus in Denmark and the Pontificia Universidad 

Catoiica del Ecuador in Quito (see HoMielson and Bdod  1984; Kvist and Barfod 

199 1). 

Using these earlier works as an introduction to the area 1 focused my research on 

the cultural and naturai factors that explain individual Chachi land-use decisions. 

Steven Mithen mites, 

... we have people - sentient, creative, emotionai people - tackling problans 
posed by their social and physical environments. ûur focus must be on individual 
action as the result of psychological propensities with which humans are 
biologically endowed. These are employed in social, eco!ogical and bistoncal 
contexts that are unique to each individual and that may di&t radically h m  
those composing the environment in which such propemities were selected. In 
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this respect the long-term sequences of cbange recorded by the mchaeological 
record result h m  a complex of intaacting h r s  conceming individual 
decisions, the intended and rmintended wnsequences of these, aed fluctuations m 
the extemal en .nment  (WO:l8) 

The scaie of my rescarch is at the level of the individual and dowed for individual 

focus on individuai decision makm is made within an evolutiomry context, where 

natural selection still constrains the variations possible in the natural, social or 

ideological spheres. Looking at how people make decisionsi withi. a particular 

environment in itself characterizes the kind of environment 

My research with the Chachi was an attempt to obtain information to help Ï n  the 

interpretation of archaeoiogicd remains found in the local area. I examitled land 

tenue, settiement and field locations, cultivars, gardening techniques, gathering, 

hunting and fishing, and the horticuitural schedule. The emphasis of my research was 

in documenting how nine Chachi families organized their land-use activities and 

manipuiated their environmentS. 1 aiso looked at the variables, economic, political, 

social and ideological, that affectecl their land-use decisions. 1 documented activities 

and questioned ùiformants about their masons for their land-use decisions and 

behaviors. 

The combination of physical evidence and human expianation that 1 recorded, 

documents how cultural decisions, both economic and non-econornic, impact upon the 

material world. This research will help produce more accurate and humanistic 

hypotheses and models of the prehistoric populations that lived in the Santiago- 

Cayapas area. 



B M H a u s e h o l d s  
The scale of my research, nine families7 and its restriction to a prticuIar local 

area, d e s  extrapolation of the details of land-use behavior difficult 1 wodd argue7 

however, that within even this small sample of nine f d e s  g e n d  pattems of land 

use can be identifie& including the flexi'bility with which the Chachis manipulate their 

environment. At this scaIe 1 was able to examine the microecology of an area and 

examine individuai goals, the f w  affecting decisions (see Hames and Vickers 

l983:2 1). Scale made it easier to see adaptation as a continuous process rather than a 

static state. The details of Chachi land-use behaviot vary between different local 

areas, but the hdamental aims of their subsistence activities remain the same. 

During my research 1 worked with nine Chachi families, measrrring and mapping 

their fields, and asking them land-use questions. I use the tem "family" to refer to a 

socially related group of people occupying the same house-fioor, eating their meais 

together, and working and harvesting the same fields. The terni "household 1 reserve 

for ail the occupants of a Chachi house, which may contain more than one family. 

These definitions are loose, as Chachis enjoy travelling, and the composition of a 

household or f d y  can change dramatically throughout a year. 

Short absences nom the f d y  can be a remit of visits to fnends or relatives, 

hunting expeditions, visits to shamaas or medical clinics, running nom a f d y  

dispute, a journey made to buy or sell items, attendance at a ceremonial celebration 

etc. Longer absences occur when individuais leave their home to attend a distant 

school, go to live with relatives in a distant area, or travel to a town or city to work. 

Finally, thae are permanent changes in howhold composition as a result of births, 

deaths and marriages. 

In m y  recoràing of a f d y l s  land-use activities, it should bom in mind that 

the fl uidity of fiimily composition affects the r d t s  1 obfaked in trying to determine a 
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correlation between M y  size and the amount of land needed to support h FkstiyI 

the Chachi family itseifis very fluid in tems of the number of individuals within it at 

any the. Secondly, laad is cultivateci in anticipation of petceived friture needs. Since 

the preparation and clearing of a plantain field, or must be done atmost a 

year before a harvest cm take place, the amount of land dtivated reflects the f d y ' s  

prediction of needs rather than their actual needs. Thirdly, tropical forest horticulture 

in this area, can be descn'bed as an "immediate-retum economyn (see Guddemi 

l992:3 O3), with foods king eaten within a few days of being ripe, therefore quiring 

that food be available ail year round. Foods are iiarvested continuously, malcing the 

quantification of horticdturai produce diffidt. 

In Chachi society today, it is the men who make most of the public, economic 

and political decisions, aithough the actual power structure within a f d y  is more 

dependent upon the charactes of  the individuals involved. To do my research 1 had to 

approach the senior male in each family to ask pemiission to work with him and his 

family. To facilitate my descriptions of the individuai familes, I have named them 

after thÏs senior male but do not mean to imply any assumptions of authonty, or 

ownership d e s s  specificaIly discussed in the text. 

1 worked with familes living in Guadual, Mafa, and Loma Linda (Figure 1.4). 1 

iîved with Victor's fàmiiyI and consequentiy they became my primary informants, and 

the individuals for whom 1 was able to record a twenty-four hour land-use activities 

schedule. The other eight f d e s  1 worked with, were selected because of rny 

connections with the Chachi wmmUILity through Victor and my boaîman, Benito. 

Many of these families were related to Victor, and Figures 1 -5 to 1. 8 more fbUy 

details the kinship associations. These families stiU subsisted by working 

the land, alîhough Luis and Luciano's f d e s  were aiready experimenting with more 

intensive forms of cash cropping. What foiiows is a brief description of each of the 

families 1 worked with. 1 refer to any household member capable of wielding a 



Figure 1.5 Family M e m b h i p  of Victor, Juiio and Andrés 



Figure 1.6 Family Membmhip of Lionel, Andrés and Luis 



Figure 1.7 Family Membership of hua and Luciano 
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Figure 1.8 Family Membership of Emilio, Pablo and Gustavo 
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machete and doing work in a field as an ad& and any other members, unless 

specifidy identifieci, are chil* 

YiftnrlsEam&mgute1.5B,19 
In order to more cleariy descnb Victor's position withia the Guaduai 

community, it is nec- to d e s c r i i  some of the background history of his fàmily, 

as this has some bearing on the changing niles of land tenure, which 1 discuss in 

Chapter 5, and the composition of his houx-garden. 

Several years before my research, the gnat ahaman. h a r o ,  had lived in 

Guadual in a house Iocated where Victor's house is now- He was living with his forth 

wife, with whom he was childless. He died one Easter, leaving his house ia Guaduai 

to the children of his third wife that stiii iived in the Guadd area Upon my arrivd in 

October 1990, klvaro's daughter Minum, was living in a new house on the site, with 

her husband Victor h m  Quïnindé. By Mrtue of the fact that h m o  had been a 

shaman and hû daughter Minum had taken a great interest in his skUs, Victor's house- 

garden contained a lot of medicinal and rituai plants. Tempody sharing the house 

with them was Julio's family. 1 Iived in this house M e  1 was conducting my 

research. 

Victor's house was built on the site of hvaro's old one, and because he had 

reused the house posts h m  the older house, two of hvarok sons c W e d  equal 

ownership of the house. Although they did not live in the house, they both kept 

baskets of belongings hanghg h m  the raftas and would periodically spend some 

time there without an invitation fiom Victor, with whom they did not get dong. 

Upon my arriva1 in 1990, Victor's family contained six adults and three children. 

His oldest son, Augustin, had taken a wife that iived in the house with the M y ,  and 

they were already starting to separate fieldwork, cooking responsibilites and houe 

areas from Victor's family. At the time of my research in 1990 the couple was more a 

part of Victor's family than separated h m  it, and so they were included in the 
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researcb- When I ietunred to the area in 1992, Augusth and his d e  had left Victor's 

family to work in Quito. During tfüs period o f d  Victor's M y  consisted of 

four adults and t h e  children, Victor's youngest chüd was too d to take into the 

fields, and so W u m  or one of the 0 t h  ad& was always requllcd to stay at home to 

baby-sit 

IuüPlsEpmiù!(FimneU~ 

In 1990 Julio's firmily lived in Victor's house, a f k  abandonhg th& own upon 

the death of Juiio1s father. Julio's mother, Patricia, was a daughter of hvam by his 

second wife, and therefore a haKsister of Mirium. 

Aithough closely related and sharing a household, fieldwork was kept separate 

between the two familes. Meals were cooked and eaten separately and both families 

had distinct areas of the houe where they slept, stored food, kept belongings and 

made and nXed tools. The kitchen and stove arar was divided in W, only the 

bathroom-drying platfonn was s h e d  by both familes. Upon my arriva1 the house 

space was divided up into three family portions and 1 was provided with my respective 

sleeping, storage and cooking areas. In 1990 sixteen of us shared the Chachi houe 

quite comfortably. 

By my r e m  in 1992 Julio had built his own house in roughly the same place 

where his father's house had been. He had manied a gi11 k m  Cde Mansa and had a 

son. When 1 mapped and measured his fields in 1992 his family consisted of four 

adults and one infant. 

B n m e s ' m m u L I I  
Andrés was the youngest an of hvaro by his third M e ,  and a brother of 

Minum. His f d y  had no house of their own, but lived in Loma Linda with his 

fathet-in-law. His f d y  contained three adults and three infants. Of ali my 
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informants, he was the one that least Iiked fieldwork and spent as much time as he 

I J Q n d s F a m i l v ~ U  
Lionel, Andrésr father-in-Iaw, was an energeticY hard-working man who said he 

was in his 70's. Two of his daughters had matLieci sons of b a r 0  for whom he had a 

great deai ofrespect, His wife was comp1etely bkd,  so his daughter, ,AncMsr wife, 

cooked for both familes. His o k  cbildren were either marrieci or attending school in 

Borbon or Esmeraldasy however he had three grand-children staying with him whilst 1 

conducted my research. 

L u c i a n o ' s ~ I F i m i r e L D  
Luciano's f b d y  Lived in Loma Linda and containeci nine adults and three 

children. It was an extended fàmily in that one ofhis married sons lived with him and 

helped him work bis fields. Uniike the other Chachi fiunilies that 1 worked with, 

Luciano's older children had not been sent away to go to schoal. In this regard his 

famify composition might be closer to what moa Chachi families' would have been 

like before Western influence. Although they shared fields and produce, Luciano and 

his son's wives cooked sepanitely for their respective spouses and childrien. 

LiBslEPmilr(FimireL6L 
Luis was Lionel's nephew- His fhther and mother were dead, and he iived with a 

sister and his fiancé in a small bouse in Loma Linda Th- were two small children. 

EmiliPlsEPmilr-m 
Emilio's family lived in Mafa and for part of the year he was joined by his 

brother's family. His brother was a school teacher in C d e  Mansa and did not own his 

own house. While teaching at the school he received a salary with which he fed and 
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clothed his family. During the school Summer vacation his M y  joined Emifiors In 

Mafa, helping them in the fields and sharing in the harvest Each M e  was expectcd to 

cook for her husband and respective chiIdren, but many of the harvesting and cooking 

tasks were shared between the two women. At the time ofmy research Emiliors 

brother's family was in residence with his M y .  M o r s  M y  wItSiSted of five 

adults and two cbildren His brother's family consistcd of t h e  addts and one chiid 

I M l l Q k E a m i l r ~ r n  
Pablo's wife was Emilio's sister, and they lived aaoss the riva h m  M o ' s  

family in Maf i  Pablo was a duman and imlike the other families I woked with only 

majntained the field that munded  his house. Many of his patients paid him with 

produce, so that he did not have to hawest as much h m  his own fields as odier 

families. His family comisted of two adults and three children. 

~ E a m i l r I F i m r r e L S 1  
Gustave's family lïved in Mafa His famiy consisteci of five adults and two 

c hildren. 

EieldMethod 
1 had no intention of bashg my research upon leaming Cha'paiaachi, the local 

language. My time in the field was too short, my ignorance too great, and the focus of 

my research material was enough to convince me 1 oould attempt it in Spanish (see 

Edgerton and Langness 1974 for a Kef discussion of language in anthropological 

midies). This, however, did not stop me b m  starting to lerim Cha'palaachi during my 

stay and where possible 1 recordeci the names of things that 1 was obsenring in both 

languages. My Spaaish record is the more wmplete and the material upon which 1 

based this analysis. 1 shouid also note that in my attempts to reco~d the names of plant 

and animal p i e s  used by the Chachi 1 discovered that confusion erùsted over 
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Spanish and Cha'pdaachi names and that in some cases the Cha'palaachi name had 

been forgottea Sadly this illustrates the neeà for the detailed documentation of 

Chachi ethnoscience before it disappesrs. 

My fieldwork strategy was a combination ofpaaicipant-observation, the 

systematic observation of fields and coilecfio~~ of soil sampIes, and semi-stnictured 

and unstnichrred interviews. 

Upon my arriva1 in Guadual 1 spent four weeks as participant-observer as well as 

keeping a detailed daily schedde on each working member of Victor's family and 

coming to temis with my situation. No doubt Victor, his famiy, and the Chachi 

community were aiso coming to temis with me. This period allowed me to establish 

reiationships with people and fkd my role and position in Victor's house. The 

individuals whose schedules of activities 1 recorded were those who could wield 

machetes and so be involved in land-use activities. The first four weeks were recorded 

nom October 1st to the 28th, 1990, during the dry season, and 1 recorded another two 

weeks, fiom February 15th to 28th, 1992, during the wet season and an El Niiio event 

My later fieldwork involved a approach to Chachi fields and land use. 

1 mapped, measined and took soil samples fiom al1 the produchg fields of nine Chachi 

families. Where possible, 1 looked at U o w  fields, but was unable to measure most of 

them, although I estimated sizes where possible. Fallow fields that are left uncleared 

for any length of time are very overgrow~, and it would have entailed extended 

clearing of the peripheries to get any accurate measuements of size. 

Fields were mapped using a machete, a 15 m chah and a compass. The field 

owner wouid usually clear the paiphery of the field to be mapped with a machete. 

Two workers wouid then stretch out sections of the tape along his line and call out 

measuremeats. 1 would record the meamrements and take bearhgs along the tape. 

Periodically 1 would trianguiate my position to a prominent landmark in the field 1 

also mapped in as much of the vegetation as 1 couid recognize, aqd recorded the state 

of weed growth in the fields. 1 used aerial photographs to situate myself in the area. 
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At this tirne there were no large d e  maps ofmy research area avaüabe in Ecuador 

due to the proximity of the Colombian borda and Ecuadorian military concems over 

=w#w- 
1 collected forty-five s o i l  samples h m  the area Each sample came h m  a 30 

cm deep test pit and was a mixture of maferia1 coiIected h m  O - 5 an, 10 - 20 cm, 

and 25 - 30 cm below the dace. 1 took the samples to Esmeraldas wbere 1 tested 

them for plant nutrients using a portable Simplex Soi1 Testing Mt, produced by 

Edwards Laboratory, Ohio. 

Photographs were taken of most of the fields I visited. Photographs and 

sketches were also made of plants, horticdtural and fisbing and hunting implements. 1 

recorded al l  the information collected during a &y on a micro~cassette tape recorder, 

which I tramcnid into my notebook in the evenings. 

At each field 1 wouid discuss with the owner the field's history, its crop fields 

and his future plans for i t  1 started out with a semi-structured questionnaire but fomd 

this almost impossible to work with. Infonnants would get bored quicldy, want to 

about other things or start doing another activity. By the end of my fieldwork 1 only 

carrîed a list of subjects that I tried to bring up in conversation. In consequence 1 was 

not always able to record identicai information for each field. 

1 dso inte~ewed informants fiom each family about fishing and hunting 

equipment, techniques and success. As with my attempts at gathering Sonnation on 

fields 1 did not record the same amount or type of information fkom each fâmiiy. 

~ ~ P f W J ~ l l g  
When living and working in a ciBetent culture, one relies not just upon one's 

informants, but upon the entire community. For me to say 1 worked with only nine 

Chachi families would not be strictly true. My Suence on the Chachi community 

during my research, and their innuence on me was much more fhpreaching than that 
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My social relatioaships within the Chachi community dictated who my mformaflts 

would be and controUed to some extent the idocmation 1 was able to COU- 

Fortunateiy, 1 had iived in Guadwi in 1988 as part of Warren DeBon's 

archaeological crew. We had rented Victor's house dwlg  the field season, and he and 

his fiimiy had moved in with some neighbours. Upon my retlma in 1990 to do my 

own research, Victor already knew me, and it was easy for me to arrange to stay with 

him and his family in their home. This was a g m t  help to me as the status of a single 

femde without a family is somewhat problematic in the Chachi social environment 

I set my tent up at one end of Victofs house and that became my living area. 

The Chachi houses are large and if more than one f d y  occupies it, the house is 

divided up inro distinct f d y  living areas. My presence constituted a f d y .  1 did 

not use the tent fly as it was too hot at night, and rats wouid NTI under it and over my 

netting. My Afko-Ecuadorian guide, Benito, h m  across t h  river, brought me a 

sturdy wooden table and ch& to set up on the uneven floor beside my tent Every 

evening 1 would sit at the table with a candle or kerosene lamp, write my field notes, 

and swat at suicida1 beetles and rnoths determineci to fly into the flame. When one did 

manage to light itself, 1 would chase the buming insect around the house fioor 

fkantidy, waiting until it h p p e d  and 1 couid stamp out the fjre. 

Like the Chachis, 1 kept myseifclean by bathing in the river, although I usually 

managed to cover myself with mud again trying to clamber back up the slippery river 

bank. The children were great spectators and as nimble as mountain goa.  When the 

rains were heavy and the river in flood 1 washed in the muà-laden waters, tuming 

myself and my clothes a homogenous orange-brown colour. 

One concession 1 made to myseifand the Wty of a North American stomach 

living in a tropical environment was to have a new pit toilet constructed behind the 

house. The Cbachi use a long barnboo platfiom supported on stilts that extends out 

behind the house. Its use r e q h  good balance in day-light but 1-was reduced to 

crawling on my han& and knees at night, To deal with the lack of North American 
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agiiity a pit toilet had been constructed for the previous archaeological crew but it had 

rapidly disintegrated in the humid heat and was in a bad state of q a i r .  1 had the new 

toilet built &et 1 fell tbugh the fiwr of the old one. 

I cooked for myseifwhile doing my research, which although it rrquired a lot of 

time and resuited in a couple of bouts of food poisoning, gave me an opportrmity to 

frternize with the Chachi women and enjoy some much needed f d e  company. 

The women did not speak much Spanish and they began to teach me Cha'palaachi. 

Because the women had not been c o d M  in my housing negotiations with Victor 

and his brothers-in-law they were initially loath to give up a section of theU cooking 

hearth to me. With the,  howevet, we established a rapport in which foods were 

shared and exchanged and 1 was taught sorne basic cmkhg skills. 

Because there was no refiïgeraticn and everything canneci had to be brought in 

by bus and canoe h m  Esmeraldas, most ofmy diet was local food 1 bought bananas, 

manioc, pineapples and papayas locally, and fish and meat when avai1aI.de. I was 

often given gSs of bread finut, peach palm, msdmiia, caimito (see Appendur A for 

species names) when they were in harvesî, and given wiId f n i t s  to try. Weekly, a 

motorized canoe wodd corne up river fiom Borbon bringîng dned &h, cannecf tuna, 

rice, sugar, sait, crackers and cookies. In 1992 1 obtained a shotgun which 1 lent to 

Chachi with the understanding that 1 received some meat iftheïr hunting was 

successful. Apart fiom spoilage, the greatest cause of food loss for both me and the 

Chachi families 1 lived with, were rats (Baaois -). Not indigenou to the New 

World, these European rats have ûaveled with the 16th-century colonists to ahost all 

parts of the world (Emmons 1990:194). 1 waged a continuous war with these matures 

during rny stay in the area, eventuaUy buying a rat trap in Esmeraldas, baiting it with 

cooked manioc, and killing sixteen nits in one night 

1 was not a passive obmer in my rdationships with Chachi individuais and the 

Chachi community. 1 became invoLvd in personai disputes, and-on several occasions 

was appealed to for support fkom individuals and groups. 1 had niends tbat wodd 
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invite me to socid events and with whom I had a reked, fziendly reIatio&p; at the 

other extreme 1 had a guide and iaformant, Andrés, with whom I had a shouting match 

across my house floor one afteraoon. InterestingIyy h d d s  was one ofmy best 

i n f o ~ t s  and possïïly the person who took the most interest in rny recordkg of 

traditional wild plant and animal use. Possibly my best fnend was Victois one and a 

half year old &@ter Who collsblltiy played b d  with me and had not yet lutnied the 

cultural des  which wouid eventualy separate us. My state of  mind livmg with the 

Chachi altemated between the anxious stress of deaiing with people and worrying 

about data for my dissertation, and acute loneliness and boredom fiom king in a 

culture but at the same t h e  not really a part of i t  This last man%ested itseif in 

extreme form d e n  desperate for some communication with my own cuiture, and 

hawig read every novel 1 had bmught into the field with me, 1 read an E-sh hwn- 

mower manual that sornmne had given me in Esmeraldas. 

The general health of the Chachi communïty in which 1 stayed was not good 

Although nobody died of cholera during the cholera epidemic of 1991, they suffered 

from chronic parasites, river blindness, and malaria. As well, rnany individuais 

d e r e d  fiom a variety of unidentifiable (to me), untreated ailnients. As a North 

American 1 was often asked for medicine, which 1 was unqualified to dispense. 1 

unially got away with giving people aspirin or money to travel to a neazby clinic; 

however, on two occasions I dispensed heavy does of anti-malariai dnigs because 1 

was more fiightened of what would happen i f 1  did mt give the sick children the 

medicine, than what would happen if1 did. In r e m  for my liniited pharmaceutid 

pmctices I was invited to see a Chachi shaman Morm curing ntuais, and was able to 

compile a List of local names for medicinal plants found growing in many Chachi and 

Mko-Ecuadorian house gardens. 

The highlight of my stay with the Chachi was the Christmas celebration 1 was 

invited to in 1991. An amalgamation of indigenous and Chrïstia~ symbolism it 

epitomized much of my research in that it beautif.ully ifiustrated the creativeness of 
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cdturai change. Afkican, Spanish and Chachi symbols were worked together imo a 

tapesûy of modem CUItural meaning- The ceiemony that 1 saw was very diffèrent 

from the one descnM by Barrett in 1908, as thtough t h e  k h i  individuais and 

communities have sought to play out their cunent concems tbtough the manipulation 

of the Christmas ceremony and its symbolism- 



CHAPTER 2 

The territory back h m  the cogsf in the dense fores&, we have not km able to 
investigaîe, nor is it probable that the people lived vezy fàr h m  îhe ocean. 
Undoubtedly along the numerous sûeams which wah the Esmddas wast for 
distances of thnCy or forty miles, up the rivers and streams we shall find traces of 
scattered Settlements, but the greater part ofthe population was centered near the 
sea 

(Saville 1908:343) 

STUDY AREA 

My area of research was Iocated along the Cayapas river in canton (district) Eloy 

Alfaro, in the province of Esmeraldas, northwest Eniador (Figure 1.1, 12, 1.3). Its 

geographical coordinates are approximately 0°10' North at approximately 79O West. 

.ckQ.bgyam 

The Cayapas and Santiago rivers join at Borbon (Figure 1.3) and empty into the 

Pacific Ocean. The delta is a muddle of islands and braided channeIs. The rivers begin 

in the foothills of the Andes. They fonn coastai river drainages which cut t h u g h  the 

coastal plain of Ecuador. This plain extends the length of Ecuador, h m  the Pacinc to 

the foothills of the Andes; it varies in width fiom about 40 km near the city of 

Esmeraldas to as much as 200 km in the Guayaquil-Salinas area. The coastal plain was 

formed during the Tertiary period; it is chraactcrizad by folded and fhulted mudstones, 

siltstones, sandstones and conglomerates (CLIRSEN-FERTISA 1986). From 2 - 5 km 

inland Quatemary alluvial deposits overlie the earlier rock as the river delta has 

extended itself seaward. 
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The littoral area is mainly flat; the major nvers and theh tn'butaries meander 

across wide flood plains. Further idand, however, the riva vdeys  becorne more 

deeply in- the tn'butaries and the d e r -  (strrams), cut small canyons 

through the underlying older sedimentary deposits, creating fiat-topped hiUs baween 

the rivers. 

My research area, located about 15 Imi inland, is underiah by the Borbon and 

Onzole F o d o n s ,  both Miocene to Pliocene in age. Recently deposited allwial and 

collwial deposits overlie the Tertiary beds dong the river valleys. The rivas fiow 

quickiy here; smail rapids are present near the foothills. The coastai plain ends at the 

foothills of the Andes; here the underlying bedrock is of voicanic origin. 

in general, the soiIs of this area are considged unproductive for any form of 

agriculture. They are compact, kaolînitic, rather impermeable, badly drained, and low 

in plant numents. Furthennore, they are nch in alumina (aluminium oxïde) which cm 

be toxic for many plant species. 

The above is a gened description of the mils in the Local soils will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

Hvdrolow 
Heavy rainnùl feeds the Santiago and Cayapas rivers, which flow fiom the 

Andean foothills, and empty northward into the Bay of Anciin de Sardinas. The source 

of the Santiago is in the cordillera Occidental in the flat lands of Piiian between 

Cotacachi and the Mira rivers. The Cayapas is a larger and deeper river; it has its head 

waters in the Intac Mountains. Together they drain an area of 26127 km2 (Manual de 

Infornaciion 1980572); their estimatecl yearly discharge is 8695x106 m3 (Aicina 

1979:29, cited in DeBoer 1996: 12). At their confluence, near the town of Botbon 

(Figure 1.3), the channel becomes very wide and braided before discharging into the 

sea. 
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S3limate 

The Santiago-Cayapas area is ciassified as flmpical 
Rain Forest) and BpSque Muy H-O (Very Wet Tropical Forest), in the 

Hofrldge classification system, or (Wet Tropical) using Koeppenls 

(Blandin 198919). The entire river basin is d e S c n i  as 

having yearly average temperatures of over 23 O C, and between 3 - 5 rn of rain a year 

(GOmu 1989:38). The entire nonhan Ecuadotian coast is very cloudy, especially in 

the dry season, when it has baween 718 and 818 of cloud cover (Blmdui 1989:41). 

the Cayapas vailey itseIfy h m  1971 mtil1975, average monthly 

temperatures of 2S0 C were recorded at Santa Maria de Cayapas (Figure 1.4), with 

average maximums of 30" C and an average minimum of 22' C (1975 ody) (Oaiz 

Crespo 1977:16-17). 

Humidity in the area is high ranghg h m  extremes of 60 - 100 per cent, îts yeariy 

average fiom 1971 unti.11975 ranged h m  85 - 90 per cent (Ortiz Crespo 1977: 17-1 8). 

Rainfaii increases dramatically as one moves inland and northward up the wast ( G h z  

1989:39). Santa Maria de Cayapas typidly gets three times more rai.  than the 

Esmeraldas-Tachina area (Figure 1.3) (Orriz Ctespo 1977: 19). Yearly rainfâll amounts 

are highly variable, ranging h m  less than 4.5 rn to over 7 m (DeBoer 1996: 15-1 7). 

The wettest months are considered to extend h m  December to June (Blandin 

1989:79). Rainfail, however, is variable, especially d e n  an El Niao event takes place. 

For this area, acwrding to records h m  the closest climatological station in San 

Lorenzo, in a n o d  year, the average daily temperature is 25.6 degms C, the average 

humidity is 88%, approximately 3 m of rain falis, and it is cloudy 259 days of the year 

(Blandin 198955). Being fiutha inland the Chachi experience heavier rainfall. 

The Chachi divide their year into a dry season (Jdy to December) and a wet 

season (January to June). The ciifference between the seasons is seen mainly in the 

quantty of rain that f a .  Temperatmes, humidity and d g h t  hours change little. 

Using Biandia's figures for San Lorenzo, 3 14.2 mm of min a month falls on average 
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during the tainy season and 152.4 mm a month of min f& on average during the dry 

In a nomial year, fiom May until November, the northward moving cold waters 

ofthe PaCinc Humboldt -t, travel up the west coast of South Arnerica, until they 

meet a southward moving currrnt a few degrees north of the Equator. The two currents 

meet and swing west, away h m  the American continent An El Nia0 event takes place 

when the wami southward moving current, does not swing west, but pushes dom south 

of the Equator, dong the Pacific South Arnerican coast, disphcing the cold Humboldt 

waters. According to local tradition in the area, a weak ETïo event takes place 

approxïmately every seven years, and stronger ones at greater intervals of tirne. The 

effects of a stronger NSo on the coastal lands, can be devastating; it can produce 

torrentid rains, flooding, land slides, and higher land temperatures (Blandin 1989:lS). 

During my stay in the area, I experienced both wet and dry periods. During the 

dry times, the Cayapas river was very low and the water clear. men much of the 

grave1 bottom of the river channel was exposed, and only the main, deep, fast ninning 

section of the c h e l  was full. Temperatures were cooier than ducing the wet season; 1 

measured an average daytime temperature of 26* Celsius with extrema of 2 1 Celsius 

fmt thing in the morning and 3 Io Celsius at 2 in the aftenioon. Days were genedy 

overcast. During the wet season, grey days of rain altemated with clear, hot &ys with 

lots of sunshine. The Cayapas riva ran muddy and fûii. Temperatmes during the wet 

season are more extreme, ranghg h m  36' Celsius on a hot afternoon to below 20" 

Celsius on an extremely wet, rainy, overcast day. 

Fauna 
It was Aükd Russell Wallace who first coined the word "Neotropics"; he used it 

to denote the distinctive nature of South American fauna (Eisenberg 1989:2). Today its 

meaning has been extended to include parts of Mexico, Central Amerka and the 

Caribbean islads. 
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Cut off fkom North America in Paieocme &es, South America's animal life 

evolved, isolated h m  the Muences of other animaI populations. Subsquendy, h the 

Pliocene the land bridge betweenthe land masses was reestablished dowing fbna 

fkom both areas to mix. In South Amezica, these geogrqhic changes d t e d  in the 

production of a distinct group of anirnals; some of which retaïn featurcs that have 

disappeared in the rest of the world; others have evolved new feanne~ in isolation h m  

the rest of the world (e-g. South American monkeys have retained the third premohr 

that Old World monkeys have lost, and have also evolved a prehensile tail). Grwrt 

species diversity has evoived in the tropical rain forest regioas of the continent, Louise 

Emmons has pointed out that tropical rain forest fauna constitutes just under halfof all 

the known animal species that occm south of the United States border (1990:2)- 

Both Emmons (1990:2) and Eisenburg (1989: W), concur in placing the northwest 

tropical Coast of Ecuador at the southem end of a geographic are% defhed as the wastal 

strïp, west of the Andes, that nms h m  the north of Pem to Panama. This Western 

Region, to use Eisenberg's temùnology, is characterized by the foilowing manun&: 

the Central American woolly large opossum, the sepia, the H o ~ ~ ~ M ' s  two-toed sloth, 

the northern tamandua, the northem naked-tailed amiadillo, the brown-headed spider 

monkey, the white-throated howler monkey, the grison, the Baird's tapir, the Central 

Amencan agouti, the spiny rat, the amored rat, and the phende-tded porcupine 

(Eisenberg 1989:17). The scientific nomenclature of these animals can be found in 

Chapter 4 and in Appendk B. Unfortunately, many ofthe animals named in this list 

are no longer common in the re~eafch area. A discussion of animal scarcity, over 

hunting, and habitat destruction is given in Chapter 4. 

FIora 
The hi& heat and humidity of the ares, supports a diverse, fast growing, 

iuxurious, tropical rain forest vegetation (Gomez 1990:34). Along the banks of the 

river Cayapas and its larger tributaries, human settlements and fields are separated by 
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areas of secondary anthropogenic growth (uncuitivated areas that contain high 

proportions of plants useful to himiaiis) (DeBoer 19962* Kvist and Barfi  1991:lSO- 

1 53). They have been creakd by plant m a n i p ~ o n s  dming at Ieast three thousa~ld 

years of human settlement in the ruea (DeBoer 1996:66). -c of this 

anthropomorphic growth are: old fiuit trees such as guagua, caimito, cacao, bacao, 

achiote and rnadme old rubber tapping trees; palms such as tagus, pambii, guaité, 

rampira, and chontadw; the remnants of old aops like bananas, mke, sugar cane and 

maaioc; and fast growing e s  such as yantmba and balsa. These tmes are interspersed 

with vines, fems, and shmbs that form the i>ahnal secondary growth in this region. 

The secondary growth f o m  a twisted mass of greenery fiom the ground up; it 

can be extremely diffcuit to wallc through, even with the help of someone with a 

machete. Norman Whitten has refcind to it as a " h e m  rnorass of second growth 

forest" (1 974:23). Passage through these areas is dong a complex network of paths that 

gives the Chachi access to their fields. The scientific nomenclature of these plants cm 

be fomd in Chapter 3 and in Appendix A* 

Ciimax tropical fore* with its trees f o e g  a canopy 35 - 40 rn high , its 
secondary story of trees at 25 - 30 m, and its sparse undergrowth scattered 

intennittently among giaat tree buttresses and stilt roots, is only found in areas far fiom 

the main waterways and human sailanentg Here there are trees such as a, 
chalviande. Q&Q, e, w, and m. Within ment memory, 

many of these larger ttees could stiU be found close to the nvers; but the logging 

industry, and the need for new @culanal and pasture lands, has taken its toil, causing 

Norman M y m  to label Ecuador's coastal min forest as "exceptiody endangered" (in 

Forsyth and Miyata 1984:210), and World Conservation to recommend the sethg up of 

a research station in the area. 
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The combineci Santiago-Cayapas nver basin contained over 280,000 inhabitants 

in 1980 (LandaMi and JijOn 1988:125). The population is varied with recent mMizo 

colonizers ninaing most of the raaching activity, and Mko-Ecuadorians and Chachi 

occupying more remote upriver locations. 

Approximately 60 pet cent of the area is humid tropical rain forest and the 

remainder, concentrateci in the coastal areas and at the head waters, is land cleared for 

cattle ranching (Landaniri and Jij6n 1988:125). Starting in the lower reaches of the 

nver Cayapas, me& (colonists), have acquireà lands, bmed offthe 

vegetation, and made pastue lands for d e .  This is also being done in the upper 

headwater regions of the Cayapas. The Cayapas area still contains slightly more tropical 

forested area than the Santiago. The overaü area of land cultivated or under pasnire in 

Esmeraldas has increased fiom 61,000 ha in 1977 to 238¶3OO ha in 1985 (Landannri and 

Jijon 1 988:63) and the process is continuhg to accelerate. 

Chachi and Mo-Ecuadorian settiement is on the high naîurai levees of the 

Cayapas nver and its larger tributaries, the &le, Zapallito, Zapdo Grande, Bravo, 

and Barbudo (Figure 1.4). Secondary houses, & are located along the banks of 

iarger m. 
Ano-Ecuadorian villages cluster around chinches and schools; in the larger 

settlements house-gardens are d or non-existent, and houses are arranged in rows 

along m e t s  that are p u e l  or perpendicuiar to the nver c h e l .  One or two Chachi 

houses are oAen found at the peripheries of these villages, or across the river fiom them. 

The larger Mo-Ecuadorian settiements are found closest to the coast. Not ail Ano- 

Ecuadorian settiement is in villages; many isolated households are also found along the 

main watercourses. 
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Traditionally -chi settlement is dispersed dong the wafef~ourses, with each 

household maintainî~~g its own canoe moonàg; it is separated h m  neighbouring houses 

by an expanse of secondary growth forest Today, many Chachi howholds are found 

clustemi around churches and schoois, aithough not at the same d d t y  as Ah- 

Ecuadorian houses. These Chachi viilages usually form a mw of households dong a 

river bank with ody a few houses built away h m  the riverside. These nucleated 

seîtlements have become the organizing principle of the ment Chachi political 

orgdt ion ,  the Federacibn del los Centms Chachi Esmeraldas (FECCHE). Cailed 

the Chachi villages form the nuclei of distinct territorial divisions of Chachi 

riverside land (Figure 1.3). A great proportion of the Chachi popdation still lives in 

dispersed households along the river, but they are a l l  politidy afnliated with a 

particuiar c m  

The Chachi also maintain cexemonial centres that are occupied for t h e  or four 

days at Chrkûnas and Easter, they remain moccupied for the rest of the year. At the 

time of my research there were three ceremonid ceantes along the Cayapas river, PMto 

Venado, Zapallo Grande, and San Miguel. 

Relations between the Chachi and the Afro-Ecuadorhns was g e n d y  gmd, 

although recently land title disputes have caused some fiïction between them. There 

were s e v d  Afro-Ecuadorian households in the Cbachi of Guadual, where 1 

conducted my research. 

The politichion of both the C h h i  and the Afro-Ecuadorians was being driven 

by the nced to acquire legal title to their lands. During the paiod of my research, 

Guaduaî and the neighbouring ~entrp of Mafâ, were in the process of acquiring titie to 

2535 has of land. 

Also in the viciaity of my nsearch area is the Cotacachi-Cayapas ecological 

reserve, which was established in 1979 through a joint effbrt of the Ecuadorian 

government and the World Widlife Fund (Figure 1.4). It is locsted mid-way between 

the coast and the foothills, and is 204,420 ha in size; it contains areas of penu~ and 
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humid tropical forest ( L a n u  and Jÿ6n 1988:ll3). The Chachi are mt permitted to 

hunt in the reserve, but they are permined to collect fïrewood and plants. 

The Chachi population on the river Cayapas is about 5,000 (Medina 199220), 

another two to three thousand live almg o h  Esmeraldas tributanes and elsewhere in 

Ecuador. They at piesent daim approxirmkIy W , O O O  ha of iand in Esmaaidas 

province; most of this is dong the banks of the major rivas; it does not include their 

use of uncultivateci, "wildl' areas for hunting, fishing, wiId plant collecting, firewood 

coilecting, and the harvesting of hardwood trees for house building, catloes and other 

industrial uses. 

Norman Whitten sees a distinct difference between the subsistence pattern of  

Afro-Ecuadorians and the Chachi. He d e s r r i i  the AfbEcuadorians as using a 

"proletarian strategynl, which he defines as focusllig "...on the potential cash value of 

any actïvity for purchase of subsistence goods and for investment in other aspects 

beyond subsistence in the politicai economy" (1974:9). He descri'bes Chachi 

subsistence activity as a "peasant strategy" in that they "..pay greater attention than the 

Blacks to first meeting their subsistence needs with direct natural resource allocation, 

and then convert such surplus as may exist fiom peasant strategy into the cash required 

to supplement such a subsistence Me" (1974:9). 

As a resuit of my own experiences in the area, 1 agree with Whitten1s general 

assessrnent of diffkrences between Afro-Ecuadorian and Chachi mbsistence attitudes, 

but 1 wodd also point out that the dividing lines shouid not be considered inflexible. 1 

met several Mo-Ecuadoriaa famities whose way of life wodd fit quite easily into 

Whitten's definition of "peasant strategy", and also Chachi familes who were practicing 

a "proletarian strategy". The difference in strategy, for both Afro-Ecuadorians and 

Chachi, is also reiated to their proximity to the larger towns? such as Borb6n 

(Figurel.4). The M e r  h m  these urban environments a famüy is, the more clearly 

their strategy approaches Whittenls "pe!asant strategy". Since the majority of the Ah- 

Ecuadorian population is located in the lower reaches ofthe Cayapas river, and only 
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&chi families are f m d  in the more remote, upper reaches of the Cayapss river, it is 

ody to be expeckd that the Afio-Ecuadorian Society is more closely Linked than the 

Chachi with the Western economy. 

Both groups practice wslash-mui~hn horticulture (West 1957:129), which is a 

variant of slash and bum mpping; it involves planîing the m p s  kfore clearing the 

ground; and then waiting for the crops to sprout, before cutting d o m  the vegetaîion 

around them The buming of the c l d  vegetaîïon is mt part of the cycle. 

A field is used untïi it no longer produces adequate1y; it is tben lefi MOW, to 

overgrow and rejwenate itseK The staple crop grown in the ana is the plantain; and 

the fields in which it is p w n  are unially known as -. As weil as growing 

domesticated plant foods, wild fhîts and plants are coiiected, and animals are himted 

and fish caught; domesticated pigs and chickens are also offen kept The two major 

cash crops grown in the Cayapas area are coffée and cocoa 

Today, the Western world's encroachrnent into the Santiago-Cayapas area is 

increasing. Local people require more and more cash to buy products that they think of 

as necessities, nich as, kerosene3 flashlights, batteries, school supplies3 matches, nylon 

fishing Line, nails, nylon rope, metd tools, metai cookware, mosquito nets, shotguns, 

cartndges3 medicines baby formula, Western clothes, makeup and in many cases tinned 

meat. Prospective buyers actively encourage local peoples to give up subsistence 

agriculture! and substitute cash crops. Logging companies putsue contracts with the 

local cornmimaies for permission to cut trees in accessible areas, or to buy individually 

cut trees h m  local people in areas &table for logging machinery- When I left 

Ecuador in June 1992, the Chachi had signed a contract with a logging firm, to extract 

the usable timber f b m  my research area. 

Land- 
Isacsson, wrïting about his work with the Emberi of the Choco in Colombia, 

described theh land tenure as based on "capacity and necessity" (1975). The hber6  
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share a similar M i e  and envin,nmeat to that of the Chachi, and this principle neady 

descriis what 1 saw underîying much Chachi land ownershipP Today, however, Iland 

o w n d p  problems are common for the Chachi as other prïncip1es of land ownership 

such as previous usage, land as a commodity and inheritance conflict with this fb t  

principle. 1 believe, dthough there is linle wncrete evidence to support this idea, that 

the principie of land tenure baseci on "capacity and necessity", bas the greate!st antiquity. 

Need among the Chachï gives a person a right to t&ee Every Chachi that has a 

"need", has a nght to "satisfjr that need. This extends to ha- enough land to support 

a f d y ,  and the right of an individual to hunt and fish where they like, and gïving 

everyone an equal opportmity to f d  their fimilies. Although not directly dealing 

with land ownmhip, an incident occMad dining my stay in Guadual, which nicely 

iuustrates this principle. 

The Ecuadonan govemment supplied money to the village of Guadual to feed all 

pre-schoolers, two meab a &y. The community had set up a cornmiinal cwk-house 

and hired two women to cook the meais for the children, The food was kept locked in a 

communal shed One week-end two teenage Chachi boys, who had been left alone in 

their house in Guaduai while their family went visiting, broke into the food shed and 

took some food. The young boys were not acnwd of stealing by their elders. 

According to Barrett, the Chachi have no word for theft (19253 14) (but see Lindskoog 

and Lindskoog 196452 for a Chalpalaachï word for tW). The boys had been left at 

the house and had nui out of food. It was argued îhat they had taken the children's food 

out of necessity, and this was deemed an acceptable exphnation by the C h h i  

comrnmity, ïfnot by their Ah-Ecuadorian neighbours. 

In Altschuler's research on Chachi legal behavior in 1962 (1964) he documents 

this principle working in severai cases in which one individual is accused of planthg a 

field on land claimed by another individual. In ai l  cases the usurper was aliowed to 

profit nom the action, usually by being allowed to harvest the crops they had plante4 

although not necessarily obtaining omership of the land in que&on. Altschuier 
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described the principle as "woric pur fkd or 10% it" (19642ûO)). An info-t that 

owned a lot of land said that now this has changed, and ai l  the land is owned, and evm 

when it is not being used, non-owners are not dowed to use it 

Closely related to this first principle and perhaps ody a diffierent form of the 

same idea is that work on land validates ownefship. Altschuier documents thk 

p ~ c i p l e  extemively in bis research (1964189-21 1). DiPing my research an ongohg 

argument exkted between Manuel, the school teacher, and his brother-in-law Victor. 

Victor had always helped his father-in-law, &varo, work in his fields, including fields 

he owned in the cornmunity of Canmdé. When hvaro die& Manuel sold off his 

father's land in Canandé, but did not give Victor any of the money. Victor is still angry 

about this, arguing that because he worked the land there he is entitled to some of the 

money. 

The investment of labour appears to the be the important factor in these original 

principles of land ownership. If the ideas of "capacity and need". and usage validating 

ownership are old, they suggest that land itseIf was not a valuable commodity in the 

past. What was valuable was the energy expanded in working it and the young plants 

planted. Which brings us to a third principle of plant ownership. 

The planting of individuai nuit trees, gives the right of ownership. It does not 

matter if the h i t  tree is on somebody else's property. When h v m  was practicing as a 

shaman in Guadual, he had many people staying in his house. Several of his paîients 

planted f i t  trees beside the house. NOW, years & haro's  death the planters of the 

fhit trees, or their relatives, have the Bght to rrtum to that tree to b e s t  the Mt. 

Another shaman 1 h t e ~ e w e d  in Mafh, hrmd achiote and plants outside his 

house which he could not hawest because they belonged to somebody else. Other 

tropical forest researchers have noted this emphasis on plants versus land (see Conkli. 

1954). Alcom notes that the Teenek of Mexico focus on plants not plots (1 984:9 1 1). 

Parents encourage their children at a very early age to plant fnit mes beside the 

house, helping them dig the hole, place in the seedling, and cover up the mots. When 
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their childrrn are adult and retum to visit, their parents take great pide in getting than 

to harvest their fnùt trees. Only ifa fhit tree has been left unvisited by its owner for a 

long t h e  can the Iand owner, take it upon hhseifto harvest the h ï t .  R e f h g  to an 

old manioc field beside bis field # 5, Victor explaintxi that anyone wdd harvest the 

manioc there, because the owner had not been in the area for a long time. 

The concept that the produœ of a plant belongs to the individual who phted it is 

a firndamental one among the Chachi and their Mo-Ecuadonan neigbours. Although 

on several occasions FECCHE has had to use its authority to stop a non Chachi planting 

on Chachi land, a problem spnmg up a month before 1 was due to leave the area, that 

involved a conflict between traditional and Western land use concepts. Some Ç O I ~  

(recent migrants into the area) had planted cacao on Chachi Iand. By the time the 

Chachi found out about it, the plants were quite large. The Chacbis were constrained 

by their own priaciples of land ownership. The colonos had used the land 

dernomtraîing need and had valiàated their ownership by usage. To reclaim the land, 

the Chachi beiieved that they had to pay the for the plants. The crisis occuned 

because the plants were large and the cost was going to be high. The did not 

teil the Chachi that this payment was unnecessaiy mder Ecuadorian law, and in faft 

may themselves be ruled by similar traditions. 

Land is passed on through inheritance at the discretion of the orner. Fathers wîll 

promise fields to their sons at a very early age, d e n  the son accompanies them to work 

in the fields. Grandfathers will also give land to their grandSom. Carlos, Victor's son, 

was given land by his father and by his grandfather &varo. While Carlos is living in 

his father's house, all the land is used c o m m ~ y ;  however, when he has his own 

house and family, his fields wiil be used separately. 

Sons do not always continue working their fder's land For example, Victor 

worked his wifets father's land, and Julio and Luis both maintainecl fields on the wife's 

father's land. Juiio maintained one field close to his father-in-law's house which he 

worked when he visitecl. My guide, Andrés, had fought with his father, h a r o ,  and 
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now Iives in bis wife's fatheis bouse in Loma Linda. To maintain his claim on his 

fathefs land, however, he maintained a field on his fasber's land in Guadual- Andrés 

had been lent land by Lionel, but it was taken back when he renised to work i t  

Working land with relatives serves as a social glue to strengthen and maintain social 

relationships. A father-in-law who grau& access to land to his son-in-Iaw gets help in 

the fields and retains close contact with his daughter. 

Today, older sons often travel away to attend college in Santa Maria, Borbon or 

Esmeraldas. W e  they are gone the oldest &dent son assumes responsiiility for the 

land if the father is dead. He is ofien referred to as the owner, but if questioned wiIi 

admit to holding fields in trust for the retum of his bmthers. Ifthey do aot retum to the 

area and the younga son continues to use the land, he becomes the recopked orner. 

Today the growing Chachi population is makhg riverside land difficult to obtain 

and it is becoming more of a comodity than in the past New principles of land 

ownership are starting to conflict with the old. Land is being bought and sold for cash 

and the qualitative principles of "capacity and need" and usage are behg replaced by 

quantitative arguments for ownership such as land tities and cash. 

Some younger families such as Luis's, do not have enough land to supply their 

plantain requirements. Luis explained to me, that when one does not have enough land 

to grow plantains it is better to grow a cash crop and use the money to buy plantaïm. 

Unfortunately, this makes Luis's f d y  much more VUlLlerable to plantain &orages and 

the changes in the cash economy. Another developing problem in this area, as a result 

of land shortage, is that people can not let their fields lie faow long enough to 

completely restore their fertility. Whereas in the past, fields would be left twenty years, 

now fields are ofien only left two to tbree years. 

Exacerbating the situation are land owners who do not use their land. This non- 

use of owned land was commented on loudly and fiequently, by my informants. They 

would constantly point out ta me large tracts of land that were overgrown, especidy 

areas that contained coffee mes and would need only a clearing to bear a lot of nuit 
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The absent land-lords wae usually descn'bed as the lay, selnsh sons of respected, 

dead, fathers. In actuai f a  many of these men had arqriired salariecl jobs as teachers 

or in logging. The undedying theme ofthese comments was thaî they shouid not be 

owners of the land because they did not work it 

Women usualiy do not claim land, but rather have the right to work land 

belongïng to male relatives. The des goveming this are rather arbitmy. A widow 

could use her d e c d  husband's lands with the help of her sons, or rettxm to use her 

father's, and in some cases her mother's flimily's lands. Each situation was d i n i t  and 

was determineci primarily by the social relationships of the individuais. As Victor 

explained to me, 

"There are no d e s  for this. It always depends. And if there were a problem, it is 

not important, because the land would belong to the [male] children, anyway!". 

Chachi women are more traditional in outiook; often having Iess education and 

exposure to travel; they often speak little Spanish, and wear traditional clothing. 

Among the wornen one can see most clearly the older and newer principles of land 

tenue in conflict, as they have most to lose in the change. An example of this occurred 

when 1 asked Mirium, Victofs wife, to show me aroimd the fields. As we walked, 

Mirium told me the owners of the fields that we passed, and proudiy told me which 

ones were hm.  Victor joined us and we continued our walk. Victor staned to tell me 

about one of bis fields @igure 5-16), when Mirium suddenly intenvpted him, 

"That one is my field." she said. "1 piantecl there. You just helped me clear it" 

Victor agreed and told me, "Yes, it is her field." 

Even though, in this c d  conversation, Victor admitted that because Mirium 

had planted the field it was hers, in the wider society with its changing principles of 

land ownership, Victor will be considered the owner. 



Çhar;hiPDOins 

According to Chachi oral tradition (see Bamtt 19255 1-37; Carraxo I988:lS-I7; 

Castro, Montatio and Ramirrz 1990:89) they immigrateci to the Santiago-Cayapas river 

basin, about 400 years ago, fiom the east Th& recent anival is supported by the 

archaeological evidence (DeBoet 1987). There has beea some suggestion, probably 

based for the most part on perceived similarities in mafend culture and Ne-style, that 

the ultimate origin of the Chachi was fiam the east side of the Andes (see Canesco 

1988:17; Aaapa 1989:4; Jijon and Caamafïo 1919, cited in Medina 1992:83); the fkst 

specifically identifiecl place of origin by the Chachi oral tradition, however, is the tom 

of Ibarra, Imbabura, in the Andes (see Ba- 1). Here the Chachi say they 

grew rnaize, lived in towns, had a sophisticated political organization and owned a lot 

of gold (see Afiapa 1989: 126-12'7). 

Their reasons for leaving the Ibam area and dexending to the coast, are 

purported to have been either the Inca and Spanish invasions, or both (see Aiiapa 

1989: 126; Barrett 19253 1,356; Carrasco 1988:15; Mitlewski 1985). They were guided 

in their exodus by the shamans, who searched out and led their people to the Santiago- 

Cayapas river basin, where it was believed they could live fke fiom hostilities. 

The original Chachi settiement in the Santiago-Cayapas area is said to have been 

the t o m  of Pueblo Viejo (Old Town), or in the vemacular "- (Castro, Montaiio 

and Ramirez 1990:85), "m (DeBoer 1987), or ''TUfSB" ( B d g a  198752); this t o m  

is said to have been located in the Andean fmthills near the head waters of the river 

Santiago (see DeBoer 1987). The Chachi describe Pueblo Viejo as an urban town, weil 

organized and very different fiom the s~attered households that typify their settlernents 

today. In Pueblo Viejo, they stdi grew rnaize, and they were wealthy. According to 

Barrett, in 1908 there were still people Living at PuebIo Viejo (1925: 1). Carrasco 

(1988: 16) suggests that the t o m  was abandoned about years ago as a combined 
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result of sickness, and the need to be closer to bes ofcommUbication with the outside 

worid This abandonment of upriver locations in nivour of areas with easier access to 

the Western cash economy is a common occurrence among South American Ïndigenous 

riverine peoples (see lsacsson 197523; SisLind 1973). 

Accordhg to Chachi oral tradition the onginai inhabitants of the Santiago- 

Cayapas area were the i* bravos (fierce indians). Using Pueblo Viejo as a base, the 

Chachi attacked and defeated the indips bravos. This was accomplished using trickery 

and Chachi shaman magic, as well as courage of two Chachi women, who stole away 

the magic of the i* bravos which was then turned against them (Barrett 1925:34). 

AAer the defat of the indips bravos the Chachi settied in the lower reaches of the 

rivers, close to the outlets of the (Castro, Montato and Ramirez 1990:88). 

DeBoer suggests that this resettlement dong the lower reaches of the river Cayapas 

occurred as recently as 1749-1 803 (1987). 

Today the location of Pueblo Viejo is unartain, although there are one or two 

older Chachi men who daim to h o w  the path to get there, but are too old to make the 

joumey themselves. DeBoer has suggested that the town of Pueblo Viejo is the same as 

the seîüement visited by fiar Gaspar Torres in 1597, called Espiritu Santo. In a 

sophisticated look at the evidence of early descriptions, he tentatively locates Pueblo 

Viejo in the headwaters of the Santiago river (1995). In this he is opposed by Palop 

Martinez who, bashg her arguments on sixteenth century texts and cartography, 

suggests that the modem ceremonid centre of Punta Venado, Espinni Santo, and 

Pueblo Viejo are one and the same (1 986). 

Interestingly, Basurco, in his 1991-92 visit to the area, calls Puata Venado, 

Espiritu Santo. He writes, "A 6 heures, la nuit étant presque tombée, nous arrivons au 

village d'Espiritu Santo de Cayapas, plus généralement connu par les Indiens sous le 

nom de Punta de Venadon (1 894:404). Fraaslation: At 6 pm, as night was falhg, we 

arived at the village of Espiritu Santo of the Cayapas, more generaliy known to the 

Indians by the name Punta de Venado]. 1 would suggest k m  thk evidence, that the 
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name Espiiitu Santo was traasfered h m  Pueblo Viejo to Punta Venado, as the latter 

centre took over the spirituai dutics of the former. To&y the k h i  community wouid 

very much like to relocate Pueblo Viejo, and to beng back the statues of the saints of 

gold that they beiîeve to be W n  there. 

The Chachi language, Cha'paiaachiY the Tsatcbeh (Colorado) language, and the 

Awa (Coayquieres) languageY all form the Barbacoan branch of the Macro-Ch'bchan 

phylum (Manelis Klein and Stark 1985). Emique Bernard- however, disagrees with 

this conventional classification; he argues that the similarities between the Tsatchela 

and Chachi languages are due to the heavy influences each have had on the other, and 

that although the Tsatchela languge is a Chiha  language, Chatapalaachi is not 

(1976). He suggests &O that Cha'paiaachi be considered an undefinecl language 

(Bemkdez 1976). Illanes has noted a large nuxnber of Quichua cognates in 

Charpaiaachi (1 984s). 

Lars Kvist and Anders Bdod have noted similarities between the curing 

ceremonies of the Chachi, Tsatchela and Awa, and their use of ritual and medicinal 

plants (1 99 1). When this is considered in conjunction with the Iinguistic sMilarity of 

these groups, and their common tradition of a highland origin, it suggests that the 

shared attrïïutes m s e  in pre-contact times (Kvist and Barfod 199 1 : 157-1 58). In 

particula. they mention the simiiarity in shaman paraphemala and volcanic imagery. 

The authors also suggest that there were prpcontact connections, across the 

Andes mountains, beîween eastern and western Ecuador Qvist and B a r f i  199 1 : 157- 

158). They point out that the Chachi sometimes mix a with the 

Amazonian hallucinogen this is a rare tradition among coastal 

groups, but common in the Amazon (Kvist and Bdod lWl:l57-158). Plants such as 

coca are used, or have been used in the past by groups living on both sides of the Andes 

( M m  1946; Steward l948b). Post-contact similarities or infiuences have been noted 

between the Chachi, the Afio-EcuadoriansY the Choc0 of Colombia, and the Otavaleiios 

of highiand Ecuador, (Kvist and Barfod 1991 : 157). 



I k m m l a i H i s t o r v  
The eariiest missioIlSVies in the area were the Catholic Pa- de la Merced, who 

anived in Esnieraidas province in 1534 (Camisco 1988:13). The earIiest Wnaen 

reference to the Chachi occurs in a list of baptism.c and convedons to the Catholic faith 

carried out by fiiar Garpar de Toms on August I8th, 1597. According to references, 

the Chachi appear to have lived in the PuebIo Viejo iirea until the early 19th century 

(DeBoer 1987). When William Stevenson visited the ares in 1809, the Chachi had a 

village, whifh he caiied the "new village of Cayapas" which was closer to the 

confluence of the Santiago and Cayapas (1925:410-418). DeBoer identifies this village 

as  Punta V e d o  (Figure 1.4), a Chachi ceremonid cenm which is still in existence 

today (1987). 

By the late 19th century and eariy 20th century the Cayapas area had becorne 

fairly well known to European explorers (see Banett 1925; Basurco 1894; Wolf l879), 

and European influence had increased substantidy in the area. 

In 1891-92 Santiago M. Basurco took an expedition up the Cayapas river as fat as 

San Miguel, and explored up the tributaries of the San Miguel, Barbudo and Rio 

Grande (Figure 1.4). During his visit he documentecl the use of cerarnic pots and 

calabdes and other objects made fiom local maicrials, and exclaimed that he "...jamais 

eu l'occasion de voir un seul objet, une seule pièce de ce métal" (1894:406) "...I never 

on any occasion saw any object, not one, made of metal". By the t h e  that Bamtt, 

however, was in the area in 1908-1909, he was able to comment that woking was done 

in "...a pottery vessel, or nowadays more fi-equenty in an imn or a granite-iron kettle" 

(1925:73). Today, the few potkry vessels left are large ones used in brewing cane 

alcohol, or ones that have b e n  deEkate1y curaîed. 

To buy Western go&, the Chachi became involved in the Western economy. In 

the 1920's a demand for tagua nuts, commody known as plant ivory, which was used in 

the manufacture of European buttom, encouraged the harvesting of nuts of wild trees in 
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the Cayapas and Santiago areas. This was the first of the economic plant product 

booms (Thomsen 198950). in the area. The Chachi participateci by harvesting and 

s e b g  tagua nu& but to a much lessa extent than  the^ neighboufs, the A h -  

Ecuadorians. This activiity ended with the introduction of piastic buttons. 

There were abber booms in 18704920 (Moran 1983:8), and during World War 

Two (Thomsen 198950). During these times the Chachi became producm of rubber, 

which they sold to buyers stationed in Barbon.. At the sides ofcbachi fields today, one 

still fin& old mbber trees with their tnmks c r i s s e s S a d  by healed cuts. 

Afier Wotld War Two banana production boomed; Ecuador became the biggest 

exporter of bananas in the world (Thomsen 1989:52). The Chachi grew bananas which 

they sold to buyers stationed in Settlements dong the lower reacbes of the Santiago and 

Cayapas rivers. There are still banana trees growing in Chachi fields which date to that 

tirne. The Chachi say that these plants never die, rmlüre the plantains, which exhaust 

the soil in five to ten years. The eff'ect that the gmwth of the banana industry had on the 

people of the Cayapas river was probably far greater than that of any of the previous 

booms. Local stories about this àme period sound Wre stones nom the gold towns of 

the Klondike. The Afio-Ecuadorians participated more M y  than the Chachi in the cash 

economy of the banana industry; but the Chachi did directly involve themeives to the 

extent that in the 1960's they settied in the area around Quinindé (Figure 1.3) (Escobar 

and Aucancela 1980:34, cited in Carrasco 1988: l6), where seeds and cuttings could be 

more easily obtained. 

Today the Chachi produce coffee and cacao as  cash crops; individual f d e s  

transport sacks of unpmcessed bauis and seeds to Borbon to seIl. Plant ivory or tagua 

production is making a comeback, as a material for the production of buttons. Much of 

this revival has ken supported by international development agencies which encourage 

not only the hawesting of tagua in the area, but also its refinement and manufacture into 

nnished products. Most of this economic development has been dong the Santiago 

river and has involved the Afio-Ecuadorian communities d e r  than the Chachi. 



lJEBfMO-Ecuadorians 

The story of how the Mo-Ecuadorians came to occupy the northwestcm 

Ecuadorian coast, has becorne the &of legend, It began a f k  Miguel Cabeilo de 

Balboa visited the Esmddas ares in 1577, and rrcorded the foilowing story, which 

Jijh y Cade (1943 aJl, cited in Whitten l96S:B), using Balboa's original 

manuscript h m  the Archives in Sedie, Spain, has publisbd Accordhg to Cabelio 

de Balboa, seventeen Negro men and six Negro women, slaves to Afio~lso Illescas, 

were landed near the city of Esmeraldas. They fought among themseives until only 

seven men and three wornen were le& Illescas became their leader and they all took 

local spows. 

Moritz nomsen, gives another version of the story in which the Negroes were 

not slaves at ail, but pmonal servants to a noble h m  Seville called Don Alonso 

Sebastian de Illescas. Running short of food and water, the ship had anchored near 

Esmeraldas. The Negroes were sent d o r e  to colIect provisions, but seventeen men 

and seven women, Led by a man called Alonso, refbed to re-embark. Lata they 

managed to sneak back on board and steal guns and ammunition and thai went back to 

live in the jungle inhabited by the Chacbi. They fought among themse1ves and after a 

year there were only seven men and three women left (1989~4). 

Ano-Ecuadoriaa dernent on the Santiago and Cayapas rivers in close pmximity 

to the Chacbi is probably fairly ment; although Barrett in 1908-1909 mentions that 

Ano-Ecuadotian homesteads could be foimd as fa. up the Cayapas river as Comente 

Grande (Figure 1 -4) (1 925:3 7). At the moment, relations are frurly amicable between 

the Chachi and the Afro-Ecuadorians; intermarriage is fiowned upon, but taking place. 

Inaeasiag conflict, however, is king heled by the need to gain land titles, and the 

unequal availability of foreign and domestic developmem and aid hding.  
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In 1978 the Cayapas of Ecuador, c o n v d  a provincial assembly of their 

members and renamed themselves Chachi (Baniga 198751). This assembly formed 

the basis for their future political organization. They reorganized thexnselves 

politidy, baseci on the Federacicion Shuar. They created the FederaciOn & los Centms 

Chachi, Esmeraldas (FECCHE). This organization has as its mandate, the job of 

acquiring legd title to Chachi lands, the 0rgani;rah'on of au iadigemus educational 

system that wil l  ernphasize Chachi language and culture, and the organbtïon of health 

facilities in Chachi areas. FECCHE is a member of a larger organization of coastal 

indigenou wups  d e d  the Coordiuadora de organizaciones indigenas de la costa 

Ecuatoriana (COICE), which includes the Awa, Tsachila as well as the Chachi. COICE 

is itself a part of the Confederacîon de Nacionalidades hdigenas del Ecuador 

(CONAIE) the umbreiia organization for the country, which was established in 

November 1986. 

The increasing population of Esmeraldas province is puthg pressure on 

agricultural lands. Between 1974 and 1982 the mal population of Esmeraldas 

inmeased by twenty-five per cent (Landanai and Jij6n 1988:45); the rate o f  population 

increase, however, has been slowed by an exodus of yoimg people looking for work in 

Guayaquil, which is a large city on the south coast of Ecuador (Goma 1989:86-89). 

The Chachi and Afio-Ecuadorian populations along the Cayapas river are also 

expanding (Carrasco 1988: 13-15; Medina l992:2O-2 1; TINCUI 1989:îM). Their 

young are also leaving theh river homes to look for work in Borbon, Esmeraldas, 

Guayaquil and Quito (Figures 1.2). 

Chachi lands which extend along the rivers Santiago, Cayapas, Verde, Canana 

Viche, Sucio, and Cojimies (Figure 1.3), are divided mughly into three sections. In 

1986 there were twenty-three autonomous Chchi -; each had elected 

representatives that would deal with their EIntrpls affairs and also reprrsent thei. 

electorate at the provincial headquacteTS. 
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Mach of the Chach? politicai activity was aimed at acquiMg official title to their 

ciaimed lands- Among the Chachi rcnops there appeand to be no consensus on how to 

deai with either the enmachment of ranching into th& areas, or the o f f i  of moaey 

nom logghg companies to cut their tms. A coroUary of thip is that they have no 

control over the poilution over the rivers that are their only water source- 

The influence of the Westem cconomy also &kcts the h d t h  of the Chachi 

population- By Western standards, the Chachi populationts health is poor. Diseases 

present in the area include malaria, tuberCuIosis, onchocerias'i, leishmaniasis, - .  

paragonirniasis, cholera, colds, chronic diarrhea, intestinal parasites, skin pansites and 

anemia and (Camisco 198835; Meâina 1992:48). 

One of the most serious threats to the traditionai Chachi population living dong 

the nvers, is the high incidence of onchocerciasis (river bündness), which in 1980, 

affected over thirty per cent of the Chachi population in the Cayapas area (Medina 

1980:48). Another study in 1984 in the same area concluded that over forty pex cent of 

the Chachi were affiected by this parasite @anes 1984:40). 

Many of the diseases affecting the Chachi today were innroduced by Europeans; 

and many have becorne a problem only recently, with incrrrised population densities 

and greater population movement (see Alchon 199 1 :u). Diseases such as 

leishmaniasis, tuberculosis, Chagas' disease, toxoplasmosis, amoebas, giardias, typhoid, 

bartoneUosis, syphilis, typhus (Alchon 199 1 :20-25), were presmt in the New World 

before the amval of the Spanish, however, as diseases that need close or ditect human 

contact for their transmission, they did not becorne a real diteat to populations until 

changing senlement patterns concentrated people in d e r  anas (Alchon 1991 : 19). 

M y  impression gained h m  living with the Chachi is that as their population is 

increasing, their tenitory is being over-hunted and over-fished, especially in those areas 

with the most Western contact Animal protein is becoming scarce for those familes 

who do not participate in the Western cash economy, and who, therefore, do not have 
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cash to buy dxied fish or c m e d  beef and tuna, sold by the merchants traveüing up and 

d o m  the rivers. 

Cash to buy animal protein in areas where hmting and fishllig is poor, can be 

obtained in several ways. Cash crops such as wffée and cocaa can be grow11; large 

wood trres can be felled and sold to logging companies; canoes am k manufachned 

and sold for export; and individuais can hire themselves out as wage labourers in h a n  

areas and send money back to their fiunikies dong the rivers. Cash cropping rrsults in 

the replacement of subsisteme crops such as plantains and manioc. Treeless areas are 

tumed into ranch land when the owners can &ord to buy d e .  The poorest families 

are those living in areas where a traditional horticultural existence is no longer possible 

and who do not participate in the cash economy. They can grow the plantains they nad 

but are unable to obtain enough protein to maintain a bealthy existence. 

M y  research with the Chachi documented a hortidhnal way of H e  that had been 

influenced by Western and Ano-Gmerican ideas, material culture, and diseases for 

approxhately four hundred years. However, despite these early contacts, the Chachi 

remain one of the moa successful indigenous groups in Ecuador in maintaining their 

cultural integrity. The majority of their population is seKstdEcient without Western 

goods - Whittenls "peasant strategy". They live up river drainages in which the canoe 

is the ody means of communication and transport. Many of their population st i l l  do 

not speak Spanish 

The rate of enculniration has quickened over the lest ten years. Roads are being 

constructed into the area to facilitate the felhg and tramport of t m s ,  and to help 

maintain the ranches that have been established in the cleared areas. Cash cropping and 

wage-eaming are altering Chachi Me-styles. My research recordeci traditional land-use 

patterns that are fast disappearing. 



... los &boles W e s  de esta tiena son: caymitos, paltas, palmes que iievan 
chontamos a manera de ditiles, ay pffitanos, ay pacaes de dos géneros: unos 
Roilicos a manera de cohombs largos y otros anchos; tienen zapaiios, pi&as, 
maiz, yucas, c o d e s ,  tienen coca y algodo a.. 

(Missionary 1590, cited in Momoy 1937:326-327) 

FIELD WORK RESULTS: LAND AND PLANTS 

Land 

The village of Guadual sits on the river Cayagas flood-plain raised above the 

river channe1 which has cut steeply d o m  t h u g h  Mio-Pliocene mudstones and dtstones. 

Situated on the eastem b& it is a cleared area containhg a mixture of both Chachi and 

Ano-Ecuadorian raised homes. During the rainy season, flood waters o v d o w  the river 

channel and lap around the bases of these houses. On the opposite side of the river and 

dispersed dong both nearby banks are Chachi and Afro-Ecuaâorim houses, s e  by 

stretches of thick, secondary forest pwth,  and W. Behind the river levees the land is 

either recent aluvial flood plain, or steep flat-topped hill thai is deeply xored by the 

channels of the esteros. 

Most of the vegetation, within approxiniately forty-five minutes walk of the main 

river, is anthropogenic forest; this is forest that has ken  manipulated and altered by 

humans so that the distribution of plant species, soil properties, and surface terrain have 

been chmgcd (see Balée 19895-15; Posey 1985; 1993:67). 

Tbere is iittle SUTVivïng evidence of land manipulation such as-raised, drained, 

ridged or mounded fields (see Denevan 1966; Denevan, Mathewson and Knapp 1987), or 
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te- (sd produced by extensive human occupation). The high incidence of usenil 

plant species, as weil as archaeologicai evidence for occupation of the area for at Ieast foin 

thousand years, suggests e x t d v e  en.onmentai changes have taken place. At Zapaiio 

Grande on the Cayapas river (Figure 1.4), a joint ethnobotanical study by the Pontificia 

Universidad Catolica, Quito and the University of Aarhus, Denmark, discovered that the 

Chachi Indians used approximately eighty per cent of the local plant species in some way 

(Kvist and Barfod 1991:153). 

Fuaher back nOm the riva, the landscape continues to be dominateci by secondary 

growth, particuiarly dong the larger triiutaries. In 0 t h  places in the forest, the 4 size 

of the trees and openess of the canopy suggest ment cultivation, although not within the 

memory of living Chachi. 

Climax forest Ïs at Ieast forty-five minutes walk away h m  any navigable water- 

ways; the closest p- forest is found dong steep highland ridges; and in deep 

unaccessible gullies, unsuitable for horticulture. Large expanses of pristine forest exist 

only in areas that are! inaccessibie by ainoe or road. The Chachi use these areas to hunt 

terrestrial game. The tdi &-foret trees form a high canopy which stops suniight fiom 

reaching the ground surface; it does not have the thick undergrowth characteristic of the 

secondary forest, but a relatively sparse population of lower storey vegetation. 

Aerial photographs (Plates 3.1; 3 2; 3 3 )  taken of the region in 1983 clearly illustrate 

the high percentage of cleared and altered tropical vegetation dong the river Cayapas and 

its major esteros. Cleared and disturbed areas of vegetation show up as a lighter colour of 

grey on the plate. Fields tbat have been c l e d  of secondary vegetation show up as 

homogenous light patches, such as those on the inside curve of the large river meander 

shown in Plate 3.1. The village of Guaduai is located on the outside edge of the smaîier 

meander to the botton right of the page. The dark area behind the village is uncleared of 

vegetation because it is steep and rocky and unsuitable for agriculture. Most of the land 

claimed by the Chacbi community of Guadual is on the opposite side of the river h m  the 

village, on a recent alluviai plain. 
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Plate 3 2  is of the ûuadual and Mafia areas. The village of Mafà is located on the 

opposite side of the nver h m  the outiets of two large Uafii Sucio and Mafia 

Clara. Secondary vegetation extends dong the sides of these large estnos and the main 

river. There are fields Iocated a long way up the %dems. separateci b m  the cultivated 

areas close to the river Cayapas. These fields are associated with Chachi (ficld- 

houes); they are mahtained and b e s t e d  when their owners are in residence . The da& 

hornogenous areas of vegetaton tbt can be seen at the top of Plate 3.2, represent climax 

tropical min-forest 

Plate 3.3 is of the Loma Linda and San Miguel area and is the best illustration of the 

extent to which land clearing has occiÿred dong pdcular stretches of the nver Cayapas. 

The town of San Miguel sits at the confluence of the rivers San Miguel and Grande; it is 

home to a Chachi ceremonid centre, and is the staging point for those wishing to Msit the 

Cotacachi Reserve. 

To facilitate the discussion and illustration of my field research, I have divided up 

the area into three basic land types: recent alluvial land beside the nver Cayapas; recent 

alluvial land beside esteros; and high, intedwial land (Figure 3 -1). These categories are 

not absolute; there is sloping land used between the high and low areas. 

Soils 
In the past it was believed that the lush, abundant vegastion of tropical min-forests, 

implied that their soils were extremely fertile, and, therefore, suitable for Western 

agriculture. The Manual pubiished by the Ecuadorian govmunent, states, 

La infiuencia climitica de la provincia ha hecho Esmeraldas uno do los suelos r n b  
ncos en recursos vegetales del Ecuador. ..Todos los factores que conceira para hacer 
de Esmeraldas un0 de los melos mis ricos en vegetacion 10 hacm para exista uaa 
muy variada vida animal (Manual de Informacion 1980:581,584). 
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[Translation: The ctimatic conditions of the province ofEsmeraldas have made ifs 
soils one of the richest botanid resources in Ecuador. ..AU the factors that combine to 
give Esmeraldas one of the richest soils for piant growth make possii'be a great vakty 
of aaimai He.] 

Unforhuiately this is not the case, and large areas of wastid Ecuador have become 

denuded of tropical forest by the practice of Western agriculture. Many ofthe new 

immigrants into Esmeraldas corne h m  the province of Manabi to the south, which has 

become unfarmahle as a resuit of the use ofthese damghg agricuitural techniques. 

Tropical forest soils, such as those found in the Cayapas river vailey, do not contain 

enough organic matter or nutrients necessary to gmw Westem crops. Attempts at Western 

fanning in the area have proven financially unsuccessfd (see Thomsen 1989). 

The soiis dong the Cayapas river close to the CO- are tropepts, well-drained, 

allwial soils with distinguishable horizon development, and litile orgauic content 

(CLIRSEN-FERTISA 1986). Further h m  the coast the împepts become mixed with 

entisoles, a i lw ia l  soiis which have little to no evidence of soi1 ho- development, and 

are associated with sands and rock outcrops (CLIRSEN-FERTISA 1986). In general these 

yellow tropical soils have a low d o n  exchange capacity, low amounts of exchangeable 

bases, high aluminium saniration, and fixed, unuseable phosphorus; they are comidered 

poor for agriculture. The general impression of the poverty of South American tropical 

forest soils is tied into the more penasive notion, discussed earlier, that the tropical 

environment is impoverished, and unable to support large buman populations and the 

developrnent of "complexn societies. The soil maps, however, dont do justice to the large 

amount of local variation among tropical soils; soil ferrilty is relative, dependhg upon the 

plants being grown and what planting methods are employed. 

1 coilected forty-five soil samples in the Cayapas area, fiom the fields I mapped and 

meanireci, uncultivateci areas, and a &op zone below a Chachi house floor (see Tables 3.1- 

3.2). SoiI testing was done to determine différences in the soils h m  each of the three land 

types: main river, high land and m%utary; to try and comlaîe crops p w n  with particular 



S.S. 
LOC. 

Slope 

Nitrate 
Phosp. 
Calcium 
Amm. 
Nitrite 
M a s  
Alum. 
R Pot. 
R. Iron 
R. Mag. 
ph 

LEGEND FOR 1990 SOIL TEST RESULTS 

Soi1 sample number 
Location: Vi Victor and field # 

Faiiow 
Uncdtivated 
Drop Zone 

Land Type: Main River Side 
High Interfluvial 
Tn'butary Side 

Steepness: Flat (0%) 
Slight (1 -8%) 
Medium (8.20%) 
steep (>20%) 

Parts per &on 
Phosphosus, parts per million 
Parts per million 
Ammonium, plnts per maon  
Parts per million 
Magnesium, parts permillion 
A l h u m ,  parts per"Ilion 
Reseme Potassium, pam per million 
Reserve Iron, parts per million 
R a m e  Magnesi- p~ per d o n  
Acidity 



Table 3.1 a 1990 Soi1 Test Results 



S.S. I #9 #10 1 # 1 1  

Dr, Z. 

Area 1 Trib. 1 Trib 1 High 1 Trib. Trib, 1 Trib. M. Riv. 

Slope Flat Medium Flat Flat Flat 

Nittate 1 OPpm 10Ppm 2Ppm 2Ppm 

Amm. <2 <2 4 <2 

Nitrite 4 4 4 4 

Mag . 4 4 5 4 

Alumin. 10 15 3 3 
- -. - . . - . 

R. Pot. 1 

R. Mag. <1 4 <1 4 

PH 4.0 4.0 5.5 5.5 



LEGEND FOR 1992 SOIL TEST RESULTS 

S.S. 
LOC- 

Nitrate 
Phosp. 
Calcium 
Amm. 
Nitrite 
Mag. 
Alum- 
R* Pot* 
R. Iron 
R Ma%- 
ph 

Land Type: 

Steepness: 

Soil sample number 
Location: Vi Victor and field # 

Ju Julio 
An Andrés 
Lc LuCiano 
Ln Lionei 
Ls Luis 
Em Emilio 
Pb Ph10 
Gt Gustavo 
Main River Side 
High Interfluvial 
Tniutary Side 
Flat (0%) 
Slight (108%) 
Medium (8-20%) 
Steep (>20%) 

Parts per million 
Phosphonis, parts per miIlion 
Parts permillion 
Ammonium, parts per maon 
Parts per million 
Magnesium, parts per million 
Aliuninum, parts per million 
Resewe Potassium, parts per mifion 
Reseme Imn, parts per million 
Resme Magnesiun, parts per mifion 
Acidity 



MO4 

Vi. #5 

Trib. 

Medium 

1 OPpm 

4 1 2  

4 0  

4 

<3 

5.0 

#IO3 

Rancho 

Trib. 

Hat 

>25Ppm 

1 /2 

4 0  

<2 

4 

6 

3 

5 

<2 

5.0 

#IO2 

Vi, #2 

High 

FIat 

25Ppm 

4 /2 

<40 

4 

~ 3 '  

6.0 

S.S. 

LOC. 

Areri 

Slope 

Nitrate 

Phos p. 

Calcium 

Amm. 

Nitrite 

Mag. 

Alumin. 

Potas* 

lron 

PH 

#105 

Vi. #6 

High. 

Flat 

25Ppm 

1 /2 

40 

4 

4 

10 

5.0 

#lOl 

Vi. # l  

M. Riv. 

Flst 

2SPpm 

<1/2 

40 

<2 

6 

<3 

Q 

5.0 

#IO6 

Ju, #1 

Tri b, 

Steep 

25Ppm 

4 1 2  

40 

6 

<3 

9 

5.0 

#107 

Jti, #3 

Trib. 

Flat 

1 OPpm 

<1/2 

40 

4 

<3 

6.5 



Table 3.2b 1992 Soi1 Test Results 



#11GA 

Ln, #1 

Trib, 

Flat 

25Ppm 

<1/2 

<40 

#116B 

Ln, #2 

Tri b. 

Flat 

1 OPpm 

<1/2 

<40 

S.S. 

Lac. 

Area 

Slope 

Nitrate 

P~OSP. 

Calcium 

fil 15 

Lc. #6 

M. Riv, 

Flat 

1 OPpm 

1 /2 

40 

h m .  

#117 

Ln. #3 

Tri b, 

Flat 

25Ppm 

<1/2 

100 

Mag. 

Alumin, 

Potas, 

lron 

PH 

#118 

Ln. #4 

Tri b, , 

S teep 

1 OPpm 

<ID 

40 

4 

3 

5.0 

#119 

Ln, #5 

M, Riv. 

Flat 

SPpm 

2 1/2 

100 

6 

<3 

.<5 

<2 

6.0 

#120 

Ln, #6 

M. Riv, 

Flat 

25Ppm 

i in 
100 

4 

<3 

<5 

2 

6,O 

4 

3 

<5 

5.0 

6 

4 

<S 

a 

7.0 

6 

3 

20 
* 

. 7.0 

4 

4 

<S 

Q 

7,O 



Table 3.2d 1992 Soi1 Test Results 



Table 3.2e 1992 SoiI Test Results 
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soil types and to examine field histories in Iight of soil pmpcrties. The iimited number of 

soil tests does not permit rigaous statistical analysis; yet the resuits paovide idionnation 

on generai soil properties in the region, and suggest that there is some difference between 

soil nutrient content and acidÏty between the differeat areas. ImpIicit in this research was 

the assumption that soi1 fmty wouid be an important athiute in decisions the Chachi 

made regarding field locations and kinds of crops plante& As wil l  be discussed later, 

however, the d t s  of the soil tests suggest that variables oîher than soi1 nutrients affect 

soil fertility and Chachi land use decisions. 

Almost ail the soil samples taken had a high kaokte (silicate clay mineral) content 

and Iittle humus material. Kaolinite has a iow negative charge per colloid mit and, 

therefore, a fow cation exchange capacity - the capacity to hold base cations such as 

caicium, magnesirmi, potassium and sodium (Alvim and Kozlowski 1977:29; Strahler 

1973:274). In these tropical forest mils most of the plant nutrients are held by organic 

coiloids (ALvim and Kozlowski 197750; Bennema 196721 1), so the low humus content 

of the samples suggest a low cation exchange capacity overall. This is borne out by the 

Iow measures of base cations foimd in all  the samples. Base m i n d s  are easily leached 

out of the soils by the abundant rain and replaced by hydrogen cations, which make the 

soil acidic. Aluminium and iron, that fom iron orcides, ais0 leach out of the kaolinite. 

Within natural humid tropical forest environments, nitmgen availability is not 

usually a problem (Al* and Kozlowski 1977:37), and this is borne out by my soil test 

resuits; Only eight samples out of forty-five had low nitrate leveis. Nitrate is the plant 

nutrient, formed fiom the niwgen contained within the soi1 organic matter, by bacteria 

Available phosphorus was present, but Iow in the soil samples, another characteristic 

typicai of tropical forea soils with low cation exchange capacities and large amounts of 

iron and altiminium oxides (Bennema 196721 1); the only exception to this was the &op 

zone directiy under the house where the recent deposit of household garbage and sewage 

increased the percentage of phosphorus (Figure 3 .lb). Its pfesence  JI the soi1 suggests that 
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it was probably not deficient enough to affect plant growth, in which event, one wouid 

expect no evidence of it in the mils at aii. 

Tests for ammonium, nitrite, potassium, iron, reseme potassium, reserve iron and 

resenre magnesium were not done for a i i  the samples, as the results were consistently low. 

Nitrite and ammonium are involved in the production of soil nitrates, and are usually only 

present at high levels when the nitrate production process has been delayed (Brady 

1974:428), their low quantities in asocbtion with the abundance of nitrates in the saxnples 

suggest that rapid, unobsûmted, nitrification occurs within most of the soils in this area. 

Reserve potassium (fixed or repiaceable) and potassium (active or immediately 

available) values were in most cases low to medium. Potassium is a very mobile ion and 

has a fast tuni-over in a tropical forest environment, which explains its low level in the 

soii samples, and does not necessady suggest a deficency (Alwn and Kozlowski 

1977:38). The nXed potassium becornes avaiiable to plants when it dissloves in min water 

(Simplex 19893). 

The results of the r e m  iron tests were quite high, indicating that a lot of the iron 

in the soil was in a fixeci, insoluble form. The active, immediately available iron tests 

were low, suggesthg that there was linle available iron in the soils for plant use. 

Active manganese levels were so low they did not register in the tests; resewe 

manganese levels were also extremely low. 

Soluble magnesiun levels ranged from medium to low. The rnagnesium cations 

were probably lmched away by a combination of the heavy rain and the low cation 

exchange capacity of the soil. 

The calcium content of the soi1 sampies vaned h m  a low of less than 40 p.p.m. 

(parts per million) to 100 p.p.m. The higher values were associated with the less acidic 

soils and lower alumimum Ievels. 

Soluble aluminium levels were high in twenty-three of the forty-five cases, a result 

of the soil acidity. Aluminium dissolves in groundwater with a pH klow 5.5 (Simplex 

1 989: 1 1 ). p H  values for ail the mples  ranged h m  4.0 (very acidic) to 7.0 (neutral), 
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with an average pH of almost 5.0 (strongiy acid), suggesting that most crop plants grown 

in this area wodd have to be tolerant of acid soil conditions. Soil ditminum is toxic is 

toxic to a lot of common agricultural crops. 

Top soüs ranged in colour h m  black (IOYR 24, N 291)  to dark yeilowish brown 

(1 0YR 413. IOYR 316, lOYR 4/4). B horizon soils ranged h m  very cl& brown (10YR 

212) to yeilowish brown (IOYR 5/4, lOYR 5/6). C horizon material ranged h m  dark 

brown (10YR 3/2, lOYR 313) to yellowish brown (IO YR 94, l0YR 5/6), to light grey 

(1 O Y R  7/2) and iight olive brown (2.5Y 94). These last two colours corne h m  only two 

sites and probably indicate poor drainage conditions. mer indications of poor drainage 

came h m  Soil Samples #105,107,112, and 126, where the deve10pment of plithite, 

smaii nodules of red and grey occur in the soil matrix (Aivim and Koziowski 197733) 

There was no disceming correlation between soi1 nutnents and soi1 colour. 

Chachi describe soil types by colour and texture and usually augment this with a 

phrase describing how good it is for growing a particular cultivar- The most common soils 

are what the Chachi describe as red, "w, black "pababa" and white "fibaha" soiis. 

Black soils some distance h m  the main nver, and riverside yellow mils that get 

periodicdy flooded are coasidered the best for growing cmps. In temis of plantains, good 

soi1 performance is judged by the number of years a soi1 can support plantain giowth, and 

the number of fiuits each plantian conn produces for each harvest. 

My Chachi informants claimed that darker soils are better for agriculture, a claim 

that has also been recorded by VittadelIo (1 988:86) and DeBoer (1996: 19). Darker 

colours indicate a greater amount of organic matter withh the mil and consequently a 

better cation exchange capacity? more plant nutrients, and Less acidity. However, as 1 

indicated above, there appeared to be very linle Merence in plant nuaients among the 

different coloured mils that 1 tested. 

In general the land cuitivated beside the main nver was the most fertile, and the high 

land, the least fernie. This was expresseci subjectively by my inform~illts' ans~ers and 

indicated by the r d t s  of the soi1 tests. A cross-tabdation of land type and levels of 
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nitrates, phosphonis, calcium, and magne* are given in Tables 3 .3,3.4,3 -5.3.6. There 

seemed to be little conelation between dope and soil f d t y  (see Tables 3.8,3.9,3.10, 

3.1 1) although the sample Sue makes observations of this nature suspect Soii acidity is 

greatest in the high areas clable 3 3 ,  and the lowest in areas beside the main river. 

There appears to be no disCernable com1atio~ between slope and pH (Chart 3.12). 

The Iowest pH value for the main river area came h m  Victor's field #1 (S.S. #2), but two 

other samples h m  the same field (S.S. #1,10 1) yielded a pH of 5 .O. There is a lot of 

local variation even within one field with regard to plant nutrients and soil acidity. The 

results of the soil tests do not provide detaited chernical information about the areas they 

were taken fbm, but taken ail together do o f f i  a general description of the soil 

characteristics of the region. 

What did Vary a great deal among the soils in the area was their texture, stxucstnictine 

and consistency. There was a good correlation between my informants' assessments of a 

socs properties and their visuai and tactile chamteristics. Many ofthe soils in the area 

contain a great deal of kaolinite clay and are consequenty heavy, plastic, and often not 

well drained. The soils that my iafonnants descnbed as king good, dark soils, often 

contained a higher percentage of sand, had a lighter more eable texture, and were weil 

drained. S.S. # 1 O4 h m  Victor's field #5 was desmï'bed by him as "dark soil" yet in 

colouring it was not that diffetent from soi1 sarnples such as #IO6 and #IO8 desCnbed as 

"red soils" by Victor. 

AU the soil sanip1es had dark brown top soils, dark yellowish brown B horizons, and 

gradually become more yellowish with depth. None-the-les, 1 saw differences in wlour 

too subtle for the MunseU Color Chart to document, which were a result of slightly more 

organic material, extending to a greater depth in the "dark soils". Most of the plants 

grown in this area are tolerant of acid soil conditions and low levels of plant nuûients. 

What becomes perhaps more critical to their survival is soi1 texture, structure and 

drainage. Plantains are intolenint of poor drainage, and the Chachi ofien plant them on 

dopes where drainage is less of a problem. 
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An intmsting aspect of Chachi mil description is that they unially describe them in 

temis of th& suitability for partic& mps, in particuiar plantain, thek staple food For 

example,walking dong the paths with Victor, he wouid point to soi1 and say, "There is 

soft soil bere, very good for plantains and manioc", or, "This is red sd. There are times 

when plantains grow well on red mil like this", and on another ocaision, "Plantains die 

here, litîie by little a& the first harvest The soi1 is red and hard". The productivity of a 

soil is described by its ability to grow contmuous years of plantain crops and in the 

number of stallrs each plantain plant produces The soi1 in Luciano's field #Il5 greatiy 

impressed Victor because many of the plantains there wae producing three stalks of nuit 

at a time. 

Human senlement in the Cayapas and Santiago river vaüeys dates back at least 3000 

years and there is evidence to suggest that past populations may have been larger and were 

living together in aggregated communities (DeBoer 1996: 190-1 93). Amazonian 

researchers have identified f d e ,  thick, black, soiis that have been associated with areas 

of prehistoric human settiement, Preb dos I& (Soils made by the Indians); 

however, none of the soils I encountered matched the description of these soils, although 

many contained human artifacts. These anthrosols are believed to form h m  human 

refuse accumulations containing plants, bones, shelis, feces, and urine, and indeed beneath 

Chachi kitchens today one can see a black, orgaaic mdch forming. 

In the Amamnian area this soil is d e s d d  as being a jet black to dark grey-brown, 

and this dark colouring extends d o m  into lower horizons (Eden et al. 1984: 125; Smith 

1980:556). The average thickness of these soils is 73 cm for riverside locations and 36 cm 

for interfluvial locations, fiom samples taken in Amazonian Br& (Smith 1980:563). 

Terra Pr- soiis have also tentativeiy been described as having a slightly lower pH than 

the mounding soils, and to contain more available phosphorus (Eden et al. 1984:13 1). 

The soil sample 1 tested, taken fiom below the kitchen flmr of a Chachi house, did 

contain above average levels of phosphorus and calcium (see Table 5.2, S.S. #14). 
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None of the soils 1 examined in the Cayapas area had a thick, dark-coIoureû layer 

that extended to any depth, What the Chachi i d d e d  as "black" soils, were areas of 

black sudiace soi1 to a maximum depth of 15 cm with a looser, more friable, soii texture. 

The dark soi1 wlour did not extend dom to any dcpth although the uderlying strata in a 

few cases was siightly M e r  than some of the other mil specimens that 1 Iooked at. 

However, in examimng the chemical compositions of the Cayapas soil samples, those soils 

that the Chachi identined as beiw " black' (S.S. #104, 1 lO,lll, 1 15,119, 120) do contain 

good levels of calcium. 

Chachi settlement traditionally foilows a disperseci household pattern, with familes 

building a new house every seven or eight years, often in different locations. This type of 

settlement pattern would not produce the buiidup of human refuse needed to create a deep 

Tema Prea soi& but would result in a s m d  localized area, slightly darker in colour, and 

more f d e  than the surrounding mils. 1 did not identify the larger human settlements 

suggested by the archaeological record, fiom the soiI sarnples 1 took. However, as Eden et 

al. have pointed out, "...there is as yet no agreement about what constitutes a 'minimal' 

terra preta in terms of its blackness or of its physica and chemicai properties" (1984:127). 

The vegetation in the area has been aEected by several thousand years of human 

occupation; this suggests that the soil as well is a product of human intervention. 

The local plants o f  the region are adapted to living on these yellow soils and the 

main food crops are tolerant of the acid conditions and low nutrient availability. What the 

soil testing redts demonstrate is that there is little variation in the chemical composition 

of the soils. The soils are at the eextreme end of plant tolerance in terms of aluminium 

toxicity, acidity, and lack of essential nutrients, so that very minor changes in a negative 

direction wouid have quite drastic effects on crops. As wili be discussed in Chapter five, 

Chachi land use practices involve planting a variety of crops in an area, and the location of 

each plant involves decisionsi regardhg the suitability of putting it in a particular place. 

Soi1 fertility has a major role to play in the scheduling of production of new fields and of 

letting fields Lie fdow. When a Chachi horticulturalist, however, makes a decision 
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regarding the suitability of an area for planthg a parti& m p ,  -ors such as soil 

texture, drainagey to some extent soi1 colout, proximity to watet transport and social 

obligations appear to play a greater d e  in the decision making processesy than soi1 

fertility. This is not to suggest that SuitabLe ;ireas are thaî easy to nnd As w d  as the 

extremely productive soil in Luciano's field #6, another zeason that Victor was so 

impressed by it, was its size. To have encountered an area of such good soi1 2.6 ha in sizey 

surprised Victor. 

Plants 

~ Ç m p s  

The Chachi cuitivate, manipulate and -est a varie@ of domesticated and wild, 

indigenous and h d u c e d  plants. Between 1982 and 1986 the Botanical Mtute of the 

University of Aaarhus and the Pontifica Universidad Catolica of Quito ewmined plant use 

among indigenous groups of the Pacific lowlands in Ecuador. Working fiom the t o m  of 

Zapailo Grande (Figure 1.4), a few minutes travel down-river of Guadual, they identifleci 

over one thousand plant species collected by the Chachi, and estimated that up to eightly 

per cent of the local plant community close to the t o m  were used in some way by the 

Chachi (Kvist and Barfod 1991 :150-153). This is sWar to perceatages recordecl for 

other tropid forest peoples (see Boom 1989:82). As they recordecl, and as 1 also 

observe& many of these plant species were used as ingredients in medicd and ritual 

recipes, which could contain up to ten different plants. Victor and Mirîum explainecl to 

me that usually only one or two of the plants actually treated an mess; the other plants 

were added as flavourings or colourings, to make the medicine more palatable @Mst and 

Barfod 199 1 : 153). 

Chachi names for plants are often compound words with one word characteriPng 

the type of piant and another its use or appeanmce. For example, "w means red 

and "=" means herb; the name of a common herbacious plant with red leaves is 
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Il - wtaw". This type of classification Leads to confüsïon d e n  several plants can be 

given the same name. Ttme are many herbs in the ma d e d  "w, herbs used ?O 

cure Snake-bite, "m king a derivaîive of "piai" meaning d e .  Other plant types 

include m&g tree, and "p&&& r e f i  to plants with edible fhïts. 

Local Spanish names can also be confusing, as they are ofien not refiective of a 

particular species when applied over a wide geographic area. The names only imply a 

similarity in the superficiai appearance of a plant or its f i t  (see Harlan and de Wet 

1973 53). For example, the original bearer of the berry name EppYIi is a Méxican 

domesticate c e r o b  however, çapuli is a also used to name bits of 

ç o l o m b h  foimd in the Cayapas river vailey. 

Lauritz Hoh-Nielsen and Anders Barfod (1 984: 123-124) have pubIished a table 

listing a large number of the plants used by the Chachi, both wild and cultivated, based on 

the University of Aaarhus and the Pontifica Universidad Cat6fica of Quito. The following 

section presents an overview of the more important plants the Chachi use. In many cases, 

particularly in the case of the p b ,  plants have several uses; where this is the case 1 have 

discussed them once in detd and only refenred to them in subsequent passages. As 

seminal works on tropical forest horticulture (Cameiro 1957; Saua 1969; Steward 1959) 

would lead one to expect, most of the cultivars used by the Chachi are non-grain crops, 

that are reproduced vegetatively. 

The Chachi' staple food is the plantain - spp.) - Occ- Illaes, L. 

1984: 1401, a trîploid cross, AAB, of the wild species and 
. . 
isiana. Ail cultivated plantains and bslÿuuis are large riiiu>matous herbs that bear 

edible, seedless fhits (Cobley 1976: 153), and are unable to propogae without human 

help; they are sterile clones, and the variation seen between différent groups of them is a 

result of accumulating somatic mutations (Cobley 1976: 1 54; Tai 1977:444) 
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Most scholars believe that plantains and bananas were introduced into the New 

World in post-Columbiaa times, pahaps by Friar Tomas de Berlaaa, at Santo Domingo, in 

15 16 (Cobley 1976: 154; Tai 1977442). Botanid evidence argues for an exotic origin for 

the plantain and banana populations of South America, however, this wodd not prec1ude a 

pre-Columbian introduction of the plant h m  Polynesia at an earIier time @O6 

A late introduction has been disputeci by some schoiars. Eatly chronic1ers descrii 

wide-spread banana cultivation only a short time a f k  the Spanish arrivai. For exampie, 

Jesuit missionaries h m  El Convento de la Men:& Quito, who visitai the proMnce of 

Esmeraldas in the 15901s, recorded the plantain as au established staple food crop (Momoy 

l937:326). Late nineteenth century archaeoIogiists claim to have fouad banana plant 

remains in Pmvian graves excavated dong the South Coast of Peni (Towle 1961 :97); 

unfortunately, these specimens are no longer available for study. Eduardo Estreila 

linguistically and ethnohistorically, suggests an e pre-Columbian dispgsal of the banana 

in South America (1988937). 

The Chachi grow at least seven varieties of plantain. The most common variety is 

called verde (green) in Spanish; this is also the general term thai describes all plantains. In 

Cha'paiaachi "w' is the g e n d  temi for plantaini;; the différent varieties are identifieci 

by qualiners following the general tenn. The other varieties I recorded were known 

iocally as a (rd), ppma &m&a, candeto. and (d plantain). 

The ideal environment for plantains and bananas is a mean average temperature of 

27O c, a monthly rainfall of 100 mm, fidl sunlight, wind pmteztion, good drainagey fertile 

soil, and a neuûai soil pH (Tai 1977:448). These conditions are easily met in the Cayapas 

axa, except for drainage, soil nutrient fertility, and pH- The Chachi solve the drainage 

problem by pimting plantains on a slope. Victor says that "a medium slope is best for 

plantains". 

Soi1 nutrient deficiencies and acid mils dramatically shorten the lives of plantains. 

A soi1 pH below 6.0, which is common for the area (Table 3.1,3.2),.Sects the absorption 

of plant nutrients such as phosphorus (Tai 1977:453). In the Cayapas area, the Chachi 
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expect to West between six and eight stalks of Mt h m  a single phtain, over five to 

six y m ;  however, the variation in plantain producfivity and heaith is grrat ïhe  plantains 

in luiïo's field # I l 2  oniy lived an average of three years; whiIst two plantains located 

within twenty metres ofthe riva Cayapas, near the village of Guadual, were between 

dWty and forty years old. The great age ofthe two nvefside plants was probably due to 

the more suitable soil which was l e s  acidic, well drained, and experienced perïodic 

innundations by the riva which added nutrients. 

Each Chachi M y  tries to grow enough plantain fMts to Nstain than year round. 

One han& of five to seven f i t s ,  feeds one adult for one day. An average nzed stak of 

plantains in the Cayapas area has seven han& of fruits. 

The Chachi prefa to start (plantain fields) during the wet season. They 

Say the the soil is softer and easier to work, and the Survival rate of the young plantains is 

better. The need for a continuous supply of plantains, however, qrrquires that some 

are started during dry -es of the year. The difference in planthg dates in 

combination with variations in fhit maturation rates of between nine and eleven mon- 

climatic fluctuations mch as El Nino events, and individual decisions on when to -est 

the fkuits combine to ensure th& there are plantains available year roMd 

Plantains are usudy reproduced h m  sucken that grow fiom the bases of adult plants 

or fiorn pieces of the corm. Up to fifteen sucken can be coilected f b r n  a single corm, 

although five is more cornmon. Suckers eight to ten mon& old are planted in shdow 

holes with their bases covered. 

Large quantities of suckers are difficult to transport; consequently the Chachi wili 

try and obtain the suckers needed to plant a field h m  an already mature, nearby field 

Chachi ofien obtaùl nickers nom relatives and fÎiends whose fields are nearby, rather than 

collect them fiom a more distant field of their own. This exchange of plantain suckers, 

and in fact of all plant seedlhgs and vegetative reproductive parts, plays an important role 

in the maintenance of Cbachi social relationsbips. 
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Plantains usually produce one stalk of fruits at a tirne. The mon Sunlight a pl&tain 

receives, the faster its f i t s  mature (Tai 1977:449). In areas paitidarly stiited to plantain 

growth, more than one stem can grow fkom a single corm, each ptoducing a stalk of 

The stalks produced can also contain more han& of hi&. Chachi judge the health of a 

plantain by the n u m k  of fnits it b a r s  on a staIk, and its lifespan, 

The field labour necessary in rnaintaining piantains a f k  phting involves keepùig 

the plants clear of weeds and protecting the Wts. The latter is accomplished by making 

sure that the weight of the fXt staik does not cause the stem to lean or fd over. Pola 

made of palm wood or cane are used to prop up the plants on the fhiting side. Roducing 

plantains are visited reguiarly by thek owners, who clear the plants ofweeds and make 

adjustments to the poles. The necessary weeding and maintenance of plantains is l e s  than 

that of some other tropical forest staples (see Allen and T S n  1973:147). Their height 

makes them less suseptible to srnothering by weeds. Waam Smole calculates that 

Yanoama gardens in Venezuela produce about 4.6 tons of edible plantain fnnt planted per 

acrea per year (1 989: 123). 

The plantain f i t s  are usually harvested unripe and close to full s h .  A machete is 

used to cut down the stem and remove the s t a k  offtu&. The corn is left to produce 

another stem. By coIlecting the plantain £niits green, the Chachi avoid losing part of their 

b e s t  to animal pests that eat ripe fiuits. 

The greatest pest of plantains in the area is a large gnib, which 1 have tentaîatively 

identified as the weevil borer (- &) which maices its home in the base 

of the tnmk, above the corm, The presence of the worm is recognized d e n  the leaves of 

the plant become yeilowish. The stem of an infected plant is cut d o m  and the worm dug 

out and killed. A new stem grows h m  the corm, and udess the plant is reinfested, it is 

usually healthy . 
Thexe are a variety of other insect, fimgal, bacterial and viral pests that attack &&a 

spp. plants in the area. The funpi sigatoka -),dose growth is 
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encoiaaged by acid mils and damp conditions fiai 1977:455), has also been rrcordeâ in 

Esmeraldas momsen 1989: 14). 

Animal blights include flocks of miall parrots cded who decimate staks of 

semi-ripe ver&. These birds tend to avoid habitation areas, and so they are more of a 

pest in the distant fields than the close ones. Domestic pigs and wild bars WU also eat 

ripe plantains ifthey are ripe and bang too close to the ground, or ifthey cm bock the 

fruit bearing stem over. Disease among the plantains is spread by pigs nmning through 5. 

the plantings (Thomsen 1989: 109) and river flood waters that can carry bacteria fiom plant 

to plant (Navas 198251). 

The base of h o a  every Chachi m d  is boiled, unripe plantain, that has been 

pounded between two Stones to fom a sticky m a s  of food called balp; it has the 

consistency and taste of uncooked bread dough. It is usually eatm with a meat, fish, or 

shell-fish stew. If no plantains are available, cookeà, umïpe bananas can be substituted, 

dthough not ail varieties are pounded into hala 

The women 1 cooked with told me that plantain flou can be made. The Wts are 

peeled and cut into sections. The sections are drkd in the sun after which they are 

pounded and ground into fiour. The flour is used to make (a thick drink with the 

consistency of gruel) by cooking it in water to wbkh sugar or honey and cinnamon may be 

added. 

Plantains can be eaten raw when ripe; however, the Chachi usualiy roast or f iy  them. 

In fact, there is one variety of plantain, "porno", that has to be eaten ripe, because it 

disintegrates in boiling water when unripe. After boiling they can be mixed with water 

and pounded with a wooden implement - which looks like a Mexican chocolate mixer - 
to make a sweet dtink. Sweet, unfermented drinks of tais kind are known as m. 

Green plantain stallrs are stored in the kitchen area on the house fioor, ripe s tak are 

u s d y  hung fiom rafters to pmtect them h m  king eaten by the household dog, or rats; 

there is no protection fiom the cockroaches whicb industriously &@ to consume any ripe 
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fruit upon its arrivd at the house. Fruit bats are dso a problem, and fàmüies drape th& 

fishing nets over the hanging fiuit to pmtect it nom th- 

"- is the Cha'paIaachi word for plante it aiso means food. However, w h  

Victor complained to me that he was hungrey and had w "panda", he was not r e f e g  to 

plantains of which he had plenty, but animal protein, Plantains are approxj1~te1y seventy 

per cent water, twenty-seven per cent carbohydrates and las than two percent proteh 

(Sirnmonds 1966:257). 

Bananas spp.), triploid AAA , are also cornmon in the area Most of the 

existing banaaa plants are remnant populations of the Gros Michel variety that was the 

favourite of the banana industry during the aineteen fiftees and nineteen sixties. It is 

known by the term which is also used as a genenc term for any variety of banana 

Other varieties 1 identified were chilenas. -, filibinos. and 

In general banana plants are taller than the phtain plants9 their leaves are bigger, 

and their stalks are larger, weighing an average of 25 kg each Bananas live longer in the 

Cayapas area than plantim do; they die only d e n  deprhed of d g h t  They appear 

tolerant of ULLSUitable soil conditions and will grow in areas where plantains wil l  not. The 

Chachi commonly say, "bananas live forever", whereas a plantain is expected to die in five 

to seven years. As Victor explained it, in some areas one can plant a plantain and it wilI 

grow to waist height and not bear any f i t ;  then Zone pulls it out and plants a banana, it 

will grow beautifully. 

The Chachi no longer seil to the banana indusüy. The large banana 

(plantations) near the coastal ports have made it uneconornical for banana exporters to buy 

fiom srnail independent producers. Today the Chachi use unripe banana f i t s  as a 

substitute for plantains, when they are in short supply. Altschuler States, that before the 

arriva1 of the banana idustry, bananas were considered "starvation food" by the Chachi, 

and were generally fed to the pigs (196435). 1 saw Afro-Ecuadorians feed bananas to pigs 

in the area. 
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The Chachi also grow abafp (Musa m), a member of the b a n a ~  fàmiIy grom 

for its fibre7 not its hk The Chachi make tope h m  the outside sheaths of the stem. The 

fibre obtained nom this plant is one of the strongest natural sûuctmd fibres in the worid, 

and does not deteriorate in sait or sea water (Cobley 19763283). The plant is shorter than 

the banana, and has narrowr, d e r  leaves. 

-ÇrOpS 

Another important cultivar to the Chachi is manioc, ( M e  -), a @a1 

wwdy shnib (Wilson 1977: 1%) that gn,ws large &%le tubers. There are two varieties of 

manioc commoniy gmwn in the area, a fast growing one diat can be banrested at four 

months, and a longer growiag one that «in be harvested after a year. The first variety 

requires seven months before it reaches maturïty, but the Chachi often harvest it eariy. 

Like plantains, manioc is a very productive crop producing ben~een five and six tons of 

tuber per acre per year (Cameiro 1983 :95). Afkr processing this amount wodd be closer 

to the values of plantains. 

Srnail patches of manioc are grown in all  fields; they are planted vegetabively by 

pushing a portion of stem into the soft ground. When a manioc plant is harvested, the 

plant is cut down, its tubers removed, and a section of its stem replanteci. Manioc is not 

grown as a staple crop today by the Chachi, but as one that adds variety to the diet, 

provides travelling food, and substitutes for plantains when there is a shortage of them. 

Diiring my stay with the Chachi, 1 oniy saw one field that was predomjnantly 

manioc, and it was fdow, and people could not iemember who the owner was. Manioc 

grows spontaneously in the area, and many of the plants 1 saw growing beside paths or in 

open patches of secondary forest had not been pIanted by the land owners, but were 

remnant populations fimm previous hortidtural activity. 

Manioc is adapted to growth in poor soils, tbriving in areas of low phosphorus and 

potassium, and high aluminium and acidity (Moran 1989:23). It does not do well in badly 
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drained conditions, so upland areas are o h  more suitable for manioc cuitivation than 

aiuvium which may be prone to flooding @loran 1989-23). 

The Chachi oniy grow sweet manioc, and do not have to contend with the high 

concentrations of cyanogenetic giycoside (McKey and Beckerman 1992), which is often 

found in the bitîer manioc varieties found in Amazonia Nutritionally, manioc provides 

little more than food energy king thirty-five per cent carbohydrate and less than two per 

cent protein (Cobley 19769 19). 

The Chachi usualIy eat Manioc boiied or roasted; on one occasion, however, I saw it 

steamed and prepared as a travelling fwd. It was peeled, grated and fonned into linle 

cakes, which were then wrapped in and pplaced in the fire to cook. My-riuîn 

took these cakes to eat on a canoe trip she made. 

The main threat to manioc tubers is domestic pigs and wild peccaries, which dig up 

the tubers and eat them. To stop domestic pigs h m  destroying the W e s t ,  manioc is 

often grown a long way from the Chachi setiiements where the pigs are kept. The threat 

of wild peccaries to the manioc crop, in these distant areas, is tempered by the Chachi 

need for wild game. The manioc plants a m  peccaries who iike to dig up and eat the 

tubers: the owners of the manioc can j e  losing produce if in return they are given the 

opportunity to hunt the pecwies. Every t h e  1 had a Chachi informant cornplain to me 

about a peccary that had been feasting on his nranioc tubers, it was always coloured with 

the anticipation that then would be peccary meat to eat in the next few days. The loss of 

tubers to domestic pigs,however, was a constant cause for cornplaint among the Chachi. 

Three other tubers grow well in the ma; two are tannias, spp.) 

and-(Xanthosomasammfalium 
* .  * 

); the third is taro, known Iocaiiy as m a  c m  

(Coloc& a). Ail three plants are perennial cormous herbs (Wilson 1977: 198) 

with large heart-shaped leaves sprouting h m  the cona Aithough both the corni and 

leaves are edible, only the corn were used as food by the Cbachi. The tubers are between 

1 -5 - 3 .O % protein, 13 - 30 % carbohydrate, and contain vitamin C, -thiamine, riboflavon 
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and niacin (Cobley 1976: 125). The tubers are somewbat more nutritous than 

the Colo* but the starch of the C:olocasia is more eady digestiile (Cobley 1976: 126). 

Badu is an indigenous plant that grows spontaneously in open, wet areas. It is the 

least favoured of the three crops. It is ofken present in house gardens and Wres open areas 

near human settiement. None of my infamants had planted the bady present in their 

gardens, but aIl admitted that it was intentionally planted by some families. && is like a 

variety of 0th- crops such as r;unDira and hojas blancas. which m t l y  grow 

spontaneously in open cleared areas. This spontaneity suggests a "wild" statc; its 

attraction, however, to human land-sapes associates it with a cornplex, human-plant 

interaction, that may have several thousand years tradition. 

is a South American domesticate (Wilson 1977:192), and is usually 

planted in wet, open areas, in association with plantains; it does not occur in an 

uncdtivated state. a domesticate h m  East Asia or Polynesia (Cobley 

1976: KU), is the least common of the crops, but the most prized for its flavour. None of 

my informants grew it, but 1 saw it king grown by other Chachi families. The plant needs 

water-logged conditions to grow successfully, so it is not usually found in association with 

plantain fields, but more commonly in soaked areas of house gardens. Of the three crops, 

it is the least tolerant of dry conditions (Cobley 1976:200). 

These three tubers require a humid, tropical environment; the varieties 

are more tolerant of dry conditions than the (Willson 1977:U). It takes at least 

six months of growth before is mature, and three months for Co- 

Bad& however, is hamesteci after only t h  months of growtb, Accordhg to Cobley 

(1976: lX), these tubers do not store well unmature, particularly C o u  

Another commonly grown root crop of the Chachi is yam Il)ioscona spp.), koown 

Iocaily as or m. There is oniy one indigenous domesticated species in the New 

World (P. m) (Cobley 1976:120), and this is the one most commonly grown by the 

Chachi. It is an annual vining herb (Wilson 1977:198), which produces edible tubers, with 

p q l e  flesh. 1 was show other varieties with smaUer tubers and white flesh, that came 
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fiom the fa fiom Chachi settlement, which were probabiy undomesticated, Mer 

wild varieties such as are cultivatexi by the Chachî. 

Each Chachi f d y  does not produce a great deal of a but each field contains 

one or two plants. They are usually pianted at the base of a large tree, and the vine 

uses the tree tnmk for support, produchg leaves when it has climbed high enough to reach 

d g h t .  According to Victor the tubers can be harvested six months after planthg, and 

big tubers of the harvest are the size of two clenched han&. çhimia tubers are @te 

nutritious, containing four to eight per cent protein, and being a good source of vitamin C 

(Co bley 1 976: 120). The biggest threat to the harvest is domestic pigs and 

peccaries. 

The sweet potato, GZUU& apOmpra b,al,a&), was gram more extensively in the 

past The plant likes a lot of mdight and wet, hot, weli-drained conditions. Today, ody a 

few families grow it. The Chachi say that it is ciifficuit to grow near the Settlements as the 

domestic pigs eat it. 

Unlike plantains, and with the exception of manioc, the mot crops cultivated by the 

Chachi, prefer or tolerate very wet conditions; however, dl of them, with the exception of 

papa china. cm be damaged by water-logged conditions. L. A* Wilson, suggests that the 

most productive g r 4  season for these crops might be when there is less min, because, 

Heavy precipitation results in loss of soil nutrients @oth appiïed and native) by 
leaching and d a c e  movement In addition, lowered light intcnsities might lead to 
reduced rates of photosynthesis, leaf density thickness, increased stem length, area of 
individual leaves, and consequentally reduced availability of assimilates for 
storage.. . [alsol ... high humidities might increase the incidence of pests and disease 
(1 977:U8). 

If Wilson is nght, and these tuberous cultivars are better harvested during the dry season, 

they might be available for harvest at a tirne when there is more likeiy to be a shortage of 

plantains. 



Maize (&a a), a staple of the Andean s h  is grown by the Chachi, for use as 

chicken feed, or to make chamou. an dennented drink used in thek festivals. Maize is 

nutritiody richer than the plantains or mot crops, wntaining up to per cent 

protein, aithough it is deficient in the aminio-acids lysine and tryptophan (Cobley 

1 976Al-42). 

Maize is usually one of the fkst cmps put into a new field, the high nutrient 

requirements of the plant meking it necessary to plant it in relatively undepleted soil. A 

flat, sunny area is usuaiiy selected for it, often in, or interspersed among, young pIantains. 

It grows to maturity in about four months. A second crop ofmaite is oflm grown in the 

same spot after the fïrst West ,  before the other crops in the field grow tall enough to 

block the d g h t  so that it produces one or two harvests before other crops in the field, 

grow ta11 enough to block the sunlight The initial ladc of weeds in a new field encourages 

rapid growth. 

Three to four ears are expected fiom each maize p h t  Lucianors son told me that 

by planting the seed from three hundred cobs of maize in one hectare of land, he would 

expect to W e s t  over one thousand cobs. The kerneis are dowed to dry on the plants 

before harvesting. When the cobs are pulled off, some kemels spiU on the ground and the 

rnaize reseeds itself, and the owner will often get two to three harvests h m  a single 

sowing of maize. The subsequent crops are never as abundant as the initial one; weeds, 

infections and insect pst increase in d e n c e  through successive generations, and 

ultimately the maize dies out. 

Maize pests include a variety of insects, fungi, bacteria, viruses and birds. Of 

particdar importance in the area is an amiy wonn known simply as 

[translation], which attacks maUe as weiI as other crops such as young wconuts (see 

Thomsen 1989:237). A black bird known as a a is able to eat the maize after it has 

dried on the plant, by opening the sheafs with its beak. There is al= a maggot called 

"m, that eats the kemels. 
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Maize is stored dry, unhusked, and woven togetha; or husked, and piaced in baskets 

hung fiom rafters in the Chachi bouses, to pro- them h m  rats. Fishing nets are 

sometimes draped over the baskets and husks as added pmtection. The dried maize 

usually only lasts two to three months before [transIation] (d biack insects) 

known as "pinsine1' in Cha'paiaachi, smaü, black, insects begin to eat it These pests 

attack alrnost every kind of food left on the house floor, whether it is plant or animal. 

Maize is ofien planted with beans, if be;an seed is available. The seeds are mixed 

together and broadcast (scattered by hand) over an area that bas the heaMer vegetation 

cleared away but a lot of lower, scrubby vegetation still standing. Mer the seeds have 

been sown, the remaining low story plants are cut down to cover and pmtect the seeds 

h m  birds. EvenWy the seedlings sprout and push  the^ way up tbrough the remains of 

this cut vegetation. 

At Ieast three varieties of maize are grown, known by the Cha'palaachi names: "a 

w" (large maize), which 1 identifieci as the local fîow maize, (race 

Chococefio) (see Tiothy, Hatheway, Grant, Torregroza, Sarria V, and Varela 19633 10); 

"ee pishu" [transIation], with a siightly Iarger cob and larger kemels; and "- n 

(maize used by the rplpIlps h m  Manabi), which 1 tentativeiy identify as the local variety 

ma& m s t o .  a variety with very large cobs. From a samp1e of nineteen wbs fbm three 

different fields, the em averaged 120 mm Ï n  length, 38.1 mm in maximum 

diametre, with an average of twenty rows of kemek. 1 was unable to obtaîn samples of the 

other varieties in order to measure them. 

The Chachi grow severai Mirent varieties of the bean *). The 

ones I recorded in the field were d e d  locally (translation), 

(translation), (large), and & (blue). The se& for these are purchsed in Barbon. 

Although often planted with maize, the vines chging to the maize staik, bean plants were 

also planted next to trees, the vines climbing up the tree tninLs. Beans are hawested f k h  

and placed in the sun to dry, or dried on the vine and then harvested. They are stored in 
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their pods, fiom which tbey are removed before cooking or planîbg- Dned beans stored in 

this mannery last two to three months before developing -. 
Another fonn of bean 1 encomtered in the Cayapas area was the domesticated 

cho& m), whicb although d i e ,  was used to make children's toys. Its 

large size, smooth exterior7 and symetrïcai shape made it ided as a spinriing top, once a 

hole has k e n  dded  d o m  its centre and a thul, straight, rod placed through it. 

Rice (m m) is sometimes grown. Victor said that at one the his Mer-in- 

law, hvaro, grew rice for half a year. 1 have seen rice gram by Afb-Ecuadorians in the 

area, but no Chachi familes. It is a min-fed rice variety, and grown as a rnono-crop, not 

interspersed with other cultivars. 

mFNits 
Cultivated tree m t s  fomi a signincant part of the Chachi' diet; they are collected 

during specific barvest times. Although not ail tree auits are sweet, they are one of the few 

sources of sweet foods that the C k h i  have. 

Fruits nipply a variety of vitamins, minerais, various acids7 and essential oiis, not 

obtainable fiom thev stapie diet of plantains and sauce. Diffkrent trees f i t  at different 

times of the year, and provide a continuously changing diet 

Once hawested, the auits are usually stored on the Chachi house- fioor, whm they 

are available to aii household members, who usuaUy eat them raw, between their cooked 

meals. A particdar effort is made to feed f i t  to children, and ifthere is not enough to go 

around, children wiU be given the fnnt and the adults wili do without. Sweet firuits are 

perceived as a treat, bitter or bland f i t s  are eaten with sait 

The Chachi grow a variety of indigenous and imported tree dornesti~ates~ transplant 

and protect undomesticated tree species, and harvesî trees that bear M t  in the wild. 

Hoh-Nielsen and Barfod collected 48 fïuits that the Chachi eat (1984: 124). Some 

species such as the b&t, and m&& are found in aii the Chachi gardens; 

other tree Mt crops are common, but not ai l  the f a d e s  have them, such as a, 
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guava~~ and h e s .  Some are q@te rare; 1 was show -es sufh as and 

with great pride by their o m m .  Wdd trees were harvested only if 

encountered in fhit during the naniral course of a day's travel. The Chacbi were always 

aware, however, of where these trees were located and when they were likely to be in Mt 

The & tree (Rheedia e) is one of the most popuiar nuit tree!s 

cultivated by the Chachi. It bears sweet yeUow fhit twice a year, and is a favorite of 

Chachi cMdren, in thaî its nesh can be eaten raw, or the fiuits can be soaked in water to 

fom a sweet drink. It is planted in house gardens and in distant fields. Its smwth tnmk 

and high wide spreading branches make it a favorite place under which to place a 

ternporary or field shelter, when working in areas a long way fimm the main house. 

Diiring my field work 1 saw t h  such ternporary each built incorporating the 

madmiï~ tnmk as one corner of the r a i d  floor of the shelter. The mdrofio bears f i t  

after seven years of p w t h .  

Other popular M t  ûzes included the several species of spp.). The most 

common was a which produces a large nuit pod up to one mette in length, and 

f i t s  twice a year. The pod is filled with black seeds, suwunded by a sweet, soft, pulp 

which is eaten Both wild and domestic vmities exist. 

Other species of the g & ~  are planted or del'beratdy left uncut by the Chachi, as a 

shade trees in theV fields, for crops such as cacao and coEee. men  plauting a the 

seeds are not aliowed to dry out, but are planted directly h n  the pod into the wet 

ground. Some other species in the area are g&o -), used 

mainly as a shade tree for cacao, QQ& sp., perhaps 1. -1, and 

g u a u  marpinata), with very small fruits and used mainly to shade coffee. The 

wood fkom ail these species is quite hard and is useful as firewood and for construction. 

The papaya (ÇBIiEê papaya) was cornmoniy grown in house-gardens, or in or nearby 

stands of sugar-cane. The firuits 1 ate in Guadual weighed 500 - 1,500 gm, with an average 

weight of 990 gm. There was also a great ded of variation in Wt shape, colour, and flesh 
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texture. The papaya is a fast-growing species, grown h m  seed, that produces fMt withui 

a year- 

Another popdar nuit in the area is the zappte m). Cuitivated and 

wiid varieties ofthese trees ex& howeva, the distinction betweai the two is  not always 

very clear in the Cayapas area. The tree in Victofs house-garden bore fnut with 

very little edible flesh, much more in line with the wild varieties, yet it was deliberately 

planted by him in his house garden. It bars one large harvest of f i t  a year. 

As weli as the commercially grown cacao m), d o m e s t i d  and 

wild relatives of cacao dso grow in the Cayapas area Bpylp w) is a 

popdar tree that is often planted in fields as weil as in house gardens. It is very tall, and 

most of the f i t  pods are obtained after they rue ripe and h a .  fàllen to the gromd The 

husk of the basap pod is not smooth like the cacao pod, but wrinkly and veined, and about 

45 cm long. The seeds inside the pod are Iarger than cacao seeds, and the pulp 

surroundhg them is sweeter and more flavorrdiil. The pods are split open and the 

individual seeds sucked k e  of pulp by k h i ,  or cieaned by king mixed in Liquid with a 

bêtea. The se& are then ususually spread to dry with the cacao. Although there is no 

commercial market for seeds, they are often mixed in with the cacao seeds that are 

sold in Borbon. The Chachi prefer the to the cacao plant because it &es better 

chocoiate, and it is d e r  to make cacao butter fiom it, 

c o l a  or "m cabtf sp.) a wild relative of cacao, grows 

uncuitivated in the a ~ a  The specimens 1 saw were quite small and the f i t  could be 

easily harvested off the t d  The Chachi, ahhough not aaively cultivating the tree, wiU 

harvest it when it fiuits. 

Gaimi& (Chrvsodivllum EBimit4), almado œ!iasGa americana), miavaba ( Isaml 
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m) are other speeies of Mt trees grown They are almost always grown close to the 

banks of the main river, and not in the distant fields- 

Wild f i t  trees such as - (Billiaca]ombiaoa), - - spp.), "PÇfiP 

pistigf (unidentifïed), "chi (unidentified), "- (undientified), and 

"shi ta" ((uaientified) are w d y  harvested by the Chachi some distance fbm the 

settlements. Occaisionaily some of these plants are deli'bersitely transplantecl cioser to the 

settiement areas,by the Cbachi; what is more cornon, howeva, is that the trees ase Ieft 

standing when an area is king cleared for a distant field. The tree is left as part of the 

field and hawested when it bares fit 

The fhit of the breadfiniit (&tocaqzlls w), known locally as "pepe pan", is not 

sweet but has a pleasant "nutty" taste. The ediile seeds withîn the large fhits are 

approximately 20 % carbohydrates, and a good source of food energy (Cobley 1976: 188). 

The Chachi boil the seeds for an hour before eating them Almost every Chachi home 1 

visited had a b&t tree within the house garden, including some of the "ranchos". 

Various species of rodents are attracted to the fiden f i t  of thÏs tree, and so it not only 

provides vegeîable food for its owners, but attracts meat as well. 

Palms 

There are an estimated 129 native p h  species in Ecdor (Borgtoft Pedersen 

199 1 : 1 5), of which 1 came to recognize ten in my snidy area. Of these only the coconut 

(Coco nucifera) and -) palms are considered to be 

domesticated (Lleras and Coradin 1988: 183). Many of the wild species are deiiberately 

planted and transplanteci, by the Chachi, and there are high densities of these species 

aroimd human settlement Palms are harvested for fhïts, fibre, and consmiction materials. 

Recent research has demoiistated that xnne p h  species such as the spp. 

and the spp. are hosts to vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae (St John 198850). 

These fimgi improve the palms ability to extract the nutrient, phosp40n1s, fiom the soil, by 

Living on the palm mots and extendhg hyphae, very fine short-lived branches, into soil 
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areas that the p h  roots can not reach (St. John 198852). The fungi take advantage of 

phosphorus concentrations, such as decaying a n .  or plant matter, by growing and 

extending these fine branches very quickly. The nutrient is passed up tbrough the h g i  

into the palm root (St John 198852)- Although only documented for a few species, St 

John suggests that most palm species may have a symbiotic relationship with mycod~i;rae, 

because all pamS have very few to no root hairs, whose fiiaction of rapid phosphom 

absorption is paraileIed by the fimgi (St John 198853). 

Many of the local paim species are hast to another food ~~ii rce ,  the larvae of the 

beetle (Barfod and Balslev 1988:32; Mejia 1988). An adult 

beetle lays its eggs in the pith of a fden palm stem, which hatch into grubs, which are 

eaten when they are 3 - 4 cm long. CalIed & locally, the gmbs are very fatty and are 

usually eaten cooked, with Iemon and salt They are most commonly fowd in the ga~&& 

coconut, and &@ paims, however, they can also be obtained fiom the rotting 

trunks of rubber and trees. 

Paim trees are weli adapted to the open, field envkonments of human cultivaîion. 

They are most commody found in the anthropogenic forests dong the river banks, and 

dong the borders of fields which actually coincides very well with the water-comes of 

small tributarÏes* 

The most important p h  food source in the area is the peach paIm, chornadun, 

nasir>aes), which was domesticated in the Westem Amazon basin about 1,500 

years ago, and does not occur in a wild state today ( Clernent 1988: 16 1 ; Coradin and 

Lleras 1988:183; Schuites and M a u f  1992:188; Soria l99l:3 14). However, according to 

Julio, it is possiile to find (mcultivated) m, paims that grow 

spontaneously h m  fiailen se& that were not planted de1iberateIy by people. Genedy 

20 - 25 m in height, with two to meen stems, its fiuits are hamested using a long pole to 

hock the Mts to the grounci, or the stem is cut down. Big black spines make cbb ing  

the stem Ciiacult. If cut dom, new stems eventually grow h e-shrmp. 
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The p h  nuit must be boiled for aôouî an hour before co~lsumption, to iacrease its 

digestibiIity (Clemmt 1988:168). Delicious when bileci, the mesocarp ofthe fhüt is rich 

in carbohydnites (35.7%), protein (63%), fiit (5.8%), and vaamin A @Y. 867.7), as weU 

as other vitamins and rninerals (Soria 199 1 :3 14). From a sample of twenty-five, the 

average weight of the &%le portion of one chontadun, fnut was 148 gm. Aithough not a 

practice of the Chachi, it is possible to make flour out of the f i t  (CIement 

1 98 8: 1 69), or the slightly alcohoiïc beverage rhiçba ( Clement 1988: l62), or a 

(Mejia 1988 : 132). The Chachi usuaily eat it accompanied by plantains. 

The p h  is dso a source of industriai material; as its name would 

suggest its wood is very hard, and used to make the shafts of a number of household 

implements, such as fishing spean, fnit harvesting poles, and Barrett records it having 

been used in the past to make Chachi biow-guns and lances (1925: 11 1). 

The -0 continuously bears fnuS and produces harvests appmxïmately twice 

a year, when three or four stallrs at a time, r i p  approximately three weeks apart. FMts 

removed fhm their stems can be stored in baskets for about three days, if they are Ieft on 

the stems they can be stored for a week. A big stallc of fhïts will fill two Chachi field 

baskets. (Shontaduro do reproduce themselves without human ai& and 1 saw many many 

of the specïmens growing in disturbed areas around settlements, which had not been 

purposeiy planted, however they do not grow wild in mdisturbed forest (Mejia 1988: 13 1). 

While I was in the area, several of the trees had an infection that destroyed theV fruits 

before ripening. Ripe f i t s  are also destoyed by insect pests and a srnaiî parrot called a 

aanchano- 
The coconut is only found in the kitchen gardens close to main water-ways. 

According to Barrett, in 1907, the cultivation of coconuts barely extendecl beyond the 

mouth of the riva O m l e  (Figure 1.4) (1925: 102). Today coconuts are a cornmon house 

garden crop and are found growing priver h m  San Miguel. However, they rrre d y  

located close to the main river because of their intolerance of clayey- soils and shade 

(Murray I977:388,394). Chachi sprout the fruits before planthg them. 1 recorded Chachi 
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sprinkling salt over the bases of coconut trees and was told that when you plant a coconut 

me, you place sd t  into the hole nrst The coconut is not halophytic (Salt-loving), but 

tolerates dine soii (Cobley 1976:306), however, I d  fok-Iore maintains that coconuts 

need salt to grow weli. Both the short-lived dwarfvaxiety (m) and taii varïety (m) 
are present in the area (Cobley 1976:306). 

It [tes six to seva years before a coconut paim can produce fhit They produce 

fhit aU year round, each florescence containhg l e s  t h  six hït A mature palm will 

produce sixty to seventy fhits a year (Cobley 1976: 308). Coconuts are harvested by 

knocking the bits down with a long pole, or by climbing up die stem. They can be 

hawested green, as (seed), when the endosperm is drunk, or ripe after the endospenn 

has developed into the characteristic white, coconut meat Ripe specïmens are o h  stored 

as seed, or used in cooking mat, the coconut flesh being used to maLe a distinctive 

encocado (in coconut) sauce. Coconut fruits are ideal as a food and liquid source on 

journeys. They 1 s t  a long thne before spoiling and are a nuîritious food 

melephas -) is important to the Chachi both for its M t  and 

fibre- The unripe mesocarp, which is a thin yeilow covering of the endospemi, and the 

endoçperm which is transparent and gelatinous, are edible, and taste Iüre coconut A fhit 

weighs approximately 78 gm of which 12 gm can be eaten. Upon maRinty, the endosperm 

becomes hard and is known commercidy as vegetable ivory. 

Although a wild palm (BorgtoA Pedersai 199 1 : 15) it is cultivated e-vely by 

the Chachi. It is always grown as part of a Chachi's house garden, along with other 

industriai crops. Today, with the growing market in vegetable ivory, several Chachi 

families have planted fields of 

The laves are the best roofing material in the ana, with the exception of 

corrugated tin, which is iinaffordable for most Chachi fimilies. A roof has to be 

repaired fkquently, and wmplatly replaced every five years. The faOUa is a relatively 

short tree rareIy growing above nffeen metres. When a household anticipates having to 

replace the roog a fionds are cut h m  the crowms of the palms, split into two, and 
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stacked on a barnboo pLatform mder a house or a shelter to dry out for severai weeks. 

Four fion& are always left on a palm so that it does not die. Another methoci for preparing 

fion& for use involva soaking them in the riva for one or two weeks @dod 

1991 :28) 

Like the p a h  ( '  m) is more important for the 

construction material it provides, than for its fivits; the Fuits are only used as rat bait 

Almost a i l  Chachi house floors are made of pPmbii, and it is &O the f'avourite material 

used for propping up plantain and banana plants, when heavy with bit. Preparation of 

the paim material, consists of cutting d o m  the stem, splitting it open, and scrapping out 

the bnght orange central pulp. The a is then spiit, and cut into pieces of a desired 

size. is an extremely flexible and strong material, and so ideal for house floors. Its 

smooth exterior is also soft on peoples feet 

(Carludovia eamprP) leaves are w d  as roofing material in Esmeraldas 

but the Chachi told me that it is harder to use and that it does not last as long as 

Material fkom the stem is the most popular materid for making baskets, fans, and 

sleeping mats. The stems are cut and the outer, thick, green, sheath is peeled off in long 

strips. These are left to dry ova-night before use the next &y. Barrett illustates some of 

the many articles aud woven designs the Chachi make out of EPmpira 

is commoniy found growing in house gardens, producing fields, fdow 

fields, and in open forest areas. In some cases ramptii is deliberately planted by the 

Chachi in particular areas, at other times it is found growing spontaneously and care is 

taken to protect it and keep it clear of weeds. Victor told me that he had not planted the 

found among the plantains in his field #1, but that he had "...planted his crops 

around them". The in this case were pmbably the surviviag remnants of an earlia 

field. 

There are many other wild paims that the Chachi cultivate and use. The Ehêpil palm 

(&salia sp.) bares oily nuits that are a favorite food of the Chacbi.. The palm 

(Socrates gkgms), is very similar to and its wood is used as a pambn substitute. 
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Fibres extracted k m  the ~ O C O ~  or 81iDyL palm (- -) are used to 

make hammocks and mats; its sweet, yellow fruits can be eatm without cooking. The 

gualte palm (w- puioaria), has wood that is used as a substitute for pamhil in making 

floors and plantain supports, and leaves that substitnte for tagua, as roofing maierial. It is 

often used in the construction of distant ranîhps, when the prefmed comtruction m a m W  

are too far away. The pah ,  (m -), is not cornmon in the ana, but Victor 

has a young palm which he grew h m  a seed that was given to him by Jesusito. He is 

growing it to provide palmiche or heart-of-palm. The paim (imidentifïed) and 

(Ufùdentified) was used for wood The palm (unidentified), was 

found most comrnoniy in areas away fiam Settlements, and produced nuit that was d e r  

than chontadirm. soft like coconut meat, and had to be boiled for an hour before eating. 

Another paim found away h m  the settiements was (unîdenfied) wwhh had 

many spiney stems, and also bon edi'bIe fhit I was shown a variety of 0 t h  p h  that 1 

was unable to idenw, but in every case, the Chachi used either their fÎuits or their fibres. 

Harvesting of the leaves and mts of palms is done by cutting down the stem, 

climbing up the stem and cutting down the crown of leaves, or in the case ofthe çbopil and 

mocora palms, by tying a machete to a long pole and cutiiag down the f i t  staiks. 

The palm m) is not found in the Guadual area today, 

but there is a Cha'paIaachi name for it, suggesting that perhqs it was in the pst, and it 

couid possibly have become extinct t b u g h  over-exploitation. The p h  is harvested for 

hearts-oGpaim, the unfurled, young leaves, at the base of the leaf cm-. Hearts-of-paixn 

are also coilected fkom other palms such as pambû, and Ebapil that can be fond in 

and around Guaduai. Harvesting is done by climbing up the stem and cutting down the 

crown or c a g  down the entire stem. Today, hearts-of-palm are 

harvested fkom wild stands dong the Santiago river (Figure 1.4), and are amned at a 

factory in Barbon. 



Other plant foods arr £hi&, leaws, and mots that range h m  behg useà as a major 

energy source, to providùig flavour for a meal. Holm-Nielsen and Barfd recordai thirty- 

five plants fiom which the Chachi harvest edible leaves, and thiaeen plants which they use 

as cookïng spices (1984:124). 

Sugar cane (Sa- -) is rnainiy gram to produce the drink -. 
~~ is a slightly fermented drink made h m  the juice, and is e s d a 1  in ali Chachi 

ceremonies and celebrations; it is ais0 the base fiom which the cane almhol "aguardiente" 

is made. Barrett (192582-92) describes the p e s s  in detail, emphasizing the point that 

although sugar-cane is a pst-Columbian introduction (Cobley 1976:66), the growing and 

processing of the plant has becorne an integral part of traditional Chachi linguistic, 

technologid, and ceremonid W. the large wooden machines used to squeeze 

the juice out of the cane, are still Ïn  use today, however, the ceramic vessels in whkh the 

juice is boiled, fennented, and distillecl, have been replaced by metai cauldrons. Dense 

stands of sugar-cane are planted on the flood-pIain of the main river often close to a 

tra~iche. Sugar-cane is dso planted as part of the more distant mdti-crop fields, where it 

is found interspersed among other plants, and is usually used hawested as needed, as a 

refkeshment after heavy field work; the tough outer layer is removed so tbat the soft pith 

can be bitten off and chewed to extract the sweet juice. The remains are spat on the 

g r o d  

The mgarane is reproduced vegetatively, a segment of the stem being stuck into 

the damp earth. It takes apprommately one year before the sugar-cane can be harvestd 

There are other varieties of cane grown in the are.  but they are not sweet 

The êçhinte tree a) produces a f i t  whose seeds are used as a red or 

yellow colourant, the colour differing slightly nom tree to tree. At one time, &i~& was 

used extensively by the Chachi, dong with an organic, bIa& pigment "ha'd, to paint 

designs on their faces, anns, and legs (see Batrett 1925:69-71, Plates XXXIX-Lm. 

During my visits 1 only once came across some Chachi wearing face paint Today, the 
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main use of is as a flavouring and wloinaat in cooking. 1 mirst mention that, 

achiote has no flavour for me7 but it did give food a nch, orange colorn. 

The tree bans fruit ali year rotmd, and iî is possiile to pick two field baskets 

of Mt from a big tree. The mature fiuits are taken back to the house, opened, and the 

small seeds are scraped out using a piece of wood or gourd, the seeds an laid to dry in the 

sun for a week, and once dry, are ground up in a pestle, and placed in a large cauIdron with 

a lot of water- The crushed seeds are boiled for three days, which requîtes approximately 

thkty pieces of firewood The finai pmduct is a smaii arnount of highly w l o d  liquid. 

I f  the achiote is going to be used for cooking, oïl, onions, and spices can be added to 

the liquid It is also possible to make an achiote butter* but this requires more achiote seed 

and firewood. Two baskets of achiote nuits yield enough seeds to make one seven 

hundred and n f t y  millilitre bottle of achiote Iiquib The hquid achiote is expensive to 

produce, requiring intensive labour and a lot of firewood 

Squash (curcurbh sp.) was only grown at the ranchos. where the domesticated pigs 

were not a threat to the harvest, The implications of this is that wild peccaries were rare 

enough in the area not to prove a threat, and that the Chachi welwmed any d o n  the 

fÎuits might have to wiid game. Possibly, in the past, squash was commonly grown in 

house-gardens, before the amval of the domesticated pigs. Two of the major tributaries of 

the Cayapas river are called -'Little Squash", and Zapallo Grande "Big Squashtt, 

respectiveiy (Figure 1.4). 

The pineapple (m -) is a popular M t  among the Chachi because it has 

a commerciai value as weli as an atûactively sweet taste. Luciano had planted 

approximately nine hundred plants in two fields, whose Mt he hoped to sell in Borbon or 

to passers-by on the river. However, it was more usual for a family to grow between five 

and thkty fruits for household consumption. The only pests the Chachi complained of 

attacking thek pineapples were a large white grub that infested the mot of the plant, or 

oppossums that ate the ripe fhit 
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An average pineapple in the area weighed 23 kg, inclusive of fhwer and stak. The 

Chachi usually made a Qink out of the Mt, mashhg the flesh into a pulp and adding 

water. The auit was usuaiiy kept as a treat for week-end or {holiday) day 

consumptio11- 

The (- w) is a scrubby plant ofbn found growing in Chachi 

fields and house-garda, but ais0 spontaneously in open areas dong paths and river 

banks. It has an orange fngt that tastes Iüte a cross between a tomato and a lemoa The 

Chachi eat it by removing the peel and dipping it in salt, or making a juice out of it, to 

which a sweetner such as honey or suga. may be addecl. 

Another cultivar is ' ' ~  in Chapaiaachi (unidentiflied), a leafy plant, similar in 

appearance to rhubarb, h m  which only the stems are eaten. They have a bitter taste and 

are usually flavoured with sait. 

The Chachi wili harvest and eat wild food sources when they are some distance fkom 

their houses and do not wish to make the jomey back. For example, young &1ed 

leaves can be cut out of the plants that so fiequently grow as part of fdlow 

fields. They are eaten raw, the white, soft, core being quite sweet in taste. 

A variety of scrubby plants and seadlings are grown in broken containers on Chachi 

house-floors, in the house garden, and in raised flower-beds called an m. The 
seedlings are transplanted when large enough, and the other plants are used as flavomings 

in cooking, andior medicinal herbs. Where their main fimction is medicinal I have 

included them in the following section- They are grown close to the kitchen so that they 

can be easily and quickly collected for use in cooking a dish, or concoctiag a medicine. 

Hot pepper (- *=) or &, as it is knom locally, is a popdar food 

flavouring, its fruits sparingiy added to sauces. A species of green onion (n sp.) was 

commonly grown for its leaves, that could be cut up and piaced in food. Two other plants 

known respectively in Cha'palaachi as "lg and "w, wexe considerd good 

with meat The first of these had a flavour that was a cross between-nutmeg end mint; 1 

did not taste the second one. 



MedicinaipadBihialçrpes 
Most of the plants recordecl as "usefûL" to the Chachi by Kvïst and Barfiad's research 

at Zapallo Grande, were Uigredients in medicmal and rituai tonics and water b a h  (see 

Holm-Nielsen and Barfiod 1984). There is an association of plant fjimilies and panidar 

uses, for example, species fom the C i  fems and are used to c m  Snake- 

bite (Holm-Nielsen and Bdod 1984). 

Each Chachi household grows and colle& its own medicinal plants. These are used 

to treat minor illnesses and accidents for which no spirituai interférence is inferred. Plants 

nich as ginger (- nfficinaie), coriander (- basil (m 
-1, marigold (- sp.), (unidentified), and 

(unidentified), are commoniy grown in small pots on the house floor, in asianavos. or in 

the house-garden. Many of the medichai plants used by the Chachi occur as a naturai part 

of secondary growth forest. Waikïng through die forest close to GuaduaI, Victor and 

Mïrium constantiy poiated out plants to me sudi as Santa and various species of 

"pin-tq&' that could be used to cure col& muscular pain and d e - b i t e .  These plants are 

usually used fksb, the most common practices being the pulveripng of the plant material 

and its application to the affected area of the body, or Liquid tonics which are dnmk 

(Holm-Nielson and B d  1983). 

The medicina1 ptatices of the Chachi involve bot .  a physical and a spirituai cure. 

Senous illnesses are thought to be caused by evil spirits that inhabit the body such as the "- which live deep in the forest, or the "wl which live in under-water caves 
. . 

(see Lindskoog and Liadskoog 1964). These graver illnesses rem the Administations 

of a shaman, a "&&&& (male) or "- l - " (fernale), Who is able to remove 

the spirit or "M (-) by tramfierring it to another object 

Spirits live in the m, in rivers, in naturai land formaîions, and in animals and 

plants. When a person is sleeping, their soul leaves to travel in the land of dreams, leavhg 

their body vulnerable to entrance by a spirit (Bmett 1925344). 
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Shamans gmw and wllect the lzngest variety of plants and have the grratest 

knowledge about their medicina1 and ntual uses. Hoh-Niekon and Bdod recorded 

twenty-nine plant species used for wounds, ten for swebgs, twenty-four for skin ailegies, 

seventeen for respiratory tract problems, thiay-one for indigestion, eighteen for head- 

aches, eighteen for general muscle pain, and forty for magic properties (1984:123). 

Several of the plants used by the Chacbi shaman are similar to those used by shamans in 

Amazonia and there is some evidence to suggest that the plants were de l i i te ly  

transported across the Andes 

Shamaos are involved in performuig preventative medicine and ritual as weli as 

curative. During my stay with Victor, he paid for a preventative ctue, a type of ceremonid 

vaccination against fuhne ilness, from a local shamaa He and his M y  spent two nights 

away fiom their home, sleeping on the shamans floor, while the shanm drank. smoked, 

and sang all night. Holms-Nielson and Barfod recorded nffy-one plants used by the 

Chachi shaman as a cure and preventative for Snake-bite (1 984: 1%). This high number 

clearly indicates the concem and fear the Cbachï have of possibly one of the greatest 

causes of mortality within the area. 

A common practice during ritual curing is for the shaman to make an hallucinogenic 

drink, d e d  in the local Spnish, or "@&" in Cha'pdaachi, out of the vine 

m e n o p i s  m. There is some evidence to suggest that this vine orighted in 

Amazonia and was deliberateIy brought across the Andes. 

is made by boiluig or soaking the bark of the liaaa to extract the a- 
carboline alkaloids that cause the psycological affects. It is usuaily dnmk &er other herbs 

have been added to the liquid to mask its bitter taste. The caffeine plant is a 

common ingredient in "m. 
The Chachi have a variety of drinks that they use ritually. The colada thaî they 

make fiom rnaize was, in the tima that 1 tried it, dcohol ic .  The slightly fermented 

equivaient drink to chicha was mÿuaoo. made fiom sugar cane, ofteri as part of the process 

in making cane iiquor. Interestingly, however, the maize colada, when it does show up in 
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the Easter and Chrisrnuis ceremonies at the Chachi Ceremonial Centres does so in long 

basins shaped Wre dugout canoes, a cornmon motif in Westem Amazoaian groups using 

manioc (Schultes and M a u €  1992:128). R i a  intoxication is an important part 

of Chachi ceremonies, and as well as king a t h e  when the sou1 departs h m  the body. it 

also in my experience acts as a meam of overcoming cultural stresses that restnct and 

define behaviors permitted socidy. 

The influx of modem materials made of metals and plastics has replaced a lot of the 

natural materials traditionally used by the Chachi. None the Iess, Hoims-NieIson and 

Barfod (1984) List forty-five plants used in construction, two as paints, five for making 

bateas (wooden came-shaped bowls),  foi^ for wasbing hair, five for m e ,  six for 

canoes, and twelve as ornamental. As described earlier. the sankpna 

mocora, and p h  ail provide important industrial materials for the Chachi. 

Probably the most used plant in the Chachi inventory, ïs what is called the 

b a  or white Ieaves. This plant has long, almost baaana shaped Ieaves, that are used as 

the modem equivalent of a pot cover, plastic wrap, tin-foil. It cm also proide food Like 

the plant grows everywhere, and it is raie to be in an area of the forest where these 

leaves can not be found within twenty-fve metres. It is so usehl, that if not close by, the 

Chachi will deIiberately transplant clumps of the plant Other uses of the plant include 

patching holes in the roof, in bags and in mats; and the unfinled, new Ieaves of the 

plant can be peeled out of the stem and eaten, as a form of -. 
@&tel- -) is almost exclusively used by the Chachi for their 

roofing. The only substiMe 1 recorded, was w d  for a roof, and the owners 

complained that they had to rebuiid the roof every y-, whereas if they had used tagua, 

they wouid only have had to rebdd it every five years. The tagua leaves are cut fiom the 

top of the palm l e d g  three to five ieaves so that the tree stays healthy. They are then 

split in haü and stacked to dry out Mder the houe, on a raised bamboo rack, or in the 
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open on a raïsed rack with a 1eafrooE Barfixi and Baisev (1988) recorded 

another method of preparing the laves which invoived soaking them in the river for two 

weeks for one to two weeks and then Qying thezn, however 1 did not see this king done. 

The damamafa tree (EPulsmiô m), has bark which the Chachi transfomi into a 

cloth. Barrett (192% 106-108) gives a good description of this labour intensive process. 

The cloth was originally used to sIeep on. Today, only a few people stilI make it, for some 

iimited domestic use, to sen to toinists, and to sel1 to taxi drivers in Esmeraldas, who h e  

their tattered driving seats with it 

It was sold extensively to North America and Europe to make buttons (Borgtoft 

Pedersen 199 1 : 15) before loshg its populanty to plastic after World War II. The market 

for vegetable ivow is once more on the increase as the sale of naturai tropid forest 

products is king intemationally hailed as one altemative to the cutting dom of the forest 

Of my Chachi informants, only Luis grows tagua commerciaiiy, and said he did this 

because he did not have enough land to grow plantains. 

Pi% or "m" as it is called in Cha'palaachi, is a Iarge spiney plant 6mm wbich 

thread and line can be made. The succulent leaves are cut off, spiit, and the fibres ninning 

the length of the leaves extracted. These are then dried for a day before they can be used 

in making fishing nets, fishing lines and binding for tying on the heads of fishing spears. 

Today eitp use has b e n  almost completeIy replaceci by nylon m e .  

There are a variety of other plants used primarily for fibre. The most commonly 

used material for making baskets and mats is also known as &QJ& 

(çêrludovia palmats). It p w s  everywhere, and only one day of processing is required to 

prepare the material for use. is used to malce rope and harnmocks. is a 

rough, flexible fibre, used to make baskets and hats. It has to be soaked in water before 

use. Cotton (- m) although not cornmonly grown today; was grom 

more commonly in the past to pmvide thread. It used to be grown in the house-garden, 

but its characteristic of being a favourite snack of domesticated pigsbas led to a decrrase 

in its production, dong with the availability of industridy made t h a d .  Finally, the plant 



Chachi infamants, as providing fibre for a type ofwrapping or tying mataial. 

Fish poisons, (tmidentifiad) are g e n d y  found in the house garden, The 

most cornmon variety grows iÿiairally as part of secondary growth, but is o h  

deliberately planted Another varïety, "-w", grew in Gustave's ranche's. house- 

garden. Depending upon the species, the leaves, or the root of the plant an mashed up in a 

mortar, and the resulting mass placed under a stone or log in a slow moving part of the 

river. Chernicals released by the plaat, inhi'bit the breathing of the fish who rise stmaed to 

the d a c e  of the water, where they are captured in nets by the Chachi. 

Every Chachi house-garden has a tree (- -). Native to South 

Amenca, this tree produces spherical fÎuits whose thin, tough, exterior, can be made into 

durabIe, water-proof containers. A similar nuit is produced by the vine 

sicemïa, which tends to be of a d e r  size and cornes in a vMety of shapes. It is used to 

make botties, spoons and clippers. 

The tree (- e) has a cane-iike appearance and is a natural 

secondary growth plant. Fast growing and hardy it is one of the first plants to sprhg up in 

a newly planted field. The Chachi o h  let it grow as its strong, flexible stem makes it 

ideal for propping up plantains in f i t  when pambil is unavailable, or in making stakes to 

mark the locations of newly planteci seedhgs. Sometimes a small circle of stakes 

will be placed around a seedling to stop animals fiom eaîing the tender shoots. These 

stakes themselves often take root and have to be cut dom before they interfiire with the 

growth of the planted cultivar. 

which means white leaves, like grown commody in and 

around house-gardens, paths, fields and in open forest areas. They are like the saran wap 

or aluminium foi1 of the tropical forest. niey are used to wrap harvests, store food, cover 

cooking pots, or line leaking roofs or canoes. They grown quickly and spontaneously a l i  

over the place. However, if an area is without any p.*g close by, Chachi 

will transplant srnail plants to the area. A similtir plant d e d  which means 
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black leaves, are srnaller, stronger, and have a darker colour. They are not as cornmon, as 

the hqias ~~PIIEPS, and are used to wrap nshing weights when they are placed in the river, 

and as Ieaves in which baked foods such as manioc cakes can be wnipped for cooking. 

There were two types of bamboo (w anmistifolia) present in the area, a local 

green stemmed variety and "guadua Manabitan, a yellow variety* bmught in h m  Manabi. 

Bambu is grown in all Chachi housegardens and is an important material for mauy 

different types of construction h m  the house itselfto chicken coops, asimapas. toïiets, 

fences and drying mats. It is a plant that has been used throughout prehistory, depicted 

eady in PenMan cerarnics (Yacovleffand Henera 1934:Figure 21). As well as a source 

of material, clean Qmking water can &O be obtained fiom the nodes of its stem (Towle 

196 1). 

Ground achiote seeds are used as a red or orange colorant for body painting. A 

black pigment cornes h m  tree seeds, they are groimd up and sometimes mixed 

with carbon These pigments were traditionally used by the Chachi as body paint Banett 

(192S:Plates XXXIX-LU) recorded some of the elaborate designs that the Chachi created 

Many species of vines are traditionally used for tying and binding in construction 

and household uses. An hventory of vines in a one hectare plot taken in the Ecuadorian 

Amazon, identined ninety-eight species and thirty-eight familes, of which forty-seven per 

cent of the species and nfty per cent of the familes wae useful to the local indigenous 

people (Paz y Mino, Balslev and Valencia 199 1 : 105). Of the useful lianas, sixty-seven per 

cent were used as medicines or food, seventeen per cent had ritual uses, and nfteen per 

cent were used to make industrial materials such as ropes, baskets, body omaments and 

toys (Paz y MSo, Balslev and Valencia 1991A06). 1 was only able to record a few liamas, 

such as "&~COCQ and "&w-& used to tie houe bermis together, as sythetic fibres have 

replaced a lot of them. 



The most valuable wood tree in the area to both the Chachi and the loggers is 

m- (Poulsmia a0n8fp). It is a hard wood that is used to make the Chachi house 

posts that are sunk one and a halfmetres into the mud to support the housefioor, 

approximadey three metres off the ground Valued for its strength and durability, it is said 

to resist termites for twenty y- (Altschuler 196421), it is no longer found gmwing 

close to the main river channeis. To obtain logs tbat are large enough for construction 

purposes, the Chachi have to travel deep into the uncdtivated, mpm% areas of the tropical 

forest, and often transport logs a long way to the closest water-way so that they can be 

fioated out to the Cayapas river. Integrately a part of Chachi house coI1StNCtio11, basically 

its foundation, it is not suprising to find that is also used to make the figurines 

used by shamans as part of their cining nnials, and so is a rituaily important plant as weli. 

There are several wood types used in the construction of Chachi canoes. M y  

infonnants told me that the favomite woods for making canoes are 

(unidentified), (unidentïfïed), and Chimbusa {unidentified) , and thai oulgande 

ratinnçkiê b a r m ) c a n  be use& but is not preferred, and that canoes made from sande 

do not last very long. 

There are a variety of other wood trees that the Chacbi exploit, unfortunateiy, the 

logging industry is now competing with the Chachi' domestic wood needs, and some good 

wood specimens are becoming rare in the area. During my stay, the Iogging companies 
. O 

were buying proce~ym), aimost exclusivley, and consequently it 

was becoming difficult to find in the area, and Chachi no longer used it domestically, as it 

was more valuable to them sold for cash. The Food and Agriculture ûrganization of the 

United Nations did a stuày of the tree species in the area in 1969, and its nnal report gives 

a comprehensive listing of the 220 common tree species to be found in the area. 1 asked 

my inforrnants wihich trees they considered the best wood trees, and 1 was told 



ÇasbÇrPps 

Esmeraldas province is the largest exporter of tropical agkulturai produce in 

Ecuador (Gomez 1989:100), and the inhabitants of the Cayapas river vaiiey have been 

af5ected by the agricultural booms and busts, rubber, vegetable ivory, banana, cacao and 

coffiee, which have swept South America. 

Old rubber trees (&va m) are still found in house-gardens and at the 

edges of fields, remnants of the mbber hdustry that flourished in the late 19th centtny. 

Old scars nom the tapping are etched into the t ~ &  and dong the protruding roots of these 

wiid, cultivated trees. No one in Guadual tapped rubber during my visit, but I was told 

that people stili came h m  Quinindé, to Borbon, to buy liquid mbber. Among the Chachi 

the rubber Sap is used as a glue in the construction of w, and the older informants 

taik of using it as a fuel in balsa lamps, before the arriva1 of keroscene. 

The or vegetable ivory boom occirned before World War Two, when the 

nut was sold extensively to North America and Europe to make buttons (Borgtoft 

Pedersen 1991). The popuiarity of diminished with the invention of plastic. Today 

the exploitation of vegetable ivory in the area has resurged, pticularly arnong the Black 

commulzities of the Santiago river. Udortunately, the exploitation of wild "tagua" has 

been associated with the destruction of the wild trees, as the easiest and qyickest mûtns of 

harvesting the f i t ,  was to cut the entire tree dom (BorgtoA Pedersen 1 99 1 : 17). 

The banana boom was started by the United Fruit Company of the United States of 

America, who developed techniques of growing and managing bananas for export. In the 

1950's Ecuador became the laigest exporter of bananas in the world (mmez 1989: 10 1). 

Remnant populations of the ms variety favoured by the exporters are stil l 

commonly found in Chachï fields and dong paths. The Chachi declare that "banana plants 

do not die". The Chachi still plant bananas in areas where nothing else wilI grow. 

Much of the m ~ t g  amimd Guaduai is dominated by ova-gram coffee (Coffea 

e). Although, not idedy Nited to this low-lying, wet cfimate, it is eventuaily 
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planted in most Chachi fields. Young plants an c o l i d  b m  the shaded area 

undemeath their parents, where they have sprouted b m  fâilen dY and are transplaated 

to new areas. 1 dso saw coffee plants started h m  d e s  of coffke wood that had been 

pushed into the grouad Coffi trees start to bear the fniGor coffee beans as they are 

cded  commercially, at three to four years of age, and in ideai conditions can live fiIty to 

sDay years (Cobley 1976:207). However, dong the Cayapas, Victor thought the life-span 

of a coffee plant was probably closer to twenty y=. He said that theY Ieaves would fall 

off and the tree would just "dry out". The excessive d g h t ,  high heaf and lack of a 

well-defined dry season, results in excessive growth and berry production, and the coffee 

plant ultirnately can not replace its nutrients fm enough to keep up with its reproduction. 

The climate also encourages the growth of pests and diseases which attack the nuit and 

tree, shortenhg its Mie and decreasing the coffée production. My infozmaflts complained 

of womis in the fruit, ants, fùngi and weeds attacking their plants. 

Cacao clhnehrpmn var. Forastero) is grown commercially by the Chachi. 

Having probably originated in a tropical forest area of South America (Cobley l977:207), 

the tree grows well dong the Cayapas river. Cacao plants are grown nom seed, either 

starteci in the house-gden and transplanted to the field, or started directly in the field, 

with a stake marking where they have been placed. Like coffee, cacao seedlings require 

shade and they are often transplantecl into fields shaded by plantains, and sometime larger 

forest mes. The plants start producing f i t  at four to five years and can live up to fifty 

years (Cobley 1977: 1 1 1 - 21 O)? The cacao seeds are contained in pods that sprout 

directly fÎom the ûunk of the tree. There are s e v d  varieties of cacao in the area, 

idenfied for the most part by variation the the colour of the pods " ~ '  (red 
. . - 

cacao), " ~ - c ~  (yellow cacao), and " p a b a b a e  (dark cacao). Hybrid 

plants have been introduced into the area, which grow fasters but which according to my 

infonnants, bare less f i t .  Like coffee, the cacao is subject to a wide variety of pests and 

diseases that Lower the cacao yield and shorten the life of the tree. . 



Although many of the plants that grow spontaneous1y as  seconda^^ vegetation dong 

the banks of the Cayapas nva, are useful to the Chachi7 there miiain some species that are 

weeds. Plants such as the "-" which resembled a giant taro plant with huge 120 cm 

long leaves, grew spontaneously in very damp areas, and was useful only as a shelter in 

min, or cut single leaves, as an umbreUa Not a nuisance, but not of much use, the 

"-" is lefi in peace as long as it does not get in the Chachi way. 

Another, h d e s s  weed, is the "platania" that grows in very damp areas. It looks 

very like a banana plant, but it does not grow d i e  M t s .  Its presence indicates that the 

area is too wet to grow most cultivars. 

m e r  plants such as "walanga", knowm as 'le in Cha'palaachi are considered a 

real Pest This iow, shmbby plant is very tough, and covered in sharp, strong, spines. It 

densely infests open areas of land, and is diBicuit to cut away, withoid strong protection 

for the feet and legs. Chachi will often abandon an area infêsted with "walangait rather 

than attempt to clear it 

Weeds, have an important impact on the life-cycle of a field After a field had been 

newly cleared and planted, weeds, a combination of saplings, shmbs and vines, sprout and 

start to compete with the crops for soi1 nutrients and suniight Fast growing viaes 

commonly climb and grow o v e  the crop. The Chachi recommend weeding a field at least 

every four months, by whîch tirne, the weeds are as tail as a person and vines will have 

completely c o v e d  low crops such as sugar-auie and make. The speed of weed growth 

increases with the age of the field, as the secondary growth continues to re-seed itseIf. 

Some areas encourage weed growth more than others, and I saw producing fields 

abandoned, because the weeds became uncontrollable 



---y pescado de muchos géneros, en el Rio grande, de escarna y otros de cuero negro 
a manera de peces de castüla, otros con unas conchas a manera de annadillos son 
un poquillo grandes, otms bagreciilos en los RiachueIos *os, y ay otros 
pescaditos pequeiios iarguitos pintaditos, a manera de culebras, ay camamnes como 
Los de mar: en las quebradillas pequenaS, entre las pi edras7...y apangoras O 

cangrejos por otm nombre; ay papagayos, ay pabas, ay tortolas, ay otros pajaros 
negros que se comen el maU, ay tigres... ay puerco de monte. .. 

(Missiomy 1590, cited in Monroy 1937:326327) 

Major T d a l  Prey 

In Bamttk the ,  the terrestrial anirnals most hunted were, pacas (m -1, 
Central American agoutis punctatg), Coliared peccaries -1, 
White-lipped peckes m), Red Brocket deer m), 
jaguars (Epnthaa oilfa), pumas (&lis c~nc&), ocelots @&s -1, Red-tailed 

squirrels -1, Armond rat -), Spiney rats 

sernisainous), H o ~ ' s  2-toed sioths (- hoffmanni), Brown- 

throated 3-toed sloths - =), Lesser anteaters - -1, 
capybaras m d r o c m  -1, and Nine-banded annadillos 

nove-) (192972). Today these larger anunals are still fivond for  the^ size and 

meat quality7 but are less successfully hunted thaa the smalla prey. 

In the past the Chachi htmted with blow-guns, spears, and the bow and arrow 

(Barrett 1925 : 1 1 1). When Barrett visited the area in 1907 - 1908, the shotgun had 

already been introduced and only young boys were using blow-guns to hunt bitds 
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(1 925: 1 1 1). By Alth&s visit in the 19601s the blow-gun had cornpletely disappearrd 

fiom everyday use. Barrett describes the blow-gun as, "... a si- tube varying k m  

about 6 to 9 feet in length, made of paIm-wood wrapped in pitigua and the Mole 

covered with brea.." (l925:lll). Dirring my stay 1 met a Chachi man who was st i i i  

making blow-guns, but he did it entirely for the tourïst trade. Sr. Lopez, an informant 

of approximately seventy years of age says tha? he c m  remember his grandfàîher m g  

one. None of my informants could show me the tree from which Barrett says the 

poison for the blow-gun dans was extracted (19253 14). It was possiily a species of 

the genus which is used by other South American groups to make curare! 

(Cobley 1976.27). This weapon was used to obtain arboreai games such as birds, 

monkeys, and squirrels (Barrett 192% 1 17). 

Barrett states that the Chachi acquired the use of the bow and arrow fiom the 

people they defded upon moving into this am. Presumably, like the blow-grm, its 

primary use wodd have been in the hunting of arboreai animals. 

In Barrettrs tirne the spear was still in use (1 925: 1 1 1). Made of hard p h  wood, 

probably chontadim>. it was used to hunt terrestrial game such as pecdes,  deer, 

agoutis, and pacas (Barrett 1925: 1 18). Another piece of hunting equipment that is still 

in use today is the "w, a whistle for calling agoutis, hawks, and wild cats. It is 

u s d y  made from or m. 
Today the Chachi use sbotguns to hunt for both arboreal and terrestrial prey. The 

guns are usually national products that seil in Esmeraldas for approximate1y 3 15 Can. 

Their Me span is generaily only a couple of years and they often misfire. 1 met several 

individuals on the river who had been injured by fireanns. The carîrïdges used in the 

guns are often refills (~eused cartridges) which cost about $0.70 Caa Not ali Chachi 

own guns, but ail of them have access to one through fiends and relations. Although it 

is almost always the men who hunt, 1 was told that some women do use guns. 

Other hunting implements include machetes used for u g  trapped t d a l  

animals, and axes for cutting d o m  trees to obtain prey such as sloths in the branches. 
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Hunting dogs are useà to hunt dom anhais by scent and small dead-fall trips are used 

to catch d e r  mammais. hhcheîes and metal axes are obtained h m  Esmeraldas, 

Hunting dogs are usualiy acqimed as gifts k m  titiends who have a litter. 

Hunting among the Chachi is both oppoarmistic and piamed, and for the most 

part it is accomplished by men, using a shotgun, machete, or axe. Gims are always 

taken on planned hmting expeditions. 

A Chachi man's daiiy trek to the field where he is working, is itseIfpart of a 

resoiirte gathering process. He keeps an eye out for the spore of animais, and his 

hunting dog forages dong the sides of the path for the s c a t  of animais. My informant 

Andrés, always d e d  a shotgun with him, hoping to shoot game dong the way. Ifhe 

spotted game he made a decision whether to pursue it or not The decision whahg or 

not to pumie game was based on a variety of variables including the type of prey, the 

huntiag equipment he had immediately available, what plans for his day included, 

whether or not he already had meat for the &y's meals, and a variety of more personal 

decisions. Large game such as peccary? deer, or was fhr more likely to k 

chased, than smaiier animals such as m. 
tf game is spotted by a Chachi without a gun, the m a  can be returned to iater in 

the &y. If the game was a small rodent, it can be hunted down with the help of a dog. If 

the presence of a spiney or a~moured rat is noticed, and its burrow found, a small dead- 

fall trap is baited with cooked plantain or manioc, and set up close to the burrow 

entrante. At 0 t h  times traps are set up in areas fiquently visited by the ats, such as 

beside fden logs, dong hurnan pathways, and below fhïting trees. The traps, caiied 

'lm in Cha'palaachi, are usually made by adolescent boys in a household, although 

women and ddt men &O make them. The rats caught in the traps become the young 

boy's contribution to household maintenance. The households 1 visited had anywhere 

fkom none to sixty of these traps set up. Of the sutty, only nfteen might be baited. 

Rare$, other animals such as opossums wîil try and reach the coqked ripe plantain 

baiting the trap, and become caught as well. 
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When special hunting elrpeditions are made, they can range in duration h m  a 

&y to a wdc, and take place localiy, or in a more distant aica where game is thought to 

be abundant Chachi men constantly keep each other idonned ofwhaî animais have 

been killed or sighted whae, even in areas quite distant b m  thek location. In any 

discussion of hunting or meat in general, there is a feeling of excitement and 

anticipation. Hunters d g  h m  a hunt, whether successfiil or mt, entertain their 

firiends and f d y ,  by gïving them a detaikd description of the outing med with 

pantomimed movements, hand gesnires and exaggeraîed facial expressions. The North 

American quivalent wouid be a discussion of the "fish that got a-' or Satrirday 

night football. During my vint, Pedro told me of monkeys that couid stiU be hunted at 

Guaipi, two days canoe trip up river, and his plans to hunt them. Gone for just tmder a 

week Pedro retumed from his hunting e>cpedition empty-handed. He didn't see a 

monkey and did not bring back any meat, but he entertained people for a couple of 

days, describing the Chachi houses up river, and the people he had met 

People are allowed to himt where they wish, and there is no restriction agaiast 

h m h g  in other peoples' fields. This is stamng to change as w&ct over land 

ownership between Afio-Ecuadorians and Chachi intensifies (see Chapter 2). The 

community of Loma Linda will not dow Afb-Ecuadorians to carry gims when visiting 

Chachi lands, but the inhabitants of other Chachi communities stil l  talk about this as 

king an exception. 

An important àifEerence in the use of traditional htmting equipment and Western 

imports, is the impact of a cash economy on decision makirig in hunting. The market 

cost of one pound of meat, dMng my stay in the area, was the same as the cost of one 

cartridge. 'Lhis expense, affected the decision of Chachi hunters to expend a shot or not. 

A hunter had to be sure of getting back more than a pound of meat for every d d g e  

he fired This is m e s t e d  in a great reluctance to the dot-gun, unles the kill is 

guaranteed. The result of this is that game often gets away that p~bably would have 

been killed if the hunter had taken the chance to shoot Traditional weapons, did not 
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have this restricti011, If a point was broken or a blow-gun dart lost, it was eady 

replaced by the labour of the hunter. He was more likeLy to take a risky shot 

Smaller game such as opossimis, sloths, and are usuaUy killed by machete. 

Hunting dogs, which are deli'berateIy kept meat hmgry, hunt out the bomiws of -und 

dwelling dents.  The animais are then smoked or dug out of their holes to be killed 

with a machete chop. Sloths are usually caught by cutthg down the tree in which they 

are sleeping and thai iuIled with a machete once helpless on the grou116 

The Chachi have a keen understanding of the favouite envuOnments of particular 

anirnals, and wil l  deiiberateIy encourage the development of attractive areas for game. 

For example, spiney and armoured rats are attracted to m e n  logs, as they fonn an 

above-ground shelter in which the rat c m  hide. Logs h m  cleared vegetation is not 

collected off fields, or dragged away h m  forest paths but are close to a paîh to amact 

rats. 

The fruits of some cultivated trees are great favourites with particular animals, 

and fden f i t s  are often scavenged by some sxnaU agouti. Because most of these f i t  

trees are grown in the house gardens, animals u d y  ody corne to scavenge fâllen fhit 

during the night. If there is evidence of nnimals combg in the ni@ a Chachi man wilI 

go and stand by the tree at night to try and catch i t  U d y  a lamp is used to blind the 

animal before it is shot Sometimes smail traps are set under the fiuiting trees. 

There is a symbiotic relati0nr;hip between the cultivating Chachi and animais that 

are attracted to them. For example, coatis are considered a pest in pineapple fields and 

in f i t  trees. Chachi cornplah about coatis in their fields and at the same time that they 

are complaùiing about the loss of produce, they are also excited about the prospect of 

available meat. 

Deer are considered dificuit to hunt by the Chachi. They are pursued by 

following their spoor dining the &y, often for long distances, far h m  the main river. 

Unlike the perceived scarcity of other miimaln, Chachi told me deer are dways rare 

and diff?cult to shoot. Fruits fonn an important part of their diet (Eisenberg 1989:325; 
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Emmons 1990: 16 1) and this amacts them to rireas of hrmian dement ,  or old fields, 

where the density of auit trees is much higher. Peccaries are m t o  mot crop 

cultivars and are o h  fomd close to manioc fields or camote plants. 

This symbiotic relationship also exteads into the rraring of wiid animais in 

captivîty. If a female animal with off-spring is kiUed, the off-spring are usualiy brought 

back alive to the house. Ifthey are extremeiy young and stand no chance of surviving, 

they are given to young Cbachi children to play with and leam bm. Ofder off-spring, 

are fed and cared for until they are large enough to be killed and eaten. 1 witnessed the 

young of both opossums and cusumbis king treated in this manner, and heard about a 

young paca bMg kept up river* 

Chachi also attempt to breeà wild animals in captivity. A Chachi man living in 

the town of San Miguel had, a couple of years before my mival, attempted to breed 

Spiney Rats but a cat had got into his tank and kiUed them. He tried again with 

squUrels but was also ullsuccessfÛL 1 was told stoOes of other households trying to 

breed agoutis, pacas and squirrels. Whether these attempts reflect Westem ideas of 

animal domestication, or is a0 integral part of the way Chachi traditionally manipuiate, 

and alter their environment, is diffïcdt to determine. The tradition of keeping wild 

birds and monkeys as household pets is ;m old one among the Chachi, aad is common 

among other tropical forest peoples. During my stay dong the Cayapas 1 saw pet 

toucans, wood-peckers, spider monkeys, and (a srnail species of monkey). 

Victor told me that as a boy ?hirty years ago, he used to Mrim in the river with a pet 

paca However, these animals were not raised to be eaten, but were kept to entertain the 

famiiy . 
Another aspect of shotgun hunting may be helping deplete animal resources in the 

a m .  The ability of a hunter to quickly r e l d  and shoot from a distance, ailows them to 

bring d o m  more meat than they would using traditional weapomy. In the case of herd 

animals, such as the Collared peccary, several hunters might kill t-en or twenty 

individuals, whenas using spears they might only have killed one or two. 
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Jaguars and pumas have not been seen in the area in the living memory of many 

of the younger Chachi adult men, and capybaras, a favored meat, were more cornmon in 

the past Smailer animais such as sq@mIs, rats, sIoths, agoutis, Water opossinns 

((=hironectes *), Common opossums m), Common Gray 4- 

eyed opossums e s s i r m ) ,  Brown 4-eyed opossums (- 

nudiçaudatus), and White-nosed coatis ()I- m), are more commonly eaten now. 

Some tropical research has suggested that a m o n  of game scarcity is ofken 

present but not achially the case. In other words they suggest that the anthropologist 

has been affkcted by the constant discussion of the difficulties inherent in obtaining the 

game by the people they are working with. In the case of the Chachi, however, 1 would 

argue that with an incieasing population and greater testriction on land availabiiïty, the 

threat of decreasing game avdability is present 

My interviews suggest a decrease in the availability of large animal prey, close to 

Guadual. My older infonnants fiom the area, could remember h e s ,  when White- 

Iipped peccaries would corne down in hctds, one hundred at a time, to drink h m  the 

main river near Guadual. One inhabitant of Guadual told me that bis brother once shot 

six of these peccaries in one day in Guadual. They taIked of hunters such as ~ v a r o  

who could predict the seasonal movements of these herd animals. None of the younger 

hunters 1 interviewed had kiued one of these animals, and the older hunters had only 

done so in their youth. As a chilci, Demetrio, a man of approximately forty years of age 

remembers hearing monkeys calling to each 0 t h  in Zapallo Grande, a cornmunity a 

Linle d o m  river fkom Guadual. Today monkeys are only fomd in the Cotachachi 

reserve, and two days canoe travel up river. An interesting point that Emmons brings 

up is that the Common Opossum is commonly hmted oniy in areas where other game is 

scarce (1990: 15). The Chachi ate opossum on a couple of occasions during m y  stay. 

Chachi are aware of the decrease in available m a t  and attribute it $0 the growing 

population and forest destruction. Antonio told me that in Hoja Blanca one can still 

hunt monkeys and that instead of shooting just one WhiteaUared peccary in a day, one 
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can shoot three. He told me that there are many more animals up river, and that because 

there is some space between houses, and because people du not Iive together in large 

communities, the animais corne closcr to the houscs. The general consensus among my 

inf0~11i111ts was that in the past, peopk couid hunt for large animais Iike pecCanes and 

deer near their houses, but now they are d c t e d  to hunting d a  animais. Victor 

said that when his fkther-in-Iaw was alive he could hunt for White-coilarad pecCaTies 

behind the house in which 1 was living. He said this is no longer possible, and that 

White-lippecl peccarïes do not exîst in the ares any more. 0th- researchm aîiri'bute 

the scarcity of game to deforestation and the distrirbing sound of chain-saws (Medina 

1992:32). Larger animals are still hunted, but people h Guadual have to travel a 

much greater distance to find them. They tnivel inland h m  the main river, d y  

following the larger -, or they travel pp nver to the less inhsihited areas of the 

nver. During my stay White-lipped p a r i e s ,  deer and monkeys were sti l l  being 

successfully hunted nom the Chachi communities of Gualpi and Hoja Blanca, two days 

travel away. 

Interestingiy, Chachi tradition gives game shortages as one of the tessons why they 

originaIly decided to leave PuebIo Viejo (see Chapter 2). The inhabitants had begm to 

run out of animsls to hunt and fish around the settlement. This correlation between 

senlement density and game avaiiability is murOred in Antonio's explmation of why 

more game is available up river where the Chachi settiement pattern is stiU basicaily 

one of dispened households. M y  Chachi infonaants were, blaming the centraiization of 

setîiements, for the dificulties in hmting large game. 

Major A@c Prey 

The Chachi catch a wide variety of fish and sheU-fi& âom the main river and 

m. 1 made an attempt to identif, as many of the species as 1 could, and recorded 
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both their Cha'palaacbi and Spanish names. In some cases the Cha'piaachi and 

Spanish names were distinct, and in 0th- the Cha'paIaacbi was an obvious derivation 

fkom the Spanish. 1 was unable to tell whether this was a resuit of the indigrnous name 

being 10% or because no indigenous name had ever existeci for it In the latter case7 the 

question needs to be asked why. The impiications are that eithcr the species is a ment 

introduction, or that it was unimportant as a food species in the past Given the average 

size of the fïsh king caught 1 wouid guess that the Chachi are now makiag use of 

species that would have beea considered tw srnail to eat in the past 

To examine this idea, 1 compared the sizes tuad food qualities of the fish species 

caught that had distinct Cha'paiaachi names to those with names dexived h m  the 

Spanish. 1 fomd no pattern to suggest that the Spanish-named species were in any way 

inferior in size or food quality to the Cha'paiaachi named species. 1 aiso do wt believe 

that the Spanish-named species were introduced into the area, as 1 fond no tradition or 

historic knowledge that this had been done. 1 suspect that the differences noted in the 

names is a result of the dominance of Spanish as the major language of communication 

and commerce in the area, and the erosion of the Cha'palaachi language. Some 

evidence for this is that the fish have S p d  names only, are more popular species, 

and so are more commonly traded, sought d e r  and taiked about than others. 

Estimates suggest thar approximately four hudred species of nsh live in the 

fiesh-water rivers and lakes of tropical EctlnAor, as wmpared to seven in the upper 

Andean region (Estreila 1988:336; Ovchynnyk 1971:17,50). The diversity of this fïsh 

fauna is documented but as yet the species have not been well studied, Boats travelling 

up river fiom the sea supply Chachi families with the option of buying deepsea fish in 

fiesh, salt, or tinned fom. However, onty those families with available cash art able to 

partake of & or "Chicken of the Sean. SheU-fish such as mussels, clams, scallops, 

lobsters, and crabs also make the joumey up river to be sold This incursion of d m d  

into the diets of inland people should not be considerPd a n e c e d y  modem 
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occurrence. Old Cbachi house middens contain the remains of sea sheiis and fi& bone. 

It is very probable that past cultures Iiving in this ana also had access to goods being 

traded up river h m  the coast. 

DiPing my stay with Victor's f d y ,  riva cwtaceans formed an important part 

of their diet A variety of kh-waîer myfish, crabs and saails were caught The most 

commonly eaten species was what they cded a p a s a ~ ~ .  There were more indigenous 

names for the different species of sheii-fish estai than Spanish. 

M y  impression of the fiquetlcy with which Victor's family ate crustaceans, 

paraUe1s the reliance that many Chachi f8miles now place on indigenous rats as 

temestrial game. Neitha food type is a favomite, but it has become necessary to tely 

upon them as the nuxribers of larger game and fi& have become scarce. Like the Spiney 

and h o u r e d  rais, crustaceans reproduce qyickly, and are easily harvested. Increasing 

riverside populations and the resulting over-Bhing, coupled with the use of dynamite 

fishing, has reduced the availabilîty of large nsh. The use of dynamite is especialiy 

destructive as it kiIls off the very young fhh as well as the old, wiping out a species 

ability to reproduce, as well as polluting the water (Medina 199232). 

The Chachi have a variety of £Ming nets and hunting spears to catch f i h  and 

sheii-fish. They match their equipment and techniques to the species they wish to catch 

and the river and conditions. When the river is iow, the water is usually cl-, 

the fish iive closer together, and slow moving eddies and back-waters are cornmon. 

After a lot of min, either locally, or in the foot-hiIls, the river rises drarnatidy and 

becomes a fast-moving torrent of orange-brown muddy water. The fïli with 

water, the fishes can not be seen h u g h  the mud, and there are no longer any back- 

waters. 

The Chachi use thne types of nets to catch fis4 a small net motmted in a hoop 

which is used rather Like a scoop "W. a large weighted round net which is dropped 

onto fish fiom above ("-"), and a long straight net tlpt can be stnmg across 

a mail river or a ( " ~ ' ) .  The two romd nets are used in slow moving 
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parts ofthe river where it is hown that fïsh accumulate, for exampIe at the mouths of 

gstefps. Fishg  with these types of nets is most successfui when the river is low and 

clear, although when food was scarce individuais wodd tzy their luck in areas where 

they thought fish should be. A mom wmmon form of fishing during the riva flood 

times, was to wait untii fish such as m up the h m  the main river, 

then place the long net across its mouth, and wait until the water receded and the 

retreatùig fish were trapped agaiast the net Traditionaiiy made h m  the natural 

material pita, now most of the nets are made of nylon pmhased in BorMn. 

Another method of catching fish is to use a flash-light and a machete or fishïng 

trident called a gi&a~ ("w), ai night, nom a beack The light is focused on the 

d a c e  of the wata, and as the fish rise to the iight they are killed. This method wodrs 

for almost all species of fish, but oniy when the riva is low, the water is clear, and the 

beach can be used to himt nom. Although a favourïte method offishuig of the Chachi, 

it is expensive in temis of cash because of the need to wntinuously putchase flash- 

lights and batteries, neither of which last long in this tropical environment, Before the 

arriva1 of cheap flash-lights, the Chachi used to use Petromax lantems to atûact the fish. 

At least four di f f int  plant fish poisons are deliberately cultivated and used by 

the Chachi. These plant species are ground up and placed under Stones or logs in a 

slow-moving area of the river where fish are likely to feed. A chernical in the plant is 

released into the water which disorients the fi& so that they float dnmkenly to the 

d a c e ,  and can be scooped into baskets. 

Fishing lines are used more commonly when the river is rising and slightly 

muddy. My idormazlts told me tbat if the river is clear the fi& wiii not bite because 

they can see the person holding the other end of the line. Various baits are wd, 

depending upon what is available and what species of fi& is desirrd W o m ,  hsh- 

water shrimp, crickets, d e r  nSh, maggots, or even çbppyl seed are all used to bait 

fishing lines. T d t i o d y  the lines were made fkom pita, but today they are made 

fiom nylon. Metd fish-hooks are use& and 1 have no idea what was used earlier. 
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A variation on the fishing h e  is the line. This is a long Iule to which 

many shorter fishing liaes and hooks have been attache& It is baïted and stnmg across 

a namow part of the main riva, or an its shorter hooked lines drjfüng in the 

current- It is left ova-nigbt and the catch collected in the morning. 

A more recent method of hmting fïsh that has probabiy led to a decrease in fish 

populations is the use of dynamite ("-")- Tecbaically Uegd now in the area 

because of concems over fi& populations, the technique of saikig off dynamite in 

slow-moving, back--ter areas, where fish wngregate to f d  continues to be practïced 

by hunters that need to provide food for theu fâdies. The force of the under-water 

explosion disorients, stuns and kills all the fi& in the Sected area, and they float to the 

surface where they can be easily collected inta baskets. 

ShelI-fi& are also an important harvest fiom the water-ways- A variety of fie&- 

water shrimp and crayfish are hunted and trapped in the main river and up the -- 
An implement called a ("-), a short stick with a two-pronged, curved 

metal end is used to scooping out the small shrimp called that iive under s u e  

ledges of the main river at the curve of the river above Guadual. Minchia are often 

caught on fishing-hes, and the larger craynsh can be collected in baskets nom the 

ester~s where they are abundant, or caught in traps cailed baited with plantah 

Insect life is plentifid dong the Cayagas river and is both a blessing and a curse to 

its human inhabitantS. There are at least four m i e s  of bees used commonly in the 

area (Barrett 1925:22), and 1 was provided with descriptions of other varieties. Bees 

not only f& many Chachi crops, but alsa provide food, medicine, and industrial 

materials. A bee the Chachi call " produces a black wqx that they refer to in 

Spanish as "tar" or "pitch". To obtain the wax, the tree where the bees have theh nest is 
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cut down and a fire started close to it When the bees lave the hive, the bee lama and 

honeycomb can be coiiected The I m  can be eaten, it bas a bland slightfy d t y  taste; 

and the wax is transported back to the house for domestic uses. The wax is biack, hard, 

and s b y  when cool. Upon heating it becornes a thin liquid which can be eady 

smeared or painted ont0 mfâces. The "-" OlPpl is used to 6x the bindings of 

hunting, fkhing, and agricdturai tips to theu shaAs, and to cadk and seai canoes; the 

black wax is painted onto the exterior of canoes in traditional and modem desip.  

Although the Chachi now have access to a number of modern sedants and paints, the 

universai applicability and accessibility of " ~ ' '  make it popdar even today. 

Wdd honeys* "w in Cha'pdaachi, are aiso collected and eaten. My 

experience is that these lad honeys have a more watery wnsistency and lighter flavour 

than North American varieties. They are used in traditional medicines* as weU as 

s e d g  as sweeteners for food Boiled honey with mm is considered good for pregnant 

women, and honey fiom the bees that make is a remedy for pain. My mistake 

in m g  the wild honey, was in not boiling it fïrst. The rich, nigar enviro~ment of the 

honey made it ideal for bacterial growth, and my first experience of it, was foilowed by 

a night of vomiting and diarrhea. 

A less niendly member of this insect M y  is a large soütary black bee that in 

behavior would be somewhat akin to our Noah Amgican bumble-bee. Cailed "uneara" 
in Cha'pdaachi, its Spanish name means "nasty bite''. Preferring open areas 

and water, this ïnsect is a pest on Cbachi house floors and in cazloes that are mvelling 

dong open stretches of river. 

Ants are g e n d y  considerd to be a nuisance by the Chachi; however, a visit by 

army ants is not completely detrimental. As I was told draing my vis& and as Barrett 

noted in 1908-1909, (1925: 1 S), if visited by the ants, a Chachi family and thei. pets 

abandon their house for a day or two. The voracious appetite of the ants rid the house 

of all the household pests such as 0 t h  ants, termites, wasps, cocbaches, scorpions 

and rats. 
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Another large ant species is the soiitary ~ p n o ~  ant, or "Mm as it is d e d  in 

Cha'paiaachi. The Chachi express féar ofit and wamed me several times upon entering 

a newly cleared field, a fàvonte envùonment of ~;MOB~ to watch for them and their 

b m w s .  Despite their wamings and concem, 1 eventuaUy sat upon one of the 

offending matures and received a nasty bite through two layers of clothing. 1 ran a 

fever that evening and a hard Lump the size of a giant rnarble developed under the skin 

at the bite a q  this lasted several &YS. 

Another ant pest that I came into contact with is a tiny red ant that travels in 

streams of thousands of individuals and, according to my informant, is particdarly fond 

of Living in coconut trees. However, they are a problem when Chachi harvest a variety 

of crops. If a great deal of harvesting is done in one day, such as picking coffee, the 

workers will renim to their houses with rd and swollen han& h m  ant bites. They are 

also a problem when poling up a namrw e s t a  when one is comtantly brushing against 

overhanging vegetaîion and the ants get ont0 and into clothing. 

Many beautifid varieties of M e  abormd in the area. Barrett desmies the 

Chachi' use of the iridescent wings of g&& for wcklaces. He also 

describes a meal of plantain tamaies stuffed with -, a large 

black beetle (192923). A traditional food of the Chachi, which was eatn more 

commody in the past than it is today, is the lama of this beetle d e d  & in Spanish 

and "mpg" in Cha'paiaachi. This grub is found in holes in the rotten tnmks of palm 

trees, and is the length of  an adult liale fhger but fatter. Bamtt describes how these 

larva can be dug out of the wood and stored in a covered container at the house for 

several days (1925:77). The grubs are fidi of fat and are cooked, and eaten with lemon 

or salt They are also good bait for n S b g  lines and çalandras. 

There are many insects that are serious pests to Chachi crops. In many fields f i t  

trees never have a chance to grow because the seedlings are eaten by caterpillars. 

Various insect larva, attack important crops as plantains, maiz, CF, coffee and 

pineapples. 1 have chosen to deal with these pests when discussing the individuai crop 
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plants. It is interesting to note that some crops such as manioc, bananas, and 

chontadur0 do not seem to d e r  as much h m  insect infistations as the above 

mentioned. 

Insects are aiso a serious threat to Chachi health. Malaria and more recently 

onchocerciasis, are two insect bom parasites that -le and kilI a great number of 

Chachi every year (see Guderian a al. 1983). In addition to these, tiny flies, cailed 

"ut m)constantly harass, and bik humans not wearing hsect repeiient The 

most afnicted with these bites are d babies that are helpless to keep the nies h m  

landing. Their heads, h d s  and feet get the most bitten. In descniing the death of one 

of his children, Ricardo describecl how badly bitten and infécted the child had become. 

1 wouid suggest that the "w , and other bithg insects, may play an important rde in 

infant mortaliîy. 

Today many Chachi familes own dogs, pigs, chickens, and ducks. These aaimals 

are actively sought after and are not ofien killed. Pmbably the oldest truly domesticateù 

animai in this area is the dog. 'Jnlike the other animais, it is used as a hunting tool. 

These dogs are ail quite similar in appearance, having tan and white short kir, a build 

similar to a temer, and a long snout They are kept huqgy, seldom king givea part of 

the game that they have helped catch, instead they are fed lefiever meal scraps, and 

have to scavenge ripe plantah at night when no one is watching. Aithough the dogs 

are considered valuable by their oviners and can be treated with affection, they are not 

"pets" in the Western sense. They are seldom played with, paîted, or bnished; cleaning 

is done by dropping them into the river and forcing them to swim to shore. They travel 

easily in dugsut canoes. 
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Pigs and chickens provide a secure protein source, with relatîvely little 

upkeep. Nesting areas and some corn are required to keep the chickens9 and the pigs 

are basically left to forage for themselves, although a M y  will try and give table 

scmps to their paiticular pigs ifthey can find them. 

The Ïntroduction of pigs has produced the most d c a i  changes in Chachi land- 

use, since Bauett's visit. Like their wild cornterparts the peCCanes? pigs delight in 

eating a variety of cuitivated crops. Before the introduction of the pig, cmps nich as 

manioc, corn and cotton could be grown close to the main house, to protect it 

fiom incursions of wiId anmials. This amaction for wild animais, of particda, crops, 

was not entirely regarded as a negative thing, and the growing of crops to attract 

animals was probabiy a part of the decision making process in daermirun 
. -  

g where to 

place crops. However, locating crops close to the house would have ensured the safëty 

of the harvest, in the days before the domesticated pig. The arriva1 of domesticated pigs 

has resulted in some crops such as corn and squash b e i i  planted in areas a long way 

£?om the main houses, and for some cmps not to be planted at ail. Crops such as 

and squash., need daily vigilance and today about the only area where it is 

possible to successfully grow these crops is at the rpDEhPS and to make sure that it is 

occupied as the crops corne into hwest. 

Chickens were more commonly kept than ducks, with almost every household 

owning severai chickens that foraged at liberty on the opposite side of the river to the 

main community of Guadual, and where the Chachi owned the majority of the land. 

This would lead to cornplaints nom the ownen of houses on this side of the river as 

they had to continuously guard against these fowl âom eating their chicken's food, or 

climbing up on their house floor to forage for food droppings. Ducks were owned only 

by a few of the more suent households. 

Both c h i h  and duck eggs were collected and eaten, and th= was a tradition of 

feeding eggs to the children- One informant declared that she likd to give ha chiidren 
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an egg a day. The birds themselves were rarely killed, their m#rt being rmmed for 

special occasions nich as religious festivals. 



... the Ticuna indians (Leticia, Colombia) have a tri'bal policy which may be 
paraphrased as follows: ai l  fhit, or other edible product, that is espcially large or 
flavorfùi, should be distn'buted among triid members and the seed phteci. 

(Clement 1988:162) 

THE WORLD OF A CHACHI HOUSEHOLD 

Introduction 

This chapter is an attempt to generally describe how the Chachi pattem their land 

use strategies. M y  inteïpretation of the land-use behavior is based upon records 1 kept 

as a participant obmer, in producing the detailed maps of producing fields and in 

talking with idormants. My infoxmants were able to supply me with the economic 

rationai b e b d  the "ideal" land-use behavior that they desciibed to me. In general the 

Chachi enjoy a great deal of tirne when they are not involved in land-use activities. My 

observations suggest that they try and maximbe this tirne at the expense of total lawl- 

use efficiency. My participation in and observation of land-use behavior helped me 

uncover ail the non-economic social misons why "ideai" land-use behavior was seldom 

participated in. What this chapter descnks is the efficient way the Chachi mbhke 

the time they spend on land-use activites to ensure adequafe subsi~ence. My research 

is based upon observations made on nine M e s .  

An aspect of tropical forest subsisteme behavior that is becoming more 

recognized is great variation ammg different households and individualS. WiUiam 

Auen and Judy T d n  wrote of their fieldwork with the Campa Inaians of Peru, 



We are of the opinion, and the data appear to bear this out, that the agriculturai 
practices of these people are less highiy stnictured or Iess internaily consistent than 
one would assume h m  a p e n d  of the Literatwe on peoples in roughly equivalent 
environmental situations who @ce slash-and-bum @cuIture...This is not to 
say that g e n d y  similar patteais of land use do not exist among this group of 
Campa Indians; only that thae seems to be a wide range ofvaiability h m  
individual to individuai and especially k m  household to household (1973: 141 - 
1 42). 

Janis Alcom in her wo& with the Teenek people of Mexico, has described a very high 

degree of variation among indÏviduaIS in temis of their "..knowIedge, use and 

manipulation of plants, particularly noncrop plants" (1984:404). Recognition of 

variation has corne about as a renilt of smaller scale research and the analysis of 

subsistence at the household level as opposed to the group level. 

Among my informants, there was a range of diversity in plant knowledge and 

land-use. Some of this variation eould be clearly explained by easily recognjzed social 

factors, but much of it was the result of a cornplex interaction of individuai, social and 

circumstantial factors. Among the individuals 1 worked with, Mirium, the Qughter of 

the shaman, Alvaro, had detailed knowledge of the ritual plants her father had used in 

his rituais. Pablo, also a s- had detailed knowledge of the plants that he used in 

his curing ceremonies. Luciano's sons had attended a local agrïcultural college and 

applied some Western concepts of plant manipulation to their father's fields. Andrés, 

also a son of h a r o ,  knew fa less than his sister about medicinal and rituai plants, but 

had a detailed knowledge of many wild edible and indusfrial plants in the area. 

Alcom examined the land use choices that individuai Teenek d e .  She cites 

variables such as land tenure, population density, statu, capital resoiirces, market 

dynamics, howhold demography, individual perception of ri& and uncertainties 

inherent in the choices, that Sêct  the decisiom (1984:405), with Limitations to the 

decisions provided by the natural environment, the crops available, the knowledge 

available, and the cash economy (1984:406). She also cites individual pnorities such as 
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a desire for cash, fuel coIlStNCtion, medicinal, or neighbour problems. In my 

discussion of Chachi land-use behavior 1 wiIl be describing the gmerd pattem of land- 

use as 1 perceived it, while pointing out those feaairrs that showed the amount 

of variation. 1 also descriibe the variables that affect Chacbi Iand-use behavior, 

The main river and the form the boundaries by *ch the Chachi negotiate 

and identify their environment, Thek main houses are Locaîed dong navigable 

waterways. The majority oftheir fields are locatod on the flood plain of the main river, 

or within the meanders of the W. They descnibe the location of land by refmnce 

to the waterways, and they travel wheneva possible by canoe. AU their fields are close 

to, or beside, water transportation routes. Fields that are up r9gos may only be 

accessible by water during the wet part of the year when the are full. 

The "house-lot" mode1 as developed by Thomas W o n  for Veracniz. Mexico 

(1 990: 19 l-215,1992: 1 19-149) is a usefbl concept in giving a description of generalized 

Chachi land-use patterning close to the mai.  house structure. Creafed for analysing 

contemporary traditional settlement in a tropical uea, Killion1s approach takes into 

account the integration of residential and cultivated areas - an attribute that is different 

fkom the sharply segregated residential and cultivaîed areas fomd in more temperate 

climates. It shouid be borne in mind that the boundaries between these descriptive 

categories are not afways very distinct and that bomdaries between these separate amas 

in the tropical forest cm change very rapidly. A house disinte$nites in six to twelve 

months after it has been abandoned, and a field boundary is almost indistinguishable 

from the mrounding secondary vegetation in about four months. 

A focus on major structures while ignoring ancillary areas in tropical 

archaeological investigations has been expressecl by Elizabeth Graham and David 

Pendergast for the Maya of Belize, "Kitchen and processing areas, for example, almost 

always extensive but separated h m  residential structures in the tropics, are ranly 

excavated, let alone included in site surveys." (1992:106). 
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Won's appmach identifies a "saudirral cor&"' whicii is the smiaurr where the 

household eats, sleeps, keeps their belonghgs, and pedorms domestic chores, as well as 

space just outnide the house. The "clear arean is  outside the stntetural wre, or in the 

Chachi case, under the house, ami is the "anta of bare, hard-packed earth surrounding 

the house-lot's dwehg stnicturrsn (1992:127). The "intermediate ana" is outside the 

clear area, and contains refbse and debris that has accumulated as a result of keeping the 

structural core and clear areas clean. The "gaiden area", what I will c d  the house- 

garden to distinguish it nom the fields, is located close to the previousIy described 

areas and often overlaps with the intermediate ares- Figure 5.1 shows an idealized 

Chachi house-lot based upon an amalgamation of ail the idonnation I gathered fiom 

the Chachi 1 workedwith. Figures 5.10,5.21,526,5.33,5.35b, 536b, 5.39a, 5.42, 

545,546, show maps of actuai Chachi house-lots. Two of these examples, 5.42 and 

5.46 are or secondary houses. 

Boundanes between the diffant anas are not always clearly identifiable in the 

field, such as those between the cleared ana, intermediate area, and house-garden. 

These boudaries are impernianent and ofien over-lap, as household members change 

the areas that they keep clear and where they decide to plant. 

Killion's house-lot mode1 was developed to examine the relationship between 

house-lot components and larger scde corrrmunity structure. îhe scaie of my research 

does not allow for this kind of in-depth analysis. 1 use the house-lot mode1 here more 

as a descriptive tool in the presentation and analysis of Chachi land-use patteraing. 

Chachi House-Lots 

-mStnicturalm 
The Chachi have traditionally lived in a dispersed settlement pattern (see Althuser 

19649; Bawtt 1925:39-40), with individuai houses 10cafed on dges of the river- 

banks. The distance between houses is somewhat dependent upon the local topography 
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often set up houses closer to each other than to uureiated famiIies. Along a relatively 

flat and therefore suitable stretch of rivet bank in Loma Linda, Lionel's house is side- 

by-side with his sons (Figure 5.2). Along another part of the river, a littie down fiom 

Loma Linda, E d o ,  Gustavo and Pablo's houses are spaceà M e r  apart and are 

separateci by vegetation andlor the river (Figure 53). 

The building of houses next to a relative may not be an old ptactice. Land dong 

the main river is now owned by particular fâmïlies. In order for a new household to 

build a house by the river they must either pwhase land or build it on land owned by a 

relative. Few new famiIies can afEord the e d t i n g  costs ofthe land and so they are 

forced to üve on land owned by their relatives. According to Chachi 1 spoke to, at one 

time when a household needed land they simply fond an unoccupied ma, cleared it 

and used it. Land tenue is discussed later in this chapter. 

Alcorn has descri'bed Teenek house plots as "..sot identical, but variations upon a 

centrai theme created by considerations that also exhibit a pattem1'(1984:416). Chachi 

houses can be similady described. Their individd locations and fonn are based upon 

a variety of variables, including natural suitability of the area for house construction 

(Le. Bat, and not subject to too much river-flooding), land tenure, distance fkom 

neighbours with pigs and chickens, the prevalence of valuable plants, p a b  and nuit 

trees, being close to good fishing and cnistacPao collecting areas, good access to 

and today, closeness to a chinch and school. 

This last variable would not have been important in prehktoric times, however, it 

is having a profound effect on the Chachi satlement patterns and subsistence p d c e s  

today. As the Chachi move their households together in clusters they can no ionger 

maintain traditiod forms of house-gardens. These households becorne more reliant 

upon cash to purchase the products that they no longer produce for themselves in their 

house-gardens. Male Chachi ate doing jobs such as tree-cutting, tagua-collecting, and 

cash cropping, to eam the necessary cash to buy the products they no longer produce. 



Figure 5.2 Lionel's House and his reiated neighbours 
n o t a b d  

i 



Figure 5.3 EmilioVs Honse and his neighbours 
b0ttaIQL 
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The influx of new d o m e s t i d  plants and animals has also had an efféct upon 

Chachi land-use. Domesticates such as cacao and CO* have repiaced much of the 

mtural seconàary vegetation. There are now large areas of untended forest thet are 

mostly overgmwn coffee trees. The introduction of pigs and chickens has aitered some 

of the traditional m p s  that used to be found in a typicai Chachi house-gazden. Root 

and grain crops, and cotton can not be grown in areas where pigs and chickens are fke 

to forage, and have to be grown in fields thax are distant h m  the houses. 

Today, Afro-Ecuadorian houses are to be found interspmed with Cbachi houses 

dong many parts of the river, particuiarly dong its lower naches. S W  nucleated 

settiements have formed, often with a mixture ofboth Chachi and Afro-Ecuadorian 

houses, around chinches and schools. The community of Guaduai, where 1 iived whiie 

conducting my field research, is one such srnall village. Figure 5.4 shows the location 

of Chachi and Afio-Ecuadorïan houses in Guaduai. 

I lived with Victor and his f d y  in a house located on the opposite side of the 

river fiom the main community, the church, and the school. Although most of the 

Chachi houses were on the east bank, the majority of theh fields were on the West bank 

and hinterland. Communication between the households on both sides of the river was 

maintained by came crossings and shouting messages back and forth across the water. 

Figure 5.5 is a schematic map of land titie in Guadual drawn with the help of its 

inhabitanis. 

Chachi houses are built with a fïoor that is 4 to 5 m above ground, to 

accommodate the seasonal flooding of the river over its 10 m mud banks. The height 

also protects the household fiom snakes and insects, and encourages a breeze over its 

d a c e .  Six large posts are sunk approximately 1.5 m into the mud to form 

the foundation upon which the rest of the house is buiIt. Bamett (1925:45-58) gives a 

complete description of the materials used in the construction, and plans of different 

house styles. The -va& posts are extremely durable and are reused to build other 

houses. 





Figure 5.5 Sehernatie Mip of Land Ownership, Guadud 
Nor to Sal 
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A traditionai house has no wds, and is entend by climbing a bamboo ladder 

which can be pulled up at night. More recently many Chachï fiunilies have begun to 

add walls to one or more sides of their houses. The floor is made fbm the stem of the 

pPmbil palm, which provides a hard, flexible su&ïce thai is soft on the f a  The 

kitchen area is located on one side of the house and is fioored with round, -lit 

bamboo, which d o m  Iiquids to fall M y  h m  the house-floor rather than pooiïng on 

a horizontal surface. The hearth sits on the flwr, and is usuaiiy a wooden box 

raised on four stout poles appro%irnately 1.5 m off the floor. 1 also saw heaahs built 

directly on the floor d i e .  The hearth box is med with soil and large Stones. The 

stones are arranged in a rough cùcuiar pattern and serve to support cooking pots over 

buniing fire!wood. 

Emending h m  the kitchen area is a walkway, ais0 made of unsplit bamboo that 

serves as the washing, drying and toikî area of the house. Household garbage is 

dropped off at the end of this platforrn rather tban off the house-floor pmper, to keep its 

accumulation as fa. away fiom the house as possible. In tams of Killion's house-lot 

definition, the midden accumulation kneath the kitchen and toilet areas fonns the 

densesî part of the intermediate area (see Figure 5.1). 

Only green and thick-skinned plant foods, d e  h m  the attack of rats and other 

household pests, are stored on the kitchen floor, the rest are hung h m  rafters in the 

kitchen area Spices and Medicioal herbs are grown in old mci broken containers; they 

are kept in the kitchen area or on the washing, drying platform. Shotguns, cartridges, 

fishing and @cultural implements are ail stored on or hung fiom the house raftas. If 

more than one nuclear f a d y  share a house, its space is divided up into sepanue f d y  

areas. Figure 5.6 illustrates how Victor and Juiio's f'similies shared a single house in 

1990. 

The underside of the house is used as a work and storage ana Firewood is 

stacked in a bamboo &une and drying tagua &on& are spread ove  a raisecl bamboo 

rack. Larger wood working projects, are done under the house, such as the f?nishing or 
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repairing of canoes, and the building of benches and tables. Chicken coops and pig 

pens are sornetimes piaced imda the houes, although health care workers in the m a  

have discouraged the practice, and they are now sometimes fomd at the sides or back of 

the houe. Chicken nests are often p l a d  in small platfonas attacheci to the 

posts which hold up the floor. 

The area directly under and amund the house, is conscientiously cl& of 

undergrowth and reflue every three to four weeks This is done to keep d e s  and pigs 

away fÎom the houses. In the latter case, this has Linle e f f i  as pigs iike to sleep in the 

dry, clear areas under the houses. 

Thr:ClearArea 

The river-bd area in fiont of each Chachi house is used to wash clothes, to 

collect drinking water, to moor canoes, and to attend to personal bathing. Between the 

bank and the house structure is an area which the Chachi household keeps clear of 

undergrowth and refhse, cutting7 sweeping and discarduig the materials to the 

periphery. Clothes hes ,  drying tables and benches are usuaily located here, and a few 

tree crops and medicinal or ritual plants are sometimes planted. The area is used to 

perform various domestic tasks as weii as used for social activities nich as seniing as a 

children's playground. The clearing of the vegetation lessens the danger of Snake bite. 

As was mcntioned above, the Chachi make a dehirate attempt to contain refuse 

in an area away fiom the residence off the end of a long bamboo extension to the house. 

The larger pieces of r e h e  end up hm.  Daily sweepings of the house-fioor, cleariag 

the area under the house, and maintahhg the clear area in h n t  of the ~ O U S ~ ,  however7 

do lead to aa accumulation of debris dong the perimettes of the s î w t m l  cote and the 

clear a m  In this case the accumulations of debris are more and the pieces are 
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smaiier. Debris from maintaimng the clear area in front ofthe house is mody cut 

Around the edges of a Cbachi house, and o h  extedng into the clear area in the 

front, is a house-garda It is a mixaae of usefiil plants that include a high percenage 

of medicinal, ritual, i.ndusûhlt and food flavouring species. Alcom refers to this area as 

the "door-yard" (l984:33 l), but diis is an inappropriate designation for the Cbachi, a 

group that do not traditionally have doors. 

A Chachi house-garden usually begins right beside and behhd the house 

structure. It can contain a large number of staple food plantst but is characterized by a 

large variety of cuitivated plant m e s .  

To examine the différences between ChachÎ house-gardeas and regular fields and 

to more M y  understand the significance of house-gardens, 1 selected a set of thirty- 

seven easily recognized, common cultivars that 1 identifieci in at least five fields (Tabie 

5.1). As expected the staple aop of plantains was present the moa fkquently in all the 

fields. The fkquency of occunence of cacao and coffee illustrate the importance cash 

crops have assumed ia the Chachi community. The high kqunicy of is due to 

its use in fields as a shade trre for young seedling (see also Alcom 1984:373). 1 could 

not distinguish between this variety of and the variety that produces the sweet 

seed pods without seeing the pods. The high fbquency of rubber and bananas can be 

atiributed to past times when the sale of both commodities also contxibuted cash to 

Chachi households. Most of these plants were not deli'berately planted by the field 

owners, but they were not cut dom when the field was cleared. Little rubber is 

hawested today, and bananas sem as substitutes for plantains, or as pig food. The 

fiequency of plants such as & manioc, and hPipS is also misleading, as 

they were often not deliberatdy planted, but grew spontaneously fiom plant rrmains of 

an earlier field Victor said that a i l  his fields contained manioc but that he had only 

planted manioc himself in one field The rest of the cultivars -sent a complex of 



Plant 

piantain 
cacao 
hojas blancas 
coffee 
guagua 
rampùa 
manioc 
nlbber 
cainlïto 
bananas 
bacao 
w w  
madrofia 
chontadm 
=Pte 
m b f l  
pineapple 
PaPaYa 
acbiote 
sugercane 
orange 
lime 
lemon 
breadhit 
puaite palm 
chirma 
bambu 
chirhoya 
a v d o  
hojas negras 
dabaso 
batbasco 
maize 
cocoI3Uf 
naranjilla 
she too 
sau kona p h  
guaaab- 

Table 5.1 Set of common cultivars 
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food, nuit and industrial crops. 1 deliberately did not include plant species that 1 oniy 

f m d  house-gdensy or medicinal, ritual or flavourïng plants. 

Table 5 2  suggests thai another fimction of the Chachi houe-gardens is the 

maintenance and protection of seed stock for most of the cornmon cultivars. Shce my 

set of species did not inchde the medicinaI, ntual or fhvoMng plants most commonly 

associaîed with house-gardensy it is intaesting to note that house-gardens had almost 

double the number of cornmon cultivars. Table 5.3 demonstrates that the staple food 

crops, cash crops and industnal aops occm fkpently in house-gardens. Fruit crops 

are also fiequent, but their incidence is less than tbat of plantains, cacao and coffee, 

with the exception of Fruit crops provide an important source of vitamins and 

minerals for the ChachiY but the la& of an individual bit species is not as damaging to 

a household as the lack of a staple or cash crop plant 

Table 5.3 also suggests that there are particda. plant species that wil l  be found 

more comrnonly in a house-garda than a regular field (second column of figures). 

Many of the f i t  crops fa11 into this category. Fn& seeds and seedlings are a valuable 

commodity, and it is important to be able to monitor the harvest and health of nuit 

trees. Growing them in house-gardens facüitates this. Industrial cultivars such as 

bamboo, barbasCo. tagua, and *, that are comrnonly needed for domestic and 

subsistence chores, are p w n  close to the house so that they are easily available. 

Bamboo poles and tagua fionds are also difEcult and heavy to transport, It makes sense 

to plant them dose to the area where it is anticipated that they will be used. Crops 

easily eaten by pigs, such as çhinna, manioc, and maize, are not often found in house- 

gardens. The frequency of manioc in Table 5.3 is distorted because of the spontaueous 

growth of manioc around Chachi setîlements, ppresumably as a result of previous 

plantings of manioc in a time before domestic pigs were introduced. " WW palms such 

as and o c c d  almost exclusively in regular fields. Chontadim, 

appeared as commonly in fields as in house-garderis, and cocon* appeared almost 

exclusively in house-gardens. 
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Field # No. Species 
Victor I 27 
Julio 5 16 * 

Lionel 5 26 
Luciano 5 î2  
Pablo I 22 
Emilio 2 28 
Gustavo 2 20 
Gustavo 5 14 

Mea.  2 1.88 
Median 22 
Mode 22 

Field # 
Victor 2 
Victor 3 
Victor 4 
Victor 5 
Victor 6 
Jdio 1 
Juiio 2 
Jdio 3 
Jdio  4 
Andrés 1 
LuCiano 1 
Lucîano 4 
Luciano 6 
EmiIio 1 
EmiIio 3 
Gustavo 1 
Gustavo 3 
Gustavo 4 

Mean 
Median 
Mode 

No. Spceies 
11 
8 
11 
5 
1 I 
14 
13 
12 
7 
21 
16 
9 
19 
18 
16 
4 
19 
13 

12.61 
12.5 
11 

Table 5.2 House-gardens and Fields and the Number of Species 



Plant 

cacao 
zapote 
plantain 
CO ffee 
breadfniit 
guagua 
madrofia 
PaPaY a 
hojas blancas 
rubber 
caimito 
bananas 
bacao 
chontaduro 
achiote 
bambu 
tagua 
sugercane 
calabaso 
barbasco 
rampira 
chirimoy a 
coconut 
manioc 
pineapple 
orange 
lime 
lemon 

Prescnce in 9 
House-gardas 

9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

Percentage of House- 
gardens with species* 

1 O0 
100 

88.88 
88.88 
88.88 
88.88 
88.88 
88.88 
77.77 
77.77 
77.77 
77.77 
77.77 
77.77 
77.77 
77.77 
66.66 
66.66 
66.66 
66.66 
55.55 
55.55 
55.55 
44.44 
44.44 
44.44 
44944 
44.44 

Plant 

calabaso 
barbasco 
breadfniit 
coconut 
bambu 
naranjilla 
she too 
guanabana 
PaPaY a 
zapote 
chirimoya 
achiote 
madrofia 
sugercane 
avocado 
c hontaduro 
hojas negras 
bacao 
orange 
lime 
lemon 
tagua 
rubber 
caimito 
bananas 
guagua 
cacao 
pineapple 

Percen tage of species found 
in Houre-gardens** 

75 ,O0 
75,OO 
72,73 
71 -43 
70,OO 
66,67 
60-00 
60,OO 
57.14 
56,25 
5SS6 
50,oo 
47,06 
46,l5 
44944 
41.18 
37.50 
36,84 
36.36 
36.36 
36.36 
35,29 
33-33 
33.33 
33.33 
30977 
2933 c-, 

28S7 4 
O 



c;i 
(P 

avocado " naranjilla 
9 hojas negras 
CP 
~d she too 
d CD guanabana 
R gualte palm 
tD chirma 
a pambll 

:iLapalm 

B IP 
VI 

Pcrfentagc of House- 
giirdens with spccics* 

44.44 

Plant 

CO ffee 
plantain 
hojas blancas 
rampira 
chirma 
gualte palm 
manioc 
maize 
pambll 
San kona palm 

Pcrcen tage of species found 
in Housc-gardensh* 

27.59 
23.53 
23.33 
20.83 
20,OO 
18,18 
l6,OO 
14.29 
6.67 

O 

* The percentage of house-gardens that contain members of this species 
r 

* The percentage in housc-gardens, of the total number of a11 house-gardens and fields that contain members of this species 
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A characteristic pm of the house garden, is a raised bed of soil on bamboo poles, 

cailed an which Îs used to grow d e r  plants and seedlings. It is usually 

iocated fairly close to one side of the house (Figure 5.1). 

The sprouting of seeds and nuts is o h  done in the house garden so that the 

seedliags caa be protected nom the ravages of birds, squinels, opossums and pigs. 

These are îranspianted when hardy enough. 

The house garden is also an area of elrpeamentation. Ifcuttings, mots, seeds or 

seedlings of new plant p i e s  are obtained, they are ûÏed out in the house-garden. 

Locating them close to the house enabla the household to keep a close watch on the 

plants and to experiment with their needs. Newly introduced crops into the area, or 

ones that do not reproduce easily are valuable because of thei. rarity. Planting them 

close to the house allows the family to watch over the plant and its harvest During my 

stay in Guadual 1 was privy to s e v d  arguments over the nghts of an individual to the 

fruits of a particula. tree. 

A shamads house garden, usually contains more rituai medicinal plants than a 

non-shaman's house-garden. DBaent chamans specialize in metent types of healing 

and this focus is reflected in the mge of plant species present in their house garden. 

Victor's garden which once belonged to his shaman fither-in-law, &am, is Wed with 

a variety of rituai and medicinal plants, including . . .  Eaapi the 

hducinogenic hgredient of u, and mÿivusa its Meine component 

The increasing availability of Western medicines and indusaial products is 

lessening the need for home remedies and industrial plants which were traditiody 

gmwn in house-gardens. Metal and plastic bowls and buckets are repIacing the 

hollowed out calahaso fruits as  containers; nylon thnad is replacing cita snd synthetic 

cloths have replaced Mpfp (bark cloth). These changes are no doubt affecthg the 

composition of plants to be found in the Chachi house-gardens. 

Although Western cures have becorne popular among the Cwhi ,  the &amans are 

s t i l l  extremely popular. Western crning and tradition shamanïc curing are regarded as 
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complementary rather than opposing- Durhg my stay in Guzidud, at least four days out 

of the week 1 could hear the singing of one or other of th two residing shamms. From 

this 1 would suggest that the composition of ritual pIants to be found in a laman's  

house-garda bas probably not changed as much as a d t  of Westem influences. 

The boundary of the house-garda are not easy to discan as they blend graddy 

into the secondary vegctahion or reguiar field area surroundhg them. As the distance 

fkom the houe incrcascs, the house-gardens becorne m m  like reguiar fields, with 

much less species diversity (Figures 5.10% 5 Z , 5 . 2 6 , 5 3 3 , 5 3 % ,  5.36b, 5.39% 5.42, 

5 -45). 

Archaeologically, there is not much within a Chachi house-lot that would 

preserve directly. The deep pst-holcs of the large foundation house posts 

shouid be recognizable in an excavation providecl that river floading and other natuml 

processes had not destmyed them. Material lemaiils left by the Chachi would hclude 

items dropped under or off the edge of the house. In times before the introduction of 

durable Western products, only Stone, ceramic, and metal implements would have 

survived through tirne. 

The archaeologically identinable areas of a Chachi house-lot would be restricted 

to the structural core with its pst-holes anci deep kitchen midden, and the intermedîate 

area, made up of cleared refiue swept from the hoose or h n t  clear area. The house- 

garden would be indisbnginsha . .  ble archaeologically h m  its swmutlding vegetatioa 

Killion has emphasized the point tbat for traditional tropical households in the 

Tuxtlas area of Verafniz the garda and intermediate areas represent almost eighty per 

cent of a bouse-lot, yet in archaeological reconstnictions of ancient setîlement in the 

area this point has received little attention (1 992: 130). This pattern also holds true for 

Chachi disperseci settlement, with intemediate and house-garda areas mabrig up most 

of a C h h i  house-lot 

The Chachi house-lot mode1 is changing withh the smaîl nucleated settlements 

that have more recently starteci to develop. In these settlements the house structures are 
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much cioser together and there is less m m  dotteci for gardens and its peripherai 

midden a c c u m ~ o n  Within the Guadual and Mafa commtmïties, ganiens are 

redcted to the growing of medicinai plants close to the house, raised seed beds, and 

pots of plants on the dryinpltoilet platfonn. Refûse is transported away fiom the house- 

lot to a c o m m d y  designated midden area, and not just swept to the periphery ofthe 

clear and ho= structure areas (see Figure 5.4). Mthùi the nucleated Settlements much 

more of the inter-residential space is public, providing -one in the community with 

access to the river, the church and the school. 

W o n  has documented a similar change among the Tuxtlas of Mexico, and 

suggests that, "The extent to which variation exkts with respect to the proposed pattgn 

is an important indicator of a shift in community erg-on away h simple 

households orgaaued for subsistence proàuction to more diversified forms of 

production and more complex community stnidure" (1 992: 13 1). If similar changes in 

house-lot structure can be observed archaeologically it suggests possibIe changes in the 

social organization of the prehistoric communities king studied, This would only be 

disceniibe by identifyllg synchronie prehistonc house structures located closely 

together and sharing a midden area. 

Among the modem Chachi cornmunities, the change in how-lot structure found 

in nucleated settiements can be easily documented, and is without doubt associated with 

recent changes in social organiration produced by Western Muences. However, 

traditional Chacbi setîlement provides a caution to extraplathg the association of 

archaeologically perceived nucleated sealement with increasing social complexity in 

prehistoric tirne. 

The Chachi tradïtionally maintain ernpty ceremonial centres ( DeBoer and Blitz 

199 1). These centres con& of severai houses, built close together, munding a 

central cieared area. These centres have existed since Bamett's visit in 1908-1909 

(1925:37), when airnost aü the Chachi lived in a dispersed settiement pattern dong the 

river margins, and before many Chachi had begun to live in small nucleated 
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settiements. The centres are used two or tbree times a year when the Chachi gather to 

celebrate religious festvals. The houses and central area are c 1 d  of vegetation, and 

are occupied for three or four days. AAa the festivities are over, the centre is 

abandoned and the vegetation is aiiowed to gmw over it again, AK:haeologidy, a 

Chachi ceremonid centre couici appear to be a nucleateâ settlement because the houses 

are close together and fàce each other across a communal clear area. It would only be 

by examinuig the midden accumulation that the innequency and sporadic nature of 

occupation might be identifie6 

Travel any distance up and d o m  the main river is very difiicult on land as 

hundreds of some of them quiet large, cut across the terrain. Terrestrial paths 

tend to nm roughly perpendicuiar to the main river, pafalleling the larger m. These 

esteros themselves have tributaries that nm into them, but they are more easily crossed, 

especidy when the water levels are low. 

Men not travelling by canoe dong the main river and its tn'butaries, the Chachi 

wak dong a network of paths that wind through fields, secondary vegaation and small 

patches of natuml vegetation, to get to their destination. Paths begin behind every 

Chachi house, leading away h m  the main riva, into the hinterland, A path becornes 

wider as other paths job it, coming h m  other houses, and it becornes more heavily 

traveiied, and later as the distance fbm the Chachi sdements increase, it starts to 

diminish in Ne again as paths branch off h m  i t  The densïty of pathways is greatest 

close to the Chachi settiements and main river, and darrases as the distance inmases. 

1 wouid estimate that close to the main river and Chachi houses, one is always witbin 50 

m of a path. 

Figure 5.7,5.8,5.9,5.10 and 5.1 1 are a maps of paths that lead to Chachî fields. 

Figure 5.7 is a more detailed, larger sale map of the path that led fiom Victor's house, 
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through his housegarden, a d  to six of bis seven fields. The path ovists Ïts way around 

many natual obstacles mch as fiiilen trees, estcrns. steep rocky slopes, and clif%. The 

paths are always muddy, regardes of the season, wîth the exception of sections that 

nui along the top of steep, rocky, ridges. 

Usas of paths maintain their accessi'bility by cutting away over-han- 

vegetation, piacing logs across flooded areas, and cutting steps into steep slopes. 

Sections of path that becorne exceptiozzaiiy muddy or sieep, are sometimes iined with 

cut me mmks to make the passage easier (Figure 5.8). Usuaiiy a or group 

cooperatve work effort of the users of the path is organized to complete the task. 

A Chachi pathway is formed initially by someone cuttllig a path through the 

vegetation in h n t  of them as they wak through the forest The path grows and is 

maintained by people travelling in the same direction, keeping the mute clear of plants 

and rnoulding out the fom of a mud path with their feet In this sense paîhs are the 

fluid creations of travel decisions that people have made, and the popularity of their 

destination is discernibie nom the width and wd date of the path. These directions 

change through time as Chachi procurement patterns change. 

The Chachi use the paths primarïIy to reach points in the terrestriai landscape that 

c m  not be reached by canoe. However, the paths are not simply a means of getting to a 

particular point in the terrain, but are an inteprai part of the Chachi' procurement 

stratepies, both planneci and oppoaimistic. 

The Chachi plant crops along the edges of the p a h  or in littie cleared extensions 

they have made off the path that wïU contain one or two plants Figures 5.7g, i, j). 

Posey refers to similar practices by the Kayapo of Brazil, as "aaü-side plantings" 

(1993: 65). He writes "Traü systems were extensive in the Kayapo area and their 

margins served as areas for planting, transplanting, and spreadhg numerous semi- 

domesticated plant species used for food, medicine, building msite+jals, dyes, scents, 

insect repelients etc." Cposey 1993 :65). 
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Posey, descnks the hcrease of this p d c e  among Kayapo groups who adopted 

a more mobile and dispersed way oflife, a b  contact with Empeans. in contrast to 

the sedentary and semi-sedentary Kayapo p u p s  who reiied upon agricuitrnal fields, 

the "..somadic groups depended more h d y  upon otha types of management such as 

trail-side plantings and 'forest fields'." (1 993 :6S). Forest fields are &cial or naturai 

fores openings that are planted with usefui plant species, which are given little or no 

care after planting. 

An important implication of this change in subsistence by the Kayapo, is rhat the 

subsistence technologies and strategies for both the sedentary and mobile We-styles 

exists together within the Kayapo culture. Their subsistence strategis are flexible 

enough that they c m  choose to change them, or rather emphasize a diffant aspect of 

them, given a particular historic situation. 

Posey, also points out that the nomadic khavior of particuiar Kàyapo groups has 

widely sptead specics and varieties of useful plants over much greater areas of the I o d  

Kayapo area (1993:65). This as weU has implications as a survival strategy for a 

tropical forest people f m d  into mobility by an aicroaching enemy population 

Occasionally, when the paths pass close to the edge of fdow fields, old crop 

plants start to nuit fiom the extra Light they receive by king close to the path. The 

Chachi wil l  ctear the plants to encourage growth and W e s t  them when ready. S d  

secondacy paths lead fkom the main path to f i t  trees in fallow fields that are harvested 

when in Mt. In Figure 5.7 the cl& ana in the southem section of the path 

contained a papaya ûee k t  was a siwivor h m  a previous plantain field. 

Sometimes smaii sheltets are built by the CChafhi beside pz&, and in or near 

fields (Figines 5.7i, 5.1 1). Emilio's field # 3 was located alrnost an ho- wak into the 

forest or up the Mafa Sucio. He buiit a s m d  lean-to shelter of bamboo and hpias 

in which he could sleep or shelter h m  the min while he worked in that field. 

The floor was just long enough for his sleeping form, and a cenm hearth allowed him 

to roast plantains. 
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1 saw two other temporary shelters dong Victo?s path (Figure 5.7i) that had as 

one corner of  the^ structure a m  tree. According to Victor, thk was a cornmon 

occurrence, the smooth tnmk and wide branches of the madroaa ûee providing d i l i t y  

to the structure and protection nom the rain. 1 also documenteci a tiny structure aiat had 

been built to cover a fire. It did not offer any shelter to its builders but it ensured the 

sunrival of a fire to cook food upoa 

Paths are also a storege area of resources and tooIs. Vfcîor and Wum would 

lave their bots on the path bende the field they were working in to r e m  home. The 

folIowing morning they would retrieve their bots  to continue wodc on the field 

Products such as tagua and bwood are stacked &ide the paths, often r a i d  on 

bamboo trebs and covered with an roof, to dry out untii needed (Figure 

5-10>. 

A journey to a field fonns part ofa &.s pianned procurement activities. 

TypicaIly fhit trees close to -est can be chccked as part of the joumey; the lucations 

of fiuit trees in old fields are known and checked reguiarly. Ka tree is encountered 

which caa be hawested, it is noted, and rom is left in the field basket, upon r e m  fiom 

doing the field work, so that some of the fngt can be harvested and transporteci back to 

the house during the rrtiirn joumey. Phtain stalks are harvested h m  a producing 

field, cut down, and left at the side of the path for pick-up on the retum joumey. Victor 

told me that he did this so t h  his M e ,  traveiling dong the same path later in the &y, 

would see that he had already cut food for the family and that she need not do so. This 

behavior supports Balée's belief that tropical forest peoples optimize their yieldleffort 

ratios in their subsistence endeavors (1 989%). 

On any ttek through the forrst a Chacbi woman wilI aIways cany her field basket, 

"m" or and a machete. Chachi men will sometimes just cany a machete, 

especially if their wife is accompanying them with her baskn It is the wornen that do 

most of the harvesting and so arguably it is they who make the mst use of the paths, 

since a f d y  of two d u i t s  with several cbildren needs to collect plantain stalks at the 
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minimum of every three &YS. Chacbi women's field baskets cirr over twîce the size of 

a Chachi man's, and they g e n d y  do most of the h e a .  caaying of produce back to 

the house using a tumpiine. 1 once encountaed André's wife carryhg 70 kg of 

plantains and binraaas which she had harvested fiom a field over an hods waik away. 

This is a rare event, and fields are usually Iocated close to waterways, and the heavy 

plantain and banana stalks are transported back to the house by canoe. 

A great deal of Chachi hunting is done opportunistically M e  waiking to their 

fields dong pathways. Men wili o h  take a shotgun and hunting dog with them, An 

eye is kept out for spoor or prints, and an ear cocked for any sound of animal life. 

When game is spotted, a decision is made whether to pursue it or not Hunting on the 

way to the fields is extremely oppomnristic and tends to yield SmaUer game animais 

such as squirrels and oposums than a planned hunt in the early moming or evening. 

The paths are also used to place small animal traps, of whidi by far the most 

common is the spïney rat trap. Dozens ofthese traps are located dong the sides of the 

paths near fden logs and at field edges, both favourite spots for sphey rats (Figure 

5.9). The traps are baited only when it is known that the owner will be travelling the 

path again the foiiowing &y. When paths are not king wd, the traps will be left 

empty at the path side, waiting to be reactivated when household members are ushg the 

path again. 

As weii as deliberateiy cultivated plants, a variety of other species are aîtracted to, 

or are encouraged to grow by the ptPsence of a path. A rnaintained path opens up the 

forest, thinning and destroying the undergrowth and the cutting of overhanging 

branches, allows more light to reacti the ground. Along the Chachi paths, plants such as 

~~ t 1 1 5 n u p c " , ~ , n i a n i o c , ~ l h m s , h p i a ~ ~  and 

badk grow spontaneously wihut  king deiiberately pianted. In the case of plants such 

as manioc, whose mary varieties do not naturally seed, their presence suggests that the 

land through which the path nms was used as a field in the past. . 



The Waîerways 

The main river and its r$et9s are vital to Chachï subsistence süaîegies. They are 

the means of long distance travel and heavy transport, as weiI as the source of drinking, 

cooking and bathing water, and a consistent supply of fîsh and -. 
Each household has a dug-out canoe which is moored beside the river in h n t  of 

the house. Canoes are used for f d y  outings, huntbg expeditions or smaiier loads of 

cacao, coffee or plantains. A small hearth can be made in the bottottom of the canoe for 

cooking meals on longer joumeys. Sometimes easily transportable food, nich as 

manioc cakes wrapped in hpja Ieaves are taken dong. 

The canoe is propelleci by long paddles that are used in a standing position in the 

canoe. Travelling dom-stream or across the river the paddle is used as a paddle and 

nidder. Travelling -ver or through the the paddle is w d  more like a pole. 

The canoe is moved through the water by pushing the paddle off the river bottom or 

river side. 

The canoe is a fairly substantial investment in time and resouces. Several 

Chachi will ofien get together to make several cames at once in a cooperative labour 

group d e d  a m& Trees large enough for a canoe am only be fond some distance 

fiom the main Chacbi settiemen< and many of the canoes are made at & 

(secondary houses). 

The me is cut down by metal axe, or more recently in some cases, by chah-saw, 

and its fonn is roughed out with an axe and adze. Cauoes can be made fitom a variety 

of wood types, d o s e  quaiities include strength, lightness, and flexibility. They range 

fkom 2 to 10 m in length and 0.30 m to 0.60 m in width. The sïze of the tree necessary 

for its construction will depend upon the size of canoe wanted. For a canoe to last a 

long time, it should first be dned out on a trestle before beginnuig the final construction 

(Barrett 1925 : 1 3 5). In Barrett's description of canoe making, he includes a period of 

several weeks when the wood of the cut tree is ailowed to dry out before the came 
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construction begins (1925:29). Today, Cbacbi only teke such care in came 

construction if the canoe is going to be for personal use. Today, however, individuais 

making canoes for commercial sale usually skip this procedure (Mitlewski 1985:78). 

The rough came is transported back to the main river by two to twelve men depending 

upon its size. Very large canoes have holes cut into the upper rim of the sides into 

which pitipiia fibres are threaded and then tied to crossbars of wcxxi, which are used for 

easier transportation. 

At the main riverside, ideally the canoe continues dryhg out under the house for 

another few weeks (Barrett 1925: 13 8). The work continues under the houe. A celt and 

plane are used to complete the holIowing out of the canoe and the smoothing of the 

canoers d a c e s .  Knots or cracks in the wood are sealed with d e r  pieces of wood 

that are cut to size and can be deiiberately shnmk and then rehydrated to form a closer 

fit, ancilor (black bees-wax) that is used to sed any areas of potential leakage. The 

prow, Stern, end upper border is traditiody decorated with geometric and animal 

desigm applied with brea (see Bamtt 1925 Plates LXW-LXXV). 

Rafts are constnicted h m  bdsa logs lashed together by vines. Today they are 

mostly used for the transport of logs to Borb6n to be suld. The journey h m  

Guadual takes a day and a h a ,  and a d bamboo and hqia b . h ~  shelter is 

constructed on the raft to protect the travek h m  tain and insects at night. A small 

hearth is made on the raft d a c e ,  where plantains are masted for food It is dangerous 

to travel at night and rafts are usually r n d  at the side of the river. 

Travelling to visit other households is commo~~ On occasions an entîre 

househoid will visit another household More commonly, individuals wÏll go and vis& 

another household for severai days or weeks. Visits occur most fkquently W e e n  

close relations. A cornmon practice among the Chachi is to visit their parents or parents 

of their spouse if they love some distance h m  them. For example, Julia would visit 

his s e ' s  family in C d e  Mansa several times during the year. To encourage these 
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visits, his wifets fasher had given Julio land near bis houe where Iulio niaintained a 

field which he pianted and harvested during his visits. 

Canoe transport f o m  an important iink with the & that m e  Chachi 

families maintain up the m. For much of the year the water level is too low to get 

a canoe up the  estero os Resources collecteci at the & such as firewood, large tree 

tninks, roughed out canoe forms, are stacked at the edge of the waïtiag for high 

water, so that they can be transportai out. 

Travehg to good hunting areas is also done almg the waterways. The joumey 

is made up or dom the main river, and then usually up an to reach hunting areas 

far fiom the main river. These journeys were sometimes s e v d  days long. Ifthe 

joumey back takes a long time, the meat is dried over a fïre and wrapped in hpips 

hlgnças for transport. In this case, travelling @ver to himt is favoured because the 

return time is much quicker. 

Other canoe joumeys made by Chachi include travelling to particdm areas of the 

main river to collect stones suitable to be grinding stones. Presumably in the past, they 

would also have traveiled to particular areas of the river and its to collect clay 

for making ceramic vessek, and stone for stone tools- 

Like their joumeys dong the terrestrial paths, the Chachi are oppomuiistc in their 

canoe travel. They will set or visit fish and cnistacean traps on their joimiey, set a trap 

for turtles if they corne across its bunow, W e s t  Mt, or hunt for game. 

More recently, the Chachi tnivel by canoe to urban centres like Borbon to buy 

seeds, seedlings, industrial supplies, or to seil cash crops and wood Many younger 

Chachi are also attending school or doing wage labour in BoMn There was also a 

Chachi famiiy in Loma Lin& who had bought a motor for theV came and were nmning 

a local tramport business for those who muid m d  to use it. 

The Cayapas River and iâs are important sources of protein for the Chachi. 

When no meat is available, a Chachi household hunts fish or collects austaceans fiom 

the river and esrerr>s. The importance of this source is not so much the amount of 
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protein that is contriiuted to the Chachi diet, but its rehbility. TePestrial hunters 

fkequently retumed from a hunt with no game. 1 never wîtnessed a Chachi rrtrnn h m  

a fishîng or crustacean collecting trip without results. 

River level changes have a strong impact on the methods in which the Chachi 

collect resources from the river. When the riva is low, the water is usually clear and 

the fish are concentrated, and slow movuig eddies and back-wafer~ are common When 

there is a lot of rain, either locally or in the foothills, the river rises dramaticaliy and 

becomes a fast-moving torrent of orange-bmwn muddy watm. The fill with 

water, the fish c m  not be seen thtough the mud and there are no longer any back- 

waters. 

Figure 5.12 is a schematic representation of the kinds of fishg and hunting 

techniques used dong the River Cayapas. Each Chachi household d y  has several 

kinds of fishing net, fishing spears, mustacean spuus, and fishing line. Most fïshing 

and crustacean huuting activities take place within sight of the house. There is no land 

title over the rivet and every Chachi is fke to fish or hunt where he wishes; however, 

most of them do not travel fat fiorn the house to do so. 

Descnation 
Every traditional Chachi household maintains a number of fields, where they 

grow cultivars for domestic consumption, and cash aops. Table 5.4 Lists the fields that 

I was able to map during my fesearch. Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show the field locations. 

Figures 5.15 to 5.5 1 are the maps of the fields. The Spanish word for field, as 

used by the Chachi, has a broader meaning than the Engüsh word "field". It refers to a 

specific area of land that has been cleaied and planted with cdtivars, however it can 

dso refer to a section of land within a cleared area as described above, planted with a 

particular cultivar. For example, Julio would refer to field # 2 (Figure 5.23) as a çampp, 



Figure 5.12 Schematic Representation of Fishing Anas 
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Fields 
0' 
CP 

Victor 1 
IY Victor 2 

Victor 3 

6f Victor 7 (1990) 
Mirium 1 
Julio 1 
Julio 2 
Julio 3 
llulio 4 
Julio 5 
Julio 6 
Lionel 1 
Lionel 2 
Lionel 3 
Lionel 4 
Lionel 5 
Lionel 6 
Andrds 1 
Luciano 1 
Luciano 2 
Luciano 3 
Luciano 4 
Luciano 5 
Luciano 6 

House-garden 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
House-garden 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field 
House-garden 
Field 
Field 
Field 
Field (monocrop) 
Field (monocrop) 
Field 
House-garden 
Field 

Location 

Main River 
High Land 
High Land 
Tri butary 
Tri butary 
Main River 
Tri but ary 
High Land 
Tributary 
Tri butary 
Tributary 
Main River 
Main River 
Calle Mansa 
Tributary 
Tri butary 
Tributary 
Tri butary 
Main River 
Main River 
Tri bu tary 
High Land 
High Land 
High Land 
High Land 
Main River 
Main River 

Distance Age 
(mins.) (years) 

1 20 
10 8 
16 20 
33  6 
45 0.5 
10 10 

Sizc 
(ha.) 

0.6 
0.2 1 
0.22 
0.7 
0.36 
0.20 

Clearing 
(days) 

12 
2 
3 
8 
6 

Area per 
day (ha.) 

0.05 
0.1 1 
0.73 
0.09 
0.06 



Fields 
c 
CD 

Y Pabto 1 
Luis 1 

iC, Luis 2 
Luis 3 1 Emilio I 
Emilio 2 
Emiiio 3 
Gustavo 1 
Gustavo 2 

Gustavo 3 
Gustavo 4 
Gustavo 5 
Raoul 1 

Total 
Mean 
s 

House-gardedfield 
Housagarden 
Field 
Field 
Field 
House-garden 
Field 
Rancho Field 
Rancho House- 
garden 
Field 
Field 
House-garden 
Rancho Field 

Location 

Main River 
Main River 
High Land 
Agua Blanca 
Main River 
Main River 
Tributary 
Tributary 
Tri but ary 

Tri butary 
Main Rivcr 
Main River 
Tributary 

Distance 
(mins.) 

1 
1 

7 
1 
17 
70 
70 

10 
1 
3 

Clearing Arer per 
(d~ys) dry (ha.) 

18 0.16 
40 0.06 



Figure 5.13 Field Locations (Guadarl and Mafa) 
Sale 1:60,00( 



Figure 5.14 Field Locations (Loma Linda) 
S a k  1:60.00(1 



Legend: - for fields - .  

Abaca 

Achiote 

Badu 

Barbasco 

Bean 

Cacao 

Coffee 

Coconut 

Deadfhll Trap 

Fruit Tree 
A-AVOC~~O 
B-Bacao 

\ 

Manioc 

Palms 
C-Chontilla 
G-Gualte 
P-Pambfl 
S-San Kona 

Papaya 

Pineapple 



- -  - -  

-- Legend for fields 

Plantains 
(some bananas) 

Rootcrop 

Sugar Cane 

Tree 
B-Balsa 
Bz-Biza - . 

C-Ceibo . 
Cd-Cedro 
Ch-Chaviande 
CpCapanchi 
G-Guangarey 
GU-G~adaripo 
LLaurel 
M-Mang ar e y 
Mg-MangilIo 

Umbrella Plant 



Figure 5.15. wetorts -Field #i 



Figure s.isa wctorqs ~ i e ~ d  #L, we~t of path 
MhlRivel 



b'lgure 5.16a Victor's Field #2 



1 Figure s.im Minumli section of V~CWS ~ # 2  
w 



Figure 5.17 V~ctor's Field #3 
w 



Figure 5.18 Vlctor's Field #4 
TdwarY 



Estero 

Figure 5.19 VEC~OPS Field#5 
Trikrug 



Figure 5.20 virtorts Field # 6 







Figure 5.23a JUWS FM # 2,  ort th ~ f i  
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Figure 5.25 J d d ~  Field #4 
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Figure 5.27 Lionel Field #1 



Figure 5.28 Lioaelvs Field #2 
TrihblY 
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Figure 5.29a Lionel Field #3, North Half 



Figure 5.2% Lionel Field #3, South Half 
T* 





Figure 5.31 LioneFs Field m 



1 Figure 5.32. Lionel's Field #6, North Hdf 
MaisRhCr 



Figure 5.32b L i o d s  Field # 6, South Half 
MJa Rher 



Figure 5.33. Andrés' Field #1, West Hdf 



Figure 5.33b h d m t  Field #1, East Hdf 
Ti--! 



Figure 5.34 Lneiano's Field #1 









Figure 5.38 Lueiiio's Field #5 
MihRMr 



Figure 539a Luciaao's Field #6, North HII~ 
MahRkrr 



F'IgUre 5.39b Luciano's Field #6, South Haif 
hirhRkct 



1 Figure 5.4oi Pnbb Field #1, North HaU 





Figure 5.41i . Luis - Field #1, North Hdf 



Figure 5 . m   lis Field #1,  ort th HU 
MainRker 



Figure 5.42 LUW Field #2 
Llhh 



Figure 5.43 Emilio's # 1 
MahaRiver 



1 Figure 5.44. ~ m i ü d s  Field #2, North I I . ~  



Figure 5.44b E ~ O %  Field #2, SOU& Hdf 







1 Figure 5.47 GUS~.VO Field #2 
Trikiri 







' 'f cwwa River 

Figure 5.50 Gustave's Field #5 
Mjll WIRr 
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but when talking about the maize he was growing in the southern half ofthis field, he 

would refer to it as a separate ~ampg of nu&. The terni can also refa to severai large 

cleared and planted areas in a paaicular geographic a ~ a  For example, Luciano would 

refer to his fields # 1,2,3, and 4 (Figure 5-14?) as a siagle ~ a m p ~  even though the 

cultivated areas were separateci by secondary growth and once we arrived in the area to 

map he referred to them as separate -. 1 use the tenn field in this monograph in 

the sense that it most closely conesponds to the Westem notion of field 

Chachi fields are arnorphous cleared rireas that are nIled with a variety of 

different cultivars. The boundaries of the fields becorne imclear as they becorne 

ove- with weeds, and their size and shape can change throughout their iife span. 

There are g e n d y  one to five plant species that are dominant in the fields, and on 

average thirteen common cultivars in each fieId (Table 5 1 )  as well as many more less 

cornmon ones. Cultivars ovithin the field are individually placed in their locations with 

thought to their living requitements. some plants are added to ensure the d v a l  of 

others. For example, legimimosae trees w h  as sp. are often planted in fields 

because they are known to the Chachi to help plant sunrival. sp. are strong 

nitrogen-fiers for the soi1 (see Hecht and Posey 1989:181). House-gardens are a 

variety of field, which as 1 noted earlier, contain a higher number of common cultivar 

species as well as a high number of mediciilal, ritual, industrial and flavouting plants. 

The shape and size of fields is regulated by a variety of factors including their 

geographical area. Table 5.5 gives a breakdown of the sizes of the fields 1 measured 

and their locations. Lucianots fields # 2 and 3 were ornitted because they were mono- 

crop pineapple fields, and Müium's field because it was mfhkhed. The larger fields 

occur along the main river, although their range overlaps quite substaatiaKy 6 t h  fields 

located along the (tributaries), and the largest field I mapped was Emiliots field 

# 3 which was located along an m. Of greater significance are the d e r  sueS of 

fields located in the high lands, where the area suitable for cultivation is more severely 

restncted by geographic features. 



2 Victor 6 
Julio 4 
Julio 5 

Et' Lionel 5 
Lionel 6 

Emilio 1 
Emilio 2 
Gustavo 4 
Gustavo 5 
Total 

Main River (ha.) 
O. 6 
0.20 
O. 16 
0.17 
0.96 
0.44 
0.93 
2.6 
2.8 
2.45 
1 -22 
2.49 
0.88 
0.66 
16.56 

Ficld 
Vfctor 4 
Victor 5 
Julio 1 
Julio 2 
Julio 3 
Lionel 1 
Lionel 2 
Lionel 3 
Lionel 4 
And& 1 
Ernilio 3 
Gustavo 1 
Gustavo 2 
Gustavo 3 
Total 

Mean = 
Median = 
S =  

Total area measured = 16.56 3- 14.83 .t 3.0 = 34.39 ha. 
Main River = 48 % 
Tributary = 43 % 
High Land = 9 %  
Average field size = 1 .O4 ha. 
S =  O. 89 

T n b u t a ~  (ha.) 
0.7 
0.36 
1 .O7 
1 *34 
0.18 
0.2 1 
O. 13 
2.3 
1.24 
2.03 
3.2 1 
0.42 
0.5 
1.14 

14.83 

Field 
Victor 2 
Victor 3 
Luciano 1 
Luciano 4 
Luis 2 
Total 

Mean = 
Median = 
S = 

High Land (ha.) 
0.2 1 
0.22 
0.46 
0. 84 
1.27 
3.0 

t4 

* Luciano's fields # 2 and 3 have been excluded because they were monocrop fields, and Miriumfs beacuse it was unfinished % 
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The total amount of land that I m d  cuitivated by the nine Chachi fiunïiies, 

excluding Lucianofs two fields and Miriumrs field, was 343 1 ha (Table 5.5). The focus 

of Chachi cultivafion was aîiwial. Nhety-one per cent of the land cultivafed by the 

nine families was located in alluvial soi1 (Table 5.5). A favomite location of fields was 

within the meander of a river or -. Good examples of these are Juliols field # 3 

(Figure 5241, Lionel's field # 1 Figure 5.27), 3 (Figure 529), Gustavors fields # 1 

(Figure 5-46), 2 (Figure 5.47), and 5 (Fi- 550). 

The average field size, excluding Luciano's two mono-crop fieIds and Miriumrs 

unfÏnished field, was 1.04 ha.. When asked what the average size of a Chachi field was 

most of my infonnan~ said one hectare- 

Table 5.6 gives the amomt of land cultivated at a partidix point in time by each 

household and the amomt of land that represents for each adult member. In the cases 

of Victor field # 7, Julio field # 6, and Luis field # 3, where 1 knew a field e2cisted but 1 

was unable to measure it, I added in the average field size of 1-04 ha. In this case 

Luciano's fields # 2 and 3. and Muium's field # 1 were included in the count The 

average amount of land in production per household was 4.18 ha. (range 2.03 - 6-92), 

with a standard deviation of 1.47. Counting children under 12 as h a ,  the amount of 

cultivated land per individual was a mean of 0.84 (range 0.54 - 1 S), with a standard 

deviation of 0.33. Large sections of Lionel's fields were fâllow, and Luis did not grow 

al l  the staple food cultivars that his household required. When the resultî fiom Lionel's 

and Luis' fields were removed, the mean amount of land per individual became 0.70 ha., 

and the standard deviation dropped to O. 17 ha. 

These r d @  correlate nicely wiîh Alcom's measurements among the Teenek of 

Mexico. She estimated an average of 0.9 ha. per person (1984:400), where corn was 

used as a staple crop. However, Ailen and Thon's work with the Campa in Pem, who 

grow manioc as thek staple, recordeci a land amount of one hectare per family of five to 

six people for one year (1973 : 144). As was noted in Chapter 3, one of the advantages 



Houschold 

VIctor 
Julio 
Lionei 
Andrés 
Luciano 
Pablo 
Luis 
Emilio 
Gustavo 

No. of Fields* 

8 
6 
6 
1 
6 
1 
3 
3 
5 

Total amount land undcr 
cultivation (ha.)** 

3.37 
3.96 
5.28 
2.03 
4 -94 
23 

4.76 
6-92 
3.6 

Total= 39.66 
Mean= 4.18 
S =  1.47 

Numbcr in houschold*** 

Remove Lionel's Fields 

Remove Lionel's and Luis' Fields 

Amount of land per 
individual (ha.) 

0.6 1 
O. 88 
1-5 

O S  1 
os5 
O, 8 
1.19 
0-92 
0.6 

* Luciano's Fields # 2 and 3, and Mirium's Ficld # 1 are included. 
** Where 1 did not have the size of the field 1 added in the average field size of 1 .O4 ha.. 
* Children under 12 I counted as half. 
**** Emilio's brother's family spent approximately 113 of the year with him and Easter and Christmas holidays. 1 estimated an 

extra 1.5 persons should be added to the number in the household. N 
13 
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that manioc has over other crops is its high yietd per unit of land The discrrpancy in 

land w d  may reflect land availability in the M i t  areas. 

1 was unable to estimate the amount of Wow land each household had. Land 

tenure was a political issue while 1 was in the area. It did appear thaî those individuah 

with more land werr able to maintain longer f d o w  times so I was able to obtaïn a 

relative idea of land ownership. Victor stated that he Ieft his fields Mow for two to 

three years, whiie Lionel said km to Gftcen years. Luis and other individuah had ail 

their land Mder cuitivation and no fidlow. However, some individuais claimed land 

that had belonged to their fathers but did not use i t  Among the Chachi, fdow fields 

only appeared to be an issue in the areas close to Cbachi settlement In areas over 

approximately an hours walk from the sealement, the Chachi said the land had no 

owners and people could put fields where they liked in the secondary growth. 

According to my informants the ideal length of time for a field to lie Wow was 

meen to twenty years Mudi long= than this and the vegetation became too dificuit 

to clear because the mes would be difficult to cut down. I would suggest that questions 

of land ownership would also become more complex if the land were left abandoned 

too long (see Chapter 2). Chachi pnference then is to plant in secondary growth close 

to their settlements. Even land that was cleared for fields some distance fkom the 

settlements dong the and near secondary houses were usualîy started in 

secondary growth. 

Al1 the Chachi households that 1 worked with cultivated a mixture of subsistence 

and cash crops. With the exception of Luis', al i  the households 1 worked with were able 

to supply their familes with staple foods such as plantains, manioc and h ï t s ,  fiom 

their fields. The cash crops cacao and coffee have become part of the field cycle of the 

Chachi, and al1 families were producers. Coffee, because of its deose, tightly lmit 

surface root systetn, and wide overshadowing branches, kills off most of the vegetation 

growing under or close to it Much of the secondary vegetation iq Chachi tenitory has 
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become overgrown coffee. Alcorn has noted that this has happened to the secondary 

vegetation in the Teenek area of Mexico (1984972). 

According to Victor and Julio, a typicai family of two adults and three children 

would producekonsume the following amounts of pIant products a month: four stalks 

of plantains, two stallrs of b m ,  five kilogrammes o f d o c ,  two kilogrammes of 

beans, five kilogrammes of make, sixteen pineapples, ten sugar canes, five 

kilogrammes of cacao, and Wts in harvest. In this case it is the white pulp of the cacao 

that is being considered, not the beans. 

This estimate was an ideai one as, based on rny o b ~ o n s ,  Victor's famiy 

typicaily did not eat the variety of fwds he mentioned If the beairs, manioc and 

pineapple were replaced by plantains the estimate is closer to what 1 observed but a bit 

low. An average plantain stalk contains 70 fruits, an average baaana stalk 90. 1 

estimated that Victor's family of five addts and three infats ate approximately 25 fhits 

a day requiring that they -est at least 700 fnuts a month. Malena brought in stalks 

of fhits every two to four days which would suggest between eight and ten stalks of 

plantains and bgoanas a month. 

During my stay, I noted incidences when a f d y  would run out of plantains. 

Sometimes they would be given plantains by datives, but more often they would 

substitute unripe, green banaoas. An overproduction of plantains d t e d  in staiks 

being given to another family of fiends or relations, as they couid be relied upon to 

r e m  a plantain stallc when it was needed, 1 never saw plantains being wasted. 

The Chachi maintain an overproduction of other crops. 1 have seen coconuts fd 

to the ground uneaten, cacao rotting on the tree, peppers dying on the bush. Among al l  

nine Chacbi families that 1 worked with overproduction was a common occurrence. 

Tuberous species such as manioc and could be le& in the ground until needed. 

However, crops such as coconuts, peppers, coffee and cacao would be aliowed to rot on 

the trees, especially if their harvest was labour-intensive. Cameirg (1 983 : 107) has 

noted overproduction of f d  among the Kuikuni as well, but in their case in the 
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production of staples. The only exception to this overztbundance that 1 observed was in 

the production of sweet fkuit tms such as e, guava, papaya and pineapples. AU 

that were harvested were rapidly eaten. One could also seIl such fÎuits for a g d  price 

to merchants travebg up and d o m  the river. There were never too many sweet nuits. 

When a Chachi told me that they were hungry it was almost aiways for meat, not 

plant crops. Chachi food is stored in fields, in the sense that the W e s t  is year round. 

Plant food becornes scarce when access to the fields is obstructed. Victor, still talks of 

a rainy season several years before my visit when he said he was unable to reach his 

fields to get plantains for his f d y *  The overproduction of cultivars ensures that flood 

damage, disease and other misfortmes are protected against. 

Chachi land-use decisions are very flexible and involve a farge number of 

variables, both p d d  and social that are taken into accoimt Their environment is 

complex with a large variety of t h ,  and plant and animal species. Socialiy they 

have to deal with their neighbours, their extended families¶ the Ah-Ecuadorians, and 

the occasional Archaeologist. Withm this environment chachi land-use decisions 

reflect an attempt to mniimiu the amount of energy they have to expend in order to 

achieve their goals. 

Amongst the Chachi, labour is valuable. To eexped labour on land by clearing it 

or planting it gives a Chachi rights to it (see Chapter 2). A Chachi does not participate 

in labour if they do not have to. They will spend the Smallest amount of tirne possible 

on land-use activities to ensurr that their family has enough to eat. In my intemiews 

with Chachi 1 asked them questions about how to clear, plant, weed and harvest fields. 

1 always received ideal answers that refIected what the informant thought should be 

done, but not what they a c W y  did thernselves. 1 heard that a field should be weeded 

every three to four months but 1 often saw Chachi Leave a field six to eight months. 

The Chachi locate their fields using a variety of variables, and it becomes difficult 

to separate the physicai factors h m  the sociological ones. Today with a Western fom 

of land tenure becoming accepted in the are% Chachi are restficted by the land that they 
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have access too, through o w n d p ,  and social relations, as weii as the physical 

characteristics ofthe land, such as mil, water availability, length of fàliow, and esse of 

niese were the finit fields 1 worked on and as such were recordeci k s s  

consistently than the later fields. Victor taught me to i d e n e  many of the plants during 

my mapping of these areas and consequently some species were pbably rnissed in the 

earlier fields 1 mapped 

Figure 5.1 Sa (field # 1) represents the house-garden and the accompanying field 

behind the house. Figure 5.1% is a daail of the plantain ara of that field. Figure 

5.1 6a (field # 2) represents a highland field thaî contains a lot of cacao. Figure 5. M b  1 

have also called field # 2 as it is a continuation of the field to the east side. However, 

this extension was king cleared and planted by Mmum, without any help k m  Victor. 

It was also unnnished at my vint with only a few crops planted at one end In Victor's 

field # 3 (Figure 5.1 7) 1 mapped the pathways within the field. 1 was unable to do this 

for ali fields as it was very time consumîng. field # 7 (Figure 5.21) was a map 1 made 

io 1990 not to scale. 

Victor's fields were all located in Guaduai on land that at one tirne had belonged 

to his father-in-law, kvaro. 

JulidsEields(Fimires222=2263 
Julio had five fields in Guadual on land given to him by his grand-fhther &m. 

He also niaintained a field in Calle Mansa (not mapped) on land lent to him by his 

wife's father. Every few months Juüo would move his nimüy to his wife's fàther's 

house in Calle Mansa, where he would help his Mer-blaw in his fields whiie 

maintaining his own field there. 
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Juiio's field # 2 (Figure 5 2 3 )  had a naniral spring in it Thne was evidence of an 

old chamel that had been dug in the past to contain the spniig water- Juiio said that it 

had been there ever since he codd remember and he had no idea who mi& have dug it. 

1 would suggesf that considering the heavy rainfall in the area, and the sumival of the 

channei's forni, that it was dug during Chachi occupation (pahaps as a hold-ova h m  

their traditional origin in the highlands). 

Juiio's field # 4 was located on land lent to hirn by another Chachi who did not 

need the land to feed his f d y  as he was mnking maney by cutthg trees and selling 

wood in Barbon. 

L i Q I l & ~ ( F i m r r e s Z 2 Z = ~  

Lionel had bought land in the Loma Linda area about twenty years ago. At the 

time of my visit he was an old man and most of his children had famities and houses of 

their own or were aitending coUege in Borboa He had many fields which were 

tecbnicaliy stîiI  under cuitivation, but most of them contained large, uncleared, fallow 

areas. He was oniy clearing and replanting parts of the fields that he anticipateci 

needing in the fuhire to support his reduced f d y .  

Field # 3 (Figure 5.29) had originaUy been lent to his daughter's husband, Andrés; 

however, he had taken the field back when Andrés refhai to maintain it His house- 

garden contains the dwellings of two of his sons (Figure 5.3 1). 

Alld&Eieid(Fimrre~ 

Andrés Eved in Lionel's house in Loma Linda but had no fields there. He only 

rnaintained one field in Guadual. This situation had to do with family politics. Andrés 

maintained a field in Guaduat upon land that belonged to his father. For approximately 

two monbis of every year Andrés would live in Guadual, tending this field For the test 

of the t h e ,  he harvested the field by travelling fkom Loma Linda, or earned cash to buy 

food by cuning trees. 



L u c i a n o ' s E i e l d g ~ Z t 4 ~  
Luciano was trybg rnono-cfop agricuiture to produce cash cmps. One ofhis sons 

had attendeci a local @cuituraI college in Borbon and returned home with new 

fanning ideas. Fields # 2 and # 3 (Figures 5.35,5.36) were smaii, roughly cectanpuiar 

plots of land in which pineapp1es were planted in rows. 1 also had the impression that 

in a couple of his other fields (Figures 534,5.39) an attempt had been made to keep the 

borders of the fields weii denned and straight 

Luciano's field #6 (Figure 5.39) greatly impressed my 0 t h  Chachi guides when 

we came to measure and map i t  The soi1 was soft, well drained and deep, and many of 

the plantains had two or three f i t ing  stems. 

I 3 l w S w m 5 A 1  
Pablo had one field in Mafa As a shaman he often received payment for his 

services in the form of produce and so did not need to grow as much food for his 

family. His field was basicaliy an extension of his housegarden. 

L u i s l U ~ Z 4 L z ~  

Luis told me that he did not have enough land to grow food for his M y .  All 

the land that he owned in Loma Linda was under cultivation during my visit He said 

that he grew cash crops such as trigua and coffee, and then bought the food he needed. 

As weil as the two fields in Loma Linda, Luis owned one more in Agua Blanca, 

on land which had belonged to his father. 

E m ï U s W ~ 2 4 ? 1 : 2 4 9  
Emilio cultivated three large fields in Mafa For three months of the year and 

during other school holidays, Ernilio's household was joined by his brother's fàmiiy 

fiom Esmeraldas. Both households shared the fieldwork when together at the house. 



barely distinpuisbab1e h m  the surmuuding vegetaîion when 1 saw it 

GustavorsEields1FimiresZ46~~) 
Two of Gustavok fields in Mafa were associated with a located up the 

Mafa Clara Field # 2 (Figure 5.47) surrotmding the raDfhP building was a smaU 

house-garden with an associated field typid of those sumunding Chachi main houses 

dong the River Cayapas. 

~ ~ I S e c o n d a i y ~ P n d A s s o c i a t s d ~ ~ 5 A ' L  
Rafds was the first one 1 visited during my research. Rafael was a good 

fkiend of Victor's and Victor had made his dug-out canoe at Rafl~l's e. Rafael was 

one of the more innuentid people in Guadual. He owned a (mechanian for 

extracthg nigarcane juice) and chain-saw and made money by selling 

(fermented sugarcane juice) and timber* 

~ L O c a t i o n  
As was describecl earlier, most Chachi fields are located on allwium, beside the 

River Cayapas or one of its W. One ofthese fields will be a house-garden which 

becomes more like a regular field as the distance h m  the house increases (se Figure 

5.15,5.31,5.38,5.40,5.41,5.44,5.47,5.50). As was showninchapter 3, there is finie 

ciifference in the chernical composition of soils in different areas; factors that did appear 

to effect soi1 fertjlity were soi1 drainage and texture. The point was also made that the 

relative chernical f d t y  of a particdar soi1 depends upon the cultivars king grown in 

i t  The Chachi use of cuitivars that grow weli in nutntionally poor mils, suggests that 

they are not as restricted in their soi1 choices, and that soi1 chemistry was not 

necessarily an important consideration in the selection of field ~O@OIIS. 
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This disregard of soii chemicai fertility has been noted among other tropical 

forest peoples (Morau 1983 : 125). Wfiam Vickexs descr i i  the SionaScooya of 

Amamnian Ecuador as using soil colour d texture in sel- field locations, in 

c o m b ~ o n  wirh other considerations such as its closeness to the river, so that canoes 

can be used to help in the transport of manioc tubas (19765966). This despite the f ~ t  

that the periodic wetting and drying of the flood plain can a&ct manioc growth and 

cause the formation of plintbite or laterite (Moran 1983:126). He bas aiso noted that the 

Siona-Secoya retum to sites thaî were previously settled, much as the Chachi do; "...the 

pattern of Mllage or household movement is not rendom, but represents cyclicai 

movements to and fiom specific locations within the Iarger regional context" 

(1 983 :454). WiIliam Smole notes that the Yanoama of Venezuela uses such factors as 

anticipation of warfàre and maniage to locate fields, in combination with consideraiions 

of "...relief, altitude, drainage and soi1 qualities" (1 989: 1 19). 

Chachi often build their houses on old habitation sites. Warren DeBoer has made 

the point that the Chacbi have a cycle of building houses on the sites of th& 

grandparent's houses (1988). Moran has noted this behavior among Amazonian groups 

as well, suggesting that "Because populations often prefa to settle on or near old 

habitation sites, it is likely that these people reguiarly choose to live in areas which 

have soils poor for agriculture" (1983: 126). My soi1 tests, suggest that there is Little 

difference in soi1 nutnents between these old house sites and fields in areas that have 

been less usecl. 

What is available at old house sites are a varïety ofuseful cultivars that remain as 

part of the secondary vegetation. Crops mch as plantains, pineapples, 

sugrnane, and maize disappear, but many fruit trees and cultivars nich as 

ad&&, madroaa. pqaya, benana, chontadiim. misrnioc, and barbasc6. suniive, and wïll 

start to grow and produce again as soon as the area is cleared of weeds A house-garden 

is a lot easier to begin when many of the cultivars are aireaày es@lished. 
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In addition to the fields beside the River Cayapas, most Cbachi householck 

maintain fields dong or in the interfluvial highland areas as weii. Some 

families dso maintain fields amund a (secondary house) that is Iocated iniand 

nom the Riva Cayapas up a major -. As with the location of houses and house- 

gardens, my soil data suggest that chernical fértilty was not an over-riding ConCern of 

the Chachi when selecting field locations. 

Land dope, drainage, and soii texture played a fm p a t e r  role in ïnfiuencing 

Chachi decisions about soil suitability. Very steep slopes were avoided, although a 

couple of Julio's fields contained slopes in excess of 25 O degrees (Figures 522,523).  

Areas of p o t  drainage, o b  recognued by the growth of particular plant species; areas 

infested with particdarly offensive p ~ d d y  weeds; and areas where bedrock was close 

to the d a c e ,  and the soil rocky, were also avoided 

There are a variety of other considerations that the Chachi take into account when 

selecting an area for a field. One of the most important of these is access to watet 

transport, ifnot al l  year round, at least during the rainy season. Ali the fields 1 mapped 

were located close to the River Cayapas or a navigable mem (see also Bamtt 1925:79- 

80). Like the Siona-Secoya of Eciiihdor, this is to ease the transport of plantains, 

firewood and other field products back to the main house. 

In speaking with my informants 1 was told that the best land was beside the River 

Cayapas where plantains would grow for over twenty years, but aiso in fields a long 

way firom the senlements where the land had been l e s  used. There are advantages and 

Land close to the settlements was more heavily used. It may have been less 

chemically fatile, although this was not evident in my soil tests. It aiiowed for easy 

transport of produce, ran the risk of king flooded during the rainy season, aud had a 

higher incidence of disease as a r d t  of plant proximty and flooding - many plant 

diseases are water-borne. Land more distant k m  the settlements-offered greater 
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transportation problems, less chance of fiooding and disease, and pQhaps more 

chemicdy fertile soils. 

Social variables probably piayed a greater d e  in field location a f k  the obvious 

physicd necessities. Although not relegating soils to as subordinate a position as 1 have 

done, Moran, in descriiing how Amazonian populations locate fields, suggests that 

their kaowledge of soil différences is not great and is "....dateci most commonly to 

color and texture tempered by a slew of othei considerations such as location, good 

hunting, transport, possibility of flooding, not too k . . p  rotected location" ((1 983 : 126). 

1 would suggest a hierarcbical list of variables as given below, to ïilustnite some 

of the considerations a Chachi wouid address in iocating new fields: 

1) Land access 

a) land owned 

b) land of relatives 

C) land of fiends 

d) tent the land 

d) distant land with no owners 

Tenain - is it suitabile for cultivars (rockiness, dope, chinage etc.) 

Water tramport - is it close to a water route 

Land access - is it accessible by land 

Distance nom shelter @ouse or d) 

Distance to other fields 

Vegetation 

a) large trees that need to be cleared 

b) fruit trees and other cuitivars a l d y  in the area 

c) usefiil wild resources in the area (bard wood, palms etc.) 



These variables should be considered in light of minimiîing the amount of labour 

required to prepate and wodr fields, and perhaps dso deal with annoying neighbours 

and an irritating father-in-1aw- 

LifemclepfaEirld 
Fields have their own life-cycles, and they Iive and die as part of a complex 

system of environmental manipulation by the Chachi. Almost all Chachi fields today 

are started in secondary forest re-growth, the mount of clearing requited, varying 

according to the number of years elapsad since the area had been useé None of the 

fields that 1 examineci had been cl& in old multi-story forest, although some 

occurred in areas for which the Chachi could not remernber a field that had existed 

previously. 

The Chachi say that the best time of year to start a field is during the rainy season 

(January to lune), when the soif is easier to tum over and the SeedliLIgs are more Wrely 

to survive. This is not aiways convenient and fields are sometimes prepared during the 

dry season (July to December). 

Although the Chachi try and restrict field preparation, and mass planting, to the 

wet season, piecemeai planting goes on ail year. This kind of planting often takes place 

during W e s t .  For example, when plantains are harvested, the firuiting stem is cut 

dom so that another stem can grow h m  one of the suckers around the base. 

Frequently, some of the other suckers are cut and planted nearby, -as well. When 
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manioc is harvested, the tubers are cut k m  the stem, and then the stem is stuck back 

into the ground close by. Since harvesting is done ai i  year, so is phting. 

When a new field is started the vegetation on it has to k cleartd Accordhg to 

my interviews, an average one hecîiue field in eight years ofsecondary pwth ,  takes 

three people, about three weeks of clearing. This figure wodd not incltade week-ends. 

The trees targer than approrcimately 30 cm in diametre are cut by the adult males using 

metal axes, and the d e r  trees are felied by adult women using machetes. The dense 

undergrowth is cleared by both sexes ushg machetes and a hooked stick During my 

visit in the area, chain saws were becoming more popular as a method of clearing trees, 

and were speeàing up the process. 

ALmost aii new fields started in the Guaàuai area today, require only the cutting 

of secondary growth. Muiti-storied tropical forest is ody found more than an hour's 

walk fkom the C k h i  settlements and is not oftm selected as a field site. Some large 

tropical trees are deiiberately protected and encouraged to grow in the vicinity of 

Chachi fields. They are usually found at the edges of fields or between fields, where 

their shade wil l  not darnage crop growth, however they can be lefi in the fields as weii. 

Victor's field # 5 contained two huge trees that previously must have been part of a 

high forest canopy. Victor told me that it would have been too much work to try and 

cut them d o m  One of them was dead and will no doubt f& when it can be lefi to dry 

and evenaially be cut up for fh wood Some trees are more dBcult to cut dom than 

others and so are left i f  the field owner does not deem the effort worthwhiIe (see 

Graham and Pendergast 1992:107). 

After the vegetation has been cut in the new field, the largest ûee trunks are 

cleared off to the sides. ïhe seeds and seedlings of cultivars are then planted in and 

aroimd the cut vegetation. The large tree tnmks are an important source of firewood. 

They are allowed to dry out at the field perimetres before king cut up and transported 

back to the houses. The Chachi dont bum the slashed vegetation,as in other tropical 

forest areas of South Arnenca 
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The Chachi say that they do not bum because it is bad for the soil. I do not know 

whether this is a long standing tradition, or the &t of a more recent introduction of 

agricuitural knowledge. My inclination is to suggest that traditionally they do not bum. 

West (1957) has descriaed this distinctive fomi of agriculture as "slash and mulch" as 

opposed to "slash and binn" and documented its existence dong the Pacific seaboard as 

far north as Paaama. 

Buming the slashed vegetation maLes soils more productive in the short texm 

because the ash produced adds important chernical nutrients to the soi1 (Motan 

1983 : 123). The soils in this area, however, are not as chernicaliy poor as those in 0 t h  

tropical regions of South America, and the addition of plant ash is not necessary to 

grow crops. 

In the newly made fields 1 mapped (Figures 5.19,523,5.28,5.37) plantains were 

dways the first cultivars planted, the suckers placed approximate1y four metres apart. 

Another cornmon cultivar to be found in new fields was maize, sometimes in 

combination with beaiis. Maue needs a Iot of light to grow weiI and can ptoduce its 

first W e s t  in foin months. While the Chachi were waiting for their plantains to grow 

to maturity, they couid hamen two crops of h. Ifthe make was planted between 

the plantains, it was eventually killed by the plantains cutting off the d g h t  and 

cornpeting with the maize for soi1 nutrients. This was not a problem, however, if the 

maize was planted as an area within a field. 

Maize may only grow successnilly in a newly cl& ares, and areas of aiiuvium 

which have higher chemical soi1 fertility; however, my soil tests were not conclusive in 

this regard. Auen and Thon have suggested that the Campa of Pem delibtely select 

areas of higher chemical fertility, such as alluvium, to grow maize (1973A51). 

Plantain suckers or pieces of corn were planted in mail holes dug with a 

machete in open areas berween the branches of the trees or in small areas h m  which 

the fallen vegetation has been pulled away with a machete tip, or '!w, (srnaIl hooked 

stick). A hole is dug out of the soi1 and the seedling or seed is placed into it and the soi1 



returnd Jdio also explained that a digging stick calleci a "m wuld sometimes 

be used to make the hole, aithough dirring rny stay in the a m  1 nwer saw one. 

Interestingly, it is a technique commonIy used among highlrrnd peoples, and this 

tradition may k associated with the oral tradition of the Chachi which descr i i  their 

origin in the sierra. 

Seed crops, such as make and besris were planted in a slightly different manner. 

The larger trees and overgrowth was cut d o m  and removed fomi the ares, the seeds 

were broadcasî by a man walking with a basket, and then the imdergrowth was cut to 

f d  over the seeds. This p r o t d  the seeds h m  buds and other animds and gave the 

plants a chance to sprout under the dead vegetati011. 

Figures 5.1 9,5.23,5.28, and 5.37 are ail fields of one year or less. Lionel's field 

#2 is not a typical young field, as parts of it are unweeded, When asked how old the 

field was he gave me the age of the plantains that he had planted at the top of the field. 

He was undecided as to whether he was going to plant new cultivars in the rest of the 

field. The other three fields at 0.5,0.6 and 1.0 years, illustrate the kind of cultivar 

mixture that is common in a new field Both Julio's field # 2 (Figure 5.23) and 

Luciano's field # 4 (Figure 5.37) contain both plantains and maize. Luciano's field is 

located in a flat, highland area, and the make is intermingled with the p1antain~ which 

are still quite srnail. Io Julio's field the plantains are located on the very steep slope that 

characterizes the north haif of the field, and the maize is restncted to the flat southem 

ha In Ecuador, an ana of plantains is often called a & or "hill" of plantains, and 

the most common cultivar 1 found on dopes was plantains. Maize was always located 

in flat areas of the fields. In Victor's and Julio's fields, large logs removed fiom the 

field during the clearing can stiU be seen piled up at the sides. 

Figure 5.52 gives an ideaked interpretation of a typicai four month field Paths 

lead into and around the field. The cultivars are yomg and the field ù relatively clear 

and open. Paîhs within the field have not developed 



1 Figure 5.52 Ideaiized 6 month old field 



Mer the initiai planthg the field was usually Iefi for three to four xnonths M e  

the Chachi household concentrated its efforts on another field. Afta four months, the 

weeds in a new field, a mixaire of vines, hehceous plants and saplings, were in many 

cases Mer than a person. Ideally, the fieid was weeded, the cultivars inspecteci, the 

dead ones replace& and new cultivars added, at this time. 

Weeding, ideaily took place every three to four months. Table 5.7 gives rough 

estimates of areas weeded per person, based upon my field measurements and owners' 

time estimates. It appears that there is a great deal of  individual variation in terms of 

how long an individual would work on a field Victor prefmd not to work in the 

aflernoons, whereas individuals such as Gustavo and Luciano did, AUen and Tizon 

have pointed out the variation among individuab of the Campa; desm'bing weeding 

schedules they mite, ..."... some people spent Qle weeduig a little each &y M e  otiiers 

waited untii weeding was absolutely necessary and would work intensiveiy on their 

chacras for several days at a tirne'' (1 973: 147). 

Moran suggests that an interplay between the variables of soil chernical fertiiity 

and weed invasion affkcts the success of the cultivars in the field. He points out that in 

very poor soils, chernical infertiiity is Wrely to become a limiting factor before weed 

invasion. However, in chemicaliy richer soils, where weed gtowth is also likely to be 

enhanced, weed encroachment may weli become the lïmiting f a o r  first (1993: 14). 

Several researchers have suggested that it is weed invasion, not soi1 depletion that 

causes people to abandon a field (Carneiro 1957; Men and Tizon 1973: 145). Ailen 

and Tizon also observe tbat weeds grow less fast initidy in fields cleared in primary 

forest (1 973 : 146). 

I was unable to quantitatively examine the incursion of weeds and factors such as 

field location, age, and main cultivars, or whether weed incursion or the depletion of 

soil nutrition was responsible for the death of the plantains. In this respect the two 

scenarios have almost the same dt, as the weeds as well as c-g the cultivars off 

fioom sunlight, compete with the plants for soi1 nutrients. Because wecds have to grow 



$ Field VZc tor 

K 1 0.05 

Mean of Total times = 
S of Total times = 0.2 1 

Lioncl And& Luciano* Pablo Luis Emilio . Gustavo 
0.1 1 0.20 0.16 0,06 0.10 0,07 
0.0 I 0.14 
0.15 0.18 0.57 
0.96 

0.23 
0.06 

+ Luciano's fields #2 and 3 were not included because were monocrop and could be cleared in under a day. 
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very rapidly and hi& to block piantains off h m  the sun, I think that the latcr is more 

probable. Victor did point out areas to me fhat he had abandoned because weed 

invasion was too rapid and the work tequuai to keep it clear too much. The anomalous 

figure of Lionel's field # 4, was probabiy an error that ocaraed in my interview. This 

field was aimost completeiy fdow and 1 think that the weeding time that he gave me 

was only for that part thaî stiU had cultivars, not the entire field 

The next common cultivars to be planted were coffi or cacao plants. Coffee and 

cacao seedlings rrquire shade to grow well initially, and the long leaves of the plantains 

provide this. Cacao and coffee are d y  planted interspersed among the plantains. 

Table 5.8 shows that over seventy-five per cent of the regular fields contained plantains, 

cacao and coffee. A n o k  favourïte shade tree of the sebdlings is miapiiri which was 

also present in many of the fields (Table 5.8). 

As weU as the common cultivars, the Chachi plant a variety of other plants in 

thek fields as they obtaia the seeds or seedlings. A gxeat deal of effort, both sociaüy 

and physically is needed to get them. A constant complaint 1 heard h m  the Chachi 

howholds 1 worked with was the diffidty in obtaining seedlings. Figure 5.7 gives a 

lin of the common cultivars found in reguiar fields, and the percentage of their overall 

occurrence that is in reguiar fields. The List of common cultivars used is given in Table 

5.1. Wild p h ,  with the exception of tagua are aimost exclusiveIy found in or aroimd 

regdar fields. Maiza, and manioc wete common in regular fields but not house 

gardens because they would be eaten by pigs ifplanted close to the Chachi Settlements. 

Fruit crops such as oranges, avocaéo, &&Q and limes are 

commonly planted around the edges of fields. Other crops such as m, calabasa. 
breachit, and coconut are g e n d y  only foimd in house-gardens. When they do occur 

in a regular field, it is often because there was a Chachi house there in the past. Usenil 

plants will also occur spontaneously, and they will not be weeded but left and protected. 

Chachi talk about past, present and futine fields with great enthusiasm. They will 

U about what grows weii, what grows M y ,  and what fuhire plans they have for their 



Plant 

plantain 
cacao 
hojas blancas 
CO ffee 
manioc 
rampira 
guagua 
rubber 
caimito 
bananas 
pambll 
bacao 
tagua 
chontaduro 
pineapple 
madrofia . 
gualte palm 
chinna 
zapote 
achiote 
sugercane 
orange 
lime 
lemon 
PaPaYa 
maize 
avocado 
hojas negras 

Presence in 26 
Ficlds 

24 
22 
22 
20 
20 
19 
17 
14 
14 
14 
14 
12 
11 
10 
IO 
9 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 

Pcrcentagc of 
Ficlds with spccics 

92.3 1 
84.62 
84.62 
76.92 
76.92 
73.08 
65.39 
53.85 
53.85 
53.85 
53.85 
46.1 5 
42.3 1 
38.46 
38.46 
3 4.62 
30.77 
30.77 
26.92 
26.92 
26.92 
24.92 
26.92 
26.92 
23 .O8 
23 .O8 
19.23 
19.23 

Plant 

san kona palm 
pambll 
maize 
manioc 
gualte palm 
chinna 
rampira 
hoj as blancas 
plantain 
coffee 
pineapple 
cacao . 

rubber 
caimito 
bananas 
guagua 
tagua 
orange 
f ime 
lemon 
bacao 
hojas negras 
chontaduro 
avocado 
sugercane 
madroiia 
achiote 
chirimoya 

Perccn tage of spccies 
prcsencc found in 26 Ficlds 

100 
93,33 
85.7 t 
84.00 
8 1.82 
80.00 
79.17 
76.67 
76.47 
72.4 1 
7 1.43 
70,97 
66.67 
66.67 
66.67 
65.38 
64.7 1 
63.64 
63,74 
64.74 
63.16 

. 62.50 
58.82 
55.56 
53.85 
52.94 
50,oo 
44.44 



Plant 
ip 
Y sa, kona palm 

chirirnoya 
i breadfrÜit 
, bambu 

calabaso 
barbasco 
coconut 

. naranjilla 
she too 
guanabana 

Presence in 26 
Ficlds 

5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Pcrcentage of 
Fields with plant 

l 9 Z  
15.39 
1 1.54 
1 1.54 
7 6 9  
7.69 
7.69 
7.69 
7.69 
7.69 

zapote 
PaPaY a 
she too 
guanabana 
naranjilla 
bambu 
coconut 
bread frui t 
calabaso 
barbasco 

Percentage of plant 
prcsence found in 26 Fields 

43*75 
42$6 
40,OO 
40.00 
33.33 
30.00 
28.57 
27.27 
25.00 
25.00 
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fields. Each field is a carefirlly planned enviromnent of cultivars and fmt-W. 

Species are plan@ in parti& spots because the location bas been thought out in 

advance. This was brought home to me on a couple of occasions working with Victor. 

One &y, he became annoyed with himselfaRer aniving at bis field # 5, because he had 

forgotten to bring an orange seedling with hïm which he wished to plant in the field He 

had already selected the area where he intendeci to plant it. Some time lata looking 

around field # 4, Victor said to me, "This field is almost finished. It just needs a 

tree and I've prepared the spot for it" 

These individual decisions are reiated to efficiency. By making sure that each 

field has a set of particdm plants that supply particdar products an individual only has 

to visit one field to aqyke ai l  the products necessary. For example, almost every field 

wiU have plantains or manioc (staples), f i t  trees (fruit in season), hpias (for 

rookg, cooking, wrapping), rPmpiLB (baskets), cacao (cash crop and refkshing sweet), 

and palms (fhits, industrial materials). 

Hawesting of the staple plantain is done, when needed, by the women in the 

househoid. Every three or four days a number of stalks is brought back to the main 

house. The other cultivars are also fkquently harvested by the women, ahhou& men 

will help and sometimes -est by themselves. Hmesting is usually done as part of a 

constellation of other tasks inciuding clearing amund the harvested plam phting 

another plant in the ana, checking some rat traps dong the paths. The harvesting of 

cash crops such as coffee and tagua is done by the entire family. 

The constant addition of plant species to a field should d t  in older fields 

containing a greater variety of crops. Tables 5.9 and 5.10 look at the distriiution of 

plant species and field ages. To produce these tables 1 used the set of wmmon cultivars 

in Figure 5.1. The graph (Table 5.9) suggests a rough correlation between field age and 

species number, however, a Pearson's comlation (Table 5.10) does not support this 



Table 5.9 Graph of Field Age and Number of Common Cultivars 



Field # 
Victor 2 
Victor 3 
Victor 4 
Victor 5 
Victor 6 
Julio 1 
Juiio 2 
Julio 3 
Julio 4 
Andrés 1 
Luciano 1 
Luciano 4 
Luciano 6 
Emilio 1 
Emilio 3 
Gustavo 1 
Gustavo 3 
Gustavo 4 
r = 0.1351 

Table 5.10 Field age and Number of species 

Field # 
Julio 1 
JuLio 2 
Julio 3 
Julio 4 
Luciano 1 
Luciano 4 
Luciano 6 
Emilio 1 
Emilio 3 
Gustavo 1 
Gustavo 3 
Gustavo 4 
r = 0.5243 

No. Species 
11 
8 
11 
5 
11 
14 
13 
12 
7 
21 
16 
9 
19 
18 
16 
4 
19 
13 

No. Species 
14 
13 
12 
7 
16 
9 
19 
18 
16 
4 
19 
13 

Table 5.1 1 A second correlation of Field age and Number of Species 
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1 mapped Victor's fields eady in my research before 1 could iden* aii the plants 

and consequently was not able to idmtify the same range of plants in his fields that 1 

did in Iater fields- If I remove the d t s  fiom hîs fields fiom the Pearson's correlation 

(Table 5.1 1), I get a significant comlation between field age and ninnber of plant 

species- 

Another factor îbaî pmbably affects the results is that eventually as the field 

becomes very oid, the number of piant species in it Stans to degease again. The age at 

which this starts to occur is a f f d  by the fertility of the area and the cultivars king 

gro- 

Figure 5.53 is an ideahai interpretation of a Chachi field a couple of years old 

The plantains are now M y  p w n  and producing. Cacao and coffee seedlings are 

growing in their shade- Paths develop through a field when it is necessary to waik 

through it between weedings to harvest- Because of their quick growth, the weeds 

make travel through a field difficult. It is much easier to keep a path ckar fiom which 

one can then d e  ones way to a particular cultivar- 

There are still fields where cacao and coffee are not planted as part of the field 

cycle. These fields are no longer planted or weeded when the plantains begin to die. 

They probably begin to die nom a combination of lack of soil nutrients, and 

competition with weeds. Some fields are abandoned early because they are not needed. 

Some fields are left early because their owners have becorne involved in the cash 

economy and do not have the t h e  or need for the fields. 

Before the introduction o f  cash crops, the end of a Chachi field probably came 

when the plantains started to die, either as a result of soi1 depletion or weed infestation. 

At this point the field would no longer be carrd for, and only visited to wkct tree 

f i ts .  Aithough in a few cases, this scenario still took place, for the rnajority of Chachi 

fields, a new field cycle has been instituted, The cash crops of cacao, and especially 

coffee evenîdly kill off the other cultivars in the fields. The end of a Cbachi field now 

is frequently a stand of large cacao or CO& trees. 
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At the time of my research 1 was told by the C h h i  that ifcoffee was the cash 

crop of choice. If it did not p w  well in an area, then you tri4 cacao. My impression 

was that many individuah planted -ver they had availahle, and in many cases both 

coffee and cacao were planted in the saxne fields. 

Figure 5.54 is an ideaiized interpretation of an older field of about nine yean. 

The coffee is killing off the plantains and 0th- cultivars. The fit& îrees dong the 

edges of the field are çtarting to bare nuit The woeds are becoming worse resuiting in 

a blurring of the field edges. Areas in the fieId are no longer producing. The field has 

changed shape and size. 

Figrire 5 -55 is an idealized interpretation of a fdow field The pathways through 

it have simpiifïed, leading only to areas where h i t  trees can still be harvested. Notches 

are carved into the trunks of the trees to indicate the number of harvests a tree has 

yielded. A number of i n d d  plants such as rampira, hpips blancas. and 

herbaceous plants such as spntp M&!, gin have ïncreased in size and numbers 

since the field was abandoned. There is no longer any sign of the field bomdanes. 

As Posey has pointai out, once the main cultivars have died, they are replaced by 

an extensive selection of "semi-domesticated plants that are secondary, reforestation, 

vegetation (1993:64; also see 1983; 1985). If none of the above crops grow, Victor and 

Julio said that bananas could be grown as a last m r t ,  because "baaanas grow 

eveiywhere and they never dien. 

Julian Steward early on expressed a view that was to be commody held by many 

academics, that in the highland, inteI.fluvia1 areas of the tmpics little social development 

could takes place "...because no surplus could be produced or food was limitedVt 

(1 963 [1949]:669). in the tropical forest harvesting is done throughout the tife of a field. 

F o o ~ s t o r a g e  is accomplished by leawig nops such as manioc in the ground 

UILharvested, unlike Western agridture in wbich food crops are stored after harvesting. 

The Chachi always anticipated how much food they would nquire six months ta 

a year down the road. This was req- because the food plants that they planted 
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Figure 5.54 Idealized mine year old field 



Coffa 

1 Figure 5.55 iduü~eti WOW fieid 
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would not be producing for mon& to a year. In tais type of food environment, foods 

such as hadu, which are not necesdy  a favomite of the Chachi, but grow and mature 

rapidly (four months), or manioc which can be left in the grouud for months at a time, 

become valuable alternaiives when anticipated food rqyhments drastidy change for 

a Chachi famüy. 

This cm nsult in the size of a field changing t h @  time. The initial size of a 

new field is not just r e m  by the amount of iand available, but by the amount of 

food thai the land owner anticipates he wilI wed to feed his fimiily ova the coming 

years. Fields aiready producing, theu anticipated decline in yieià, and those fields 

king left for fdow, are taken into account 

Field size can also change fbm weeding to weeding. For example, when Victor's 

son Carlos and his wife Carlota left to work in Quito, Victor initialiy kept his fields 

weeded to the same extent, in anticipation oftheir rehrm. After waiting over six 

months, Victor realized that Carlos and CarIota were not going ta retrnn in the near 

fuhue, and he stopped weeding his fields as extensively. He allowed sections of 

paaicular fields to become over-grown and unproductive. 

Monte 

The Spanish terni as it is used by the Chachi, bas a broad m h g .  It 

refers to over-grown areas such as fdow fields, or fields that have not been weeded in 

six months, and secondary vegetatioa In Ch'palaachi in its more generai usage 

is translated as "j&", and more specificaily as "w when it refers to the over- 

grown areas, away fkom the main river, behind the houses (Lindskoog and Lindskoog 

1 964.40). 

a surrounding the Chachi settlernents can be divided up into several 

categories. Uncultivatable land has attributes that make it unsuitable for cultivation 
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such as a steep slope, siaface rocks, water-loggin& or weed-infestatioa ~ u c h  of the 

highlaadiscutbyaarrowgulliesthathavebancutthroughthebedrockby~ 

Ieaving rÿmow ridges UI1SUifabIe for planting. The steep dopes are often mcky With 

iittle SOL Water-Iogging is common beside the fftem~ after heavy rains as the stream 

ovedow their banks. Some weeùs are so difficult for the Chachi to remove that they 

do not consider the effort worthwhile. 

Secondary vegetation, such as the growth that can be seen dong the main river's 

edges, between fields, or dong paths, is also known as m. Although the presence 

and fiequency of useful plants found in these areas suggests past human manipulation, 

the Chachi no longer recognke these areas as fields. In some cases a Chachi might 

remember that at one time the area had been a field, but it is no longer considered to be 

one. 

&g& ateas between fields usuafly contain tnxs useful to the Chachi for both 

fnuts and industrial materials. Tnxs commonly found in these areas include palms 

such as piimbil, and I(QBB, and wood trees such as -. Sometimes 

these species are also left standing in the fields themselws. The presmration of useful 

trees in these between field, and agro-ecosystems, has also been documented among 

other tropical forest groups (Graham and Pendergast 1992: 107). 

This categorhtion of types is misleading in that the division between 

secondary vegetation and a fdow field is not clear. As a matter of definition, a fdow 

field is overgrown with secondary vegetatio~~ 

Old fields develop into different kinds of mpnh depending upon the cultivars 

grown in them. As mentioned earlier, coffee kills off all other cultivars and results in a 

dense, da&, growth of unpruned coffee mpn& covered in vines, and with nothing 

growing in the undergrowth- Alcom has documented the development of similar areas 

for the Teenek of Mexico (1984:372). 

AU areas were împortant for the collection offirewogd. I was unable to 

keep an accurate record of the fkwood used by the family I stayed with Alcorn, 
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estimates an average of 156 mils of fbwooà, 1.7 m in circumfèrence of wood 80 cm 

long (approximateiy 45 kg) of wood per year were used by a MeGatu, Temek 

househoId (1984:412). From my observaîions I would suggest that the Chachi 

consinned much more than this amount pa yaa. The rate of wnsumption wodd be 

affected by the cooking necessities of the staple foods eatea The plantains used by the 

Chachi reqyire more than double the amount of cooking tirne than the maize eaten by 

the Teenek 

Firewood is collected h m  trees that have been cut down or die& and allowed to 

dry out The is an important source of firewood for the Chachi. Although some 

wood is coiiected fiom the vegetation cleand in the making of new fields, the majority 

of it has to be coliected elsewhere in the forest Women do most ofthe coilecting and it 

is ali done within an hour's walk of the SenlementS. 

Aicom estirnates th& the Teenek used 45 kg ofwood pet household per year. 

Aithough 1 did not quanti@ the amont of wood king brought in by each Chachi 

household, my estimate is that the Chachi use at least double that amount This may be 

a result of the coolong requirements of the diffint food stuffk used. 

&& and areas are vital to the Chachi as there are st i l l  products that 

can oniy be obtained from these areas, and are an essential part of Chachi culture and 

subsistence. Some ritual and medicinal plants, industrial materiais and wood trees grow 

only as secondary vegetation or corne h m  the older mdti-storied forest. 

In Spanish the term technidy means mountains, however, it is used by 

the Chachi to refer to muiti-storied tropical forest, that lies sevend miles h m  their 

settlements, which are often close to the foothills area of the Andes. The tenn in 

Cha'palaachi is "m and part of its meaning is to be fa away, remote. 
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Hunting is done in areas, and aithough these areas are descrïii. as 

"undistmbed" forest, much of it reflects the forest manipulation and management of 

human cultures. 

The is a source for resoutces that have been exbausted in the areas close 

to the Chachi hiements, such as large hard-wood trees, industriai vines and 

uncuitivated h ï t s .  

Firewood can also be coilected h m  the if it can be s u c c ~ y  

floated out down an to the miin river. Distance, however, makes this fkwood 

source less diable. 

Seasons and Scheduies 

It is min more tban any other climatic variable that affects the subsisîence 

practices of the Chachi. Rain determines the height and nature of the river and 

the M v a l  rate of newly planted crops, and the ease of travel, transport and fieldwork. 

In my discussion of the dry and wet seasom it should be realized that I am describing 

generalities. Within a wet season there will be days without min and when the river can 

be low, and converseIy, during the dry season min can make the river nm high. Whaî 

determines the diEerence between the dry and wet season is the quantity, hquency and 

duration of the rainfall. 

For 28 days during the dry season (Juiy to Decernber) and 25 days during the wet 

season (January to June), 1 rewrded the activities of Victor's household, especially 

those tasks related to land-use. The resuits are tabuiated in Tables 5.12,s. 13, and 5.14. 

Juliots family was living in V W s  house when 1 recorded activities during the 

dry season, and is hcluded in the dry seasbn data I resûicted my obseiyatiom to 

household members who could wield a machete. Although in 1990 there was some 

overlap beîween the activities participated in by bodi Victor and Juiiok families, in 

general each family k q t  their activities separate. 



Table 5.12 Minutes of Activity diiring 28 Days of the Dry Season 
(Nov. 1-1 9, Nov. 23-Dec. 1,19900 Victor's Household 



Task Victor per Mirium per BPrbara per Eduardo per g mins. day-bis. day mins. day mins. dry 
? Weeding 
w 

1485 53.0 6285 251.4 1425 57 3020 120.8 
per day 20 days** 74.3 31 4.2 71.3 151,O 

f c&cti& 60 2.4 

. A  P 
per dry 20 days 

'u MLnrru, 
9 Child Care 2720 108.8 420 163 * % per àay 20 dry8 'y O* 136.0 21.0 
w Je Line Fishing 60 2.4 60 2.4 120 4.8 * Net Piahing 40 1.6 1 Spear FitbMud 'c 120 4.8 60 2.4 
pz Cooking 30 1.2 2320 92.8 850 34 20 O, 8 

Basketry 4 0  

8 $ Houschold 23 90 3,6 

r- 9 Ea ting 1225 49 1190 47.6 1150 46 1170 46.8 

Family Members: 4 adults, 3 children (5.5 persons) 
Total Wreding minutes divided by total nurnber of persons 

El! 488.6/5.5=89 midper day/per individual (25 days) 
* Actual Work Days 
6 IO.~/S.S=~ 1 1 min./per day/per individual (20 days) 

i ~ i  The total number of minuites divided into 25 days 
** The total number of minuites divided into the 20 days when field work took place. Field work was not usually 

done on week-ends or Christian religious holidays 



Family Members: 3 adults, 1 children (3.5 persons) 
Total Weeding minutes divided by total number of persons 
17 1.3/3 .5=49 min./per day/per individual (28 days) 
Actual Work Days . 
266.41 3 S=ï6 min./per dayiper individual (20 days) 

Task Julio per Rosario per Salvador per 
mins. day* mins. day mins. dry 

Wccdiag 890 31.8 3205 114.5 700 25.0 
per day 20 d~ys**  49.4 1 78.1 38.9 

Collecting 140 
per dry 20 days 

lw4Wî 240 8.5 
Child Care 

per dry 20 days 
Lina Fishing 
Net Fishing 
Spear FishMunt 615 22.0 495 17.7 345 12.3 
Coolring 1280 45.7 
Basketry 1310 46.8 
Household 180 6.4 
Eating 1835 65.5 1835 65.5 1835 65.5 

a The total number of minutes divided into 28 days 
** The total number of minutes divided into the 18 days when field work took place. Field work was not 

usually done on week-ends or Christian religious holidays 

Total 
mins. 
4795 

140 

240 
O 

O 
O 
1455 
1280 
1310 
180 
5505 

pcr 
day 

171.3 
266.4 
5.0 
7.8 
8.6 

52.0 
45,7 
46.8 
6.4 
196.6 
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What was more difficult to sepiaate was the individual tasks. Since an importaut 

part of the Chachi' subsistence strategy is opportimism, th& wo& scheduies are 

flexible, and they will do as rnany îasb as possible in one trip to a field For example, 

the wak to and k m  a field that is king weeded migkt also include, planting some 

seedlings, harvesting some plantains, checking and baiting some dead-fhli traps, and 

visiting some f i t  trees to see how close they are to Mting. Some tasks such as 

harvesting and weeding are done at the same tirne, especiaily with such crops as coffee. 

Terrestrial garne hmting was an important source of food for some Chachi 

families, but less so for Victor's because he did not own a shotgun. Victor only 

participated in hmting expeditions when invited by someone eise with a g u r ~  Victor 

wouid hunt opporttmistically on his way to the fields with Soli, his hmting dog. W~th 

the help of Soli, Victor was abk to corner or tree prey and dispatch it with a machete. 

Within the tables, weeding refers to the clearing of undergrowth that quickly 

surrounds and eventually covers the cultivars in a field. 1 have calculated two different 

minute-perday counts for weeding times. The Grst number given is the total number of 

minutes divided among the number of days 1 recorded daily activities. The second 

figure represents the total number of minutes divided among the days that Victor's 

f a d y  did work in the fields. Victor's f d y  did not work on week-ends or Roman 

Catholic religious holidays. 

Coliecting refers to the collection of plant p d u c t s  for subsisteme or i n d d a l  

use. For example, the harvesting of plantains and chontadur0 for food, bamboo for 

construction, or for basket making. Miiipas were communal work groups that 

were formed idkquently to perform a large task for the cornmunity. Child care refm 

to the need for an adult family member to nmain at the house to watch the children, 

while the others are away doing fieldwork 1 only recorded child care in conjunction 

with other f d y  members doing fieldwork Aquatic prey, both fish and crustaceans, 

were obtained using lines, nets and spears. Cooking, refers to ail-the tasks required in 

the preparation and clean up of a meal, but not the actuai cooking times. For example 1 
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timed the peeling, washing and placing in the pot, but not the actual time quired to 

boil the plantains. Basketry refers to the time spent in the pnparation of the fibers and 

their weaving. Household refas to a variety of tasks such as sweeping the floor, 

mending clothes, fixing the house, and coiIecting water. Eating was a socid time that 

was participated in leguiarly every &y, and 1 included it as a conml and comparison 

for the otfier activities. 

A cornparison of weeding times between the wet and dry seasons suggcsts that 

Victor's .family spent approximately the same amount of t h e  working on their fields in 

both seasons. What should be taken into account, however, is that during 1990 Victor's 

family was larger by two people and that although Eduardo was doing fieldwork in 

1992, he was st i i l  d and his contri'bution was probably not quivalent to the older 

members of the family. While I was in the area in 1992, Victor was my guide when 1 

visited other Chachi households, and in consequence could not work in bis own fields. 

Under normal circurnsîances, the amount oftime spent in the fields during the wet 

season wouid probably have been pater. 

The merence between the time spent in the field between Victor's and JuWs 

families during the dry season reflects their differences in size. When the figures iire 

broken down into minutes of fieldwork per &y per individual, it can be seen that they 

are a lot closer. This breakdown dso clarifies the point that more field work is done 

during the wet season than during the dry, even though the min is more of an 

irnpediment to field work. 

Although there is usualiy some rain during the dry season, and the pund 

generally stays damp, the Chachi consider it less reliable, and say that one is more 

likely to 10% crops planted during the dry season than diaing the wet season. They also 

Say that the Mer soil is harder to work during the dry season. AU my iafonnants agreed 

that ideally one should plant only during the wet season. 

In Julio's field # 2 there is a natural spring. Julio pointed o p  an old caaal thai ran 

nom the spring whose straight form indicated that it was &cial. He does not know 
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when the canal was dug, or who comtmcted i t  The c h e 1  was made since the Chacbi 

have been in the area. It iriiplies that at some the  a Chacbi nmiily was imgatùig its 

fields witb water h m  the sptirig. This wouid have been un11ecessazy during most wet 

seasons, and most cases during many dry seasons, but it may have ken made to 

deviate the climatic conditions of a perticular year with littie rain. 

The wet season is more extreme in its manifestations with hot, blue-skied days, 

altemating with cool days of torrentid min. The heavy rain unws the river and 

to nse, and on occasion overfiow their baaks. The water is opaque with siit The min 

usually fa in the early moming and late aftemoon, dthough it sometimes does rain all 

day. 

Rainfall stops the Chachi nom working in their fields. They wil l  not leave theu 

houses in the momings mtil the rain has stopped They can be delayed two to tbree 

houn. They stop their fieldwork when it rains as well. The Chachi will sometimes 

build small shelters next to their fields7 which they call ranchos. in which they will wait 

out the shower before rrtuming to work in their fields. 

Rain can also interfere with the Chachi' hunting plans. During the wet season 

they are m b l e  to leave the houe as eariy as they would Iike in the moming, due to the 

rain. Often they wiii postpone their hunting eqxdition,~ to auother day altogether if the 

rai.  lasts too long. The high levels of the w, however, means tbat they can travel 

fiuther up them, away fiom the main river, saving themselves s e v d  kilometres of 

waIkïng and making it easier for them to bring back any heavy game that they shoot 

The raios can him pathways into small and small çstrros into raging 

torrents, making tenestria1 travel ditFcult. The main river can also becorne very fast 

and dangerou for canoe travel. However, travel dong some such as Mafa 

Clara, Mafa Sucio, and Pel6n, is facilitated. The heightened water level and consequent 

canoe accessibility is counted on each year, and is a part of the Chachi' resource 

çtrategy. Large wood trees necessary for the constniction of ho-, canoes and other 

household items can only be found in areas quite distant h m  the main river. Particular 
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Chachi can only be reached by canoe, during the high water Ievels ofthe wet 

seas011. The Chachi wil l  collect and stack matencals for transport ficm these distant 

areas beside the r$em~, and when the wata level is high enough they will float it out 

by cmoe. 

The wet season is when the Chachi like to prepare new fields and plant new 

crops. Of necessity they plant plantains and manioc aii year round, but they will try to 

restrict the planting of other plants ta the wet season, 

In 1990 the major* of the fieIdwork in Victor's family was done by Catlos, 

CarIota ami himself, with Mirium staying behind at the house to take care ofa newbom 

chiid. By 1992, Barbara was almost old enough to get madeci, and pediaps in 

preparation for motherhood, and was left at home to take care of the children while 

MUium went to do fieldwork At this time Eduardo was old enough to go to the fields 

as  well. Twelve years of age is the approximate t h e  at which chiidren are encouraged 

to accompany their parents to work in the fields. 

The collecting figures demonstrate that most of the plant coiiection is done by the 

adult women in the families, in these cases, Muium and Rosuio. 1 had problems 

recording times for the coilecting of plant products as so much of ït was accomplished 

as part of another task. This resuîted in vay different coiiection times between the dry 

and wet season for Viaor's fbdy. hning the dry season, Mirium made individuai 

joumeys to the fields to collect plantains, however, when she was working in the fields 

during the wet season, she would often coiiect plantains or other food cultivars on her 

way back h m  the field. 

Mingas occur when a group of Chachi work together to arcompiish a large task, 

for example clearing a field, clearing weeds h n  the ceremonid centre, or brewing 

weuarabO Traditionaliy, family and friends are approached and asked to help with a 

particular task. The person for whom the task is being pedormed provides food during 

the day to the labourers, and in the future dl expect to be d e d  -ypon to donate labour 
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in the same way. In the case of a wmmunity pmject, either someone wili donate the 

food, or a collection is taken up ofdonations- 

Victor and Mirimn constantly cornpiaineci îhat the tradition of holding mipOag 

was dying out With the advent ofchachi men working for a daily wage cutting down 

timber, interest in participating in a was lessening- The increased need for cash 

and the slippiug away of the traditional horticuIturai We-style ail ad& to the lessening 

tradition of the mippa 

During my stay in Guadual 1 witnessed severd public and one large 

private one. The public mingas were held to m a r e  the Chachi ceremonid centre for 

the Cbnstmas and Easter celebrations, to clear the undergmwth b m  the public areas in 

the community, and to repai~ the school house and church The private was 

organized by Roberto to produce for the Christmas celebrations. 

The figures given in Tables 5.12 and 5-14, are the result of a commuaal mi- 
held to clear the undergrowth h m  the k m  the river-bank itnas of the community. As 

the symbolic heads of their families, Victor and Julio participaîed. 

In order to run a private a f d y  had to be p~pareci to provide a lot of 

food to the workers. Today, this requkes the expendiblre of cash to buy fish or meat. 

With the scarcity of game and fish it is no longer possible to hunt or fish enough food to 

feed a Roberto's family always manageci to quke  more cash than many of 

theu neighbouriug Chachi families, h u g h  cutîing dom and s e h g  trees, and in 

selling Robmo also has a large family and a lot of land in the Guadual area. 

Roberto used to acquïre more cash Roberto and his family reciprocate the 

labour by other means such as ailowing people that helped them visit and stay at their 

inviting them to fiestas etc. 

The miDpas 1 witnessed were a social event as much as a labour- Victor would 

r e m  home excitedly after working on one, but avidly describing the food that they had 

been given to eat, and the effort that they had made. 
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During the dry season the Wower, clear water makes fishing and austacean 

hunting simpler with a trident, nancha. or crustacean hwk, napaaen>. During the dry 

season, Victor's f d y  spent an average of fifty-two minutes a day catchhg fi& and 

mustaceans in this way, in cornparison with oniy =en minutes during the wet seasom 

The low water concentrated fish in the main Rver, and its larger tniuîaries, and the 

water clarity made it easy to see the fish and cmtawam. The tee& and rocky bottoms 

of the river and larget where the cmtacems iive, were more accessible to 

swimmers and divers. Victorb frimily fished and hunted sheMsh only using nshing 

hes ,  nets and spears. 

Net fishing, using the round is also better at this time of the year, as the 

weighted net can be dropped ova schools of the concentrated fish seen nom a boat. 

Victor's family did not do much net fishing during m y  visit and coa~equently its 

effectiveness is not demonstrateci in my tables. Net nshing when done to pr0vide.m 

important percentage of the M y  diet is usualiy participated in by adult Chachi men In 

Victor's family, Wum and Barbara were the only two I recorded net fishing. Their 

catches were not large, and 1 suspect that there may be a problem of fish depletion in 

the river. Victor's family never caught a fish greater than 30 cm in length duMg my 

entire visit, and moa of the fish caught using any technique averaged 15 cm in length. 

During the wet season ali the fishing and uustacaui huntiag techniques are used. 

When the river is high and muddy, only a fishing line is wd Line fishing is usually 

done at the mouths of esteros where fish congegate to feed on m a t e d s  washed d o m  

fiom the guilies. It is aiso done in backwater parts of the river where the cumnt 

is less fierce. It is easier for the fishermen to control the canoe and the fish are attracted 

to areas of less turbulence. With the fluctuating levels, techniques of blocking 

off the est= mouths with nets as the water levels &op, is also used. In g e n d ,  the 

Chachi Say tbat fishing is better during the dry season Th- are oîher Chachi families 

who use fish and shellfish taps, and dynamite to catch fish. - 
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Not ai l  years foUow this general patkm- During the El Niao phenornena, a àry 

season can be misseci. However, the devastation ascn'bed to the auivaî of an El NiÎio in 

1983, 

Enero de 1,983 el inviemo se acentiia causando desbordamient0 de rios, ahiones, 
destrozos en las vias de communicaciones y pirdidas cuantiosas para agricdtura, 
Esta situacion se prolonga pot los meses de Febrero, Mano, Abd, Mayo, Junio, 
Julio, Agosto y Septiembre de 1,983, solamente a partir del mes de Octubre las 
precipitaciones van disminuyerdo normaüzandose @landin 1989:21-22). 

did not have as pronoimced an efféct on the Chacbi community. The Cayapas river 

ovefflowed its banks, but this is a normal yeariy occurrence. The Chachi used their 

canoes to tnivel nom house to house, and fkm their house to dry Id Some or parts 

of their fields were flooded, but most of them remainecl dry, k ing locaîed on higher 

gromd behind the houses, or up the where the gully sides are steeper. Victor's 

cornplaint of that time was that he said his family was starving. Because it rained so 

much, they were &le to leave the house to collect plantains to eat. 

Lines of communication to Borbon and Esmeraldas were made more difficult, 

but Chachi households are st i l l  self-sufficient This wil l  change, as will the effect of 

climatologicd phenomena upon them, as the Chacbi becorne more involved in the 

Western economy. 

The lower water levels also make canoe travel more difncult dong cenain 

sections of the main river where rapids develop, and in particular almg the ma 
M a y  of the esteros become impassable by canoe. This restricts access to more distant 

fields to terrestrial travel, limiting the amount of cargo that can be transporteci back and 

forth. 

Cooking is an activity that is restncted b o a  exclusively to the adult women in 

the Chachi familes, with older girls helping their mothers and leaming the techniques. 

Tables 5.12 and 5.13, however, do demonstrate that male Chachi do, on occasion, 

prepare food. When doing fieldwork, Chachi men will rom plantains over a d fïre 
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to feed themselves. Victor, also cooked for bis M y ,  with the help of his cbildren, 

when Mirium left to visit relatives for a week Th- was of course no seasonai 

variation in cookhg times. 

Basketry was done consïstently ai l  year round and once again primarily by the 

duit females in the f d e s ;  however, Chachi m m  can usuaily make baskets if they 

have to. 

Collection, Tderence, Cuitbation and Domestication 

The Chachi' use of plants and animalfi nms the gamut fÎom the collection of wild 

species to the care and reproduction of dornesticates. Unüke our perception in the West 

of a clear division between wild and domesticated plant and animal species, a f k  the 

Neolithic, much Chacbi plant use, like that of other tropical forest peoples, occupies the 

middle ground between "wild" and "domesticated". 

Some interesthg questions are raised by the intensive cultivation of non- 

domesticated plants. For example, why do some cultivated plants become domesticated 

and others not (see Alcom 1984464). Among the p h  commoniy used by the 

Chachi, ody the coconut and chontadim, are considerrd domesticated. M e r  p h  

such as the and pambil, although cultivated just as intensively, are not considered 

to be domesticated The coconut and chontadim> bits have undergone a huge increase 

in size from their wild state. The and palms, however, are more important 

as sources of industrial materials and so they do not have huge f i t  enlargement. 

However, like the coconut and chontadiim. they do not grow in uudisturbed forest, and 

are deliberated planted and cared for by their owners. 

Work with the Chachi quickly revealed to me that my leXicon for plant 

identification was not appropriate for many of the species 1 was working with. Aicorn 

has noted the aiff?cdty in assigning tropical forest plants to such categories as 
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"domesticates", "wildn, "weads" and "semi-domesticate", "i~cipient'~~ and "prote 

cultivation" (1 984 ~324). Aicorn wmte on ber wodc with the Teenek, 

At £kt 1 was nonplused by many people's denial of planting the common dooryard 
plants (cotton, cailis, papayas and other Mt trees) as weU as the5 avowed planting 
of apparent 'weedsrI I became even more conf'used as I was led into bntshy out of 
the way corners of the informants' property to see medicinal plants that were 
'planted' but appeared wild (1 984: 17) 

Alcom ûied to ovacome her problem of plant clessification by using an 

"antbropocentric, phenomenologidy based classification" ((1984:327). She divided 

Teenek plant manipulation into the categones "slashed, neglected, just are, spared, 

weeded around, protected, transpianted and planted" (1984:328). A plant could belong 

to more than one category. Among the Chachi this clasdicatory scheme works well, 

with both domesticated and nondomesticated plants f a b g  into ail of these categories. 

What Alcorn's classincatory scheme presents is a view of plant species with a particular 

cultural context (1984:2-3). A plant may be used dinefently depending upon its 

location and the cultural situation of the individual interacting with it 

An extension of this problem appeared in my questions relating to house-garden 

and field planting. When Chachi clear an area of secondary vegetation for a new field 

they often do not cut d o m  plants thaî they consider to be usem. Their decisions, on 

what to cut d o m  and what to leave is based upon their future plans for the field and 

their perceptions of what they thllik they will need in the vicinity. fipipS grow 

commonly and quickly, and although a usefiil industrial plant, may be cut ifthe field 

owner thinks that he has enough hpjas in the area already. Conversely, if there 

are not enough he may plant clumps of i t  Because of the value of nuit îrees, however, 

and the length of tirne required for one to reach bit-bearing age, ifa tree is in good 

condition it will seldom be cut down. When 1 asked a Chachi field owner what plants he 

had planted in his field, 1 was told what plants he had planted recently, but not what 

plants he had left standing when he was doing the initial clearing. 
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This view of plant dtivation as a continuum between wild and d o m e s t i d  

species, makes plant categorizaton dficuit h i a n  describes the problem that, 

Throughout the tropics the cliffierence between wiid, tolerated, encouraged and 
cdtivated are las clear than in temperate zones. Piants are transplanteci firom the 
wild, brought into the garden, and escape again into the mtmabd state where 
they are sometimes s t i l l  harvested- The movement of useful plants h m  the wild 
condition to the cultivated and back again is a relatively simple and common 
occurrence. (197567) 

Chachi horticulturïsts are constmtly monitoring the state of their own cultivars 

and those of other families. Long-lived or excessively productive plants are known 

about and the reasons for their fecmdity is discussed- 1 was privy to a lengthy 

discussion on the identity of the longest living, productive plantain plant dong the river 

Cayapas. The two nvals were both Iiving close to the main river, where periodic 

floodhg wodd feailize the soil, and close by the main houses so that they were kept 

clear of weeds. Aithough the normal life span of a plantain in this area was between 

fÏve and ten years, these cornpetitors were between thirty and forty years old. My 

Chachi infoxmants attniuted t h e ~  longevity to the better soil and the regular weeding. 

Individuals will try and obtain timings, seeds, or seedlings h m  excessively 

productive plants. 1 was shown a plantain plant that producecl double or triple stalks of 

fkuits. At my visit the plant had a double s t a k  and accordhg to Clemeato, it wodd 

produce sixteen han& of plantains rather than the regular eight The plant was growing 

in a fenced area right beside his house where he could take good care of it. The parent 

plant was in awther village, and producd the same abnormal stalks of fit Clemento 

had been given a sucker fkom this plant as a gift. The seeds fiom large f i t s  an ofkn 

kept to be planted later, the idea expressed that seeds h m  a large M t  will produce a 

plant with large ENits. 

Cuttings, seeds and seedlings are a valuable commodity alopg the Cayapas, and 

as such fom an important iinkage in the estabhbment and maintenance of social 
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reiatiomhips between kin and neighbours. Victor would take me out to his house 

garden and point out to me finllt trees that he had received as gifts fbm fnends. When 1 

asked him why he did not have a particular type of fhit tree, he wouid say that he dîd 

not have the seed, even though 1 knew that there were types of this tree living close by. 

The need to acquire large qmtities of basic cultivar seed to plant a new field 

poses a continuhg problem for Chachi families. Sometimes fields are oniy partiaiiy 

plantecl, with open areas Sitting W o w  while their owners negotiate with fkiends and 

relatives to obtain the material to plant The variety of crops in a field inaeases 

through time as the owner obtaiiis new crops to plant. 

The Chachi plant and care for a variety of diffant food plants. Crops such as 

plantains and maize are obvious domesticates and require planting, weeding and 

harvesting. However, there are a variety of other crops used by the Chachi that de@ our 

Western concepts of domesticated plants. For example, the plant, îs fotmd in the 

vicinity of most Chachi houses, often in wet low lying areas where orgmic refûse also 

tends to accumulate. has a large edible corm, Most Cbachi households claimed 

that they did not plant the although they al l  knew f&mdïes that dîd (usually Afio- 

Ecuadorian), and some would hawest the corn occasionally. The impression I received 

fiom my informants was that they would only eat if nothing else was avaiiable. 1 

did not see plants anywhere except in cleared, field, pathway, or household areas, 

yet people claimed the plant grew spontaneously. The Chachi grow a mixture of 

indigenous and foreign cultivars. 

Ranchos 

During my work on the fields, 1 fame aaoss a variety of temporary shelters that 

the Chachi d e d  -. They ranged h m  small knee-high bapdmo structures, 

covered in hQiaS -, and used to keep the r a b  off a cooking fk; to large lean-to 
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structures with cooking hearths which couid sheha sevexai people h m  rain, and couid 

be slept in over-aight One version of this larger she1ter uiwrporated the tnmk of a 

trre as one ofits supports, ?he mfing and w a k  king Iashed to the tnmk. 

There is another k h i  of that the Chacbi use which îs more permanent in 

nature. In Cha'palsnchi it is calied a "littie bouse". Severai families in the communities 

in which I wodred had IBOEhQS, and among the fâmilies 1 worked with directiy, Guftavo 

had one. These d secondary houses were located up the kuger some 

distance fiom the main nver. Families h m  Guaduai, Mafà and Loma Linda Iocated 

theV ranchos up the Mafa Clara and Mafa Sucio (Figure 5.56). hiring my 

research, bot' the AfbEcuadorians and the Chachi built and maintained but 

the former were located closer to the main river. Land this far fimm the main river was 

untitled, and there was no restriction to either gmup occupying land here. 

There is a common association in the ethnographie literature of between wIiat are 

commonly cailed "field houses" ,what 1 have chosen to d "seconciary houses", and 

distant fields. It unially offers the economic explanation that the field houses lessen the 

work required on the fields, usually travel time to and fiom the field. Robert Cameiro 

describes the KuüoPu of the Upper Xingii nver in Central Brazil, building field houses 

when they have fields more than five kilometrrs h m  their settlement (1983:93). The 

Tasbapauni build field houses 40 to 60 km fkom their coastai settiements, inland and 

beside rivers. They pnfer to grow their stapie crops on alluvial soils (Nietschmann 

l973:234). Unlike the Chachi, they do not maintain a full inventory of houschold 

implements and basicaily use the field house to West and store cultivars which are 

later transported to the main Settlements by the coast. 

The assumption made, and perhaps in the above exampies, accurate, is that the 

purpose of the field house is to service the fields. The field house is thm because the 

fields are there. In discussing the and their distant fields with the Chachi, I 

received the impression that the was their focus, not the fields. However, there 

were times as well when a Chachi like Victor would say that if you had fields "inside1' - 
- meaning a great distance up one of the - it was easier to work on them while 
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living in a e. To traditionai Chachi, a house consists of a floor, a roog a house- 

garden, and fields. Om does not exist without the others. In 0 t h  wods, the fields 

could be then! because the house is ?hm. For this mason 1 prefer to dl the EaoEhps 

"secondary houses" ratha than "fieid houses". 

To moE closely explore the purpose of Chacbi & 1 made trips up the 

meros Mafa Sucio and Mafa Clara to visit ten of them, and tallced to Cbachi about their 

usage. The Mafa Sucio was quite high when I made my trip and I was able to travel a 

fair distance up the by canoe befoie becoming grouncied. When tbis the is 

added to the tirne it w d d  take people to get to the mouth of the h m  th& 

houses, it can be seen that travel time to the & is at least an hour, and for many 

Chachi families, quite a bit more. Variations in the climrite afféct accessibility to the 

mçbes- A lot of rain aliows deepet petration up the by came, but can also 

block the foot paths by turning usuaily fordable streams into gushing torrents. 

A typicai is wt as big or as high off the grotmd as the main house. The 

heights of the Chachi rPnçhP house-floors ranged between 0.5 m and 2.0 m, with an 

average of 1.7 m. The d c e  area of the floors ranged between IO m2 and 17 m2 , 

with an average of 15 m2 . The & is constructed almost identidy in style and 

material to the main house, with mvgcan posts as a foundation, a floor, and a 

tagua roof. Like the main house a rPDEhQ constnicted in this manner bas a He 

expectancy of ten to fifteen years, quiring a new roof every five years and a new floor 

every seven If- is used for the mof instead of dK roof has to be repiaced 

every year. A & represents a substantial investment of time, materials and labour 

to build and rnaintain. They are usually the result of the combined effort of s e v d  

people working hard for two or three weeks. 

A ranche is built on the banks of the estera much as the main house is located on 

the sides of the main river. It is sunounded by a house-garden that contains a sirniiar 

consteilation of indusüial, ritual, medicina1 plants, and nuit trees,,as the main house- 

garden. Further away h m  the are one or two fields where plantains and a 
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variety of other crops are grown. These cultivars f#d the fàmily duRng their stay at 

the m. A small amount of produce is sometimes bmught with a famiy firom the 

main house, when it travels to the r&l~, to tide it ova the period necessary to obtain 

food at the e- The same is true when a fàmily retums h m  the to the main 

house, with the exception thaî dried meat and fish are o h  brought back to the main 

river fkom the W. The fields associated with the are used to feed the 

f d y  during their stayf not to supply produce to be transported back to the main nver. 

The only exception to ibis, was Manaba1s fields, some of which had been 

planted with the cash crops of coffee and cacao. None-the-les, his & still had a 

house-garden and nearby fields of pIantains and other cultivars as weii as the cash crop 

fields, 

A rPPrhQ is used throughout the year, and usually at lest  once a year, a Chachi 

farnily will pack up its belongings a the main house and move to the raric;ba for two to 

three months. h o s t  eveything is taken fiom the main house; the few tPmaining items 

are hidden in the rafters of the main house. I once had the chance to examine a 

temporarïly abandoned main house, and note that only a very few belongings were leR 

piled high in the rafters. They had taken almost aU oftheir possessions with them, 

clothes, pots, fishing spears, rifie, the smaUer fishing nets, and the canoe. Lately, these 

family moves have corresponded with the vacation periods that the children have h m  

school. Pigs are usually left to forage for themselves beside the main nver, but the 

chickens are taken to the udess a neighbour is fomd to a r e  for them. 

At the the Chachi talk of Eving a more peacefiil* less st ressa  existence 

away fiom the main community. Hunting and fishing is more productive and the 

Chachi talle ofeating much better at the &. Aithough the coiledon and drying of 

meat and fish is not the primary reason for the existence of ranchos. as very litîle of it is 

traasported back to the main river, an idonnant of mine said that most nimilies wül 

bring back three to four kilogrammes of dned fksh when they r e m  to the main river. 
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They say the iasecs are much worse at ni@ and everybody goes to bed earlier to avoid 

them, and so sleep more as weU. 

One of the first things 1 explored was ownership of the W. They al l  

belonged to large Chachi M e s  with a lot of land and a large accumulation of 

material resources. They were not owned by M e s  such as Luis' and Julio's7 who, 

given their complaints about the lack of available main riverside land, might have been 

expected to put fields on the unclaimed land up the W. Their reaction to land 

shortages included fanniog steep gromd, and switchmg to cash crops. 

Although not every Chachi household has a & aimost everyone has access 

to one through family or fkiendship ties. In order to build a one has to arrange 

mineps involving ones f d y  and niends, and so automatically they gain rights of 

Visitation to the rpDEhp when they need to. The expenditure in terms of materials and 

the nmnulg of is great in the construction of a e. 1 base my impression on 

some of the following points. Rafhei (ownet of rancho #1) organiz#l the largest and 

most lavish 1 witnessed while staying in Guadual, for the making of cane dcohol 

-1. He Iater distilled it into a more potent fom cailed which he sold 

for cash at the Easter and Christmas celebrations Manaba, an owner of two ranchos. 

was in the process of putting a corrugated tin roof on his house when 1 left the area in 

1992. Corrugated tin is expensive to buy for the average Chachi household, and he 

was the only Chachi owner of a t h  roof in any of the three conununities, although many 

Chachi familes claimed that they wouid like one. 

1 then looked at the activities that took place at fBaEh45. The planting, 

maintenance and harvesting of fields was a regular activty. 

An interesthg point about the EanEhQ fields is that in all the cases except one, not 

much of a field's produce is transporteci back to the main house. Most of the 

field's W e s t  is consumed at the e, The fields served to feed the 

occupants of the n&m during their stay. In only one case did it-appear that a case 

could be made for the & king built so that interior fields could be more easily 
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looked after. Mimaba had planted coffee fields b i d e  his raaçha and these he d for 

and harvesteà h m  there, aansporting the bans k k  to the main river for shipment O 

Esmddas to be sold. ûfd my informants without only An& had fields 

that were over one hour's waik away h m  the main house, and his was not much 

M e r -  

The - serves as a staging pst h m  which to more easily obtain distant 

forest products. For example, the large trees necessary to make house posts and canoes 

are only fomd at gnat distances h m  the main river7 and the cuttïng dom and 

processing of the wooà reqWres several &YS labour. 

It takes two to seven days in the forest to rough out a canoe form fiom the tree 

tnink, before it can be tramporteci back to the main house. Traditionally, the wood 

shouid be allowed to dry out first 

Victor made his came at Rafaells dong with severai other Chacbi men. 

He said they had a minpa in the forest whae tàey made seven or eight cames at one 

tirne. They lived at the for several weeks, working daiiy on hoilowing out the 

tree minks. In my discussions with Victor it was obvious to me that this event was as 

much a social event as a useful community enterprise. Another canoe making mbga 

had taken place at Antiguanals & at an earlier time, where 15 people had got 

together to make three large canoes. 

Banchos are also visited by groups of men on hunting expeditions, or more 

recently by men cutting trees and making rough planks for sale to logging companies, 

and individuals escaping social pnssurrs. Firewood is collected and is usually stacked 

under a bamboo and paim thatch shelter beside the to be floated out by came 

when the water levels are hi& enough. 

On two occasions during my stay in Guadua17 an individuai ChachÏ man had 

disappeared out to a to escape having to faoe a social incident within the 

cornmmity. The nrSt example, was an individual who had shot &s companionts 

hunting dog while on a joint hmting expedition. A good hunting dog is considered to 
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be @te valuable, and the individuai cwcemed rcaIized tbat his cornpanion was angry 

and was going to demand money in exchange for the dog's Mie. The individuai stayed 

at the rançhp for severai weeks befm nhirniag, at which point tempers had cooled 

d o m  a bit, and he was able to make an arrangement to wmpensaîe the dog owner for 

his Ioss. The second incident involved an individual acceptiag money h m  a logging 

Company for permission to cut trees in a particular area of Chachi t&ry which he had 

no right to do. He disappeared out to his raaEhp and later fIed to Esmeraldas. He had 

sti l I  not retumed by the time 1 finished my field work. 

The form an important link b e e n  the and the main houe for 

the transport of industrial supplies, canoes, foundation posts, wood, vines, bees wax, 

and other materials ciifficuit to obtain close to the main house. The k h i  tend to 

occupy theù & during the wet season when it is possible to travel to it by canoe 

up the and is easier to float out materids. 

The Chachi argue that one of the reasons why a is so useful, is that during 

the rainy season, having shelter close by the fields encourages more work to get done; 

the Chachi will not work in the rain, and will not make the journey out to fields in the 

rab. Plantains and dried meat are ais0 transporteci out, but often consumed at the 

as weil. This rainy sawn occupation is opposite to the B d a n  K ~ C U I U ,  who 

build their field houses in the wet season and occupy them during the dry season 

(Cameiro l983:93) 

The Chachi' use of & bears a lot of similarities to the trekking of other 

tropical forest groups such as the Mekranoti, Kayap6 of central B d ,  and the 

Yanoama groups of Venezuela (Colchester 1985). According to Demis Werner (1 983), 

groups of the Mekranoti, sornetimes the whole village, leave theK settlement to form 

temporary camps in the forest or savanna. At these camps they live on gathered plant 

foods, fish and game. Reasons that they gave Werner for the move included the need to 

obtain forest products such as palm oil, tree resh, wood, tortoise, -h and game; that it 

was a way of avoiding enemy attacks; and a way ofescaping fiom a contagious iliness. 
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A cornmon economic explanation for trekking involves the idea that nutritional 

shortages are made up for during the t e  protein in perticular (Colchester 198516 or 

Lizot 1978). This has been supportai by studies pafonned on modem groups that have 

been iduenced by European contacts for hundreds ofyears, and becorne more 

restricted in their movements with the perceived need to be close to mission outposts, 

trade routes, and more recentiy schools. Colchester's work with the Venezuelan 

Yanoama provides evidence thaî the less acculturated Yaoama "prrsent an aspect of 

generally good HealthI1 (Colchester 1985: 17) in comparhn to the more sedentary 

Yanoama living close to the missions. These groups d è r e d  h m  proteh deficiencies, 

and higher levels of intestinal parasites. Therefore, the suggestion that an 

unacculturated group needed to trek in order to make up a protein deficiency does not 

work, because the acculturated groups that do suÆr h m  protein deficiaicy, trek much 

less (Colchester 1985: 1 7). 

However, in his explorations of the ecoaomic benefits of trekking¶ Wemer was 

able to discount the hypothesis that trekking solved a Mekranoti protein deficiency. 

The groups involved in trekking, were ones that had the most protein, and they did it 

during the season when most of the protein was avaiiable. He also discounted social 

explanations as having much of an inaf fec t  

hother similarity between both trekking and the existence of & lies in the 

distribution of plant cultivars, and the formation of areas ofusefhl plants located at 

some distance fiom the main settiement Posey, describes the creation of "war gdem" 

and "resource islands" of plant resources, by the Kay@ of Brazil, as a means of 

protecting themselves and  the^ cultivars h m  aîtack h m  enernies, and as a source of 

food when they are on a hunting expdition or tnk (1993:65; see also Anderson and 

Posey 1989). Chachi & serve as stops on hunting expeditions and long journeys, 

and may weii have had a role as a place that Chachi wuld retreat to in times of conflict. 

The rnirroring of the house-garden and fields of the main house at the ranchos. ensures 

a full contingent of germp1asm so that destroyed gardens could be replanted ~ i n g  seed 
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h m  the m- In In regard a could be d e s c r i i  as a fonn of risk 

management, 

Wemer came to much the same conclusion that 1 did regarding the status of the 

people invoIved in treIdcing or in the Chachi case, in building m; t was the groups 

that were dering the least fiom any dietary Mciency that were involved He 

mggesteci that the Mekranoti on trek ate much more than their basic nutrient 

requirements. They ate much more protein, and varied their diets with tree f i t s  and 

other wild plant products l e s  easily available close to the main settiement. He 

suggested that this optimiiration aaed like a preventaîive curey serving to strengthen the 

immune systems of the participaihg people. In much the same way, a Chachi's diet 

while living at a & wiU contain much more fish and meat. The individuals are 

away h m  the stress of living in the larger communityy and they g a  more sleep. An 

anaiogy h m  within out own culture, would be a family's visit to a summer cottage, 

with its stress fkee environment, simple, healthy, diet, and exercise. 

That the serves an important m o n  in providing the Chachi with access 

to forest products is undeniable. Like hmting, gathering wild forest plant products 

invoives a close observation, howledge, and interpretation of the forest's seasom and 

characteristics. MateriaIs brought back from the forest are imbued with a different 

character than produce harvested h m  the garden A hunting expedition is as much an 

adventure as a quest for meat Products coliected at the and brought back to the 

main house are îdeologidy "Iarger" than main house pmducts. Dried mat, canoes, 

house posts, wooden planks, wild plants, are ai l  more important socially, ideologidy, 

and materialistically, than the mundane, easily obtained products of the garden. 

The assumption that the building ofsecondary houses is an important adaptation 

to constraints in the tropical forest environment would be supporteci by the evidence of 

Chachi households without LpllEhOS suffiering fiom dietary shortages. 1 saw no evidence 

for this, and although not aii  Chachi households maintained most had access to 

one through family or Sriendship comections. Emilio Moran has already pointed out 
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the variety of tropical forest studies that see group mobility as achptive behavior to the 

coIlSfraiLlts presented by a tropical forest environment, a fonn of environmental 

determiniSm that was meant to have disappeared at the beginning of this century 

(1 983 :ILS). Indeed it is tempting to o f f i  a purely economic explanation for the 

existence of ranchos. but meir constmctïon appears to be as much a rrsult of individuai 

wants as a need 



The point is not to rectify? but to mject, the nature/cuiture dichotorny, as scientists 
in aii areas of Amazonian studies have employed it to date. 

(william Baieé 1989:2) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Prehistoric Demography and Settlement 

The land-use data that 1 coilected with the -chi has implications for the 

interpretation of prehistoric demographic patterns within the Santiago-Cayapas area and 

suggests avenues for fiutber prehistoric and ethnographie re~eafch. The Santiago- 

Cayapas Research Roject has produced an atchaeological sequence for the area that 

documents changing prehistoric demographic patkms. In Wauen D e B d s  most recent 

presentation of the archaeology (1996), he divides the ceramic sequence into eight, 

possibly nine phases, spanning approximately 700 B.C. (dï'brated) to the present 

(1996:66), with two of the phases, Herradura and Las Cruces, d g  as 

contemporary cultural msuiifestations in two river drainages, and the Cantarana phase 

being contemporary with the beginning of the Chachi ceramics. 5nis SeTiation is based 

upon surfke pottery collections and the excavation of four stratifsed sites. These 

phases can be matched up with the sequences of S W  Colombia 

The eariiest weU documented ceramics belong to the Mafa phase which predates 

Selva Alegre (Tolstoy and DeBoer 1989) (approximately 400 BC*- AD 100) (DeBoa 

3 14 
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1 W6:66). The Mafa sites are small in area (4.5 ha) and are found in interfluvial 

locations. Because of the grrat age ofthe sites DeBoer wams that "..JWà sites 

situated along the SimuItaneously aggradïng and bank-destroying mainstrermi wouid be 

underrepresented in a survey of contemporazy Rirface remains" (1996: 190) and that the 

apparent interfluvial orientation could be a d t  of "...tirne-sensitive taphonomic 

processes" (1 996: 193). 

Selva Alegre sites are also found in interfluyial areas, but with a shift t o w d  

settlement closer to the major waterways. Some larger sites (5 ha) have been located, 

with probably house mounds. This phase i s  wntempomy with the beginning of the 

large La Tolita site in the coastal esbiary. It is v e y  likely that there was &tact 

between the two areas. DeBoer suggests that a coastal-inland-bighland exchange 

network may have been in existence in the past (1996:91). 

The Guadual phase (approxÜnateIy AD. 200 - A.D. 500) (199666) is 

characterized by a dramatic change in the style and decoration of the ceramics and the 

settlement pattem. The ceratnic vessels stiU maintain a con~u i ty  with the earlier Selva 

Alegre phase, but the elabration of pastes, decoration and vesse1 fomis has prompted 

DeBoer to suggest the possi'bility of "...a major shift in Santiago-Cayepas 'fdways'" 

(1996A28). There is also an i n m e  in site size during the Guaduai phase and for& 

per cent of the sites are located beside main waterways. The fht half of the phase is 

contemporary with the late phase of La Tolita, and DeBoer suggests that the main 

waterway orientation might be connected to the dominance of La Tolita as a trading 

centre and the waterways as mein trading routes (1996:130). 

Herradura, Las Cruces, and Mina sites (approximately AD. 600 - AD. 1300) 

(1 W6:66) are found along the tributaries of the main rivas. DeBoer suggests the 

" b ~ o n f ' o f  ceramics in post-Guaduai times, with Haradura in the Upper 

Cayapas, and Las Cruces and Mina k m  the Santiago basin. H e d u r a  ceramics 

resemble what DeBoer descnbes as "...a rustic descendent of GUapual" (1996: 134). He 

sees this distinct  orm mat ion of the ceramics coupled with a change ia settiement 
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pattern back to tri'butaries, away h m  the main waterways, as popo%Iy attn2,utabIe to 

the coilapse of La T o b  dominance (1996: 159). 

The Tumbavim phase (approximateiy AD. 1300 untii the &val of the Cbachii 

(1996:66), which foilows Herradura, sees the ntrrat of Settlements to high interQuriai 

ridges without any fluvial orientation- DeBoer descri'bes this pattem as one of "...a few 

houses percheci on a ridge top with what can be imaginai as a paranoid view of the 

surromduig land scape..." (1996:160). Tumbaviro pottery continues its SimpIification 

from the sophistication of Guaduai to becorne unadorned, thick-ded, corne- 

tempered vesseis. DeBoer suggestr that the Tumbaviro pottery makers may be the 

"Indios Bravos" of Chachi orai tradition Their "paranoid" Settlements on high ridges 

the result of their tenuous position of having to defend their territory h n  incursions of 

other peoples (DeBoer 1996: 160). 

Cbachi ceramic sites form a break with Tumbaviro, the vessels having no 

continuity with those of Tumbaviro, and their Settlements located dong the main river 

charnels. Many of the older smaii rivede Chachi sites contai. extensive coastai shell 

middens, ùidicating fkquent contact with the coast Today, Chachi ceramic vessels 

have almon completely been replaced by aluminum pots, however, a few of the iarger 

--making (beer-making) pots are st i l l  cMlted in some households. 

A cerarnic tradition contempomy with the Chachi phase, called Cantarana, was 

probably produced by the early Afro-Ecuadorim occupation of the area. The length of 

their occupation and the expense and diffidty of obtaining non-ceramic vessels, d e s  

it probable that they made ceramic vessels in the past (1996:188) although modern 

Afko-Ecuadorian communities no longer do so. 

The evidence that through tirne prehistonc occupation oscillated between the 

uiterflwes to the main river and ôack to the interfluves again, aggregating dong the 

rivers and dispersing in the interfluves, has caused DeBoer to ask the question, why the 

interfluves wouid ever be the preferred occupation zone. He "...most advantages 

seemingiy would accrue to the mainstream: more arable (aithough flood-prone) soils; 
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richer quantities of riverine and ripian fhuna; and greater canoe-based mobility" 

(1 996: 193). Land-use data 1 ooileaed c M e s  the environmental characteristics of the 

Santiago-Cayapas am, more clearly descriiiing the atüi'buîes of ciiffierient ecological 

zones, and supporthg DeBoefs suggestion that within the Santiago-Cayapas area, 

"...cha~ging settlement pattems represent responses to a fluctuating social 

environment. .." (1996993) d e r  than a reaction to envUonmenta1 variables. 

A cornmon theme during the 1st twenty years of South American tropical forest 

antbropologid and archaeological research has been disputing earlier ideas that 

tropical forest soils were homogenous and d o d y  chemically poor (see Denevau 

1984; Moran 198 1). The general consensus today is that the= is a great deal of variety 

in tropical soils, but that in general, ailwial soiis, are better than interfluvial soils, 

because of annuai inundation (see Moran 1993 24-3 1). This dichotomy of fluvial and 

interfiwial locations is seen to be important in the cbaracterization of the satlement 

Prehistoricaily in the Cayapas rires settlement oscilMeci b e e n  the interfluvial 

and fluvial areas. The homogeneity of the soil, however, makes it difEcult to argue that 

the settlement shift could be tied to ciifferences in soil chernid feRility. 

Within the Santiago-Cayapas area the overd chernical fertilty of the soil, 

incfuding the poorest soiis, is nibstantially betier than the poorest mils in Amamnia 

(see Chapter 3). Crops are not grown at the extreme iïmits of mil chernical fertility- 

The Chachi do not bum the cleared vegetaîion when beginaing a new field, a p d c e  

that ad& considerably to the chemical feriilty of fields in much of Amazonia (see 

Hecht and Posey 1989: 183). The extremely wet climate may be one expianation for not 

buming, but an equally valid one is that the soi1 is chemically rich enough to gtow 

crops without buming. 

Chernical analyses of the Cayapas soiis did not demonstrate any p t  differences 

in chemical fertility between the fluvial and interfluvial areat, or @I any other part of the 

Iandscape, with the exception of the drop zone below a Chachi kitchen. The Cayapas 
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river and its flow dom steeply cut c h e l s .  When they flood, only nanow 

bands of riverside h d  are &écted, the flood waters raceiy reaching thirty metres 

beyond the b& The fact that the visible flood-plain is mer than this constricted m 

suggests that there iae times when more exteasive flooding takes place, but that it is not 

an annual occumnce. This limited flooding rrgime, in conjimcton with high 

probabiy ensures that there is little chemicai difference between fluviai and interfluvial 

soil chemkal content 

The o v d  chemica chatactetistics of the Cayapas SO& and îheir lsdc of 

chernical variation between fiuvial and interfluvial areas makes them a minor 

consideration when Chachi are selecting a suitable Iocation for a field. When they 

evaluate an area for planting they are mainly concernai with soii drainage and texture. 

However, these concems are only expressed as part of a consteilation of other important 

considerations such as land ownership, access to water transport, distance to the main 

house, clearing difficulty, dope and the presence of other usenil plants in the area (see 

Chapter 5). The only exception to this king the Chachi recognition of "bkk" soils es 

being very good for @culture and usually better than the more common red and 

yeiiow soi1 (see Chapter 3). 

Prehistorically there would have been Iittie soil advantage in piacing fields in the 

alluvial or interfluvial areas. This is reinforced by the fiia that the Chachi use both 

areas in locahg their fields, despite the fact that their main houses are always built 

along the main water-ways. The nigged variable terrain in the Cayapas area provides 

the Chachi with the opportunity of exploithg a numbg of quite diffetent habitats withia 

a relatively short distance of their main houses. Houses can be placed in the interfluve 

and still be within an hours walk ofthe main house, 

Today the Chachi expIoit both ripean and terresûial poteiin sources and there is 

evidence to suggest that both were exploited prehistoridy (DeBoet 199655,163). 

Although the main Chachî settlement is along major waterways it-is diffcdt to 

characterize the Chachi as relying prîmady on one or the otha of these resources. 
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Riparian and temestrial resources are expioited differently and have distinct subsistence 

roles. Once again, the tugged teirain and easy access ta a variety of différent flwial 

and terrestrial envkonments does not meke dependence upon one protein source 

necessary. 

Protein abundance and scarcity and the diffîerence in re4iabi.k~ between riparian 

and terrestrial sources of protein has been associated with m e n t  and semi- 

permanent and n o d c  senlement in Amamnia (see Carneiro 1970; Harnes 1983 :395; 

Lathrap 1970; Monin 1989). The pmtein resources used by the Chachi are determineci 

by where they are living at the time, environmental conditions and social considerations 

(see Chapter 4). W e  iiving at the main house, they nsh and coflect cnistaceans in the 

main water-ways and nearby and hunt terrestrial game on their way to thek 

fields or on special hunting expeditions. Whiie they are living at the LpPEhQS they hunt 

terrestriai game and coiiect river astaceans. 

At the main house the Chachi have a variety of fishing tools which they use 

depending upon the river conditions. They are rarely ~ l ~ ~ c c e s s f i i i  in any attempt to 

fish. Hunting fiom the main house is much less reliable. Specific huuting expeditions 

are sometimes unniccessfii2 and opportmistic quany is only sporadically encountered 

on the daüy journeys to the fields. At the & hunting is much more successful and 

the Chachi can rely upon hmting to provide daily protein, CNstacean hunting is 

always successful if it is attempted. An interesting question is why the Chachi bother to 

hunt fiom the main house if they can always reliably obtain enough fish protein. 

Beckerman has broached this problem with the Bari of Colombia, tryïng to 

explain why they hunt in seasons when they could get a better retum fishing (1 983). In 

his optimal foraging approach to the problem, he suggests that hunting also serves as a 

means of gatiiering idionnation on whm to fish (1983:299). This model, however, 

does not explain Chachi behavior as they fi& and cnistacean hunt in the same areas 

depending upon water level, turbulence and clarity. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 4, fkt, more than any 0 t h  basic food category, apappears 

to be the scarce, fàvotued resource (see Vickers 1976, cited in Yost and Kelley 

l983:2l9 for a similar phenornenon among the Siona-Secoya). Fat is whaî is generdy 

used to describe favomite or "reall' food This point is interestingy as in general 

terrestrial game has a higher fat and calorie content (see Hü1 and H a .  1983:186) 

than riparian, and might help expIain why gmups continue to hunt even though a more 

reliable, constant source of protein is avaüable h m  the rives. 

DeBoer characterizes hterflwial T u m a .  phase sites by a lack of fïshing gear 

and that "...fïshi.ng is seemingiy de-emphasized in the artifrictua record" (1996:163), 

pointing out, however, that there is no materiai evidence to suggest terrestrial hunting 

either (1996:163). Terrestrial hunting is suggested by the interfluvial location of the 

sites and a lack of fisbing amfacts M a r  to those found in previous phase sites. Two 

possible Tumbaviro fishing artifact~ "...corne h m  sites borderhg the Rio Baibudo" 

(1996: 163). The lack of fishing equipment does suggest Iess reliance on main-stream 

riparian resources; however, it does not imply that resoiaces were not used. 

The fact that prehistoric peopies changed the locations of their dwellings does not 

imply that eithex terrestrial or riparian resources were not used, or even that one 

resource was emphasued above the other. 

Another aspect of Chachi land-use that has implications for the prehistoric 

interpretation of the area is their use of -. It affects our inteqmtation of 

settlement, our càaracterization of prehistoric subsistence patterns, and chaüenges 

assumptions archaeologists make about mobility. 

An obvious impiication of the & in tams ofprehistoric interpretation is that 

if & existed prehistoncaliy they might be misinterpreted as permanent dwehgs. 

Santley has emphasized the need for close examination of artinrts produced by sites of 

the same phase located in different enWomnents (1992) as a mains of identifying "off- 

site" areas of activity. 
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DeBods archaeolopid survey was able to demonstrate that occupIitionai 

intensity dong the main waterways and in the interfluvial anas were chronologically 

independent of each other (19%:193). However, ifthis had not been the case a greatn 

reliance would have had to be placed on m g  main houses h m  possi'bIe 

secondary houses based on a fine-grahed d y s i s  of the d c s  found at different 

locations. Using the Chachi & as an example of a typical secondary houe 

occupation, it is disturbing that îhey take to the secondary house ail their household 

inventory with the exception of their giant -making (beer-making) pots. 

Distinguisbing a Chachi h m  a main house would be difficuit precisely 

because the is built to be a duplicate of the main house. The are 

smder, but theu sizes overlap with some of the smaller houses found dong the main 

river. The house, the clear area, and the intermediaie ana and house-garden, are a l l  

copies of the main house. 

are not s p e c i b d  in terms of being used specifidy for only one or 

two tasks. Chachi families go out to the =chos to iive, whkh involves the whole 

gamut of domestic tasks associated with survivd in the tropical forest Crop fields are 

plante4 maintaineci and harvested; and terrestrial and riparian protein sources are 

exploited. DiBirences between the main house and the & are a matter of 

emphasis. More terrestrial game is eaten at the & than at the main houses. 

Although nets are not used to catch fish in the m, fishing tridents and m s  are 

s t i l l  used to hunt fish and crustaceans. 

The successful identification of prehistoric would r e q u k  the 

interpretation of several pieces of evidence. Dination of site occupation would be less 

for the W. It might be possible to ünk occupation with the raiay season 

when high water levels make travel to the rariEhps possible by canoe. TheR would be 

an absence of -making pots. 

A W, but rather conclusive point relates to the overall secement pattern of the 

Chachi. Seen prehistoricaily, ranrhps might be inteqmted as households forced off the 
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main river alIuvium by popdation prrssurr; their expansion up secondary water-ways a 

redt  of Iand shortage. However, the achial raiaEhp dement pattern does not match 

what one would expect to see if this w m  in fact the case There is a g q  between the 

main river settlements and the ranchas. not a smooth continwus fiow inland h m  the 

main river. The ranchos are deliaenieiy placed a great distance fÎom the main river. If  

settlement up the was a d t  of Iand pressure this would not be the case, as the 

m e r  up the one travels, the m w e r  the alluvial flood-pIab becomes. 

In the archaeologicai Iiteratm secon- houses have often been portrayed as 

speciaiized with Limited uses. Chachi & on the other hand are an 

integral part of the Chachi' overall land-use strategy and serve a varïety of purposes. 

The provides access to a different set of environmental resources fouid in the 

monte and montatia areas; it allows more successfiil hunting of terrestrial garne; it 

provides a venue of escape h m  poiiticai and social pressures, conflicts, and disease; 

and it is a reservoir and duplication of ai l  the plants that the Chachi use. These points 

illustrate the potential confusion and misinterpretation which couid create in 

the archaeological record since the complementary roles of and main 

settlements would be extremely dinicult to detect. Population estimates and 

subsistence orientations would be particulariy vulnerabb to incorrect interpretation. 

The existance of & offers us insight into a variation of subsistence behavior 

that can be incorporated h o  future hypothetical models ofpast subsistence practices. 

These models can then be tested by füture archaeologicai wodc 

An area of funire research that this land-use study suggests is the relationship 

between senlement patterns and subsistence strategies. Johnson has suggested, based 

on his work with the Machiguenga, that extreme subsistence flexibility is related to low 

population density (1 983 :6 1). His description of land-use practices is sirnilar to that of 

the Chachi. He &tes that Machiguenga slash-and-bum cultivafion, 
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...is extraornarily complex and fluid. In the evolution of a garden h m  first 
cleanDg to nnal abandonment, and in the evolution of a howhold's settlement 
nom fÏrst g a r d a  to the point where shifting to a new residence has bemme 
advantageous, we fhd a pndictable progression of fonns and stmîegies of 
prodwtionAut these regularities are almost iost amid the innumerable variations 
that arise h m  differences in microenvironrnents and the personal histories and 
aims of individual decision-making dtivators (1 983 :29-3 0). 

He suggests that. " ... their low density perds eclectic, oppommistic procurement 

strategies such that members of each household make individual assessments of the 

needs and the relevant scarcities cohnting the household" (1983:61). He also points 

out that the Machiguenga are, 

.. ~emarkably fkee b r n  social coastiaints in developing procurement strategies. There 
is no d a r e  in their region, no villages or superordinate politicai structures, no 
lineages or other named social groupings beyond the househoid, and a few very loose 
"kindred (1983 :6163). 

DeBoer has made a case for relating the Santiago-Cayapas settiement patterns to 

the machinations of prehistoric economies and polities in the ana, as  opposed to 

environmental factors. It would be interesthg to compare the Santiago-Cayapas 

archaeological evidence of subsistence flertibility between prehistoric aggregated M a i  

sites and dispersed interfluvial sites. 

The traditional Chacbi settlernent piittem is one of dispersed households dong the 

main river. Today the senlement pattern is chaaging as Chachi households have begun 

to aggregate their houses mund chinches and schools which have become the focus of 

economic and political lifé on the river. ïhe Chachi population has been increasing 

dong the Cayapas over the last few years (Mediiia 1992:19-20). Hearsay evidence 

suggests that subsktence flexibiiity is decreasing. 

Luis (see Chapter 5) explained to me that he did not have enough land close to his 

house to grow enough plantains to feed his family. He couid have built his house 

M e r  up-river, where more land was available, or up one of the larger m. Iastead 
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he chose to stay by the main river and grow a cash crop, in this case tagua, to eam 

money to buy the plantab that he needed to feed his fàmïiy. Ofthe possibIe solutions 

to bis problem, it is interesting that Luis chose to alta his subsistence strategy, rather 

than move to an atea wherr he wodd not have needcd to change i t  It highiights the 

strong innuence that social concerns have ovei settiement I d o n  as commUI]ities 

become more aggregated and the social and political life becomes more cornplex. It 

also provides a mechanism that supports Johnson's contention that Iow population 

densities are associated wÏth flexï%Ie subsistence, and its coroUw that high densities 

are associated with more remicted subsinence strategies. 

By moving priver Luis would have ken distaacing himseif h m  his extended 

family, a valuable support networic of labour, mrrsources and social strength. By moving 

up one of the he wouid have been distancing himseIf h m  the economic and 

political opportunities offered by long-distance trade dong the main river. The solution 

of changing subsistence strategies d t e d  in greater field labour for him, but dowed 

his family to stay close to their relatives, and participate in the main riva t d i n g  

network. In this single example social conceras over-rode those of subsistence, and 

labour costs. 

Conclusions 

This dissertation is a fine-grained study of modem C k h i  land-use. Their land- 

use practices were examined to help in the interpretation of the arcbaeological remains 

found in the Santiago-Cayapas river basin. There is no cultural continuity between the 

prehistoric cultures and the modern Chachi, so the information coIIected is most useful 

at Gouid's thid level of ethnoarchaeologiical hterpretation which is that of general 

interpretation, or model-building (1 971 : 175). The research attempts to des* and 

idente those aspects of the naturai environment important to Chachi resource use, and 
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the factors, both nahtral and cultural, that influence their land-use decisions. This, in 

combination with archaeological i a f o d o n ,  can be used to suggest modcls of 

prehistoric land-use which can be tested by future archaeological resea~~h in the area 

In this chapter 1 demonstrate how some of this idonnation can be used a explore the 

question of the cbanging prehistoric dernography in the Santiago-Cayapas area. 

Research 
I worked with nhe Cbachi fiimilies, mapping and measuring their fields, and 

asking questions about animal, fish, plant and inorganic resources. Working with 

Victor's household 1 produced a schedule of land-use activities for 28 days during the 

dry season and 25 days durhg the wet season. 1 took 45 sail samples f h n  fields, paths 

and other areas close to the Chachi settiements. My d t s  are a combination of 

qualitative and ~uantitative data that provide a preminary understanding of Chachi 

land-use, their economic and social rational for their land-use decisions, and the 

environmentai and social context wittiin which the land-use activities take place. 

To provide a gened enWomental description of the area 1 made an inventory of 

the most common plants and animais. Paleobotanicd evidence suggests that the 

environment has not changed much since prehistoric occupation (Pearsall and &Boer 

l996:22O) and that the consteilation of plants and animals available to prehistoric 

cultures living in the area would have been similar to that of today. 

My soi1 analyses demonstrateci little difference in soi1 chernical fertility between 

local areas. The Chachi do distinguish between soils that they considet more or l e s  

suitable for agricultural activity, but soi1 is not the most important critexion they use 

when locating a new field. The soils are chemically richer than the oxisols and ultisols 

found in much of the Amamnian lowlamls (see Moran 1993:66), king only slightly 

acidic, and having fewer nutrient deficiencies (see Nicholaides, Sanche& Bandy, 

Villachica, Coutu and Valverde 1983). Since the majority of soiis are suitable for 

cultivars, and given the high toletance most Chachi cultivars have for chemically poor 
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acid soiis, soi1 selection is less cnicial in ensining the success ofa field. Factors such as 

soil texture and drainage have a greater impact on Chachi field 1Ocatio1~ 

The land tenure systern among the Chachi today is a combhatÏon of old and 

modern traditions and regulations. Today the newly 0rgani;rmrl Chachi poiitical 

federaton, FECCHE, is trying to acquire legal title to lands in the Santiago-Cayapas 

area Favoured land beside the main water-ways now belongs to particular families and 

patrilineal des of inherïtance are loosely followed Land is used as a social adhesive 

to ensure that daughters and their husbands visit, or corne and live with their fkther's 

families for several months of each year, or pennanentiy. 

Owflerless land, which has not been cleared or planteâ, is obtahable some 

distance fiom the main water-ways and is fke for any Chachi individuai to clear and 

use. The act of clearing land and planting on it is synonymous with land omership, 

possibly an indigenous, pre-contact form of land tenure. 

Plant ownership is distinct fiom land ownership; the owner of a plant is the 

person who planted it even if it is growing on someone else's land Individuals wilI ask 

for permission to plant a h ï t  tree in the gardm of a niend or relative; a father will 

encourage his children to plant in the garden aromd his house. Only the person who 

planted the cultivar is entitied to harvest its fhits, although permission may be granted 

to the land owner. 

Trying to divide Chachi land-use techniques into d i n i n t  categories and place 

local resources into Western-type classincatory schemes proved difficult. Many of the 

land-use terms commonly used in English have lîttie meaning in the lowlands of South 

h e r i c a  The clear-cut divisions of space that charactrrize agriculhtal practices ia a 

temperate environment do not exist in the tropical forest, and house-gardens blend into 

fields, which blend into secondary vegetation, which blend into paths, which blend into 

fields again. DesCnbing the Kayap6 folk taxonomy of ecological categones, Posey 

states that it shows, "...a propensity for a classifjing the nahi- world into neatly 

defined categones, but rather rely h d y  on 'graded' categones of transitiont' 



(1 983 : X I ) .  It would be usefbi in fuhae work to determine if amilar ecological 

taxonomies exist within Cha'piaachi. 

Plant species used by the Chachi are also difndt to assign to partidar 

categones and range fiom fuil domesticates to wild @es. They are planted, 

transplante& protected, weeded, harvested and traded. They are found h pots on house 

floors, in how-gardens, dong paths, in fields, and in the W. The same species in 

different environments can be coasidered a resource or treated as a weed. 

A useful aid in describing the domestic activities of a household within a tropical 

environment is Killion's house-lot model. It adequately takes into account the large 

number of activities that take place and resources that are found outside the physical 

structure of the house but are none-the-less considered to be domestic in nature - food 

preparation, the spice cupboard, the medicine cabinet, the green-house, and industrial 

supplies. An important arckological implication of KilIîon's model is for the 

interpretation of prehistonc tropical settlement, and the realization that much of the ana 

around an old house structure was probably an integral part of it, just as the clear and 

house-garden areas of Chachi how-lots are today. 

House-gardeiis contain members of the most cornmon cultivars, as well as a huge 

variety of industrial, medicinal and rituai herbs, Mt ûees, and some species of palms. 

The Chachi house-gardens 1 mapped contained between 14 and 27 common cultivars 

that 1 codd identify. Maintainhg common cultivars in house-gardms ensures that 

germplasm is protected should anything happen to destroy the fields, and makes 

seedlings more eady avaiiable for transfa to a new field or house iocatio11. 

Experimentation with new plant species and high yielding individual plants are 

conducted within the house-garden. Raised seed-beds are used to protect very yoimg or 

valuable plants eom ground pLEdation. Young anirnals, captured affer the death of their 

parents are brought up pets in the house and house-garden. 

Paths lead fiom the main house to fields and -. Pa* wind amund natud 

obstacles and visit nuit trees and old fields. Dead-fail traps and cnistacean and fi& 
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traps a~ often baited along paîhs that the Chachi know they will be travelling along the 

following &y. Cultivars are planted along path edges so that they can be easily 

harvested during travel 

The main rivers and &O serve as transportation comdors, the latter 

usually only during the rainy seasons. They are an important source of cms*wan and 

fish protein. The aquatic fishing and hunting techniques used by the Chachi are 

dependent upon the size, clarity and depth of the river or which in him depends 

upon the amount of rain that falls. Protein resources h m  the water-ways are more 

reliably obtained than terrestrial. 

Ali Chachi households have access to areas which are used for wild plant 

collecting, harvesting old fields, harvesting large trees (for making houses and canoes), 

hunting, and for locating rançhps and their accompaaying fields. Access to the mppfc: is 

by paths, walking d o m  shallow or canoe d o m  during flood times. The 

is more distant fiom the Chachi households, involves difEcult tnivel through 

pathless terrain, and is not considered a suitable location for fields or -. It is used 

primdy for hunting. 

Chachi fields are usually planted with two to five main cultivars, but contain 

between four and 21 cornmon cultivars that 1 could iden-. Fields were located in the 

aliuvium of the main nvers and and in the interfluvial areas. The i d o n s  of 

fields are strongly detemiined by accessïbility to major water-ways for transport, land 

ownmhip, previous history (i.e. the kind of vegetation that would have to be cleared, 

the presence or absence of usefbl cultivars), the kind of cmps to be grown, and soi1 

texture and drainage. 

Hunting expeditions are either opportunistic events initiated by the spoor of an 

animal on the way to do field work, or plamed forays into the distant and 

Chachi use rifles for hunting when they have them, making an economic 

decision before nring at prey on whether the amount of meat they-could potentially 

collect is worth the price of the d d g e .  Hunting aui also be done with a machete, 
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hunting dogs betraying the whereabouts of buxrowing animalr that can be dug out of 

their dens and killed. ûther hunting techni~ues inc1ude flash-iight hunting at night 

aromd nuit trees fhqyented by agoutis and dead-fd ûqs. The most cornmon 

terres(rial prey eaten by Victor's M y  was the spiney rat which is caugât using dead- 

fgll traps distnbuted dong the paths that the f d y  take to go to their fields in the 

momings. Terrestrial protein was preferred to ripazh, but less reliably obtained- 

Chachi EaPfhgs are secondary houses b 3 t  over an hours tnivel thne h m  the 

mai .  house and are d e r ,  minor images of them. The dwelling is made of the same 

materials as  the main house and the house-gardens and suin>mding fields contain the 

same constellation of cultivars. Fields at the ranchs sme to feed the household during 

its residency. act as gateways to resources such as large trees for 

making house fomdations and catloes, vines for industrial construction and bees wax. 

They serve as an escape fiom sociai conflicts, illness, and the pressures of social Iiving 

dong the main river. Chachi say they eat more tenestria1 protein and sleep more at 

night at the ~. The duplication of material culture and germplacm at the & 

is an insurance against the destruction of the main house and its fields, an interesting 

point given the violent nature of Chachi oral tradition regarding their initiai entry into 

the Cayapas area. 

Qgfhi- 

A resuit of this dissertation research has been the documentation of a Iand-use 

strategy that is cbaracttmzed by flex1'bility and opportunism. The Cbachi, however, are 

not unique in their approach to tropical forest subsistence, but are participants in a 

specific, environmental adaptation to a tropical forest environment, that is distinct h m  

hunter-gatherer groups or temperate agriculnualists. 

Many attempts at characterizing tropical forest subsistence have developed h m  

processual studies, evaluating the efects of particuir environmeqtal variables on 

agriculture. As a d t  of this ernphasis on adaptation and the assumption that the 
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forces of natural seldon will cause a cuitme to become more adapteci to its 

environment through time, many of the modek propsed are itnilinear in concept, 

assuming increasing cultural complexity through the. When complexity ceases to 

increase, constraînts and limiting fàctors within the environment are looked for. 

An example of this sort of model is provided by EmiIio Moran's analysis of the 

interaction between manioc cultivation, hunting and d e m e n t  mobitity (1983). He 

suggests that mobile tropical forest groups never develop a sophisticaîed knowledge of 

a local area, and so need to rely upon a staple, nich es manioc, which wili grow aimost 

anywbere. The low protein field of the manioc requires that the group hunt for protein 

to supplement their diet As an arwi is hunted out, the group must move to ensun their 

protein supply. This circular set of variables maintains itseif in equilibnm as long as 

there are no environmental changes. Moran suggests that ifterritory becornes 

circumsm'bed (a motivation for agricuiniral intensif?catïon in the tropical area 

emphasïzed by Cameiro) and the groups have to look for an altemative protein source, 

such as fish, the cycle is stopped and culture change takes place. Fishing allows groups 

to be sedentary, which in turn d o m  them to acquire the detailed environmental 

knowledge that makes intensive agriculture possible. In this case it is not a physical 

attn'bute within the environment itselfthat is Iuniting, but the intexaction of  open land 

and mobility. 

As with other such unilinear schemes theR are! several problems with Mom's 

scenario. First of aii, there is litde evidence to suggest tbat mobile groups do not have a 

detailed knowledge of theV enuuOnment His evidence is based upon liale interest 

shown by mobile groups in soil classification. Work by researchers such as Posey 

(1 993; 1983), and LUot (1 977), Colchester (1984) demonsirate that "mobile" groups do 

have a large and sophisticated knowledge of plant and envirotunent interactions. This 

knowledge may not include the mils, if, as in the Chachi area, soils are not an important 

factor when deciding where to plant cultivars. I subit  that Mor&s use of "mobility" 

as an unchanging vanable introduces problems to his model. Several researchers have 
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demonstrated that aiterations in sedentism can fomi part ofa tropical forest subsistence 

pattern, with groups literally p d h g  up sedentary stakes, and switching to a nomadic, 

semi-sedentary existence when varisibles such as antagoaistic cross~cuihrral contact 

occurs. The much stuclied Kay@ Indians of Brazil originaily lived in large villages 

with a complex social orgazhüon, but after contact changed to living in small 

dispersecl villages, and foraged for their subsistence much more than they had in the 

past (Posey 1993:63). Stephen Beckerman cites cases of groups that have changed thei. 

subsistence cuitivars relatively qui~kly~ and on occasion several times (1 993 :4lUlS). 

The Chachi dso appear to have relatively quickly adopted the phtain over whatever 

other stapIe they were growing in the past 

My point in evaliiiiting Moran's mode1 is to emphasize the mie and importance of 

flexÏbility within tropical forest subsistence, and to point out that variables that might 

be assumed to be stable in temperate agricultural systems are not necessdy in the 

lowland tmpics. Only hexe does one nm agoss outwardly contradictory phrases, given 

conventional temperate agriculturai meaaings, such as "nomadic agriculture" and 

"graded categories" (Posey 1983: 241). Because of such identifiable ciifferences, the 

tropical lowland horticuitural pattern should be considered a separate adaptation h m  

hunter-gatherer and monocrop agricultural systems. 

The complexity with which the Chachi interact with their environment is not just 

a product of economic necessity, although economics no doubt plays a role in its 

enactments The Chachi are well adapted to theïr tropical forest environment and as 

such enjoy a flexibüity in economic behaviot ody granted to those that are so adapted. 

It can be argued that cultural flexibility exists only where there is economic flexibility 

and individuals are able to make decisions based not p d y  upon economic grounds, 

but also socidy and ideologically. It is interesthg that in his analysis of prehistoric 

c e d c s  h m  the Santiago-Cayapas arat DeBoer writes "The k t  that fancy pottery 

emerges as a central rather than peripheral player in oip cast of variables is somewhat of 

an embarrassrnent to any brand of Archaeology that would view decorative elaboraxion 



clout" (199690 101-202). However, given the nature of tropical forest subsistence 

fleibility, it is not suprising that ceramic decoraxive variation should be a clearer 

indicator of cultural identity and social and political process thaa subsistence* The 

amount of latitude a culture d o m  in creaîïve expression, individual behavior and 

resource procurement strategies is itseifa good measne of a cuiture's adaptedness. 

Tbis fiex'biiity i s  reflected in the individuai decisions that Chachi make to 

minimize the amount of land-use labour that they need to do. By planthg @dar  

consteliations of plants in each field they can be assured of king able to coilect their 

subsistence supplies in a small area. They plan their d d y  land-use activities in such a 

way that several tasks are accomplished at the same tirne. 'Ihey check their dead ui1l 

traps, harvest old fhït trees and hunt as they walk to their fieids. Finaily their use of 

cultivars may also reflect this mhimization of labour. Their switch from an earlier 

stapie to plantains may refiect a change h m  a more productive crop per unit of land to 

one that requires less maintenance but still produces enough food 

Subsistence flexibility and opthhtion is no doubt a product of naniral selection. 

The decisions individual Chachi make, however, not solely based upon economic 

grouuds, but are involved as well in their manipdation of the sociological and 

ideological: seeds and seedlings are used as gifts between relatives and fiiends, the 

ownership of nuit trees in the house-garden is regulated by kinsbip and fiiendshipy 

land-ownership is determined by ones relatives. Culture change and Chachi land-use 

complexity are interwoven. The fhct that Chachi individuals are so d y  to expriment 

with new crops and try and manipulate wild plants and animals into king more 

productive makes change a part of an adaptive strategy* Today the Chachi culture is a 

hybrid of indigenous, Afncan, Colonial and modem influences. This can be seen in 

their land-use practices as weU as the more ideological and non-material aspects of tbeir 
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Ethnoarchaeology has developed a Long way h m  its ongiiial mandate of 

ethnoarchaeology details the variation of individuai human interaction with an 

environment Ethnoa~~haeoIogy examines the d v e  way in which social and 

physical considerations are woven together to make behaviorai decisions. The d 

value of ethaoa~:haeologicai research is at the level ofgeneral intapRtation and in the 

creation of hypothetical modeis of past human behavior. It gives us an understanding 

into the ctaitive workings of human culture!. 

One of the greatest contributions ethnoarchaedogy has made to archaeologicd 

interpretaîion has been the demonstration of the nonsconornic factors that often 

dominate what appear to us to be purely economic decisiom. Among the Chachi, what 

might sq&iciaIly appear to be decisions of economic necessity - the location of 

fields, the planting of f i t  trees, the building and use of & - are just as much 

decisions made within a social realm as an economic one. This does not in any way 

change the fact that C h h i  have to be economically n i c d  within their 

environment, but it does suggest that archaeological explanations of identifieci 

prehistoric behavior patterns should not necessatily be based upon an assumption that 

particuiar behaviors are purely a product ofeconomic need- They are also made witbùi 

the conte* of the Chachi social and ideologicai world as weli. What my research 

among the Chachi demonstrates is that they are not living on the edge of economic 

disaster, but that they are participants in a larger tropical Iowiand subsisteme pattern 

that emphasizes flexibility and optimization of resources. The success of this systern 

allows them to tailor their economic decisions to work within their social and 
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The following lis& are a loose compilation of plants 1 observeci in the field that were 
identifid for me by iaformaints. The scientinc names were compileci nom texts on the 

area and with the help of Ciaudio Berti-Barotti. 
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The foUowing lists are a loose compilation of animais 1 observeci in the field and that my 
informants talked to me about The scientSc names were compüed h m  texts on the 

area and Eisenberg 1989 and Emmons 1990. 
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